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SECTION 1. ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Benchmark 1: Student Performance - Introduction
The four year journey to Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School’s (RCMCS) first cohort graduation
was a bit challenging at times and sometimes astonishing. Yet an extremely important point for renewal
consideration is the New York State Education Department’s (NYSED) 2014-2015 data results, which
reflected that RCMCS had the highest number, 96%, of economically disadvantaged students; the
average rate of economically disadvantaged students in similar schools (Table 3.1) is 85%, more than 10
percentage points lower than our schools. With unmistakable perseverance and a robust willingness to
succeed for our students, we achieved a 71% graduation rate in June, 2016. Our first cohort graduation
rate exceeded the Rochester City School District’s graduation rate of 46%. We also know that with our
seniors attending summer recovery classes or summer school, we are capable of obtaining a 77%
graduation rate in August, 2016, coming close to the state’s graduation average of 78%. We anticipate
more improvement in our graduation rate in 2016-17.
We rode this journey with determination. When we felt too many changes and challenges were
obscuring our mission, we lifted ourselves with the four primary principles written in the original
charter, which include personalization, teachers as curriculum designers, career internships, and
enrichment/student support. Personalization made a major difference and helped us strive to a 71%
graduation rate. We extended ourselves to our students by building relationships throughout the four
years which gave our teachers opportunities to know who their students really were while
understanding their learning styles. Not all students learn the same way, therefore, our teachers
attempted to treat each student “one student at a time.” Our teachers, parents, families, relatives, and
friends witnessed this personalization at our June graduation ceremony. Every senior had an
opportunity to speak on his/her behalf in front of well over 500 attendees, each remarked how
wonderful it was to have a teacher or teachers know them personally.
Our principle of “teachers as curriculum designers” helped our teachers create, organize, and
sometimes reinvent their subject-area curriculum with the infusion of project-based activities and
career themes. By having an investment in developing the curriculum, our teachers were allowed to
address the learning styles of each of their students.
In addition to the above, we have learned valuable lessons in the first term of our charter by
understanding the urgency to address skill gap deficiencies, and will continue to make structural
changes to our academic program that we believe will lead to continued improvement of our students’
Regents exam performance and graduation rates.
Benchmark 1. a. Accountability a. i. ESEA Accountability Designation - Data – Table 1.a.i.
For each of the four years since RCMCS opened its doors in 2012, the school has had an ESEA
(Elementary & Secondary School Education Act) Accountability Designation of ‘Good Standing’ (see table
3.1). As the school has worked to close skill gaps of students upon entry to ninth grade, outlined in
Benchmarks 2 and 3, RCMCS is positioned to continue to be in “Good Standing” accountability status
and aspires to achieve the designation as a “Reward School.”
Benchmark 1. b. Similar Schools Comparison - 1. b. i. Comparative Proficiency - Data – Table 1.b.i.
Utilizing the similar schools matching Excel workbook provided by NYSED, there were a total of forty
schools that were considered to be similar to RCMCS, thirty-one of which were part of the New York City
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School system, four were within the Buffalo City Schools (one being a charter school), three were in the
Rochester City Schools, one in the Yonkers City Schools and one school in the Westbury Union Free
School District. Using NYSED’s comparative analysis model when releasing statewide performance
where schools are grouped into seven needs categories3, one of them being New York City, schools that
were located within New York City were removed from the similar school comparison with RCMCS.
Though one of the schools (Westbury High School) generated using the comparison tool, it was also
assigned to a different district category (Urban-Suburban), but the school remained in the analysis.
Along with Westbury High School there were a total of 9 similar schools (Table 3.1) that best aligned to
the composition of the Rochester Career Mentoring High School.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School opened its doors to 9th graders in 2012 and is the newest
school when compared to its similar groupings cohort. Of the nine schools in this similar schools group
only four (44%) are in good standing, the same rating as RCMCS. These similar schools group have had
three or more graduating classes. Yet RCMCS had only one cohort graduating class this year, 2016 - its
first.
Table 3.1: Similar schools to Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School as determined by the NYSED
Similar Schools Matching Workbook
School Name

District of
Location

District Type

Year
Founded

2016-17
Accountability
Designation

RCMCS

Rochester City
School District

Urban/ charter

2012

Good Standing

Buffalo City
Schools
Buffalo City
Schools
Buffalo City
Schools
Buffalo City
Schools
Rochester City
School District

Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers

Prior to
1980
Prior to
1980
2004

Priority/
Struggling
Good Standing

Rochester City
School District
Rochester City
School District
Westbury Union
Free School
District
Yonkers City
School District

Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Urban/Suburban/Hi
gh Needs

2010

Priority School

Prior to
1980
Prior to
1980

Good Standing

Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers

1992

Focus School

Bennett High School
%Emerson School of
Hospitality
East High School
Oracle Charter School
Rochester Science,
Technology and
Mathematics (STEM)
High School
Vanguard Collegiate
High School
School Without Walls
Westbury High School

Riverside High School

2005

Priority/
Struggling
Good Standing

2010

Closed

% Economically
Disadvantaged

96
78
76
76
95
90
88
91

Good Standing

68
93

1

NYSED 2014-2015 Report Card for Rochester City School District (http://data.nysed.gov/reportcard).
NWEA (Northwest Evaluation Association) RCMCS 2012-2013 Assessment Data (December 2012 administration)
3
NYSED organizes schools into seven different needs categories NYC; Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Yonkers;
Urban-Suburban High Needs, Rural High Needs, Average Needs, Low Needs, and Charters
2

2

Benchmark 1. 3. High School Outcomes
A total of 39 students of the 55 student cohort who remained with us for our beginning four years
graduated in June, 2016, and we expect more graduates in August. Our 71% graduation rate surpasses
the 2015 Rochester City School District by 25 percentage points, and comes within 7% of the statewide
graduation rate of 78%. In addition to achieving a 71% graduation rate for its first cohort, our program
modifications and master schedule improvements will provide students’ the enrichment/support
opportunities needed to demonstrate increased outcomes on Regents exams during the second term of
our charter.
Benchmark 1. 3. a. Regents Testing Outcomes
Benchmark 1. 3. a. i. Aggregate Annual Regents Outcomes Data – Table 3.a.i.
Student performance on the Common Core Regents examinations in English Language Arts and Algebra
1CC increased on both exams over the past two years. Both of these exams received higher levels of
scrutiny by school leaders as the school worked to close a higher than expected skills gap of students
first entering the school at 9th grade and these exams are viewed as leading indicators of growth.
Students who achieved a score of 65 or better increased by 5% from 45% to 50% on the 2016 Common
Core ELA compared to 2015. Performance increased 29% on the 2016 Common Core Algebra 1 to 43% of
65% or higher compared to 14% in 2015 (Figure 3.4). RCMCS Performance on the 2016 Common Core
Algebra exceeded the 2015 Rochester City School District (RCSD) passing rate performance of 22%.
RCMCS came within 4 percentage points of the RCSD Common Core ELA passing rate of 54%, even
though we had a higher percentage of low income students. Therefore, we are confident that our
student performance level will increase as we grow in the next charter term. Our confidence is
grounded, in part, in the retention of 83% of our current staff for next year. Continuity in maintaining a
staff capable of implementing our charter mission with fidelity is incredibly important to our success.
Figure 3.4: Performance on Common Core Regents in ELA and Algebra 1
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Benchmark 1. 3. a. ii. Subgroup Annual Regents Outcomes - Data – Table 3.a.ii.
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Subgroup information on the New York State Report Card shows that our performance for the
subgroups of economically disadvantaged and students with disabilities (SWD) was below the State’s
comparison and had a mixed record when compared with Rochester City School District (RCSD). For
example, for Students With Disabilities (SWD), the validity comparison grouping of students amounted
to ten or less, when compared to the entire State. Therefore, we have taken numerous measures
(enrichment courses, support groups, and additional exam preparation courses) to ensure the
performance of each student improves considerably. Currently, the performance of SWD group falls
short of the State and, in many cases, the RCSD as well. For students who are part of the economically
disadvantaged subgroup, we recognize that performance needs to increase to meet or exceed State
rates. On all 2015 exams, where there was comparative data, RCMCS exceeded the RCSD (Earth Science,
Integrated Algebra), or was within 10 points of the district levels (Common Core ELA, Common Core
Algebra 1, and US History and Government).
Benchmark 1. 3. a. iii. Aggregate Total Cohort Regents Outcomes - Data – Table 3.a.iii.
Although NYSED is not expecting RCMCS to report out on 2012 Total Cohort performance (as indicated
in the Renewal application workbook, only the 2011 cohort and earlier are asked to be reported on), as
part of the renewal, RCMCS would like to provide preliminary performance of 2012 Total Cohort for
NYSED’s consideration. Over 50% of the 2012 Total Cohort achieved a score of 65 or better on five out of
eight Regents exams where at least ten students from the cohort participated. On both the ELA and
Algebra 1 Common Core Regents exams, 70% and 60% respectively, of the 2012-2016 cohort passed
with a score of 65 or higher.
Table 3.2: 2012 Total Cohort Regents Exam Performance
Regents Exam

Total

Percent Passing

Regents Common Core Algebra I

15

60%

Regents Common Core ELA

53

70%

Regents Geometry

53

9%

Regents Global History and Geography

56

46%

Regents Integrated Algebra

56

55%

Regents Living Environment

48

65%

Regents Physical Setting/Earth Science

50

12%

Regents US History and Government

54

50%

Benchmark 1. 3. a. iv. Subgroup Total Cohort Regents Outcomes - Data – Table 3.a.iv.


Narrative: Not Applicable

Benchmark 1. 1. 3. b. Graduation Outcomes
Benchmark 1. 1. 3. b. i. Aggregate Cohort Graduation Rate - Data – Table 3.b.i.
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Although NYSED is not expecting RCMCS to report out on 2012 Total Cohort graduation performance (as
indicated in the renewal application workbook, only the 2011 cohort and earlier are asked to be
reported on), as part of renewal, RCMCS feels strongly about providing preliminary performance of the
2012 Total Cohort for NYSED’s consideration. Again, a total of 39 students from the 55 student cohort
graduated high school in June of 2016. Among the 71% (39 students) who graduated, 64% achieved a
Regents Diploma (25 students), 3% achieved a Regents Diploma with Honors (1 student), and 33%
earned a local diploma (13 students).
Benchmark 1. 3. b. ii. Subgroup Cohort Graduation Rate - Data – Table 3.b.ii.
 Narrative: Not Applicable
Benchmark 1. 3. b. iii. Aggregate On-Track to Graduate Rate - Data – Table 3.b.iii.
Although NYSED does not expect RCMCS to report out on 2013 Total Cohort graduation readiness
performance (as indicated in the renewal application workbook because only the 2011 cohort and
earlier are asked to be report), we felt a need to provide preliminary performance of the 2013 Total
Cohort for NYSED’s consideration. As of June 2016, out of the 71 student 2013 Total Cohort, 32% (23
students) have passed three Regents exams or more with a score of 65 or higher. This increases by 10%
to 42% when those students who have passed two Regents exams at 65 or higher are included. A total
of ten students (14%) of the 2013 cohort have passed five or more Regents. Three students from the
2013 cohort graduated in June 2016.
Benchmark 1. 3. b. iv. Subgroup On-Track to Graduate Rate - Data – Table 3.b.iv.
 Narrative: Not Applicable
Benchmark 2: Teaching and Learning
Benchmark 2. 1. Curriculum:
Benchmark 2. 1. a. Describe the documented curriculum in place at the school, explain how/if it was
aligned to the CCLS, and describe how the curriculum is systematically reviewed and revised.
Teachers document the sources used to develop the scope and sequence for their curriculum. As
originally introduced in our approved charter application narrative, our teachers use concept maps
(Curriculum and Instruction Plan, page 13) to align and organize units to state and Common Core
standards as well as state Regents exams.
Our course sequence includes a combination of state required Regents courses in addition to courses
developed by our staff that uphold the key design element of teachers are curriculum designers and
enrichment. Our documented curriculum is evident in our Career Choices four-year sequence,
Enrichment classes, Humanities courses, and Math, Science, Technology (MST) course.
The curriculum is systematically reviewed throughout the school year, and revised annually during
summer professional development. Time is built into our master schedule for weekly collaboration of
teacher teams to review student progress throughout the year and make adjustments in the scope and
sequence of the curriculum based on levels of student progress. The Educational Leader (EL) takes an
active role in working with teachers on monitoring curriculum, course syllabi, units and lesson plans.
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Benchmark 2. 1. b. Describe the process used to ensure the curriculum is aligned horizontally across
classrooms at the same grade level and vertically across grades.
Horizontal alignment is assured through the co-planning model. Our 9th grade students have the
following two interdisciplinary courses: Humanities 9 (English I and Global I), and MST 9 (Environmental
Science and Principles of Algebra and Geometry). Our 10th grade students have Humanities 10 (English II
and Global II). These courses are 90 minutes in duration, and co-planned and co-taught by our English
and Social Studies teachers. Our staff have monthly department meetings. They are responsible to share
and review the vertical alignment of sequential skillsets and content. Exit indicators (credit and exam
graduation requirements) are the beginning point of our planning. Teachers plan each grade level
requirements with the end in mind.
Not all interdisciplinary teaching is co-taught; we have also developed thematic interdisciplinary
instructional units across the disciplines at the 11th and 12th grade levels. For instance, our 11th graders
enrolled in US History and English III classes do not take the courses at same time; yet these courses are
co-planned by the Social Studies and English teachers who meet regularly to review the curriculum as
they plan horizontal units of study. In this example of upper-level humanities, the teachers begin with
the social studies standards to outline the curriculum map and then they work collaboratively to align
the English III scope and sequence focusing on selecting appropriate literature to mirror the overarching
Social Studies state standards.
The Coordinator of Internships (COI) co-plans the careers sequence with the elective teachers to ensure
a vertically aligned scope and sequence that will be supported by all core courses. The careers elective
content is aligned with NYSED CDOS (Career Development and Occupational Studies) credentials. As
illustrated in our ‘4-year careers electives to internship’ framework (Table 3, page 19 of the approved
charter narrative, “High Demand/High Growth Talent Development”), CDOS Standard 2 of Integrated
Learning, instruction and Academics is not separate processes; career electives and academic standards
are complimentary. As a ‘career mentoring’ charter school, we believe that CDOS skill development
promotes retention of academic knowledge across all vertically and horizontally aligned content areas,
thus promoting increased engagement and relevance for students.
Another example of intentional design in our master schedule is having our seniors with the same
teacher for both English IV and Participation in Government & Economics courses. In addition, the
‘Senior Project’ is the culmination of our English IV course wherein students demonstrate their college
and career plan preparedness after four years of investigation through our ‘Careers Choices’ scope and
sequence including their work-based experiences and internships; therefore, the senior classrooms have
been located in their own section of the building to provide continuity, connectivity and direct access to
the core English/Social Studies teacher, Internship Coordinator, and Career elective teachers. The
Educational Leaders and the CAO are responsible for assuring vertical and horizontal alignment.
Benchmark 2. 1. c. Explain how the curriculum is differentiated to provide opportunities for all
students to master grade-level skills and concepts.
We differentiate instruction for whole groups of students and for individual students; newly developed
enrichment courses prepare all 9th grade students for Regents-level courses, additional remedial courses
for all students (grades 10 through 12) promote skill acquisition with intensive interventions for
individual students specific to exam preparation. The addition of three enrichment courses at the 9th
grade level will provide students ample opportunities to acquire skills needed for success on Regents-
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level courses and exams. Students entering 9th grade meeting or exceeding level 3 in math and/or
literacy are scheduled into Regent’s courses for acceleration. We also work with teachers in lesson
planning to differentiate individual lessons. While we are making progress in this area, and developing
consistent and stronger staff capacity, we are not yet at the level of differentiation we want to see in
every classroom. Our Educational Leader is working extensively with staff this year on components of
the Danielson Framework to ensure teachers understand and demonstrate they are adequately
differentiating instruction for all students to show mastery of concepts. Danielson Component 1e
(designing coherent instruction) will be the focus of professional development and supervision this year:
staff will receive ongoing development in differentiation of instruction, and will be monitored closely on
this component this year.
We believe that what we know good instruction must drive what we plan to do in the classroom. Within
every classroom, instruction is differentiated through:





the content based on students’ ability and prior knowledge,
the process for learning new information based on their learning style,
the choice students have in the product for demonstrating their understanding, and
the teacher strategically designing the learning environment to achieve maximum results.

All classroom instructors provide students choice in the acquisition and the demonstration of their
knowledge and skills. While there are times when direct instruction is necessary, the primary role of an
RCMCS teacher is to give students every opportunity for self-directed learning coupled with ongoing
formative and benchmark assessments administered each marking period to ensure that all students are
understanding and attaining learning targets at the expected rate (outlined in their ILP). Students who
are not making significant progress are recommended to the Support Center for an academic referral for
additional or remedial supports.
Benchmark 2. 2. Instruction:
Benchmark 2. 2. a. Describe the instructional strategies used to engage all students in high-quality,
rigorous instruction.
RCMCS has flexible scheduling to provide students additional learning time, credit recovery, acceleration
for early graduation, and opportunity for early dismissal to participate in internships or college courses.
Improved instructional strategies to promote rigor and engagement will be evident in all classes as a
direct result of component-focused workshops for staff development on the Danielson Framework this
summer. “Engaging Students in Learning” is component 3c of the Danielson Framework; we believe
Domain 3 is critical for promoting engagement and learning. Emphasis this summer will be placed on
designing learning tasks that are fully aligned with instructional outcomes. These tasks are relevant since
they will promote student inquiry and provide students with a choice in how tasks should be completed.
Continuity in staffing is paramount to continuously improved teaching and learning. With the majority of
our staff returning this school year, the groundwork for instructional structure has been actualized
during 2015-16 and thus we can move forward with professional development in this area.
RCMCS staff takes students from their individual entry points (using prior summative assessment data)
and designs engaging instruction with a focus on project-based learning. Projects may be hands-on, but
more importantly, turn all students’ “minds on”. Student engagement is the key to closing the
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achievement gap; our students discover that learning can be fun, not just required to receive a diploma.
Instruction becomes increasingly rigorous with more complex materials over time.
Our focus on integrated instruction, designed for college and career readiness, encourages students to
use core academic concepts to relate to the skills needed in the workforce and college. Student interest
and motivation continually increase because they are able to see the usefulness of the concepts learned
in the classroom and the relevance to real-world application.
Benchmark 2. 2. b. Describe the process used for creating, revising, and getting feedback on unit and
lesson plans.
Teachers spend a month during summer PD focusing on teaching and learning with specific attention to
the curriculum they are using or creating.
Staff submit weekly lesson outlines to the Educational Leader to ensure alignment to the Common Core,
state standards and project-based learning where relevant. Lessons are reviewed by the Educational
Leader weekly to foster instructional discussions based on the Charlotte Danielson framework. Emphasis
in lesson planning is placed on documenting evidence of student learning through on-going formative
assessments and using that data to make necessary adjustments based on student need for immediate
re-teaching and/or revisions to the curriculum. Teachers and the Educational Leader develop and/or
revise lessons from our curriculum materials and resources shared on our Google drive.
We partner with the Buck Institute for Education (BIE) to enhance project-based instruction in all
courses. A key element of our vison is designing a vertically and horizontally alignment of a
comprehensive career-based thematic and skill-based sequence that is supported by all core areas. BIE
specialists work with our teachers and Educational Leader to develop lesson plans and units during the
summer, provide on-going technical assistance and give feedback during two annual site visits, thus
assuring implementation and alignment.
Teachers keep reflective logs of feedback concerning lesson and unit plans. The reflective piece is a
critical component for adjusting curriculum for continuous teaching and learning outcomes.
Benchmark 2. 3. Assessment and Program Evaluation:
Benchmark 2. 3. a. Describe the school’s assessment system, including formative, diagnostic, and
summative assessments.
Teacher develop baseline assessments that are administered the first month of school; Regent’s courses
use Castle Learning, a web-based resource offering teachers banks of Regents-level questions used to
measure if students have prior knowledge and skills linked to the state standards that will be taught in
each course. We use baseline assessments to measure skill proficiency as well as content knowledge.
These assessments serve as diagnostic tools for instructional planning and help teachers plan
accordingly for varying levels of ability within their classroom. Teachers use this information to refine
what they are teaching, how they are teaching it, and how to keep the learning relevant and connected
to students’ interest levels and abilities. Where students demonstrate adequate measures of content,
teachers are able to adapt lessons for students towards mastery or advancement. For students who
show greater areas of need on specific state standards, teachers differentiate instruction for acquisition
of skill or content deficiencies. Instruction is individualized to ensure all students demonstrate
proficiency on the relevant skills and content on the summative assessment.
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Benchmark assessments are developed by teachers from a bank of Regents tests questions provided by
Castle Learning; there are over 100,000 standards-aligned questions in the Castle Learning program. By
using Castle Learning, teachers have immediate access to an analysis of student growth through
customizable reports that focus on specific growth measurements such as Common Core standards
acquisition, state standards, topics, and checks for understanding using Bloom’s Taxonomy.
The benchmarks are ongoing diagnostic measures of progress, administered at the end of the 2nd and 3rd
marking periods. Teachers make ongoing informed decisions about adjustments needed such as reteaching whole groups, or securing additional supports for individual students. Departments conduct
group review of benchmark assessment data to monitor the scope and sequence of each course taught,
and to modify and refine vertical alignment during summer planning sessions. Veteran teachers support
less experienced teachers in a review of the assessment data for their courses.
Students need feedback early and often, therefore, formative assessments as outlined in teacher’s
weekly lesson plan occurs daily in each classroom. Formative assessments are a check for student
understanding and progress towards the learning targets. Formative assessments can be a culmination
of a unit of study and demonstrated in a multitude of ways (such as observations, graphic organizers,
presentations, and discussions). Formative assessments are not necessarily graded but are instruments
used between teacher and student to avoid making assumptions about the learning. The goal of formal
assessments is to transfer ownership of the learning process from the teacher to the student thus
activating metacognitive skills. Students gain an understanding of how to monitor their own progress
and make decisions to monitor the level and quality of their own work. The aim of formative
assessments is to support the summative assessments in the course (e.g. end of unit exams, final exams,
Regents exams).
Our summative assessments for core courses include, but are not limited to, the Regents exams.
Summative assessment data includes results from quarterly benchmark assessments, periodic quizzes,
unit exams, and projects to keep a pulse on the rates of growth of student progress. All of these
datasets are vital instruments used during summer data analysis to further refine and improve
instructional practices for the upcoming school year. We evaluate results by students and identify
trends. Students who continuously show deficits in specific standards are scheduled into enrichment
courses to remediate skill gaps and deficiencies. With the increasing numbers of students demonstrating
proficiency on state requirements, we have been able to continually add advanced courses into our
master schedule. Specific trends in the data that reveal weaknesses in our curriculum are addressed
through ongoing curriculum revisions during the school year and for the upcoming school year.
Benchmark 2. 3. b. Explain how the school uses qualitative and quantitative data to inform instruction
and improve student outcomes, evaluate the quality and effectiveness of the academic program, and
modify the program accordingly.
Modeled after the design from New Leaders for New Schools, RCMCS is working to fully implement a
data-driven culture to promote better teaching and increased learning. There is an annual data cycle
embedded in our professional development calendar for implementing common assessments,
conducting an analysis of the results, and strategizing specific actions to target areas in need of growth.
Our professional development calendar is unusual and unique to our school. The time our staff commits
to refining their professional practice is the cornerstone for propelling our continued growth and
increased student outcomes during our second term. Staff need to understand how to use data, but also
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how to develop effective tools of measurement. Therefore, ample time during the 2016-2017 school
year will focus on Component 1f (designing student assessments), Component 3d (using assessment in
instruction), and Component 4a (reflecting on teaching).
One of the most critical components of our summer professional development is creating a cohesive
culture focused on creating a positive school environment for teaching and learning. Developing a
culture that understands data-driven instruction has been the foundation for the implementation of our
strategic plan for continuous academic improvement. The leadership and the teachers recognize that, if
we are to attain our goals for each student, we must all be ‘on the same page’ with the alignment of
state standards to development of our curriculums, not just to appropriately measure progress and
annual growth, but also to infuse remediation and re-teaching for specific students into our teaching.
Ongoing formative assessments are not just about knowing if students got answers right or wrong, but
getting to the root causes of why students answer questions incorrectly. This is the most important
information we can gain when designing supports and differentiated instruction. Our school calendar
and schedule are two of the most important elements we have developed to allow teachers to become
successful in this process. Following benchmark assessments, teachers review trends in data to ascertain
growth on state standards taught during specific timeframes. Our benchmark data is critical for
informing teachers if adequate progress has been achieved for all students, or if there are indicators of
the need to re-teach content to whole-groups, sub-groups or individuals. Having opportunity for deepdives during our three-week summer development ensures that teachers have (1) enhanced teaching
strategies for areas of improvement, and (2) have students scheduled appropriately for classes based on
their summative assessments. The additional time for staff development and collaboration built into the
design of our master schedule gives teams up to four hours per week to focus on reviewing students’
progress and their individual needs.
Qualitative data sets are collected through a variety of methods. Students and staff at RCMCS have a
risk-free environment to share concerns for problem resolution and continuous improvement of the
academic program and school culture. Advisement class is the main conduit for the administration of
student surveys and discussions about all aspects of the school. Students have ample opportunity to
engage in dialogue with staff members about policies and practices, student-led initiatives, as well as
their instruction. Student voice is valued in the decision-making process of scheduling, course offerings
and school-wide initiatives. Students also have opportunity to speak with their advisor on a daily basis,
as well as the Educational Leader and Support Staff, to express concerns or make suggestions. Advisors
continuously advocate for students by bringing their ideas to staff meetings to make sure their ideas are
heard and, wherever appropriate, implemented with an actionable plan for successful completion.
Quantitative data is used continuously to monitor the effectiveness of instruction and student
outcomes. During the last week of July each year, academic departments collaborate to review
outcomes from the most recent administration of state examinations. These academic teams look for
trends in student performance and analyze individual questions to make informed decisions regarding
school trends in achievement on the state standards. As teams complete item analysis, they identify a
few key standards where students are showing the greatest amount of common misunderstanding and
adjust the scope and sequence of their curriculum accordingly. Benchmark assessments are given each
marking period (see data cycle below) to determine when and where specific supports are needed for
individual or groups of students. Staff make informed decisions on re-teaching material when the
majority of students show misconceptions or lack of understanding.
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Benchmark 2. 4. Supports for Diverse Learners:
Benchmark 2. 4. a. Describe the supports in place to meet the academic needs of all students,
including but not limited to: students with disabilities, English language learners, and economically
disadvantaged students.
Promoting literacy and numeracy is the central function of all RCMCS staff members. Student
engagement is the key to teaching and learning. Closing the achievement gap is dependent upon setting
timely, realistic and attainable learning targets for each student which must be continuously monitored
towards the expected outcome; this is accomplished through our Individual Learning Plans (ILPs). We
have a committed staff, with over 80% returning this year, who understand the challenges our students
face and the solutions we need to design and implement. We have realized that we are all required to
provide basic levels support for all students or collaborate with the SSC team to develop or secure more
intensive supports when needed.
Last year, we developed a new referral process that was not specific to discipline issues. Our referral
system includes academic and social-emotional components. With the support of our EL and SSC, our
staff is developing a better system and process to meeting the needs of all students. This year, our staff
will be held accountable to utilize the wealth of resources we secured to meet the needs of our
students. All staff have access to Edgenuity, a web-based program with a host of resources for teachers
to enhance lesson planning, designing flipped-classroom lessons, on-line units of study, and banks of
instructional videos of certified teachers. Edgenuity can be used to provide remediation, acceleration,
tutoring and re-teaching. Staff can tailor their on-line resources to every individual student in their
classroom. Edgenuity and Castle will become primary instructional tools and resources in our exam
preparation courses. The live data each of these on-line programs provide gives teachers immediate
feedback on student progress and solutions to keeping them on-track.
RCMCS currently serves 237 students, 95.4% are economically disadvantaged, 15.6% are Students with
Disabilities (SWD) and 2.5% are English Language Learners (ELL). Professional development, led by
expert staff, facilitate workshops targeted to share strategies to meet the needs of all subgroups of
students.
Our Special Education Coordinator oversees appropriate services for students with an Individual
Education Plan (IEP), including consultant and Integrated Co-Teacher (ICOT) services, resource room
schedule, speech therapy, counseling, and audiologist services. The Special Education team works in
tandem with co-teachers to implement all IEP and 504 accommodations. Our ESOL teacher works
similarly with all staff to ensure scheduling is accurate and that students are receiving ample supports.
An additional resource our teachers have for our ELL students is the translation component of
Edgenuity. For example, last year we had a Spanish-speaking student who did not understand any
English when she came to our school. The math teacher was able to provide time in her lesson for our
student to watch the learning module in her own language. After working with the learning target in her
native language, she was able to participate in whole-group instruction and small-group and
independent practice with confidence. Many of our economically disadvantaged students need
additional opportunity to demonstrate proficiency on state-level assessments. Edgenuity also has the
capability to provide every student with an individualized pathway unique to their needs. Beginning this
year, our increased enrichment course offerings and enhanced master schedule will support students
reaching basic to proficient literacy and numeracy skills in all of their core academic classes.
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No student is excluded from experiencing support for skill deficiencies. When teachers observe students
with specific challenges in skill development, they submit a referral to the Response to Intervention (RtI)
team via SchoolTool. We have an active RtI team to monitor academic referrals. The RtI team meets
weekly to review referrals and make decisions about appropriate tiered interventions. For our
economically disadvantaged students, additional time and care is taken to determine if the root cause is
academic, or if there are additional social-emotional factors impacting the underlying issue; in the event
students need social-emotional supports, the SSCM work with the appropriate internal or external
partners. The RtI Team is comprised of the Educational Leader, the Coordinator of Special Education,
the Student Support Manager, and when needed, the referring teacher. The RtI team meets weekly to
review referrals, follow up on academic progression of past referrals, and assigns and RtI team member
to follow through on new referrals. The first level of intervention is Tier 2 strategies for the teacher to
address that student’s specific needs to close the achievement gap. Additional interventions include
working on targeted skillsets in our academic enrichment and acceleration center.
Appropriate supports, strategies and interventions are expected to be implemented in all classrooms for
the success of all students. Professional development is central to staff knowing how to reach all
students; and therefore is offered in the summer and throughout the school year.
Benchmark 2. 4. b. Describe the systems in place to monitor the progress of individual students and
facilitate communication between interventionists and classroom teachers regarding the needs of
individual students.
Every student is assigned to an advisor who helps him/her develop an Individualized Learning Plan (ILP)
during their first week of 9th grade. Together, academic goals are established to create a successful
pathway four-year graduation. RCMCS Advisors loop with their students for multiple years; they review
and adjusted annual goals every fall based on summative assessments. Advisors are responsible for
knowing each of their students program and learning profile. Students gain ownership of their own
progress; nevertheless, advisors gather and use this data to assist students in reviewing adjustments
needed in their plan, or if additional supports are needed to help students remain on track. Therefore,
the ILPs are reviewed following benchmark assessments and academic referrals are submitted by either
the teacher or advisor when academic challenges are first recognized.
Advisors serve as advocates for their students; they also assist specialized staff (Special Education and
ESOL) to see that students with accommodations or supports are receiving all appropriate services. The
advisor is also responsible for continuously monitoring student progress during each marking period and
interim progress report. They review benchmark assessments with their students to discuss progress in
attaining their goals. For students experiencing continued challenges, the advisor completes the
appropriate referral (academic or social-emotional concerns) to the SSC (Student Success Center). There
is a 10:1 ratio of students to advisor keeping the caseload manageable. The advisor serves as a mentor,
home liaison, and advocate for each of his or her ten students. Teachers receive extensive professional
development on our advisement program’s purpose and objectives in August, which are revisited
regularly throughout the school year.
Benchmark 3: Culture, Climate, and Family Engagement
Benchmark 3. 1. Behavior Management and Safety:
Benchmark 3. 1. a. Describe the school’s approach to behavior management.
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We work first to positively engage and support students as a means to get them to first manage their
own behavior. Our Code of Conduct is a living document that will be reviewed annually. Keeping it a
work-in-progress allows for continuous improvement and feedback from all stakeholders including all
new and returning staff members, parents, students, and board members.
The Educational Leader’s approach to student behavior is the cornerstone and model of our school
culture. We emphasize students’ individualization and their expectations for growth toward college and
career readiness. Disciplinary actions are approached with dignity for improved habits and choices, not
as punishment. Our policies are school-wide, thereby providing consistency for staff and students alike.
Teachers, especially teacher advisors, are responsible to set the tone for the school and in their
classroom that is aligned to, not separate from, our school-wide set of expectations and procedures. Our
greatest triumph in upholding an enduring positive learning environment will be achieving consistency,
which is become increasing possible with the retention of committed staff members.
Outlined in our Code of Conduct are the expectations that uphold our school’s core beliefs, which
encompass the Dignity for All Students Act (DASA). Our code of conduct is central to the development of
our schoolwide activities designed to promote a positive learning environment and also communicate
our process to respond to any type of discrimination, harassment or bullying. RCMCS has developed a
school-based problem solving team facilitated by the Student Success Center Manager (SSCM). The
Student Success Center (SSC) is organized to address academic, medical, behavioral, and socialemotional problems that may hinder a student’s ability to perform his or her regular daily activities. This
team consists of a manager who organizes and oversees the student referral process, a teacher-onassignment who specializes in conflict resolution, two Center for Youth Services’ Crisis Intervention
Specialists, a Hillside Work-Scholarship Connection Advocate, as well as the leadership team.
School-wide community-building activities such as assemblies, field trips, and celebrations are designed
by not only by staff, but by students as well. Every incoming 9th grader participates in a four-day
summer bridge program designed specifically for teambuilding and learning our core values through
engaging activities. Our 10th, 11th and 12th graders have the opportunity to serve as summer bridge
ambassadors to enable them to earn community service and Participation in Government hours. Our 9th
grader students feel much more comfortable beginning the school year a week earlier because they
enter the school before all other students having become accustomed to the building, knowing the staff,
and building relationships with the upperclassmen who served as their peer support.
Our core values and beliefs are based on every student should be treated equally “one student at a
time.” We, as a school community, identify and celebrate the personalities, talents, and creativity of our
students. These values also represent a list of standards and expectations that our students and staff are
held accountable for and that are aligned with our mission. In addition, RCMCS’ staff has designed a
week-long interdisciplinary unit on our core values and restorative practices that will be implemented
during the first week of school.
Since students have staff and teacher advisors, they have a direct connection to a staff member and
teachers who will assist them in every capacity. Advisors serve as liaisons among the school itself, home,
and with other staff members, as well as promoting community connections. Parents build the strongest
relationships with teacher advisors who often serve as a parent de facto per their request. In addition to
becoming advisors, staff and teachers are encouraged to take part in various after school activities
which include; open houses, sporting events and coaching, student clubs and tutoring, as well as
building one-on-one personal relationships with all students at all times. Whether acting as a cafeteria
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monitor, assisting with entry and departure from school, to being in the halls between classes, RCMCS
staff is dedicated to its model of personalization by creating and building staff-student-parent
relationships at all times, in all facets.
To ensure proactive communication for students and school issues, the Student Success Center Manager
(SSCM) works in tandem with both the Educational Leader and the school security staff to monitor daily
operations. SSCM supervises a support team in our Student Success Center which will be more clearly
defined in section 3.a. There are six staff members in continuous communication to proactively address
any potential safety threat in conjunction with any other issue or concern that may arise. Several means
of communicating with each other are built-in with the use of person-to-person connections, the use of
hand-held radios, and the use of main office to classroom phone system. These ways of communicating
are also imperative in delivering clear, concise, and consistent messages in regards to general operating
and/or emergency procedures when necessary.
Benchmark 3. 1. b. Describe the systems in place to ensure that the environment is free from
harassment and discrimination and that a safe environment is maintained.
Pivotal times have been set aside for advisement. First and foremost, advisors are encouraged to greet
their students every morning, especially on Mondays. They are encouraged to connect with their
students on Fridays before they depart for the weekend ahead. A specific advisement class takes place
every Wednesday for 50 minutes prior to dismissal. A key literary resource used during advisement is
“The 6 Most Important Decisions You’ll Ever Make” by Sean Covey. Covey’s book, designed for teens
focuses on succeeding in school; making good friends; getting along with parents (and adults); dating
and sexual issues; and building self-esteem. These expectations are taught and discussed the first full
week of school and revisited regularly. Students also participate in the posting of these core values in
each and every teacher’s classroom.
Restorative circles during advisement are conducted weekly to give students opportunity to share,
reflect and learn about others to build a stronger community through personalization to ensure
inclusion, acceptance and celebration of others.
As per the Dignity Act (January 2011, NYS Educational Law, Chapter 482), our school has two individuals
designated as coordinators: Educational Leader and Student Success Center Manager. The Dignity Act
Coordinator(s) are responsible for communicating with staff and students the expectation that RCMCS
has an environment free of any type of discrimination. Anyone in our learning community (staff,
student, parent, or community member) is able to submit a referral to report an incident of
discrimination, harassment or bullying. The Dignity Act Coordinator(s) immediately review any referral
to determine the most appropriate course of action. For non-violent or criminal cases, he SSCM
schedules mediations, secures outside agencies and resources as needed, and assigns students to work
with an internal support (Conflict resolution teacher, counselor, or Center for Youth advocate). The
Educational Leader is responsible to respond immediately to any violent or criminal act with accordance
of New York State Law.
Many of our students are impacted by events which occur outside of the school day that have a direct
result on their social/emotional health and well-being when they return to school and that is why our
advisors connect with their students almost daily. RCMCS has developed open lines of communication
for students to reach out to staff via email, phone or text, essentially 24 hours/day. Students have direct
communication lines with their advisors to enable them the opportunity to contact the staff member
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with whom they feel most comfortable to share any concerns or incidents. Additionally, our Crisis
Intervention Specialists from The Center for Youth Services, an agency that works jointly with our SSCM,
are able to speak to and connect students and families with direct and immediate access to their vast
resource network in the community.
Benchmark 3. 2. Family Engagement and Communication:
Benchmark 3. 2. a. Describe how the school communicates and engages with families and the school
community.
Family engagement through formal and informal outreach efforts is one of the key cornerstones of
RCMCS. Advisors are responsible for building a personal relationship with their advisee’s
parents/guardians so that they have a direct link to the school. Home visits are conducted at least twice
a year for each student. Advisors counsel and conference with their advisees in groups and
independently. They call parents regularly to discuss student progress, invite them to special events, and
inform them of upcoming deadlines. They encourage parents to participate and provide input to our
monthly Parent-Teacher Organization (PTO) meetings. Parents are invited to join our Vision 20/20
leaving to learn days. Vision 20/20 occurs on the 20th of each month when the 20th falls on a school day.
All students and their advisors participate in a college and/or career field study outside of the school.
RCMCS hosts two family picnics each year in June as a year-end celebration and in August to kick off the
new school year. Four orientations are held during August and September to accommodate as many
families’ schedules as possible. During orientation, students and their parents/guardians have the
opportunity to engage with staff, sign up for the PTO, provide suggestions and give feedback via parent
survey. RCMCS sends multiple mailings home each year including report cards, progress reports, holiday
greetings, event flyers, and quarterly newsletters. Personalized letters are also sent by the advisors.
Frequent updates to our website by highlighting students’ accomplishments, advertising upcoming
events, providing newsletters and weekly bulletins.
Benchmark 3. 2. b. Describe how teachers communicate with families to discuss students’ strengths
and needs.
RCMCS has four marking periods, each approximately 10 weeks in duration. Progress reports are sent
home after the first five weeks of each marking period, and report cards are mailed following the close
of each marking period term for every student. Advisors contact parents to review progress and report
card information, arrange conferences by request, and submit referrals for academic or social/emotional
interventions as needed, especially for those students experiencing personal difficulties and/or
extenuating circumstances and challenges. The SSCM oversees all referrals and notifies parents once a
referral is made and ultimately the recommendation of the SSC team. Parents are invited to join the SSC
team in making recommendations for appropriate decisions regarding their child’s enrollment in
additional internal or external programs and organizations.
Advisors use communication opportunities to highlight achievements and accomplishments of each
student towards meeting goals outlined on their Individualized Learning Plan (ILP). Teachers make
positive phone calls home as part of our positive behavioral support structure. Parents are invited to
numerous school celebrations of student accomplishments recognizing student growth, not solely
achievement. Parents are always thanked for their involvement and participation in our school culture.
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Advisors monitor student grades and attendance routinely; progress reports are reviewed mid-way
through each marking period and used during 1:1 conferences with their advisees. Advisors additionally
use SchoolTool data to review their advisee’s progress in each class to provide parents updated
information on their child’s progress on assignments, absences and general well-being. Students work
with their advisor to determine their own strengths and needs on their Individualized Learning Plan
(ILP). The ILP is reviewed following all benchmark assessment periods administered in each content
area. Eventually, students assume ownership of their own progress and are able to articulate their own
strengths and areas need during parent teacher conferences. Advisors are an integral component of the
parent teacher conference throughout the school year as they are the main conduit for communication
between the school, students and their family. A member of the Student Success Center (SSC) attends
each parent teacher conference and subsequently secures additional community supports or
intervention services as requested or required. Parents also have access to SchoolTool, a web-based
platform, to view their child’s grades, missing assignments and attendance on a daily basis and to
instantaneously email teachers directly with any questions or concerns.
Benchmark 3. 2. c. Provide the strategies the school uses to assess family and student satisfaction, and
explain how those results weigh into schoolwide decision-making.
RCMCS is a small, personalized learning environment where every voice matters and close relationships
are established between staff, parents, and the community. A strong parent advocate group works with
the staff to empower more parents to become involved in our school community.
To gain feedback and insight, RCMCS administers staff-developed surveys and surveys developed by The
Children’s Institute to understand how students and parents are feeling about our school’s culture and
learning environment, academic programs, the school personnel and our fulfillment of our key design
elements.
Feedback from parents and students is extremely valuable in the school’s decision-making process. The
leadership team (Chief Executive Officer, Chief of Operations and Academics, Educational Leader,
Student Success Center Manager) analyzes feedback from parents and students annually to adjust
policies, procedures and programming for improvement. Specific examples of student having direct
input and impact on school policies, practices and programming is highlighted in the table below. Seven
student representatives presented improvement ideas to the staff and BOT for consideration. We have
implemented every suggestion into our schedule, calendar and daily operations.
Benchmark 3. 2. d. Describe the systematic process used to respond to family or community concerns.
When a parent concern is shared with an advisor, the advisor addresses that concern immediately, or
communicates that information with the SSCM if it requires the next level of response. RCMCS takes all
concerns seriously; any item of interest to a parent or student is a concern to the school as a whole. The
SSMC involves the necessary students or staff (teachers or support staff) who are able to address and
resolve the concern. The Educational Leader collaborates with the Student Success Center Manager
daily regarding the learning environment and student issues. If the concern warrants administrative
intervention, the SSMC will collaborate with the Educational Leader for an agreeable solution.
RCMCS has an open door policy for all parents. Parent and student needs and concerns take precedence
at our school. All concerns are handled promptly, courteously, efficiently and fairly. We expect every
staff member to maintain confidentiality of all parties and acknowledge the common goal is that the
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solution is acceptable to all parties. While attempting to find resolutions, all parties act in good faith
with respect and understanding of each other’s point of view.
Table:

RCMCS Process to respond to family or community concerns.
Step 1
Step 2

Concern
Notification

Parent, Student, Staff or Community member concern is identified.
The concern is delivered to the SSCM for triage.

Step 3

Plan

Step 4

Outcome

The SSCM identifies the appropriate support(s) and/or staff to initiate
process for addressing and resolving the concern.
Concern resolved unless additional supports or actions are needed.

Our more detailed complaint policy is included as Attachment C.
Benchmark 3. 2. e. Explain how school-level academic data is shared with the broader school
community to promote transparency and accountability among families, students and school
constituents.
School achievement rates and annual goals are shared with all stakeholders through SchoolTool, our
website, newsletters, meetings, conferences, public data walls, and BOT presentations. Academic
growth targets are set annually with a minimum of 3 to 5% growth on passing rates.
Data walls are posted throughout the school in hallways, classrooms, and in the Educational Leader’s
office. Datasets includes aggregate academic data in addition to our key element design data including
progress towards: achievement goals, attendance, marking period grades, regent’s exam results, credit
accrual, lab minutes obtained, internship placements and hours, and tracked positive behavioral support
initiatives. Our data walls are updated frequently to promote transparency, ownership and
accountability from all stakeholders. Teachers and parents/guardians can review this data by accessing
our database, SchoolTool.
At the beginning of the 2nd marking period, RCMCS hosts a “get connected night” facilitated by students
for their parents/guardian to actively discuss their 1st marking period report card results. Students are
provided to talk about their remaining year plan with their parent/guardian and advisor. Students do
this by conducting small or who group restorative circles whereby everyone has an opportunity to speak
and share. Advisors demonstrate for their students how to facilitate these discussions with their
parents/guardian using the major concepts of restorative practice.
School-wide goals, department goals, and teacher goals are set following prior year’s results. Our goal
for summative assessments, attendance and reduction in suspensions is to aim for a minimal growth
rate of 3% to 5% annually. This information is shared publicly in a variety of forums: orientation,
newsletters, advisement discussions, our website, parent group meetings and BOT meetings. Students
and families learn how their individual goals are linked to overarching school-level and teacher goals to
increase transparency and ownership of our school’s growth.
Benchmark 3. 3. Social-Emotional Supports:
Benchmark 3. 3. a. Describe the systems or programs in place to support the social-emotional needs of
students.
As mentioned earlier, RCMCS has a support team, the Student Success Center (SSC) team, who works in
conjunction with students, teachers, and community resources to support the social-emotional needs of
students. The objective for the Student Support Center is to improve the health, social and emotional
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wellness of our students, staff, and parents. We locate and secure every possible means of support both
inside and outside our school to ensure we implement appropriate supports to best meet the needs of
our students.
The SSC is a school team comprised of internal staff (SSMC, Teacher on Assignment) and agency partners
(two Crisis Intervention Specialists from The Center for Youth Services, and a representative from
Hillside Work-Scholarship Connection). The team assists students by ensuring that the school
community utilizes every available resource to support both academic and social-emotional health.
Students are most successful when there is a strong connection between home, school, and community.
The SSC team meets weekly (or more often) to review all referrals and explores possibilities and
strategies that will best meet all needs of each student with the support of teachers and parents. The
SSC team includes the most important people in the student’s life: parents or caregivers, teachers,
counselors, Crisis Intervention Specialist, Hillside Youth Advocate, school administrators or designees,
and any other school or community members who can provide support or services. Our team has direct
lines to a number of emergency and non-emergency community supports, up to and including,
emotional or physical distress, mental health, prevention education, counseling, emergency shelter, and
youth development opportunities.
Students are typically referred by the classroom teacher or advisor, but any member of the school staff
and/or parent may submit a referral when a concern exists. The SSC team identifies an intervention that
is instructional in nature, has a basis in research, and will be conducted on a consistent basis with
progress monitoring. Using the information, the team can suggest and assist in implementing further
steps to ensure students’ needs are being met.
The Student Success Center team meetings includes students when appropriate, parents, teachers, the
advisor, student service personnel and/or administrators. Meetings last approximately 20 to 30 minutes,
depending on the individual case. The SSCM leads the group through a process, which results in a
written plan of action. The team discusses the student’s strengths, concerns, gathers pertinent history
and information and discusses present interventions and outcomes. The team then brainstorms
interventions and chooses the most appropriate course of action to complete a plan for student success.
Parents are asked to contribute information regarding their child’s learning, emotional, and social needs
and any other relevant information to help with the development of an intervention plan. At the end of
these meetings, a follow-up date is scheduled to review progress. Student’s intervention plan is
implemented and is reviewed after several weeks to check student progress. Progress monitoring of the
interventions will have been conducted as a means of evaluating their effectiveness.
Parents are invaluable assets on the team because they:




Provide valuable information and another viewpoint for planning an effective program,
Share the child’s strengths and concerns with school staff,
Participate in the development and implementation of a positive intervention plan for their
child.

The SSC offers services for students including counseling and mediations (Student to Student, Staff to
Student, Staff to Parent and Student to Parent), workshops on community issues such as homelessness,
mental health, gambling, addiction, diversity, and healthy relationships. Our SSC team also connects
students to outside resources such as Trillium Health, Department of Social Service, Asbury First United
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Methodist Church Storehouse, North Ridge Church, The Center for Youth Services, and Hillside WorkScholarship Connection.
Benchmark 3. 3. b. Explain how school leaders collect and use data to track the social-emotional
needs of students.
The Student Success Center (SSC) assists in collecting and using data to determine school and student
needs to develop effective interventions and procedures. The SSC staff has expertise in conducting
assessments on the student, the classroom and school-wide climate. SchoolTool is a source used to
collect data through the referral process and through notes in SchoolTool. A data summary form will be
implemented to allow the SSC staff to keep track of all students entering and exiting the SSC with indepth information.
At the student level, classroom observations of individual students are made from a member of the SSC
team following submitted referral to provide feedback to teachers regarding the handling of the
student’s problem behaviors with classroom interventions. At the classroom level, SSC team members
conduct non-evaluative observations to provide individual teachers skills and strategies to assist them in
developing more effective management techniques with specific students. And as described earlier we
do a series of stakeholder surveys with Hillside Work-Scholarship Connection to assess and track leading
SEL performance indicators.
The team also examines data on a school-wide level to identify patterns and develop strategies to
effectively address them. The team also uses SchoolTool as a tracking system to identify and work with
truant students. Twice a year, the SSC administers school-wide needs assessments. The SSC’s staff
conducts teacher, student, and staff surveys on school climate, social/emotional skill-building, and antibullying programs, to provide technical assistance and training to the staff to improve in identified areas
of need.
Benchmark 3. 3. c. Explain how school leaders collect and use data regarding the impact of programs
designed to support students’ social and emotional health.
Data from SchoolTool referrals, and surveys from our staff, and progress from students connected with
Hillside Work Scholarship and/or the Center for Youth Services are reviewed to assess the effectiveness
of our students’ overall social and emotional health. Both the Center for Youth Services and Hillside
Work Scholarship Connection provide annual reports, the types of services they offered, hours worked,
and outcomes. SchoolTool reports are run on a daily basis which enables the SSC staff to drill down the
incidents reported during the school day/week/month to include type of incident, location of incident,
time of incident, student(s) involved in incident, and student demographics involved in the incident to
identify trends or reoccurrences impacting individuals or groups of students. Many of our students are
involved in situations needing immediate triage because of crisis occurring outside of the school day
that are given immediate attention.
Our referral process contains three components: academic, behavioral and social emotional. Referrals
are reviewed daily by the SSCM. All referrals are reviewed and documented as part of our Progressive
Plan for Restorative Practices. Academic referrals are submitted to the Response to Intervention (RtI)
team. Behavioral referrals are reviewed for level of response needed before action beyond the
classroom takes place:


Teacher (low level) – Levels 1 through 4
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Teacher (medium level) – Levels 5 and 6
SSCM and/or EL (high level) – Levels 1 through 6

All social/emotional referrals are a main priority of the SSC. The SSCM works with appropriate staff
members to (1) review referral and/or survey data, (2) determine the greatest need (time/place/type) of
interventions or supports needed, and (3) determine how to schedule interventions to meet our student
needs based. Once data has been collected and analyzed, there is a determination of what specific
students are in need. SSC staff secures appropriate resources or supports needed. Interventions are and
progress is closely monitored. Follow-up analysis including surveys, and follow-up reports are analyzed
to determine the effectiveness and satisfaction of the services or supports provided. Based on the level
of positive impact, the SSC adjusts the type and frequency of supports individual students may need.
Conversely, without improvement, more intensive interventions are put into place.
All events are documented and tracked to monitor the frequency of: type of event, specific student(s)
involved, time of day, location of incident, or level of concern. In addition to events impeding individual
student’s ability to function throughout the regular school day, this information is analyzed to ascertain
if there is an impact on the greater school community needing immediate attention. When situations
arise where SSC is not equipped, outside agencies and community resources are secured to provide
more intensive interventions.

SECTION 2: ORGANIZATIONAL SOUNDNESS
Benchmark 4: Financial Condition
Benchmark 4. 1. Summarize the school’s financial history, including the history of net assets, adequate
cash flow to sustain operations, support for the academic program, and consistent operation within
budget.
During our four years in operation, RCMCS has maintained a tight budget management plan and process
that are consistently in full compliance with all financial regulations (General Accounting Principles,
GAP). This plan has produced an annual balanced budget with sufficient financial reserves to deal with
emergencies, and an appropriate cash flow that exceeds NYSED guidelines. Solid fiscal oversight has
been a primary and unwavering focus for the school’s leadership and the Board of Trustees.
The selection of an internal auditor and the training of the school leaders on the financial responsibilities
of the school were implemented when the school first opened. RCMCS’s fiscal track record over the last
four years is represented in Figure 4.1. Our school has steadily increased the value of unrestricted net
assets during each year of its operation. At the conclusion of the school’s first year of operation in 2013,
audited financial statements confirmed the existence of $235, 434 in unrestricted net assets and in
2014, had increased $319,121and by 2015 the value of unrestricted net assets had reached $385,892. A
third indicator of the fiscal stability of RCMCS is the increase in cash flow since the school opened its
doors. In the first year of operation, RCMCS ended the 2012-2013 school year with $141,500 in net cash
flow. This amount increased by $73,406 in our second year of operation to $214,906. During our third
year, we saw an increase of $6,082, amounting to a total of $220,988, and currently at $249,224.
Importantly, the school has operated with an average of 83 days of cash on reserve which significantly
exceeds the NYSED guidelines of 60 days.
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Figure 4.1 illustrated the indicators of fiscal stability sustained over the course of RCMCS’s existence.
Figure 4.1: Indicators of Fiscal Stability
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In addition, the RCMCS’ Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and the Board of Trustees (BOT) review year-end
holistic financial indicators, including actual revenue over expenses and changes in net assets. During its
four years of operation, the difference between actual revenue versus generated expenses has been
$134,037. The largest surplus was in the 2015-2016 academic year when revenue exceeded expenses by
$67,267. Net assets have increased an average of $76,857.50 each year since 2012-13. The largest
increase, $106,623, occurred in the 2015-16 school year resulting in a total of $378,296 in net assets
over the four years of operation.
Benchmark 4. 2. Describe how the board is structured and operates to conduct due diligence in its role
as fiscal steward of the school.
Our Board of Trustees is structured to provide detailed and robust financial oversight at two levels, the
Budget, Finance, and Audit Committee and the full board itself. The BOT holds final authority over
finances by approving budgets, policies, statements, and audits. The school has hired an accountant who
is responsible for preparing monthly reports, including a cash flow projection for expenses from each
account. The accountant and BOT President have online access to the bank accounts, which enables
them to review bank statements. Any long-term contracts and purchases over thresholds delineated in
our financial policies must be approved by the full BOT. RCMCS has a policy regarding check signing. If a
check amount exceeds specific thresholds, it must be signed by two board-approved employees. Only
three individuals have check signing authority; the CEO, Chief of Operations and Academics (COA), and
Board President. All annual budgets and interim modifications must be approved by the Board of
Trustees. More details on the roles of the Budget, Finance and Audit Committee can be found in
Benchmarks 4.4 and 6.3.
Benchmark 4. 3. Provide several examples of how the board has provided long-term fiscal direction to
the school.
As described in Benchmark 4.2, RCMCS has been able to meet its financial goals each year by operating
within its budget; and in so doing, it has consistently generated surpluses at the end of the each school
year. This high level of financial stewardship has been successful because the BOT plays a governance
role in building and implementing the budget each year to reflect the school’s operations and academic
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priorities. Each year, by the end of March, the Budget, Finance and Audit Committee and the CEO meet
to review the current budget, to align organizational and academic priorities, and to review upcoming
year expense projections. Through this collaborative process, the BOT ensures that resources are
aligned appropriately with the school’s priorities. Additionally, the COA’s role is to work with the
Educational Leader to make recommendations for programmatic spending to the CEO who, in turn,
shares it with Budget, Finance and Audit Committee. Subsequently, recommendation financial
expenditure reports are presented to the BOT by the CEO. This process ensures that the budget reflects
the school’s mission and academic goals while adhering to board policies and charter mandates.
In addition to working with school leaders to craft a budget that allows RCMCS to meet its financial and
operational obligations, the BOT has recently identified the need to begin a modest external fundraising
initiative. A grant of $10,000 was secured from the Center for Bioscience Education and Technology at
Rochester Institute of Technology (the Director of this Center is RCMCS board member Dr. Douglas
Merrill) to fund teaching resources needed to support the school’s efforts to introduce problem-based
learning into its curriculum. And the school leadership is pursuing other funding opportunities. If
successful, this model may be expanded to include grants from other external sources, including local
businesses, foundations and government agencies. This charter school always aggressively applies for
any grants offered by NYSED.
Benchmark 4. 4. Describe how the board monitors the school’s financial condition on a monthly basis.
The Budget, Finance and Audit Committee oversees the finances of the school and works closely and
regularly with the school leaders to ensure the fiscal stability of RCMCS. The committee meets regularly,
and more often if the need arises. At each meeting, it reviews and approves quarterly financial
statements, audits, cash flow, and income statements. Statements are reviewed to guarantee
compliance and to verify that the school is on track to having an approved budget. The Budget, Finance
& Committee works jointly with the Chief Executive Officer to review and confirm invoices, purchases,
and payments for expenditures, and to verify the validity of purchases to support the programmatic
needs of the school. At times, the Chief of Operations and Academics will be included in these review
meetings. The committee also reviews all proposed contracts that exceed financial thresholds to
determine whether or not they will be recommended to the BOT for final approval.
The committee secures an independent auditor to conduct the annual independent audits in accordance
with State Education Law. At each BOT meeting, the board reviews the financial reports that are
prepared by the accountant who is responsible for emailing the report to each board member 5-8 days
before the board meeting. The BOT must ultimately endorse the financial reports. As previously
indicated, the BOT is collaborating with school leaders and financial staff members to create a financial
dashboard that will provide members with an updated snapshot of the financial health of the school.
While a complete financial analysis is presented to the BOT at each monthly meeting, the use of a
financial dashboard will provide the members with a quick visual representation which should
streamline decision making.
Benchmark 4. 5. Provide several examples of the documents the board reviews as part of the process
to monitor the school’s financial condition.
Before monthly BOT meetings, the accountant prepares a financial packet that is emailed to members of
the Budget, Finance and Audit Committee. The BOT President sends each board member and the CEO
an updated report for review of the school’s financial health and stability. The President of the BOT may
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include comments about each monthly packet or future information that the board may need to know,
such as progress towards targets. Included in the financial package are: a Balance Sheet, Income
Statement, cash flow, listing by vendor of checks written, and cash flow projections compared to actual
expenditures.

Benchmark 5: Financial Management
Benchmark 5. 1. Describe three of the most challenging fiscal issues the school has encountered over
the past five years and how they were, or are being, resolved.
The first significant experience involved student turnover and its relationship to revenue. Without
historical data upon which to make our predictions, it was challenging to project and compare student
turnover rates. At the beginning of our school’s opening, we did not fully understand the reasons why
students either left or were leaving. We have now implemented controls to manage our turnover rate,
including interviewing parents and students, surveys, and adding support staff and services to help
retain them. These practices and a better understanding of historical trends allow us to better predict
and manage enrollment.
A second issue involved the Rochester City School District (RCSD). Early in our relationship with RCSD,
we did not fully understand their financial process and patterns of securing our per pupil payments, and,
as a result, invoices were not processed in a timely fashion. Unfortunately, in the first few pay periods
we did not get our checks sent on time, so we began to work more closely with RCSD. By doing so, this
improved our communication with RCSD’s financials department. Presently, checks are being sent to us
timely.
The third major challenge was the lack of a comprehensive understanding of expense control on the
part of the staff. During our first year in operation (2012), first year teachers and those from large school
districts did not fully understand the significance of expense controls. Without the financial knowledge
and experience, our school did not initially have sufficient controls in place. We resolved that challenge
by creating and implementing policies to aid staff in purchasing items by using purchase and requisition
forms and by having them adhere to the BOT’s financial policy. Currently, the 2016-2017 staff is involved
in developing next year’s budget, which allows opportunities for detailed discussions with staff
regarding requirements of adhering to expenditures and allowances policies.
Benchmark 5. 2. Describe a minimum of three internal controls and procedures the school has
changed over the past five years. For each, include the reason for the change and the outcome.
Our three internal controls and procedures are as follow: on-line banking, monthly auditing of expenses,
and appropriate staffing control and oversight on authorizing and purchasing.
(1) Internal controls for on-line banking. During last year’s (2014-2015) external audit, our outside
auditors recommended that we create an on-line banking policy, which included delineating role
and responsibilities. The policy was created and approved by the auditors, followed by BOT
approval. This updated policy clarifies staff roles in managing the online account and properly
segregates their duties and responsibilities. It also creates checks and balances between roles. Our
accountant is the only person authorized to do bank transfers among RCMCS accounts. This created
an essential segregation of duties and better secured school funds.
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(2) Auditing monthly expenses. Going into our second year (2013), our auditors recommended that we
establish a policy to review all written checks and financial statements monthly for bank
reconciliation. They also recommended that we have someone who is not involved in entering A/P
invoices to perform the reconciliations. We created a policy for auditing all checks paid monthly in
addition to the bank reconciliation. Doing the bank reconciliation by the accountant allows a better
systems for checks and balances with oversight of expenditures.
(3) Staffing. Our first year 2012 staff had limited funding resources. Only one person was responsible
for handling invoicing, processing A/P invoices, and depositing checks. The second year (2013) we
hired a separate person to enter A/P invoices into QuickBooks, which eased the stress from one
person. By having two persons the second year, we were able to create essential segregation of
duties, checks and balances, and allocated necessary human capital to the accounting process,
which improved our overall accounting efficiency.
Benchmark 5. 3. Complete the 5-year budget using the template provided at:
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/psc/ApplicationforCharterRenewal.html. All assumptions or
explanations should be identified in the far right column.

Benchmark 6: Board Oversight and Governance
Benchmark 6. 1. Describe how the board recruits and selects board members with skills and expertise
that meet the needs of the school, and describe the reason(s) for board turnover which has occurred
over the term.
Recognizing the complex needs of a charter school Board of Trustees, we recently built and developed a
high quality board, representing a range of skills and constituencies, as detailed in Exhibit G.
To review board members own proficiency, we conduct a self-evaluation process annually. A critical
component of the self-evaluation process is assessing the current board composition using a rubric that
identifies individual skills and oversights. We also assess our BOT’s make-up to attest that members
have a diverse range of career expertise needed to support our charter school’s performance targets
and key design elements. The BOT developed a profile and recruitment process for trustees who are
needed to fulfill certain skilled areas. This process begins by identifying the competencies and
qualifications required of potential candidates and then conducting a search. Our search is not limited to
BOT recommendations; we also recruit through third parties and businesses and agencies.
When a new or vacant position(s) becomes open, board members or school leaders may suggest a
person based on qualifications written in our bylaws. Potential candidates may have expertise in
specific areas: law, real estate, marketing, education (educational leadership, curriculum, instruction
assessment and data), mentoring, fund raising, grant writing, recruitment and advertising. A review of
the vacant position is discussed by board members, along with input from the CEO. Board members and
the CEO meet with candidates who provided the opportunity to tour the school. In discussing the
charter with candidates, they quickly become cognizant of the school’s philosophy. They also are told
about a trustee’s role and responsibilities.
When a qualified candidate demonstrates genuine interest and commitment to the mission and key
design elements of our charter, a board member may submit a candidate’s name for nomination to fill
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the vacant board’s position. Next, the board has a discussion about the qualifications of the candidate
at its board meeting to certify that person(s) will become a productive, collaborative member. When the
BOT agrees on a candidate, a vote is conducted at an open board meeting. BOT candidate’s resumes are
submitted to NYSED with a signed Board approved form. The newly elected person to the board cannot
perform his/her duties until NYSED has confirmed the approval.
Our Board has been reasonably stable through the first course of the charter. We have retained 60% of
our original trustees, some of whom are founding team members. We are long standing and have
maintained our positions on the board as officers and members because we believe in advocating for
systemic instructional change this charter offers secondary students. The founding board members
have become mentors to new board members and have offered them assistance in becoming more
acquainted with their roles. It is also important to note that Board of Trustees members’ resignations
were due to several reasons, such as certain members received new jobs and/or positions; others had
taken on added responsibilities at their current job, and still others moved their residence to a new
location.
Benchmark 6. 2. Describe how the board engages in strategic and continuous improvement planning
by setting priorities and goals that are aligned with the school’s mission and educational philosophy.
Our BOT engages in an annual strategic planning sessions where they review school performance,
identify challenges and opportunities, and develop strategic plans and priorities. Each year the board
has a year-end meeting where they analyze prior year data and compare it to current performance
indicators and targets. This data helps board member to either create or revise Strategic Action Plan for
the upcoming year. The Strategic Action Plan is shared with the leadership team and its staff, which
assists in the improvement of the school’s operations and academic performance. This plan also is used
to measure academic growth and to identify culture and climate improvement.
Benchmark 6. 3. Describe the ways in which the board demonstrates active oversight of the charter
school management, fiscal operations, and progress toward meeting academic and other school goals.
The BOT maintains active oversight to measure our school’s growth using data and dashboards.
Comprehensive oversight is a function of our full board specific to our school’s key performance
indicators, financial reports, and academic accountability data, which is reviewed monthly. Our school’s
dashboard highlights the following key indicators: academic outcomes, staff and student retention,
student support and management, attendance and internships. The school’s budget is submitted
monthly and the Board is currently developing a financial dashboard to provide trustees an ‘at a glance’
snapshot of the school’s financial health.
Monthly reports are provided by the Chief Executive Officer and the leadership team who share
information about student performance, culture and climate of the school, operation needs, and specific
outcomes. The BOT reviews updates and discusses issues pertaining to the charter school’s overall
improvement. Board members ask questions, seek answers to problems and concerns, and pursue vital
information and data.
Each year the BOT surveys staff, students, and families to receive authentic feedback about the
management, instructional delivery, climate, and operations of the school. These results are used to
provide the BOT feedback on the effectiveness of the CEO and his leadership team. Additionally, these
surveys provide helpful information about how the school community views the quality of the academic
program and the climate and culture of the school to the leadership team and staff.
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Budget, Finance & Audit Committee members oversee the overall budget of the school to ensure the
school is fiscally responsible with its expenditures. The committee typically meets monthly and reviews
and approves quarterly financials, audits, cash flow, and income statements. The committee oversees
the finances of the school and works with the CEO and his leadership team to develop an annual budget.
Statements are reviewed to assure compliance and also that the school is on track with regards to the
approved budget.
The Budget, Finance & Committee works jointly with the CEO to review and approve invoices,
purchases, and payment for expenditures and purchases. The Budget, Finance & Audit committee is also
responsible for receiving and reviewing all financial reports quarterly. The committee reviews all
proposed contracts that exceed financial limits to determine whether or not they will be recommended
to the BOT for final approval. The committee has hired an independent auditor to conduct the annual
independent audit in accordance with State Education Law.
The Curriculum and Instruction Committee works closely with the CEO and the leadership team to
review annual student achievement. Results from summative assessments and cohort progress are
reviewed extensively. This data guides the team in developing updated annual goals that are ambitious
and realistic. The committee continuously reviews interim progress through formative assessment
results and reports to the BOT by the CEO.
The BOT is consistently updated about student testing results, Northwest Educational Assessment
(NWEA) scores, teacher developed assessments, marking period data, and Regent exams scores. The
BOT also receives information about the accumulation of credits toward graduation for each of student
assigned to a yearly cohorts.
Benchmark 6. 4. Explain the processes and procedures for reviewing and updating school policies.
RCMCS’ Board of Trustees conducts an extensive annual review of existing policies and determines areas
that need revision and/or development. The BOT includes staff on specific committees or task-force to
review employment hiring practices; to identify policy issues that may need revision; and to review
policies pertaining to employees’ working conditions. The following policies are reviewed throughout
the year (finance, personnel, and governance) to determine if updates are applicable and required. Our
“Team Member Handbook” is the governing document for all personnel practices and policies.
The BOT secures counsel and advocacy organizations to identify areas of the law, specifically Education
Laws and Charter School Laws, that may or have changed. For all finance matters, the BOT works with
our auditors, its Budget, Finance, Audit Committee, and CEO to confirm policies accurately reflect
current legislation. Similarly, for all legal matters, the BOT works directly with its school counsel to
confirm that employee rights are upheld.
In the event of unforeseen issues requiring immediate policy review, such as a critical financial matter or
a policy that needs immediate review, the Board relies on the duties and responsibilities of the
Executive Committee to identifying issues, research effective practices, devise optimal language, secure
appropriate external resources (for instance, legal counsel, auditor or accountant), review with staff
selected to that task-force, and then submit feedback to the BOT for its approval.
Benchmark 6. 5. Describe the performance based evaluation in place for the board to evaluate itself,
the school, partners, and providers.
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As RCMCS has developed and grown the past four years, the BOT has increasingly recognized its use of
performance-based evaluations. Board of Trustees members and the school leaders have worked
collaboratively with a data analysis consultant to create a more readable and accepting dashboard. This
dashboard allows for a more comprehensive and longitudinal evaluation of the performance of all
stakeholders whose interest is in the success of RCMCS.
At present, the BOT establishes a set of goals for itself and targets goals for its school leaders. The BOT
establishes these goals at their annual retreat. Board members review board composition, identify
trustee recruitment procedures, plan for professional development, and assign board roles and
responsibilities. While evaluation of the board itself occurs continuously, we conduct a discrete selfevaluation each year during the summer.
The board continuously evaluates the success of the school based on well-defined outcome measures.
The dashboard has specific goals that address organization and academic indicators, both interim and
summative. These are set both by the school charter and by the proposals established during the annual
Strategic Action Planning retreat.
Consultants who are hired by the school leaders are appraised based on performance of the objectives
explained in their contracts. The board has increasingly included specific outcome measures in each
consultant’s contract. Every consultant is required to complete an assessment narrative at the
conclusion of his/her contract to explain in detail his/her achievement and accomplishment.
Benchmark 6. 6. Describe how the board regularly and systemically assesses the performance of the
school leader(s) against clearly defined goals and makes effective timely use of the evaluations. Note
whether the board hired outside consultants, used its own expertise, or took other steps to evaluate
and monitor school leadership.
RCMCS Board of Trustees’ Executive Committee is primarily responsible for evaluating the performance
of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Each year following the Strategic Action Planning retreat, board
members meet with the CEO to define key outcome-based goals for the coming year; specific outcome
and performance metrics are defined during this meeting. These goals encompass academic,
organizational, and financial targets, and are integrated in the school dashboard. The Executive
Committee conducts an informal mid-year review of the CEO’s performance and a formal end-of-year
review. Board members are also responsible for reviewing the evaluations of the Chief of Operations
and Academics and the Educational Leader, which are completed by the CEO.
Benchmark 6. 7. Describe the process in place used by the board in order to maintain full awareness
of its legal obligations to the school and stakeholders, including handling conflict of interest.
RCMCS has an attorney on retainer to handle legal obligations for the school and its stakeholders. In
addition, the BOT and the school leadership interact regularly with advocacy groups and other charter
schools to maintain knowledge of legal issues that exist or may arise. All legal matters are routinely
reviewed by the school’s attorney. As the BOT reviews and/or amends policies and procedures, the
school attorney participate by confirming the BOT’s action is in compliance with Federal or State laws. In
addition, the BOT has established the practice of reviewing the Code of Conduct by soliciting the input
from the school attorney. By actively working with the school’s attorney, the BOT works tirelessly to
ensure that all policies and practices are in full compliance.
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Benchmark 7: Organizational Capacity
Benchmark 7. 1. School Leadership:
Benchmark 7. 1. a. Describe the school leadership team and explain how it obtains staff commitment
to a clearly defined mission and set of goals, allowing for continual improvement in student learning.
The school leadership team is comprised of the CEO, COA, Educational Leader and Student Success
Center Manager. The COA and Educational Leader are experienced administrators. Our hiring process
emphasizes recruiting and retaining staff that are aligned with our mission and key design elements.
Staff members are integral in our school reaching its goals and objectives; therefore, professional
development and effective supervision is central to our success. Over the first charter term we worked
on establishing and maintaining a culture of collaboration and commitment by working with teachers to
develop and refine short-term and long-term academic goals.
Teachers are consistently invited to participate in leadership meetings to provide input in the school’s
instructional program and overall school’s operations. Staff members remain committed to the mission
of the Charter because they have continual input into improvements in process and programming. All
staff members have committed to participating in our Professional Development plan wherein the
cumulative hours total 44 full work days.
Benchmark 7. 1. b. Define the roles and responsibilities for leaders, staff, management, and board
members.
RCMCS is managed by our Chief Executive Officer (CEO), who holds overall responsibility for the day to
day operations of the school, and growth in meeting or exceeding state benchmark objectives. The CEO
is responsible for overall student outcomes as well as the accomplishment of strategic initiatives set by
the Board of Trustees (BOT). The CEO reports directly to BOT who governs the school, and holds final
authority, sets policy, and delegates authority to the staff.
The BOT oversees the management of the school and sets the strategic vision in collaboration with the
staff. The CEO oversees the leadership team, who supervises and manages the rest of the staff and
partners. The Chief of Operations and Academics (COA) reports directly to the CEO, and oversees the
Educational Leader, facilities, operations, contract services, and completion of audits. The Educational
Leader (EL) oversees the day to day academic program, staff supervision, advisement, instruction,
testing, parent engagement, student engagement and school climate. The Coordinator of Internships
(COI), reports directly to the Educational Leader. The COI oversees the development of our four-year
work-based learning continuum and facilitates and monitors the quality and integrity of our mission’s
key elements culminating in internships for 11th and 12th grade students. The leadership team manages
the teachers, counselor, support staff and partners to implement our mission and progress towards
meeting our student outcome goals. This structure allows the BOT to focus on key strategic initiatives,
while distributing leadership more fully throughout the organization.
Benchmark 7. 1. c. Describe how school leaders communicate with all members of the school
community, including staff, parents/families, students, and other stakeholders. The response should
summarize how school leadership solicits feedback, how school leadership shares important
information regarding individual student and school-wide performance, and how school leadership
shares information about school initiatives and programs.
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Communication at RCMCS is essential to aligning stakeholders and thus we engage in a range of
targeted strategies to best inform and solicit feedback.
Continuous parental outreach is made through personal phone calls, direct mail, and emails regarding
orientations (four annually), events, celebrations, and general student and school information regarding
specific initiatives and programs. The majority of our parents and all of our students have active email
accounts connected to the school’s domain. Every student is assigned to an advisor who is a main point
person of contact for the school; each advisor has ten students, which creates an environment of
personalization. The advisor makes weekly calls to each one of their ten advisees, progress reports are
sent home every mid-marking period, advisors conduct home visits, and schedule parent-teacher
conferences as requested. Report cards are mailed home at the conclusion of every marking period,
containing attendance reports and personalized comments. Parents have 24 hour access to SchoolTool
to review current grades and assignments for their children. Many parents have developed strong
relationships with advisors and school staff and they often prefer texting as an immediate means of
communication. Anytime a student is processed through the Student Success Center, a phone call is
made by the appropriate staff member. Information is regularly updated on our website including
aggregate student achievement data. Monthly PTO meetings are facilitated by active parents and
teachers who work in tandem to set agendas and disseminate information. We routinely solicit
feedback informally through the advisor calls and school interactions with families and formally through
an annual survey. Parents provide input and suggestions regularly via phone calls and emails. Staff is
expected to act immediately (within 24 business hours) of all parent communications. Teachers enlist
the support of the SSCM or EL immediately when they are not able to address a parent concern. The
intentional small school design of RCMCS fosters our ability to resolve issues promptly and successfully.
We also have begun to execute an annual summative data dive with parents; to review the school’s
progress towards it goals and to answer questions, receive feedback; and to identify potential program
improvements.
Similarly with students, we have continued formative feedback on their progress through our advisor
program as well as other formal and informal mechanisms. Students receive electronic copies of all
general information mailed home as well as the weekly bulletin. Weekly outlines of learning targets are
posted outside every teacher’s door and on their website. Students have a RCMCS email account and
utilize it regularly to make appointments, request information, and offer suggestions about the
improvement of our school community.
Student performance is shared regularly with students by teachers, support staff and advisors. Students
have full access to their current academic progress through SchoolTool and data walls displayed
throughout the school that contain aggregate or anonymous information regarding progress,
achievement, and attendance. Students meet with their advisor weekly for a minimum of 50 minutes.
Advisors conduct weekly monitoring and consult with students on individual progress via SchoolTool on
a regular basis; this information is also recorded on each student’s Individualized Learning Plan (ILP). The
ILP, a document developed between advisors and students during the 9th grade year outlining academic
and personal goals, which is reviewed a minimum of three times a year following the close of marking
periods, and annually as our students’ progress to the next grade level. The ILP is the primary internal
document used to informally monitor student achievement, the talking point for conferences, and
opportunity to keep parents involved with their child’s four year plan.
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Staff members receive a weekly bulletin highlighting scheduled events and instructional priorities.
Further, all staff participate in Professional Development weekly for a minimum of 3 ½ hours where time
is allocated to whole group meetings for agenda items concerning the entire school. Every staff member
has email accounts linked to their smartphones providing us with instantaneous communication around
the clock. School leaders work with staff to share and analyze student data and align staff on
performance goals, and staff feedback is continually solicited informally, during PD and supervision
meetings, and formally through an annual survey.
Feedback is requested regularly from all stakeholders. Surveys are conducted frequently to solicit critical
information from Parents, Students, Staff and other school participants (such as community partners).
Some surveys measure progress; others provide opportunity for all stakeholders to take votes on school
issues. Results are disseminated in a timely manner to all participating parties for transparency and our
democratic school community.
Reports are provided by the CEO and the leadership team to the Board of Trustees regarding monthly
progress towards meeting goals for academics, graduation, student performance, curriculum initiatives,
and internship progress. There is an open comment session at each meeting for the leadership team to
solicit feedback from the BOT. Additionally, the BOT uses staff, student and family surveys annually to
get stakeholder feedback.
Internships, one of our key design elements, is a main component of our success and therefore, requires
continuous communications. Our business partners receive communications from the Coordinator of
Internships (COI) via mailings, email, phone calls and site visits to monitor student internship progress.
The COI is the direct line of communication for business partners, students in internships, and student
advisors.
Benchmark 7. 1. d. Describe the process used to successfully recruit, hire, and retain key personnel,
and make decisions – when warranted – to remove ineffective staff members.
We recruit staff members through broad general advertising, targeted recruitment to high yield sources,
through word of mouth, and utilization of our extensive local community contacts. Because RCMCS has
a relatively unique model to Rochester, we use the hiring process to confirm that staff understand and
are aligned with our model, specifically focusing on alignment with our core beliefs of interdisciplinary
and project-based instruction. We hire staff based on their technical qualifications in addition to their
perceived fit with our school model and student body.
The BOT Policy Handbook (page 30) states that: “The hiring process will be multi-step. Once an
instructional position has been established and budgeted for, it will be properly advertised in a local
newspaper or posted online with at least one job search site, and provided to college teaching programs
in western New York in an effort to draw the best possible pool of eligible candidates. Other vacant
positions will be posted on at least one job search site. Advertisement of staff positions will also be
placed in the local newspaper, Education Leadership, Education Week, and Teacher Magazine. Listing of
our available positions will be placed on our own website (RCMCS.org), Monster.Com, and NYSED
teaching positions availability list.”
Steps in the hiring process include: completion of an application including documentation of NYS
teacher certification; a personnel search team, which may consist of members of the BOT’s Personnel
and Hiring Committee, Chief Executive Officer, school leaders and staff representation. This search team
will be responsible for reviewing the applications and selecting interviewees and inviting candidates to
an interview. Candidates will also be asked to demonstrate knowledge and skills to scenarios they may
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encounter in the classroom and in school. The Chief Executive Officer and the BOT’s Personnel and
Hiring Committee will review recommended candidates to a position based on a rating system. ; Chosen
candidates will be extended an offer of employment. Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
(RCMCS) will implement a recruitment process that hires culturally competent teachers and staff. These
individuals must hold themselves accountable for making measurable gains with the school’s focus on
academic and career-based achievement. It will seek candidates whose instructional philosophy aligns
with the mission and vision of the school.
As our school model continues to advance and strengthen, the process used to interview staff has
become more consistent. As much as possible, the leadership team includes a contingency of parents,
students and support staff to participate in the process of interviewing candidates. We use a similar
approach to recruit new students interested in our unique school design and student-leadership model.
Teaching candidates are now required to participate in a fish-bowl exercise wherein their ability to coplan a rigorous project-based lesson with colleagues from all disciplines is observed. Candidates are
offered a position based on their credentials, certifications, and expressed commitment to the vision of
our Charter.
Every staff member is evaluated formally and informally throughout the year. In the event a staff
member is not meeting or exceeding expectations, support is immediately provided. If a staff member is
not meeting expectations but shows potential, their supervisor will develop a support plan for goals and
objectives that will be monitored for progress. In most cases, a collaborative conversation is all that is
needed to foster development and growth of professionals. In the event more support is needed, the
leadership team develops a coaching plan with specific outcomes and timelines. In the event staff are
not meeting expectations, and not showing the potential or commitment to the charter, they may be
counseled out or dismissed based on our personnel policies.
It is our belief that continuity of staff is crucial to the success of the school and building a team
environment to foster effective collaboration. We develop and retain staff by providing comprehensive
professional development, thereby creating an environment where they have the tools and support to
be successful. Instructional staff will receive ongoing professional development in the school’s mission.
We utilize teaching coaches from Buck Institute for Education (BIE.org) specifically for project-based
learning development since the Institute also provides online resources and year-round technical
assistance to our teachers. A teacher that has fewer than three years of instructional experience will
also receive peer group support with other teachers. The continued investment in professional
development, equipping staff with the tools they need, providing them with greater influence in
curriculum and the professional development planning, and having a team environment among school
staff will all act as tools to retain effective and committed staff.
RCMCS staff will have more supports, professional growth opportunities and opportunities for input in
decision-making than is offer teachers in most traditional school. We believe that this keeps teachers
more invested in the school and fosters a desire to remain with the school (Board of Trustees Handbook
p. 50).
Benchmark 7. 2. a. Describe how the school is fully staffed with high quality personnel to meet all
educational and operational needs, including the areas of finance, human resources, and
communication.
RCMCS has focused on hiring highly qualified teachers for all disciplines. The addition of two
experienced leaders will ensure instructional rigor and integrity to the key elements of the Charter. The
Educational Leader’s primary focus is instruction while the Chief of Operations and Academics focuses
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on overall operations of the school including Human Resources and overseeing State reporting of the
data manager. The COA works in tandem with the CEO and BOT President to review finances,
instructional and operational budgets. Over the course of the charter we have added additional key staff
members to support finance, operations, student support and internship needs. Each year we reassess
the needs of the school and work to align our staffing structure and hiring process to meet those
requirements. We have been continuously strengthening our understanding of the staffing needs of our
program, student population and the range of staffing needs a charter school has of attaining the
qualified personnel to achieve annual improvement.
Benchmark 7.2. b. Describe the structures in place for collaboration among teachers.
Teachers have ample opportunity to collaborate at RCMCS; over 40 full work days of time has been
scheduled throughout our 2016-2017 school year for teamwork. A month-long summer institute
provides time for teambuilding, interdisciplinary planning, data driven instructional meetings,
departmental meetings to ensure vertical and horizontal alignment, project-based learning planning,
common assessment design, and curriculum review.
Teachers meet on a weekly basis for a minimum of 3.5 hours; our schedule is set every Wednesday from
12:30 to 4:00. Weekly meeting times are established to provide ample opportunity for full-staff
collaboration, discipline specific data meetings, and continued development of best instructional
practices (including but not limited to the Danielson Framework). Our weekly agenda varies to give our
teams time to achieve all of our school’s goals. For example, a weekly meeting may allocate one hour
each for: whole-school meeting, vertical teams, and a specialty area (such as RtI). Another example
would be: PBS with whole staff, department meetings, and a specific advisement initiative of conducting
two home-visits. Time is thoughtfully allocated for the continuation of teacher teams working on specific
task-forces (planning, curriculum, data, RTI, Special Education, PBS, benchmark assessments, looking at
student work, and updates on internships, school initiatives, climate and culture, etc.).
Benchmark 7. 2. c. Describe how the school ensures that staff has the requisite training, skills,
expertise, and professional development necessary to meet students’ needs, including how school
leaders monitor the effectiveness of professional development initiatives.
Each year we review professional development needs and efficacy of current professional development
strategies and practices by reviewing the prior year’s summative results and through staff surveys.
Performance data and staff feedback drive the design of the upcoming professional development (PD)
calendar. As trainings are completed, we complete a short surveys of participants to (1) check for
understanding and (2) ascertain their perception of the value of the training. As the leadership team
becomes more familiar with staff capacity, differentiated PD is developed for staff to ensure all staff
members remain engaged, current with best practices, and working in a capacity that is aligned to their
level and area of expertise. For instance, staff with expertise will design and lead PD sessions. Staff
demonstrating mastery levels of teaching and learning may also become immersed in active research of
enhanced programming opportunities to implement our school.
We will be retaining over 80% of our current staff ensuring continuity in daily operating procedures,
consistency in school-wide expectations and continuously improved instruction. Observations will take
place regularly (minimum of three formal observations), with specific instructional practices learned or
refined during Wednesday PD sessions.
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Benchmark 7. 2. d. Describe the systems in place to monitor and maintain organizational and
instructional quality, including a formal process for teacher evaluation geared toward improving
instructional practice.
RCMCS uses a combination of two evaluation models for teacher evaluation: (1) the Danielson
Framework: Planning and preparation, Classroom Environment, Instruction and Professional
Responsibilities and (2) the Teacher Project-Based Evaluation Process: measuring the success of the
transition of instruction from traditional to project-based learning (Rochester Career Mentoring Charter
School Full Narrative 2011).
All staff will undergo an annual professional performance review. The Educational Leader will be
responsible for evaluating the performance of the teaching staff, the Student Success Manager and the
Coordinator of Internships. Our staff has also committed to participating in a peer observation process.
Evaluation serves the purpose of improving professional practice. Therefore, the role of the leadership
team is to provide support, coaching and strategies for continuous improvement.
One area of teacher evaluation includes success implementation of project based learning. The rubric
below will be the instrument used to complete such evaluation.
Traditional Teacher Behaviors

Transitional Behaviors

Teacher lectures 75-90% of the period
leaving students only 10% opportunity
to work in teams and/or independently
and to answer higher level questions or
respond to recall questions.

Teacher lectures 50% of the time
leaving students 50% of the time to
work in teams and/or
independently and to answer higher
level questions or to respond to
thought questions.
Teacher writes his or her own
curriculum and then asks for
feedback from other teachers in the
team.
Teacher feels the need to cover a
large amount of material, but feels
empowered to evaluate from
knowledge of the examination what
is most important to take more time
to teach in depth.
Teacher follows State curriculum
guidelines, but sometimes makes
his or her own decisions regarding
student learning.

Teacher writes his or her own
curriculum without knowledge or
collaboration with other faculty.
Teacher feels the need to cover a large
amount of material that is set by the
NYS Learning Standards and frequently
consults the Pacing Chart as a guide to
timing curriculum.
Teacher only carries out State’s
recommended curriculum guidelines.

Project-Based Learning Behaviors
Teacher uses direct teaching 10-25% of
the block leaving student empowered
over their learning experience and to
work in teams and/or independently.

Teacher works in a collaborative team to
determine “what is essential” to know in
all content areas and how every subject is
interrelated.
Teacher picks the most essential topics to
cover in depth. Teacher favors
understanding of content over simply
completion of all materials. Higher level
thinking and analytical skills are
encouraged.
Teacher follows State’s curriculum
guidelines, but feels empowered to make
decisions about student-centered
learning.

The Danielson Framework is reviewed extensively through professional development, and then
monitored through formal and informal observations regularly. The Educational Leader is responsible
for two formal observations of each teacher annually. Staff will also be conducting and participating in a
series of peer observations. Teacher teams of three will be developed; each team member conducting
two observations and having two conducted for them from their peers. These peer groups will be
working closely with the Educational Leader to have informal instructional dialogues focusing on
enhanced instruction to directly and positively impact student achievement to meet our targets.
Effective teachers solicit feedback from students which will become part of our culture as we complete
our 2016-2017 school year.
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Benchmark 7. 2. e. Describe the mechanisms in place to solicit teacher feedback and gauge teacher
satisfaction.
Staff meetings are the most frequent opportunity to solicit feedback from staff regarding initiatives,
policies and upcoming events. RCMCS has created a risk-free environment enabling all staff to
participate, be heard and valued. The majority of decisions are made by full-staff consensus. In the
event of an impasse, staff vote by means of anonymous survey (i.e. survey monkey) for a final decision
has become standard. Internal and external surveys are conducted routinely for feedback. Teachers
generate as many surveys as the Leadership team to extract instantaneous feedback from their
colleagues or students. The Children’s Institute has conducted third-party surveys for students, parents
and staff over the last two years to measure parent, student and staff satisfaction in: culture and
climate, academic programming, and school beliefs.
All feedback is taken seriously and into consideration before policies and practices are changed. The
highest functioning schools are institutions where all stakeholders have input, feel valued and show
accountability and ownership of their organization.
Benchmark 7. 3. Contractual Relationships (If Applicable): Not Applicable

Section 3. FAITHFULNESS TO CHARTER AND LAW
Benchmark 8: Mission and Key Design Elements
Benchmark 8. 1. Describe how school stakeholders, including leadership, staff, the board of trustees,
parents, and students, demonstrated a common and consistent understanding of the school’s mission
and key design elements outlined in the charter.
The first term of our charter has been paramount in helping us establish and achieve our mission. All
stakeholders now understand the significance and purpose of our key design elements and our
implementation.
Our mission is to provide a model secondary school offering a community of diverse learners in the City
of Rochester a small, personalized 9th through 12th grade high school that engages each student in
career exploration, college preparation, and rigorous academic standards. Our charter school aspires to
graduate every student with a Regents diploma and the academic and technical skills needed for today's
workforce and/or entrance into college.
We have created a mold-breaking opportunity for educators to provide urban high school students with
a personalized pathway to academic and occupational success. Complimented by a personalized
program, integrated instructional support, and continuous progress monitoring, we have accomplished
our goal of establishing a home-grown charter school that will serve as a model for other districts. Over
the first term of the charter we have united our stakeholders (comprised of hundreds of individuals)
around our mission and vision. In our second term, we will work harder to engage all stakeholders to
share one unified vision of our mission. Most importantly, we have experienced the growing pains and
the challenges, and made the changes needed for success.
The primary means of successfully demonstrating we have consistency of upholding our mission comes
from retaining effective and committed staff. We introduce our staff to our mission through
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recruitment and the hiring process which emphasizes our school culture and key design elements. We
solidify commitment through the supports of collaboration, on-going professional development and
celebration of successes.
The Board of Trustees (BOT) is the crucial element in supporting and advocating the mission and the key
design principles of our charter with active involvement. We orient board members around our mission
and key designs. We share with them our dashboard which focuses on student performance indicators
of achievement. The board holds regular strategic planning sessions, retreats, and monthly reviews and
consultations with teachers, administration, teachers, and students.
One of the fundamental factors of a student’s success is parental engagement and understanding of our
school’s mission and how it aligns directly with their child’s success. Families and students are initially
oriented towards our mission and vision prior to submitting an application as we go through a formal
orientation process on enrollment that reviews our mission and explains key design elements in detail.
These focus areas are reiterated through our summer orientation program, offered four times between
August and September, and are continually reinforced through weekly advisory, the overarching school
curriculum, and a series of family events to promote regular interactions with student advisors and staff.
Benchmark 8. 2. Describe how the school has fully implemented the key design elements in the
approved charter and in any subsequently approved revisions.
We recognize the challenges faced during our first charter term, made adjustments and are now making
significant progress in implementing all of our key design elements and are showing progress on key
performance indicators. As of June 2016, RCMCS’s graduated 71% of our first cohort 39 out of 55
students graduated from the 2012 cohort.
Our growth has occurred through a continued collaboration with all stakeholders, while building a
stronger community within and around RCMCS. The design elements continue to improve and will serve
as a model for secondary high schools. We are very close to reaching full implementation of the four key
elements approved in our initial charter:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Personalization
Teachers as Curriculum Designers
Career Internship
Enrichment Block and Student Support

Personalization: we have learned that personalization is multifaceted and is a professional responsibility
of all staff members. Personalization is not limited to academics. It also encompasses the socialemotional health of each child in addition to securing resources and supports needed for each one of
them becoming college and/or career ready.
Advisors loop with students to create a wrap-around system for continuity, stronger relationships and
student ownership of their progress. Our students benefit greatly from having a personal mentor, coach
and advocate (their advisor) who helps our students achieve their personal pathway for learning and
success. While advisement focuses on continuously monitoring and reviewing ILPs for academic goals
and career interests, it also functions to promote restorative practices in a smaller community setting
that is tied to the overarching school goals for climate and culture. Our staff will incorporate lessons
from the book The 6 Most Important Decisions You’ll Ever Make by Sean Covey. Covey’s book fosters
restorative practices because it highlights: making choices to succeed in school, making good friends,
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getting along with parents (all adults), dating and sexual issues, avoiding obstacles, overcoming barriers
and building self-esteem.
Every student develops an Individualized Learning Plan (ILP) outlining their four-year academic plan
collaboratively with their advisor. The ILP is monitored regularly throughout the year following each
marking period and revised annually to adjust goals for students based on their progress and
achievements. The ILPs include academic and attendance goal setting elements, and career and college
aspirations. Each plan is unique to each student. The ILP, report cards and student portfolio are the main
documents leading student/parent/teacher/advisor discussions to ensure students are on track with
their goals and four year academic plans.
We have also increasingly emphasized career mentoring, as part of the advisory structure. Therefore,
advisors also assist the Coordinator of Internships to monitor internship activity, community leadership
and work-based learning opportunities.
Since each advisor has a caseload of only ten students, our model manageable and achievable. Advisors
collaborate frequently with all staff and administration to facilitate regular communication with the
student and family. The advisor makes weekly calls to each one of their ten advisees, progress reports
are sent home every mid-marking period, advisors conduct home visits, and schedule parent-teacher
conferences as requested. Report cards are mailed home at the conclusion of every marking period
which highlights academic progress, daily attendance for each class and anecdotal comments from every
teacher. Parents have 24 hour access to SchoolTool to review current grades and assignments for their
children. Many parents have developed strong relationships with advisors and school staff and often
prefer texting as an immediate means of communication.
Our first cohort of graduates has requested continued support from our staff. Therefore, we are
developing and have added a graduate-tracking component to our model of school design.
Teachers as curriculum designers: Our instructional leadership team and teachers balance state required
courses with the opportunity of developing specialized enrichment courses to help students meet the
demands and challenges of attaining high school success; and further becoming prepared for their postsecondary college and career aspirations. All of our teachers are required to successfully integrate
Common Core and State standards in their curriculum. During summer professional development, the
Educational Leader takes staff on a journey of intensive training to learn how to unpack and identity
targeted standards and appropriate learning objectives. The Educational Leader (EL) is experienced and
knowledgeable in New York State curriculum, instruction and assessments. The EL distributes leadership
to teachers with extensive knowledge or areas of expertise to facilitate workshops throughout the year.
Our staff has approximately four hours per week to participate in staff PD and co-planning
collaboratively in addition to their three planning periods daily.
We have continuously become better at monitoring student progress towards achieving state standards
and competencies within our Regents courses, and we have developed three additional entry-level
courses for our second charter term to enhance the prerequisite skills our students need to transition to
the secondary level. These courses are being designed and implemented during the last year of our first
charter term (2016-2017); they will be monitored and reviewed extensively this year to make any
necessary adjustments for the second term of our charter. The three new 9th grade enrichment courses
are: (1) Quality Decision Making (QDM) to prepare students for making choices to be successful in high
school, (2) Enrichment, a course tailored to close skill gaps and engagement with high interest
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curriculum and activities designed by our US History teacher who collaborates with the 9th grade
teachers to support their curricular outcomes, and (3) SkillsUSA which will be a blend of the SkillsUSA
Framework (skillsusa.org) with the core elements designed by our Coordinator of Internship and Careers
staff to bridge the 9th careers curriculum for success in the 10th through 12th grade continuum designed
to prepare our students for successful internships. SkillsUSA teaches our incoming students the
importance of personal skills, workplace skills and technical skills needed for successful high school
completion.
We have learned a valuable lesson over our last four years of finding the right balance of incorporating
project-based learning to increase student engagement without detracting from the need for targeted
remediation of skill gaps to prepare students for success on Regents exams. All of our teachers are
responsible for strategic decision-making and designing appropriate lesson activities for students to
achieve the learning targets with the highest level of engagement.
We have specifically increased project-based learning (PBL) opportunities for student engagement
directly by our improved 9th and 10th grade course sections of Humanities (interdisciplinary English and
Social Studies classes), and MST (an interdisciplinary math and science course).
For us to successfully integrate instruction, we partner with the Buck Institute for Education (BIE) to
learn from national experts on how to use PBL in all grades and subject areas. We expect all of our
teachers to develop understanding of when, how and where to use PBL to support their curriculum.
While PBL may not be incorporated into every unit or lesson, it will be implemented when it directly
supports the learning objectives and student activities. Our goal is to ensure that all of our PBL lesson
plans are manageable projects that engage and motivate students, and that are measurable. BIE will
provide our staff with year-long technical supports to ensure we sustain school-wide initiatives whether
co-taught in integrated courses or taught thematically across grade level content areas.
Consistent with the promise outlined in our initial approved charter, we have maintained a robust and
collaborative relationship with the Rochester City School District during all four years of our operation.
In fact, our Chief of Operations and Academics is a former RCSD Principal whose staff collaborated with
the RCMCS staff during the last few years of summer BIE professional development. As we move into
our fourth year, we have partnered with another committed Principal sending a team to join us again
this August. The level of support and commitment we’ve experienced with the Rochester City School
District is evident in the fact the President of the RCSD Board of Education was a guest speaker at our
school’s first graduation. In the spirit of sharing best practices to increase student achievement, the
RCSD President of the BOE as well as the staff at RCMS are committed to maintaining a positive and
active partnership with our school.
Career internship: The first graduating class was evidence of full implementation of our key element of
career design. Out of our 71% first cohort graduation rate (as of June 2016), 95% of our graduates had
secured a career, college, or military placement at time of commencement in June 2016.
Over the four years of our existence, we have developed a more comprehensive sequence for our fouryear career and work-based learning curriculum. The Coordinator of Internships (COI) co-planned the
careers sequence with the elective teachers to ensure a vertically aligned scope and sequence. During
2016-2017, all teachers will participate in professional development to support vertical and horizontal
alignment of appropriate CDOS (Career Development and Occupational Studies) standards. CDOS
Standard 2 of Integrated Learning emphasizes that instruction and academics are not separate
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processes; career electives and core academic standards are complimentary. As a ‘career mentoring’
charter school, we believe that CDOS skill development promotes retention of academic knowledge
across all content areas directly resulting in increased engagement and relevance for students.
We have made great progress in authentically engaging students in career explorations. Throughout all
four years, students at RCMCS are immersed in a Career Choices curriculum based on a progressive
pathway of readiness and competencies. The Career Choices curriculum embeds NYS Career
Development Occupational Studies, Work Based Learning program, and College and Career Readiness
standards. This curriculum encompasses topics such as computer science, public speaking, financial
literacy, resume and portfolio evolution, communications technology, and an in-depth topics and
providing our students the knowledge and ability to succeed in the 21st century workplace or
educational institution of their choice evidenced by 95% of our first graduating class being accepted into
their first choice college or military.
In addition to supporting the careers curriculum, our Internship program is led by a NYS certified workbased learning coordinator, our Coordinator of Internships (COI). This coordinator is responsible for
preparing and placing students in appropriate career based internship opportunities, where students
receive a minimum of 150 hours of hands-on career experience throughout their junior and senior
years. The coordinator works closely with the on-site Hillside Work Scholarship Connection team,
teachers, administration and teacher-advisers to build community and student relationships. The COI
supports all advisors in developing students individual learning plans for career interests and aspirations,
relevant career alignment in their classrooms (CDOS integration), and communication their work site
locations.
We have just developed a partnership with Pointii, a career-preparation program for grades 9-12
designed to assist students in various career experiential opportunities. Pointii directly supports our
mission of increasing student understanding of various careers, personalizing their study of program to
their likes and interests, improvement of technical and soft skills, and building professional connections
through networking in the greater Rochester area.
As previously mentioned, our first cohort will receive continued support from our staff after graduation.
Therefore, we have added a graduate tracking component to our model to our school design. We have
designated staff to track, follow-up with, and support student alumni in their career paths and college
placements. This team will travel to our graduates’ work and college locations to ensure they are
receiving the support and guidance they need for success. We find this role vital to the success of our
mission since research shows that the majority of low income urban students have the lowest college
completion rate within six years after leaving high school. Our goal is to support our students’ success in
their college and career choices.
The 2016 graduating class achieved 100% internship placements, in addition to each student accruing
644 hours of career preparedness instruction between Career Choices and the culminating English IV
graduation requirement of their “senior project”. By June 2016, 98% of our graduating seniors had a
chosen career path and/or a college destination secured. We anticipate achieving a 100% placement
rate for the 2013/2017 cohort; those students currently have attained a 65% internship placement ratio
prior to September 2016.
Enrichment Block and support: Our 2011 approved charter application highlighted enrichment
opportunities for our students to provide additional time on task (during summer months and
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throughout the school year) for increased literacy skills and social-emotional supports, securing staff to
(1) support English-language learners (ELL) and students with disabilities (SWD), and (2) develop career
awareness and technical skillsets, a preliminary advisory structure, and partnering with outside
agencies.
We have an extended school year (August 22nd through June 30th) in addition to a longer school day
(8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.) giving us the opportunity to implement enrichment with fidelity. We believe
that the development and implementation of three enrichment courses for all 9th graders (QDM,
Enrichment and SkillsUSA) in 2016-2017 will improve student engagement while making school fun for
our youngest students. In addition to appropriate staffing and scheduling to meet the needs of SWD and
ELLs, we’ve added additional enrichment opportunities for grades 10 through 12 into the master
schedule for remediation, exam preparation and acceleration opportunities to keep advanced students
engaged and challenged. For example, we will offer an on-line course for physics and calculus.
Our Student Success Center model has also been enhanced with the design improvements by our
Success Center Manager (SSCM) and Educational Leader. They have developed a SSC team of RCMCS
staff and outside agencies working directly in our school from The Center for Youth and Hillside Work
Scholarship. The SSC team has developed a comprehensive referral and response system to ensure
success (academic and social-emotional) of every student.

Benchmark 9: Enrollment, Recruitment, and Retention
Benchmark 9. 1. Include the table below in the school’s application for renewal. Use the school’s
current enrollment information and data from the Enrollment and Retention Target Calculator to
complete the table (see website http://www.p12.nysed.gov/psc/enrollment-retention-targets.html).
Charter School 2015-2016 Enrollment and Retention Targets for Future Charter Terms
Enrollment Targets
Subgroups
Economically
Disadvantaged
English Language
Learners
Students with Disabilities

Current Enrollment
Percentage at Charter
School

Retention Targets
Comparable District
Percentages for Relevant
Grade Level(s)

Current Retention
Percentage at Charter
School

Comparable District
Percentages for Relevant
Grade Level(s)

95.4%

81.3%

82.3%

87.7%

2.5%

10.4%

66.7%

84.3%

15.6%

17.5%

75.7%

82.4%

Benchmark 9. 2. Explain, in detail, how the school plans to meet the enrollment and retention targets
in the table above in the next charter term. These targets will not be effective for the school until
renewed.
RCMCS is in the process of and is committed to reaching our enrollment targets. Our commanding
energy is dedicated to increasing enrollment for two subgroups of students; Students with Disabilities
(SED) and English Language Learners (ELL). As we reviewed and analyzed retention data the past four
years, we are students with special needs will benefit greatly by enrolling in our small, personalized high
school. To improve enrollment targets of these subgroups, we need to exert more effort by promoting
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our school to organizations and agencies in Rochester that provide specific services to middle school and
secondary students. Thus, we have organized a recruitment team that will distribute brochures and
pamphlet about our charter school and its instructional program. One such organizations can help us
immensely is our partner, the Rochester Refugee Resettlement Services, which aids new refugees to our
city and its schools. These materials are offered in a number of languages, such as Spanish, Burmese,
Swahili and Arabic. Another agency located in the city is Mary’s Place, which provides tutoring, case
management, counseling, health-outreach opportunities, and after school programs to newly arrived
refugees. Mary’s Place has also committed to creating a partnership with RCMCS to host groups of new
recruits since we offer and an inclusive environment for secondary students. By connecting with Mary’s
Place, we have increased our access to other agencies that provide services to newly arrived foreign
parents and children to the Rochester area.
Our staff has gotten involved in a summer recruitment campaign to increase the enrollment of SWD and
ELL students. Teachers, clerical staff, support staff, and members of the leadership team all participated
in visiting the homes of potential 9th grade students in the Rochester City School District (RCSD) who still
are undecided about their high school choice, yet expressed a strong interest in attending our school
this year.
Our Educational Leader formed a partnership with Rochester International Academy (RIA). This
partnership allowed the Educational Leader to make presentations about our academic, career, and
summer bridge program programs to their ELL students and families. In addition, our teachers
conducted door-to-door recruiting in Rochester neighborhoods where the refugee population is
prevalent.
We are proactively leveraging our current ELL students and their families to serve as ambassadors to
advocate for our school image and culture to other ELL students. Our staff has likewise committed to
become engaged in outreach initiatives at community events and in partnering with locally-based ethnic
restaurants and businesses by distributing promotional materials in the primary language(s) of the
demographics of these specific areas and/or establishments.
Furthermore, we are aggressively partnering with the Rochester Hispanic Business Association, the
Jordan Health Center, and Ibero, a dual language human services agency, all of which are in our school’s
surrounding neighborhood. These organizations offer a variety of services and supports to current
students and their families, which allows us to inform and recruit students them about our unique small
charter school.
We are concentrating our immediate attention to the recruitment of Students With Disabilities by
forming an alliance with families of children who are connected with groups, such as Developmental
Disabilities Alliance of Western New York, the Community Consultation Program operated by the
University of Rochester, and Rochester Educational Opportunity Center (REOC). We have already
established strong partnerships with social workers in the greater Rochester-area, including staff from
the RCSD, who contact us directly when there are students they feel would benefit from our program.
The Developmental Disabilities Alliance lends us the opportunity to inform students and their families
about our school’s offerings and services as well as the direct support them.
Benchmark 9. 3. Describe how the school maintains sufficient enrollment demand for the school to
meet or come close to meeting the enrollment plan outlined in the charter.
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Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) plans to meet the enrollment and retention
targets aggressively by recruiting students in a number of different ways. After experiencing some initial
challenges with enrollment targets, we have developed stronger and more consistent recruiting
pipelines and have a first-time waitlist for our charter. To date, the most effective recruitment activity
for our charter has been word of mouth and mailings. Our students and their families have
communicated to other students and families about the exceptional non-traditional teaching and
learning they can expect in our school. They encourage potential 9th and 10th grade students to visit our
charter and to speak with recruitment representatives. This summer, we experienced a number of
successes from our current students who joined our recruitment team to visit homes and speak to
potential students. On one day alone, July 28, 2016, we had enrolled thirteen new students.
Our retention targets depend on the commitment we have to students and their families by offering an
engaging project-based, career-based learning environment which is supported by a strong advisement
program. As we enroll more students to meet our enrollment target, we expect to continue to build a
more adequate waitlist.
Benchmark 9. 4. Describe the recruitment strategies and program services implemented to attract and
retain students with disabilities, English language learners, and students who are eligible for free and
reduced priced lunch.
RCMCS has actively implemented a robust recruitment and retention campaign whereby all staff
members participate in recruitment activities designed by the recruitment team. Such activities include
the following:












Door to door enlistment. Placing brochures and applications in strategic community locations, such
as libraries, churches, recreational/community centers, small businesses, and community agencies
Participating Fairs: Making presentations at the Rochester City School District and Charter Schools
Recruitment Fairs and Activities.
Targeted advertising: Placing posters on Rochester’s Regional Transit System (RTS) buses, in bus
shelters, and in the RTS Transit Center located in the heart of downtown Rochester.
Marketing continuously. Mailing brochures and post cards three to four times per year to every 8th
and 9th grader living in the city of Rochester. Since Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School does
not have a middle school program, we plan to mail promotional materials at least once a year to 6 th
and 7th graders living in the city. Beginning our recruitment efforts at these grades will help students
and their families learn about our uniqueness early.
Recruiting from within. Twice per year existing RCMCS students are given student enrollment
applications to share with other relatives, families and friends. By doing so, RCMCS promotes
student ambassadors as key to getting the word out about our school.
Solicitations. Our recruitment team makes home visits to prospective 8th and 9th grade candidates.
Promoting community awareness. We continuously update and display materials to boost our
recruitment efforts:
o On our website (rcmcs.org)
o On Facebook.
o On billboard and displays.
o In local media (television, radio, newspaper).
Conducting Open Houses: Students and their families will be invited to our school to meet the staff
and to review the programs we offer students.
Make use of free media: Utilize radio stations such as WDKX, Community TV, Ch. 15, and the free
City Newspaper to help us spread the word about our school.
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Continue our partnerships: Work with organizations and agencies that will help us attract SWD and
ELL students.

Benchmark 9. 5. Describe the process currently used to evaluate recruitment and outreach strategies
and program services for each of the three categories of students, and what strategic improvements
will be made in the next charter term.
Historically, the school leadership would review the number of applications and enrollment percent and
then report its findings to the Board of Trustees (BOT). In the next charter term, the BOT will set specific
goals for the number of applications desired and will track actual enrollment numbers against targets
enrollment, as part of its dashboard. The staff has also committed to doing greater tracking of its
outreach efforts by surveying prospective students and their families.
We also have a pressing need to recruit students long before they complete the 8th grade. We are now
taking measures to reach out to families of 6th and 7th graders who may not be familiar with RCMCS’s
career-based program and services we provide students to accommodate their academic and social
needs.
RCMCS will continue to develop its strong recruitment team by expanding membership. Our team will
meet quarterly to review and concentrate on retention and recruitment numbers and will adhere to
specific targets for the Students With Disabilities and English Language Learners.
We are optimistic we will be able to meet our targets. We aspire to achieve these targets with a
commitment to initiatives, such as leveraging internal and external resources for recruitment, requiring
all staff to become more involved in recruitment and influencing our current students and parents to
assist in our efforts.

Benchmark 10: Legal Compliance
Benchmark 10. 1. Describe how the school ensures substantial compliance with applicable state and
federal laws and the provisions of its charter.
The school has taken a pro-active role to ensure that both teaching and non-teaching personnel are
aware of, and follow, the policies, standards and regulations set forth in applicable NYS and Federal
laws, the RCMCS charter and various policies adopted by the Board of Trustees. Staff meetings are held
frequently and time is allocated to address legal roles and requirements, appropriate conduct and many
of these topics are covered in the initial orientation. During 2016 these meetings have focused on the
contents of the revised Code of Conduct with special emphasis on the requirements imposed by DASA
and instruction in dealing with students with disabilities. All teaching staff have also received instruction
with respect to revised requirements and procedures to follow in dealing with violations of the
disciplinary code as well as harassment and complaint processes. In addition, we also disseminate,
review, and update an annual policy review with consultants, advocacy organizations, and counsel. The
CEO and administrative staff monitor and support day to day compliance. Additional professional
development (staff meeting) time will be allocated to address employee rights including items such as:
discrimination, harassment, privacy, safety and health.
The Board of Trustees also gets regular legal updates from counsel and other charter school advocates.
And it has adopted specific standards for annual professional performance review of teaching staff and
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the Coordinator of Internships to evaluate effectiveness in implementing project-based learning
instruction, collaborative team-teaching and student-centered, career-focused learning, as set forth in
the school’s original application for a charter.
The school has engaged an independent external auditor to provide to the Board of Trustees a financial
audit and a management letter addressing any deficiencies. The school has adopted a policy to
implement a corrective action plan in response to any deficiencies noted in the Management Letter, and
to provide a copy of such plan to the State Education Department.
The Strategic Action Plan adopted by the Board of Trustees during 2016 provides for legal counsel at
board meetings and involvement in school operations when and where appropriate.
Benchmark 10. 2. Describe any corrective action taken, when needed, for issues that have arisen and
the safeguards implemented to maintain compliance with all legal requirements.
As a result of an informal parent complaint made early in 2016 to the Charter Schools Office regarding
the discipline of a student, we collaborated with the State Education Department to review and revise
the School’s Code of Conduct. The school immediately assembled a team, including the school’s legal
counsel, to address each issue, to clarify policies governing both short and long-term suspensions, and
to set forth the requirements of the IDEA and DASA and provisions regarding discipline of students with
disabilities more clearly. By the end of April 2016, a revised Code of Conduct was approved by the
Board of Trustees and submitted to the Charter School Office.
During the 2015 school year, two teachers were alleged to have engaged in inappropriate interactions
with students. In each case the matter was duly reported to the local authorities and to the State
Education Department. In one case the teacher was immediately placed on administrative leave
resulting in termination following a hearing before the Board of Trustees. In the second instance (which
occurred shortly prior to the end of the teacher’s contract term), the teacher was placed on
administrative leave and prohibited from entering school grounds for the duration of his term. The
subject of appropriate conduct and prohibited conduct with students has been a regular and consistent
topic of discussion at faculty meetings and we clearly review appropriate boundaries, policies, and
procedures during summer professional development, as part of orientation, and throughout the year.
Benchmark 10. 3. Summarize any formal complaints filed over the course of the charter term.
Describe where the complaint was filed and information on how the complaint was resolved.
During February and March of 2015 an employee who had resigned the previous October filed a claim
for unemployment insurance benefits, claiming that the resignation was prompted by harassment and
bullying. The school vigorously contested the claim. Following a hearing, the NYS Unemployment
Appeal Board determined that the allegations were not sustained by the evidence and dismissed the
claim for unemployment and insurance benefits.
Following her resignation May 2015, an administrative official filed a complaint with the NYS Division of
Human Rights (DHR) alleging sexual harassment and marital status discrimination. That complaint is still
pending and is being vigorously contested by the school which has denied all the allegations.
That employee had served as a financial officer for the school. During an in-house review of the
school’s financial accounts, it was discovered that the employee had paid her personal attorney with
school funds. That action was reported to police authorities after the employee refused to reimburse
the school for the unauthorized and improper expenditure of school funds. The employee was arrested
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and the case presented to the grand jury by the district attorney. On July 1, 2016 the employee made
full restitution to the school and the district attorney dropped the pending criminal charge.
Following the arrest the employee filed a second complaint with DHR alleging that she was terminated
from her new employment because of the arrest. She alleged that the school improperly filed charges
against her. DHR has rendered a decision dismissing this complaint.
During 2015 a teacher was terminated for cause following a hearing before the Board of Trustees. That
teacher thereafter filed a complaint with DHR alleging age and sex discrimination. The school actively
disputed all allegations. Following its investigation, DHR dismissed the complaint.
During September 2014 school officials were advised that a female teacher was having an inappropriate
relationship with a male student. Following a hearing, the Board of Trustees terminated that teacher’s
contract. The school immediately notified both police and the State Education Department. The school
has learned that the teacher’s certificate to teach has been revoked.
During March 2014 a male teacher was charged with making inappropriate remarks to, and sexual
touching of, a female student. These incidents were immediately reported to the State Education
Department and to the City of Rochester police. The teacher was placed on administrative leave until
the end of his term and prohibited from entering school premises.
Benchmark 10. 4. Provide evidence that the Board of Regents and/or Charter School Office approval
has been sought in a timely manner for significant revisions.
In April of 2015, the Charter School Office approved the reduction of enrollment of 9th grade students
from 80 to 50, and from 80 to 60 in 2016-2017 to facilitate our efforts of improving academic outcomes.
During April 2016 major revisions to the Code of Conduct were completed and approved by the Board of
Trustees. The revised Code was immediately submitted to the Charter School Office.
During 2016 the By-Laws were updated and approved by the Board of Trustees on July 20, 2016.
Benchmark 10. 5. Describe the school’s facility and how the facility meets applicable state and federal
requirements.
RCMCS is located in an urban setting in a former clothing manufacturing building which has been
converted for use as an educational facility. The school retained HUNT Architects to conduct an
inspection and survey of the physical facility to determine compliance with applicable governmental
regulations. HUNT’s report has been filed with the State Education Department.
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(Revised) Board of Trustee’s By Laws and Code of Ethics

ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
BYLAWS
(as of August 1, 2016)

ARTICLE I
NAME
The name of the Corporation is Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (referred to as RCMCS).
ARTICLE II
MEMBERSHIP
RCMCS has 8 members. The rights which would otherwise vest in the members vest in the School
Leadership (the “Trustees”). Actions which would otherwise require approval by a majority of all
members or approval by the members require only approval of a majority of all Trustees or approval by
the Board of Trustees (the “Board”).
ARTICLE III
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
A.
Powers. The Board shall conduct or direct the affairs of the School and exercise its
powers, subject to the provisions of applicable law (including the Education Law and Not-for-Profit
Corporation Law), as well as the requirements of the School’s Charter and these Bylaws. The Board may
delegate the management of the activities of the School to others, so long as the affairs of the School
are managed, and its powers are exercised, under the Board’s ultimate jurisdiction.
Without limiting the generality of the powers hereby granted to the Board, but subject to the same
limitations, the Board shall have all the powers enumerated in these Bylaws, and the following specific
powers:
1.
To elect and remove Trustees;
2.
To select and remove Officers, agents and employees of the School; to prescribe
powers and duties for them and to fix their compensation;
3.
To conduct, manage and control the affairs and activities of the School, and to
make rules and regulations;
4.
To enter into contracts, leases and other agreements which are, in the Board’s
judgment, necessary or desirable in obtaining the purposes of promoting the interests of the
School;
5.
To carry on the business of operating the School and apply any surplus that
results from the business activity to any activity in which the School may engage;
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6.
To act as trustee under any trust incidental to the School’s purposes, and to
receive, hold, administer, exchange and expend funds and property subject to such a trust;
7.
To acquire real or personal property, by purchase, exchange, lease, gift, devise,
bequest, or otherwise, and to hold, improve, lease, sublease, mortgage, transfer in trust,
encumber, convey or otherwise dispose of such property;
8.
To borrow money, incur debt, and to execute and deliver promissory notes,
bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, hypothecations and other evidences of
debt and securities, subject to the provisions of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law and any
limitations noted in the By-laws;
9.
To indemnify and maintain insurance on behalf of any of its Trustees, Officers,
employees or agents for liability asserted against or incurred by such person in such capacity or
arising out of such person’s status as such, subject to the applicable provisions of the New York
Not-for-Profit Corporation Law and the limitations noted in these Bylaws.
B.
Number of Trustees. The number of Trustees of the School shall be not fewer than nine
(9) and shall not exceed eleven (11) inclusive of one parent representative with a child currently enrolled
in school. The Board shall fix the exact number of Trustees, within these limits, by Board resolution or
amendment of the Bylaws.
C.

Election of Trustees.

1.
Election. The Board shall elect the Trustees by the vote of a majority of the
Trustees then in office or, in the event that only one Trustee remains, then by the sole
remaining Trustee. Trustees-elect assume office subject to approval by the [Charter Entity].1
2.
Eligibility. The Board may elect any person who is at least eighteen (18) years
old and who, in its discretion, it believes will serve the interests of the School faithfully and
effectively.
3.
Interested Persons. Not more than forty percent (40%) of the persons serving
on the Board may be interested persons. An “interested person” is: (1) any person currently
being compensated by the School for services rendered to it within the previous 12 months,
whether as a full-time or part-time employee, independent contractor or otherwise; or (2) any
sister, brother, ancestor, descendant, spouse, domestic partner, sister-in-law, brother-in-law,
daughter-in-law, son-in-law, mother-in-law or father-in-law, cousin or cousin-in-law of any such
person.
4.

Term of Office.

(a)
The term of office for BOT members shall be three years except for the
parent member who shall serve two (2) year terms; and the founding members of the
BOT who shall serve through the development year and the five year start up period of
the school unless they choose to resign or are removed in a manner in accordance with
Education Law subdivision 226(8). Unless appointed to fill an existing vacancy and
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excluding the founding members of the BOT whose official term begins with the
approval of the charter request, terms of office begin on July 1 of the year in which the
appointment was made and ends on June 30th of the year the term is to expire.
(b)
The appointment of new or the reappointment of current members of
the BOT whose terms are about to expire shall occur through a simple majority vote of
the members of the BOT present in a properly called and publicly announced meeting
unless a quorum is not present.
(1) Nominations for new or vacant positions may come from either a committee
on nominations established by the BOT or from individual BOT members.
Nominations from either means do not require a second to be proper and voted
on.
(2) If multiple appointments are made to new or vacant positions on the BOT
and if the number of nominees is greater than the positions to be filled,
members of the BOT are to cast votes in a single secret ballot election for no
more than the number of nominees than there are positions to be filled. Those
nominees receiving the most votes shall be declared appointed, thus if there are
three positions to be filled and five nominees then the three nominees with the
most votes shall be declared appointed.
(3) Existing members of the BOT whose terms are about to expire and who
request reappointment are to have their reappointment considered through a
secret ballot election in which the present Board members vote yes or no on
that reappointment. In any meeting where BOT reappointment and vacant
positions are to be filled; each will be conducted as a separate election with the
reappointment election occurring first.
(c)
Parent Member: The parent member, who is a voting member of the
BOT, shall be nominated and elected in a properly called and publicly announced
meeting of all parents or legal guardians of students enrolled in the school. The meeting
shall be held in the month of June but prior to June 30.
(1) Nominations are to be made from the “floor” of the meeting and do not
require a second. However, the person nominated must be present to accept a
nomination or have his/her designee bring to the nominating meeting a written
statement that he/she will accept a nomination. Self-nominations are in order.
(2) The election is to be by secret ballot with the ballots counted at the meeting
by a neutral party appointed by the Chief Executive Officer. In a multi-nominee
election with more than two persons contesting, a nominee must win forty (40)
percent of more of the vote to be declared appointed to the BOT. In the event
no nominee receives a minimum of forty (40) percent then a runoff election is
to be conducted immediately after the outcome is announced between the two
nominees receiving the most votes. The nominee receiving the most votes in
the runoff shall be declared appointed to the BOT.
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(3) The parent member is eligible for reappointment (re-election) to the BOT as
long as he/she has a child enrolled in the school. For the purposes of BOT
membership, parent shall include grandparent or other relative, foster parent,
or legal guardian.
(4) If vacancy occurs for any reason in the BOT membership set aside for a
school parent, a new parent member will be chosen in the manner described
above to serve the balance of the term.
(5) A vacancy will be considered in the BOT membership set aside for a school
parent if the duly elected parent member can be shown to no longer have a
child enrolled in the school, or chooses to resign their seat.
5.
Time of Elections. The Board shall elect Trustees whose terms begin on July 1st
of a given year at the Annual Meeting for that year, or at a Regular Meeting designated for that
purpose, or at a Special Meeting called for that purpose.
D.
Removal or Suspension of Trustees, Officers and Employees. The Board may remove
or suspend from office by vote of a 2/3 majority of the entire Board any Trustee, officer or employee
engaged under special contract, on examination and due proof of the truth of a written complaint by
any Trustee, of misconduct, incapacity or neglect of duty (provided, that at least one week’s previous
notice of the proposed action shall have been given to the accused and to each Trustee), in accordance
with the applicable provisions of the Education Law and the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law.
E.
Resignation by Trustee. A Trustee may resign by giving written notice to the Board
President or Secretary. The resignation is effective upon receipt of such notice, or at any later date
specified in the notice. The acceptance of a resignation by the Board President or Secretary shall not be
necessary to make it effective, but no resignation shall discharge any accrued obligation or duty of a
Trustee.
F.
Vacancies. A vacancy is deemed to occur on the effective date of the resignation of a
Trustee, upon the removal of a Trustee, upon declaration of vacancy pursuant to these Bylaws, or upon
a Trustee’s death. A vacancy is also deemed to exist upon the increase by the Board of the authorized
number of Trustees.
G.
Compensation of Trustees. Trustees shall serve without compensation. However, the
Board may approve reimbursement of a Trustee’s actual and necessary expenses while conducting
School business.
ARTICLE IV
OFFICES
The School’s principal office shall be located at the school operated by the School (the “School Facility”),
which shall be at such place as the Board may select from time to time by resolution of a majority of the
Board. The Secretary shall note any change in office on the copy of the Bylaws maintained by the
Secretary. The School may also have offices at such other places, within the State of New York, as the
Board may from time to time determine.
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ARTICLE V
MEETINGS OF THE BOARD
A.
Place of Meetings. Board Meetings shall be held at the School Facility or at any other
reasonably convenient place as the Board may designate; provided that Board meetings shall be
scheduled at least monthly at the School Facility.
B.
Annual Meeting. An Annual Meeting shall be held in the month of June of each year for
the purpose of electing Trustees, making and receiving reports on corporate affairs, and transacting
such other business as comes before the meeting.
C.
Frequency of Meetings. A minimum of twelve (12) meetings (inclusive of the
June Annual Meeting and any Special Meetings) shall be scheduled each year on dates determined by
the Board; provided that Board meetings shall be scheduled at least monthly at the School Facility.
D.
Special Meetings. A Special Meeting shall be held at any time called by the President, or
by any Trustee upon written demand of not less than one-half of the entire Board.
E.
Adjournment. A majority of the Trustees present at a meeting, whether or not a
quorum, may adjourn the meeting to another time and place.
F.

Notice to Trustees. Notices to Trustees of Board Meetings shall be given as follows:

1.
If the Board fixes the dates of regular meetings (which may include the Annual
Meeting) for the year, then such meetings may be held without further notice of time and place.
In the event that the date of an Annual Meeting or regular meeting is changed (or a regular
meeting is added), written notice of the new meeting date (or the date of the new regular
meeting) will be provided at least ten (10) days in advance of the meeting.
2.
practicable).2

Special Meetings shall be held upon reasonable notice (at least 48 hours, if

3.
Notices will be deemed given when deposited in the United States mail,
addressed to the recipient at the address shown for the recipient in the School’s records,
first-class postage prepaid; when personally delivered in writing to the recipient; or when faxed,
e-mailed, or communicated orally, in person or by telephone, to the Trustee or to a person
whom it is reasonably believed will communicate it promptly to the Trustee.
4.

Board Agenda Development will adhere to the following timeline:

(a)
10 days prior to the board meeting Agenda items requested by
Executive Secretary
(b)

5 days prior to the board meeting Agenda items due

(c)
5 days prior to the board meeting Agenda ready for review by
President and CEO.
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(d)

President approves Agenda and sends to all board members.

(e)
Day of Board Meeting the Agenda is placed in every board member’s
folder, along with documentations for the meeting.
G.
Waiver of Notice. Notice of a meeting need not be given to a Trustee who signs a
waiver of notice or written consent to holding the meeting or an approval of the minutes of the
meeting, whether before or after the meeting, or attends the meeting without protest prior to the
meeting or at its commencement, of the lack of notice. The Secretary shall incorporate all such waivers,
consents and approvals into the minutes of the meeting.
H.
Public Notice. Public notice of all Board meetings and of all meetings of Committees
shall be given in accordance with the requirements of the Article 7 of the Public Officers Law (the “Open
Meetings Law”).
ARTICLE VI
ACTION BY THE BOARD
A.
Quorum. Unless a greater proportion is required by law, a majority of the entire Board
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of any business or of any specified item of business.
B.

Action by the Board.

1.
Actions Taken at Board Meetings. Any business may be transacted and any
corporate action may be taken at any annual, regular or special meeting of the Board at which a
quorum is present, whether such business or proposed action be stated in the notice of such
meeting or not, unless special notice of such business or proposed action is required by law or
by these bylaws. Except as otherwise provided by statute or by these Bylaws, the vote of a
majority of the Board present at the time of the vote, if a quorum is present at such time, shall
be the act of the Board. If at any meeting of the Board there shall be less than a quorum
present, the Trustees present may adjourn the meeting until a quorum is obtained.
2.
Board Participation by Other Means. In all events, a quorum of Trustees must
be present to lawfully conduct a Board meeting. To the extent permitted by the Open Meetings
Law, Trustees participating by means of video-conferencing may be counted toward achieving a
quorum. Once a quorum is present, additional Trustees may participate in a Board meeting
through conference telephone or similar communication equipment, provided that all Trustees
participating in such meeting can hear one another. Trustees shall not be entitled to vote unless
they attend the meeting in person or, to the extent permitted by the Open Meetings Law, by
live video-conferencing. Trustees participating by means of video-conferencing shall do so from
a site at which the public may attend, listen and observe. All meetings of the Board are subject
to the provisions of the Open Meetings Law.
C.

Committees.

1.
Appointment of Committees. The Board may create committees of the Board
(each, a “Committee”) for any purpose, and the President of the Board shall appoint members
to and designate the Presidents of such Committees, subject to the approval of the Board. A
Committee will consist of not fewer than three Trustees (or not fewer than five Trustees in the
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case of the Executive Committee), who shall be appointed by the President, subject to the
approval of the Board.
2.
Standing Committees. The Board shall have three standing Committees: an
Executive Committee (Presidented by the President), a Finance Committee (Presidented by the
Treasurer) and an Education and Accountability Committee. Additional Committee members
shall be appointed by the President, subject to the approval of the Board.
3.
Authority of Committees. The Board may delegate to a Committee any of the
authority of the Board, except with respect to:
(a)
(b)
of the Board;
(c)
(d)
Committees.

The election of Trustees;
Filling vacancies on the Board or any Committee which has the authority

The amendment or repeal of Bylaws or the adoption of new Bylaws; and
The appointment of other Committees, or the members of the

4.
Procedures of Committees. The Board may prescribe the manner in which the
proceedings of any Committee are to be conducted. In the absence of such prescription, a
Committee may prescribe the manner of conducting its proceedings, subject to the provisions of
these Bylaws.
D.

Standard of Care.

1.
Performance of Duties. Each Trustee shall perform all duties of a Trustee,
including duties on any Committee, in good faith and with that degree of diligence, care and
skill, including reasonable inquiry, as an ordinary prudent person in a like position would use
under similar circumstances.
2.
Reliance on Others. In performing the duties of a Trustee, a Trustee shall be
entitled to rely on information, opinions, reports or statements, including financial statements
and other financial data, presented or prepared by:
(a)
One or more Officers or employees of the School whom the Trustee
believes to be reliable and competent in the matters presented;
(b)
Legal counsel, public accountants or other persons as to matters that
the Trustee believes are within that person’s professional or expert competence; or
(c)
A Committee on which the Trustee does not serve, duly designated in
accordance with a provision of the School’s Charter or Bylaws, as to matters within its
designated authority, provided the Trustee believes the Committee merits confidence
and the Trustee acts in good faith, and with that degree of care specified in
Paragraph D.1., and after reasonable inquiry when the need is indicated by the
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circumstances, and without knowledge that would cause such reliance to be
unwarranted.
3.
Investments. In investing and dealing with all assets held by the School for
investment, the Board shall exercise the standard of care described above in Paragraph D.1.,
and shall consider among other relevant considerations the long and short term needs of the
School in carrying out its purposes, including its present and anticipated financial requirements.
The Board may delegate its investment powers to others, provided that those powers are
exercised within the ultimate direction of the Board.
E.
Rights of Inspection. Every Trustee has the right to inspect and copy all books, records
and documents of every kind and to inspect the physical properties of the School, provided that such
inspection is conducted at a reasonable time after reasonable notice, and provided that such right of
inspection and copying is subject to the obligation to maintain the confidentiality of the reviewed
information, in addition to any obligations imposed by any applicable federal, state or local law.
F.
Participation in Discussions and Voting. Every Trustee has the right to participate in the
discussion and vote on all issues before the Board or any Committee, except that any Trustee shall be
excused from the discussion and vote on any matter involving: (a) a conflict of interest for such Trustee
(even if such conflict of interest does not constitute a prohibited transaction under applicable law);
(b) indemnification of that Trustee uniquely; or (c) any other matter at the discretion of a majority of the
Trustees then present.
G.
Duty to Maintain Board Confidences. Every Trustee has a duty to maintain the
confidentiality of all Board actions which are not required by law to be open to the public, including
discussions and votes which take place at any Executive Sessions of the Board. Any Trustee violating this
confidence may be removed from the Board.
ARTICLE VII
OFFICERS
A.
Officers. The Officers of the School consist of a President (the “President”), Vice
President (the “Vice President”), a Secretary and a Treasurer. The School also may have such other
officers as the Board deems advisable.
1.
President. Subject to Board control, the President has general supervision,
direction and control of the affairs of the School, and such other powers and duties as the Board
and these bylaws may prescribe. If present, the President shall preside at Board meetings.
2.
Vice President. If the President is absent or disabled, the Vice President shall
perform all the President’s duties and, when so acting, shall have all the President’s powers and
be subject to the same restrictions. The Vice President shall have other such powers and
perform such other duties as the Board may prescribe.
3.
Secretary. The Secretary shall: (a) keep or cause to be kept, at the School’s
principal office, or such other place as the Board may direct, a book of minutes of all meetings of
the Board and Committees, noting the time and place of the meeting, whether it was regular or
special (and if special, how authorized), the notice given, the names of those present, and the
proceedings; (b) keep or cause to be kept a copy of the School’s Charter and Bylaws, with
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amendments; (c) keep or cause to be kept a copy of the School’s incorporation and tax status
filings and documentation; (d) give or cause to be given notice of the Board and Committee
meetings as required by the Bylaws; and (e) have such other powers and perform such other
duties as the Board may prescribe.
4.
Treasurer. The Treasurer shall: (a) keep or cause to be kept adequate and
correct accounts of the School’s properties, receipts and disbursements; (b) make the books of
account available at all times for inspection by any Trustee; (c) deposit or cause to be deposited
the School’s monies and other valuables in the School’s name and to its credit, with the
depositories the Board designates; (d) disburse or cause to be disbursed the School’s funds as
the Board directs; (e) render or cause to be rendered to the President and the Board, as
requested but no less frequently than once every fiscal year, an account of the School’s financial
transactions and financial condition; (f) prepare or cause to be prepared any reports on financial
issues required by any loan agreement; (g) President the Finance Committee; and (h) have such
other powers and perform such other duties as the Board may prescribe.
B.

Election, Eligibility and Term of Office.

1.
Election. The Board shall elect the Officers annually at the Annual Meeting or a
Regular Meeting designated for that purpose or at a Special Meeting called for that purpose,
except that Officers appointed to fill vacancies shall be elected as vacancies occur.
2.
Eligibility. A Trustee may hold any number of offices, except that neither the
Secretary nor Treasurer may serve concurrently as the President.
3.
Term of Office. Each Officer serves at the pleasure of the Board, holding office
until resignation, removal or disqualification from service, or until his or her successor is elected.
C.
Removal and Resignation. The Board may remove any Officer, either with or without
cause, at any time. Such removal shall not prejudice the Officer’s rights, if any, under an employment
contract. Any Officer may resign at any time by giving written notice to the School, the resignation
taking effect upon receipt of the notice or at a later date specified in the notice.
ARTICLE VIII
NO LIABILITY OF TRUSTEES; INDEMNIFICATION; INSURANCE
A.
No Liability of Trustees. The Trustees shall not be personally liable for the School’s
debts, liabilities or other obligations.
B.
Indemnification. The School shall (in the case of Trustees and Officers) and may (in the
case of employees and agents), to the fullest extent permitted by law, indemnify any person made, or
threatened to be made, a party or witness to any action, investigation or proceeding by reason of the
fact that he or she (or his or her testator) is or was a Trustee, officer, employee or agent of the School,
against judgments, fines, amounts paid in settlement and reasonable expenses, including attorneys’
fees. No indemnification may be made to or on behalf of any person if (a) his or her acts were
committed in bad faith, or were the result of his or her deliberate dishonesty and were material to such
action or proceeding, or (b) he or she personally gained a financial profit or other advantage to which he
or she was not legally entitled in the transaction or matter in which indemnification is sought.
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C.
Insurance. The School shall have the power to purchase and maintain all insurance
policies deemed to be in the best interest of the School, including insurance to indemnify the School for
any obligation which it incurs as a result of its indemnification of Trustees, Officers, employees or
agents, or to indemnify such persons in instances in which they may be so indemnified.
ARTICLE IX
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
A.
Code of Ethics. The Board shall approve a Code of Ethics applicable to Trustees, officers
and employees of the School, compliant with the General Municipal Law, which may be amended from
time to time by the Board.
B.
Conflict of Interest. Any Trustee, Officer, or Committee member having an interest in a
contract, other transaction or program presented to or discussed by the Board or Committee for
authorization, approval, or ratification shall make a prompt, full and frank disclosure of his or her
interest to the Board or Committee prior to its acting on such contract or transaction. Such disclosure
shall include all relevant and material facts known to such person about the contract or transaction that
may reasonably be construed to be adverse to the School’s interest. The body to which such disclosure
is made shall thereupon determine, by majority vote, whether the disclosure shows that a conflict of
interest exists or can reasonably be construed to exist. If a conflict is deemed to exist, such person shall
not vote on, nor use his or her personal influence on, nor be present during the discussion or
deliberations with respect to, such contract or transaction (other than to present factual information or
to respond to questions prior to the discussion). The minutes of the meeting shall reflect proceedings,
including the disclosure made, the vote thereon and, where applicable, the abstention from voting and
participation. The Board may adopt formal policies requiring:
1.
Regular annual statements from Trustees, Officers and key employees to
disclose existing and potential conflicts of interest; and
2.
policies.

Corrective and disciplinary actions with respect to transgressions of such

For the purpose of this section, a person shall be deemed to have an “interest” in a contract or other
transaction if he or she is the party (or one of the parties) contracting or dealing with the School, or is a
director, trustee or officer of, or has a significant financial or influential interest in the entity contracting
or dealing with the School. These provisions will be consistent with the General Municipal Law.
ARTICLE X
OTHER PROVISIONS
A.

Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the School begins on July 1 of each year and ends June 30.

B.
Execution of Instruments. Except as otherwise provided in these Bylaws, the Board
may adopt a resolution authorizing any Officer or agent of the School to enter into any contract or
execute and deliver any instrument in the name of or on behalf of the School. Such authority may be
general or confined to specific instances. Unless so authorized, no Officer, agent or employee shall have
any power to bind the School by any contract or engagement, to pledge the School’s credit, or to render
it liable monetarily for any purpose or any amount.
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C.
Checks and Notes. Except as otherwise specifically provided by Board resolution,
checks, drafts, promissory notes, orders for the payment of money, and other evidence of indebtedness
of the School may be signed by the President of the Board, the Head of School, or Treasurer. Check
requests for amounts of $10,000.00 or greater must be signed by two (2) of these individuals.
D.
Construction and Definitions. Unless the context otherwise requires, the general
provisions, rules of construction, and definitions contained in the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law and the
Education Law shall govern the construction of these Bylaws. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, words in these Bylaws shall be read as the masculine or feminine gender, and as the singular
or plural, as the context requires, and the word “person” includes both a School and a natural person.
The captions and headings in these Bylaws are for reference and convenience only and are not intended
to limit or define the scope or effect of any provisions.
E.
Interpretation of Charter. To the extent of any conflict between any provision of these
by-laws and the Open Meetings Law, the Open Meetings Law will control. Whenever any provision of
the Bylaws is in conflict with the provisions of the Charter, the provisions of the Charter shall control.
ARTICLE XI
AMENDMENT
A majority of the Trustees may adopt, amend or repeal these Bylaws, subject to approval by the Charter
Entity, where applicable.
ARTICLE XII
REFERENCES TO DOCUMENTS
References in these Bylaws to the certificate of incorporation of the School (the “Charter”), or to any
other document, shall include all amendments thereto or changes thereof unless specifically excepted.
CERTIFICATE OF THE SECRETARY
The undersigned does hereby certify that the undersigned is the Secretary of the School, an education
School duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York; that the foregoing Bylaws of
said School were duly and regularly adopted as such by the Board of Trustees of said School; and that
the above and foregoing Bylaws are now in full force and effect.
Secretary of the School
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We Care About Your Future
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
rd
30 Hart Street, Door 3, 3 Floor
Rochester, NY 14605
Phone: (585) 232-1045
Fax: (585) 232-1058
Web: www.rcmcs.org

BOARD OF TRUSTEES RESOLUTION OF: Updated Bylaws
We being all the Trustees of this charter school consent and agree that the following resolution was made on:
Date:
June 15, 2016
Time:
5:30 p.m.
Location:
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, 30 Hart Street, Rochester, NY 14605
We do hereby consent to the adoption of the following as if it was adopted at a regularly called meeting of the Board
of Trustees of this charter. In accordance with New York State Charter Law and the Bylaws of this charter school, by
unanimous consent, the Board of Trustees decided that:
Accept the recommendation for updated Bylaws
Therefore, it is resolved, that the charter school shall:
Grant the recommendation of this Board of Trustees to accept updated Bylaws
The Trustees of this charter authorized to perform the acts to carry out this charter’s resolution. (Please check + if
present):
Kevin McCormick, President
Jeanette Silvers, Vice-President
Dianne Spang, Secretary
Christine Hill
Albert Cabral
Peter Saxe
Douglas Merrill
Brenda Beason, Parent Representative
The Secretary of this charter school’s Board of Trustees certifies that the above is a true and correct copy of the
resolution that was duly adopted at the dated meeting of the Board of Trustees.

____________________________________________
Signature of Secretary
Dianne Spang
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ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
OFFICER AND EMPLOYEE

(Revised) CODE OF ETHICS
Officers and employees of the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) shall hold their positions to
serve and benefit the students and community, and not for personal gain or advantage. The Board of Trustees
recognizes that, in order to implement this fundamental principle, there is a need for clear and reasonable
standards of ethical conduct. This Code of Ethics establishes such standards by defining and prohibiting acts
incompatible with the public interest.
The Board of Trustees also recognizes that compliance with ethical standards rests primarily on personal
integrity, and further recognizes the integrity of RCMCS officers and employees generally. However, in order
that the offending case be discerned with certainty and corrected quickly, this Code of Ethics utilizes the BOT
Complaints & Ethics Committee, which shall render opinions with respect to the Code of Ethics and compliance
with the ethical standards set forth herein.
Finally, the Board of Trustees recognizes that RCMCS officers and employees have a right of privacy. Therefore,
this Code of Ethics is not intended and should not be interpreted to intrude unreasonably upon the privacy of
any RCMCS officer or employee. However, when using school facilities or school-owned or provided
equipment, including computers, telephones, telecommunications devices, etc, the school expressly reserves
the right to monitor its facilities and its equipment, and that there is no expectation of privacy accruing to an
individual.
I.

Definitions

a.

Generally words in the singular number shall include the plural number, and words in the plural
number shall include the singular number. The masculine gender shall include the feminine, and the
feminine gender shall include the masculine.

b.

“Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School officer or employee” shall mean any person elected,
appointed or hired to serve the RCMCS in any capacity, whether paid or unpaid, or for a term fixed or
not fixed, including, without limit, persons serving on a temporary, part-time or seasonal basis, persons
serving as consultants, persons paid with funds derived from other than RCMCS revenue sources, and
persons serving on administrative or advisory boards, commissions, or committees, whether
permanent or temporary.

c.

“Family” for purposes of the Code of Ethics shall mean the parent, sibling, spouse, child, household
member, or any same sex civil union or marriage recognized in New York State, another state, or
country, of a RCMCS officer or employee.

d.

“Gift” shall mean anything of value given to a RCMCS officer or employee. The value of a gift shall be
defined as its fair market value. .
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e.

“Person” shall mean any individual, corporation, partnership, or business entity, and shall include a
RCMCS officer or employee.

f.

“Contract” shall mean an oral or written obligation to do an act, or to refrain from doing an act, arising
from an exchange of promises between or among persons.

g.

An “interest” shall mean a benefit or advantage of an economic or tangible nature that a RCMCS officer
or employee would gain or lose as a result of a decision or action, or an omission to decide or to act, on
the part of the RCMCS or its Board of Trustees.

h.

“Claim” shall mean any demand, oral or written, made upon the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter
School or its Board of Trustees, to fulfill an obligation arising from law or equity.

i.

“Public information and records” shall mean that information obtainable pursuant to the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), Article 6 of the New York Public Officers Law (the Freedom
of Information Law), and RCMCS guidelines adopted pursuant to those laws.

II. Generally
a.

A RCMCS officer or employee shall exercise independent judgment on behalf of the Rochester Career
Mentoring Charter School, and shall pursue a course of conduct which will maintain parent, student
and staff trust and confidence in the RCMCS.

b.

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee treat any person more favorably than it is the custom
and practice to treat the general public.

c.

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee use his/her official position to secure unwarranted
privileges or exemptions for himself/herself or others.

d.

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee allow any person to improperly influence him/her in the
performance of his/her official duties.

e.

In no event shall a RCMCS Officer or Employee have any romantic, sexual or other unprofessional
relationship with any student of the School even if the relationship is consensual. No officer or
employee shall engage in any act, whether or not directly related to employment, and irrespective
of the time and place of the incident, or of the connection or lack of connection between a child
and the School, which would constitute a crime of physical or psychological abuse of a child; or
sexual misconduct with a child; that arrest on such charges shall constitute grounds for suspension;
and that indictment or conviction shall be deemed sufficient grounds for termination.

III.

Use of Public Funds for a Private Purpose

a.

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee give loan or contribute RCMCS money, credit, property
or services to any individual, or to any private or charitable corporation, association or undertaking, for
a private purpose.
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b.

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee use or permit the use of RCMCS property, equipment,
materials or vehicles, for the convenience, advantage, benefit or profit of himself/herself or any other
person.

c.

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee submit to the RCMCS a request to be reimbursed for the
purchase of personalized items (other than approved stationery), or a request to be reimbursed for
items which are for personal use.

d.

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee submit to the RCMCS a request to be reimbursed for the
purchase of one or more meals unless:

e.

i.

The RCMCS officer or employee is traveling outside of his/her regular work area on official
business for an extended period of time, exceeding a full work day, or

ii.

The RCMCS is faced with business of such an immediate nature that it is essential for the
School officer or employee to work at mealtime to complete the business at hand, or

iii.

The purchase is specifically authorized by the Director of Operations.

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee submit to the RCMCS a request to be reimbursed for the
purchase of one or more alcoholic beverages or tobacco or tobacco products.

IV. Gifts and Contributions
a.

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee solicit, accept or receive a gift having a value in excess of
the dollar value established by New York State Law in § 805-a of the General Municipal Law, whether in
the form of money, property, services, loan, travel, entertainment, hospitality, promise, or any other
form, from a person who has a contract with or an interest in a matter proposed or pending before the
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School or its Board of Trustees.

b.

The foregoing provision shall not apply to contributions solicited or received in accordance with the
Election Law of the State of New York.

V.

Public Information and Records

A RCMCS officer or employee may only disclose, with proper authorization, public information and records
and shall be bound by the privacy requirements of State and Federal law, and the fiduciary duties imposed
under the NYS General Municipal Law.
VI.

Representing Persons in Transactions with the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee, whether paid or unpaid, represent any person, other than
himself/herself, in business negotiations, or in actions or proceedings, whether judicial or administrative, to
which the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School or its Board of Trustees is a party, except when
acting as an official for a duly recognized collective bargaining unit.
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VII.

Employment of Family Members

In no event shall any member of the family of a RCMCS officer or employee be appointed or hired to serve
under the direct authority or supervision of that officer or employee.
In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee participate in decision making by the Rochester Career
Mentoring Charter School or its Board of Trustees regarding the employment of any member of the family of
that officer or employee.
VIII.

Private or Other Public Employment

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee have any employment, or engage in any business or commercial
transaction, or engage in any professional activity, or incur any obligation, as a result of which, directly or
indirectly, she/he would have an interest that would impair his/her independence of judgment or action in the
performance of his/her official duties, or that would be in conflict with the performance of his/her official
duties.
IX.

Contracts with the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School

In no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee have an interest in a contract between any person and the
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School or its Board of Trustees.
X.

Disclosure of Interest

a.

With respect to a matter proposed or pending before the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
or its Board of Trustees, in no event shall a RCMCS officer or employee discuss, vote on, decide, or take
part in, formally or informally, a matter in which she/he has an interest.

b.

The foregoing provision shall not apply to a RCMCS officer or employee whose interest in a proposed
or pending matter is minimal, provided that the RCMCS officer or employee makes disclosure of the
matter, in accordance with the following procedures:
i.

The RCMCS officer or employee shall identify his/her interest, that is, the benefit or advantage
that would be gained or lost if the matter were to be acted on in various ways, and the
underlying basis of it, such as ownership, investment, contract, claim, employment, or family
relationship, and shall completely and specifically describe and disclose his/her interest, and its
underlying basis, in writing, to his/her immediate supervisor and the chairperson of the
Complaints and Ethics Review Committee.

ii.

If the RCMCS officer or employee, his/her immediate supervisor, or the chairperson of the
Complaints and Ethics Review Committee is of the opinion that the disclosure raises a question
of whether the interest is minimal, so as to allow participation, the question shall be submitted
to the Complaints and Ethics Review Committee for an opinion.
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iii.

iv.

The Complaints and Ethics Review Committee shall render an opinion whether the RCMCS
officer or employee shall participate in the matter, and the RCMCS officer or employee shall
abide by the opinion.
Failure to disclose properly or to abide by the opinion of the Complaints and Ethics Review
Committee shall make any participation of the RCMCS officer or employee in the matter null
and void.

XI. Penalties
A. A RCMCS officer or employee who fails to perform an act which is required, or who performs an
act which is prohibited by the Code of Ethics, or an opinion, rule or regulation issued pursuant
thereto, may be subject to removal or disciplinary action in the manner provided by law and/or
collective bargaining agreement.
B. Any contract willfully entered into by the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School or its
Board of Trustees, in which there is an interest prohibited by the Code of Ethics, or an opinion,
rule or regulation issued pursuant thereto, shall be null and void and wholly unenforceable.
C. The Board of Trustees or its designee may seek an injunction to enforce the provisions of the Code
of Ethics
XII. Complaints and Ethics Review Committee
There is hereby established a Complaints and Ethics Review Committee, the membership of which shall be
comprised of the Director of Operations, the Vice President of the Board of Trustees and two other members of
the Board of Trustees appointed by a majority vote. The panel may elect to engage the School’s legal counsel
as necessary. The position of chair shall be rotated annually.

A. Powers and Duties
a. The Committee shall have the powers and duties prescribed by Article 18 of the General Municipal
Law.
b. The Committee may issue rules and regulations consistent with and in furtherance of the
requirements set forth in the Code of Ethics, and may require such disclosure, financial or
otherwise, as it deems appropriate or necessary. Any rules and regulations issued by the
Complaints and Ethics Review Committee shall be formally communicated to the Board of
Directors.
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We Care About Your Future
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
rd
30 Hart Street, Door 3, 3 Floor
Rochester, NY 14605
Phone: (585) 232-1045
Fax: (585) 232-1058
Web: www.rcmcs.org

BOARD OF TRUSTEES RESOLUTION OF: Revision of Complaints and Ethics Review Committee By-Laws
We being all the Trustees of this charter school consent and agree that the following resolution was made
on:
Date:
October 21, 2015
Time:
5:30 p.m.
Location:
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, 30 Hart Street, Rochester, NY 14605
We do hereby consent to the adoption of the following as if it was adopted at a regularly called meeting of
the Board of Trustees of this charter. In accordance with New York State Charter Law and the Bylaws of this
charter school, by unanimous consent, the Board of Trustees decided that:
Accept the recommendation to accept the new Complaints and Ethics Review Committee By-Laws
Therefore, it is resolved, that the charter school shall:
Grant the recommendation of this Board of Trustees to accept the revised Complaints and Ethics
Review Committee By-Laws.
The Trustees of this charter authorized to perform the acts to carry out this charter’s resolution. (Please
check + if present):
Kevin McCormick, President
Dianne Spang, Secretary
Christine Hill
Jeanette Silvers
Brenda Beason, Parent Representative
The Secretary of this charter school’s Board of Trustees certifies that the above is a true and correct copy of
the resolution that was duly adopted at a meeting of the dated meeting of the Board of Trustees.
____________________________________________
Signature of Secretary
Dianne Spang
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CODE OF CONDUCT
Rochester Career Mentoring
Charter School

Revised April 2016
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Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS)
Board of Trustees President
Kevin McCormick
Jeanette Silvers Dianne Spang
Christine Hill
Brenda Beason
Albert Cabral
Peter Saxe
Chief Executive Officer
Dennis Francione

Chief of Operations and Academics
Kathleen Denaro

Thank you, to each member of the discipline subcommittee.
Your hard work will benefit all constituencies and help to create a safe and academically successful school
year.
Student Success Center Manager
Ronda Wade
Student Behavioral Specialist
Cory Gross
School Counselor
Denise Barclay

Hillside Youth Advocate
Keonna Brown

Center for Youth Services
Michael Blask

Center for Youth Service
TBD

RCMCS staff members responsibly participate in the daily operations by following procedures and
policies which ensure a positive learning environment for all students.
Initiative and leadership are valued at RCMCS; all staff members, students and parents have
opportunity to provide regular insight and input regarding school policies. The RCMCS Handbook and
Code of Conduct are reviewed regularly for continuous improvement.

Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School does not discriminate against any member of its
community on the basis of sex, race, national origin, ancestry, creed, pregnancy, marital or
parental status, sexual orientation, or physical, mental, emotional, or learning disabilities or
handicap in educational programs or activities.
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Dear Parents/Guardians,
We welcome you and your child to the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School family! We are
committed to providing a solid pathway of success for your child’s future. Our project-based approach to
learning is designed to prepare your child for college and the career of their choice. Our team is caring,
competent, dedicated and willing to assist you and your child to our fullest ability. We are accessible by
phone, email and text at all times possible. We promise to work diligently to provide the best possible
learning atmosphere for every one of our students.
We believe that education is a shared responsibility and depends on the cooperation and collaboration of
everyone concerned: students, parents, community and staff. The mission of the Rochester Career
Mentoring Charter School is to exemplify a model secondary school that offers a multitude of learning
opportunities for the diverse students we serve. We believe that each one of us is responsible for doing
our part to make our school a place where we can work effectively and achieve successes together.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) is a reflection of all of us; we celebrate our differences
and respect every member’s individual strengths. Our policies are intended to provide a safe and positive
environment that will be conducive to rigorous teaching and learning. Our staff members look forward to
sharing their expertise in academics, special programs, clubs and extracurricular activities. We will
encourage every child and parent/guardian to get to know our school through a strong advisory program.
Our programs, activities, and unique schedule are designed to promote college and career readiness. We
encourage our parents/guardians to become active participants in our school in any capacity. Students and
families can get involved through a multitude of opportunities including the Parent-Teacher Organization,
classes, clubs, Leaving to Learn Activities, and Advisement.
This handbook is an overview of our school’s goals, services, and expectations. It is an essential reference
book describing our unified policies and procedures. It has been designed to provide you and your students
with the information that will make your time at RCMCS purposeful and rewarding in every aspect. Keep
this handbook because you will use this information throughout your enrollment to graduation.
On behalf of the entire Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School staff and community, best wishes for a
great school year! Please call upon us for any questions, considerations or suggestions you may have at any
time.
With highest regards,
Your RCMCS Family
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School does not discriminate against any member of its community on the
basis of sex, race, national origin, ancestry, creed, pregnancy, marital or parental status, sexual orientation, or
physical, mental, emotional, or learning disabilities or handicap in educational programs or activities.
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Mission
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) is a model secondary school offering a community
of diverse learners in the City of Rochester a small, personalized 9th through 12th grade high school that
engages each student in career exploration, college preparation, and rigorous academic standards. Our
charter school will graduate every student with a Regents diploma and the academic and technical skills
needed for today’s workforce and/or entrance into college.
Our Beliefs:









Every Child can learn and reach high levels of academic achievement by participating in a projectbased learning environment
Humanities and Math, Science, and Technology are critical for participation in civic and economic
life
A personalized learning environment is vital for success
Families are integral to our students’ successes
Students learn when teachers continuously participate in professional development opportunities
Every child can make a significant contribution to the school and community
All of us grow when we embrace diversity
Exploring career interests and choices is important to our students

Our Key Features:










Provide students with the skills and project-based learning experience necessary that will help
them master the knowledge detailed in the New York State Core Curriculum Content Standards
Provide a strong focus on the Humanities and MST
Use national competitions and science fairs to motivate students
Build a strong advisory program and mentoring system that will provide individual attention to
each student, “One Student at a Time”
Provide broad tutoring services that will help students address learning needs and/or issues with
specific content.
Build strong parent/student/school relationships
Require enhanced professional development for staff members
Build partnerships with community organizations and other educational institutions
Connect with the district in residence to share “ best practices”
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General Information
RCMCS Email System
Parents or guardians who wish to contact any Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School staff member
may do so via email. Simply type the first initial and the last name followed by @ rcmcs.org to send an
email directly to that person. For example, Kathleen Denaro would be kdenaro@rcmcs.org. All Staff
emails are also accessible on our website: rcmcs.org.
Parent Portal
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School offers all parents and/or guardians the opportunity to access
their child’s school-related data such as grades, progress reports, and attendance by using the Internet. In
order to access this information you will need an assigned SchoolTool account and password. To do so
please contact the school’s main office to give us your email address.
School Closing Announcements
If the Rochester City School District is closed due to inclement weather then the Rochester Career
Mentoring Charter School will also be closed. Parents should watch Channel 13, Channel 8, or YNN for
notification of school closings or consult the school website as www.rcmcs.org. Suggested viewing time is
from 5:00 am through 7:45 am.
Emergency School Closing
Parents should arrange with neighbors or other responsible individuals to receive and care for their
children in the event of an emergency early dismissal or an emergency closing. Children are to be
instructed by the parents exactly what they are to do if this should occur.
Early Dismissal Due To Inclement Weather
In this situation, we strongly recommend parents wait for the dismissal of their children at the times
prescribed by the school. This will allow for the smooth, efficient and safe release of all students. Harsh
weather conditions do not always result in early dismissal. Please consult the school web page at
www.rcmcs.org for early dismissal information.
Emergency Pick-Up Procedures
In case of an emergency, where a parent must pick up their child during the school day, the parent or
guardian must complete the appropriate sign out form in the office. Parents are then to wait in the office
until their child is called from class. No student will be released unless a parent or guardian is present.
Please see attendance policy for details.
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General Student Information
Dress Code
RCMCS students are required to wear “Business Casual” attire. Through student, parent and staff input
and support, we will uphold a uniform policy that is consistent with college and career readiness.
Security Video Surveillance
During your days here at Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, expect to be under video security
surveillance once you enter school grounds. Cameras circumnavigate the entire building/grounds and
are at key positions inside the building itself. Not only are you on camera often during the day, but you
are also recorded for playback as the need arises. If necessary, in an extreme case, be aware we could
use this film as evidence in a court of law. Our objective is simply to conduct a safe school in a safe
environment. Anything other than peace, tranquility, and pursuit of academic success is not acceptable
at Rochester Career Mentoring Charter school.
Photographs/Video Tape–Public Relations
There may be occasions when your child may be photographed or videotaped participating in school
functions. If you DO NOT WISH TO HAVE YOUR CHILD PHOTOGRAPHED OR VIDEO TAPED, please notify
the school principal in writing.
Electronic Devices
Electronic devices such as hand held video games, MP3 players, IPods, tablets, and CD players etc. are not
permitted in school. Not only do they interrupt classes, but they also may be lost or stolen at one’s own
personal expense. Any electronic device found in the student’s possession will be confiscated and turned
over to the leadership team. Only parents or guardians may pick up the item from the office and
disciplinary action will be imposed at the discretion of the administration.
Audio Video Recording Devices
The use of audio and video recording devices of any type is prohibited, and will result in disciplinary
consequences. Any audio and video device found in the possession of a student will be immediately
confiscated. Only parents or guardians may pick up the item from the office and disciplinary action will be
imposed at the discretion of the administration.
Laser Pointing Devices
These devices project a powerful, intense and potentially damaging point of light. They are not permitted
on school property at any time. Any student found to be in possession of a laser pointing device will have
the device immediately confiscated. Only parents or guardians may pick up the item from the office and
disciplinary action will be imposed at the discretion of the administration.
Loitering
Students are prohibited from congregating or loitering anywhere in or around the school. Repeat loitering
offenders are subject to specific consequences and parents or guardian will always be notified.
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Lockers
Each student is assigned a locker, which must be kept clean, orderly, and locked at all times. Students will
receive locker numbers from their advisor. The serial numbers and combinations are on file with the office
of the building administrator. Students are cautioned not to give out locker combinations to anyone since
the locker is to be used only by the individual to whom it is assigned.
Please note:
A. A maximum of two students are assigned to a locker.
B. Students must utilize the assigned lockers.
C. Lockers must be closed and must not be left on pre-set.
D. Combinations must not be given to other students.
E. Malfunctioning lockers must be reported to the main office immediately.
F. Allowing others into your locker not only is a violation of the above school
regulations but, more seriously, sacrifices your own security. Protect your
valuables.
G. We strongly recommend that valuables frequently left in lockers (i.e. coats,
jackets, calculators, back packs, etc.) be marked in an inconspicuous place so that
identification (if need be) is swift and undeniably accurate. Indelible ink is best
suited for this purpose (not sewn/ironed on labels!).
H. Carrying large amounts of money to school is not necessary or recommended.
Talking about it or “flashing” bills is both foolish and irresponsible.
I. Students should come to class prepared with all materials before the start of
class. Lockers may be used at the beginning and end of the day. Teachers will not
issue locker passes to students during class time except in emergency situations
(not for instructional materials).
LOCKERS ARE SUPPLIED AS A CONVENIENCE TO STUDENTS. SCHOOL OFFICIALS, HOWEVER, RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO INSPECT STUDENT LOCKERS BASED ON REASONABLE SUSPICION OF A CODE OF CONDUCT
VIOLATION. STUDENTS SHOULD EXPECT THAT THEIR LOCKERS MAY BE OPENED FOR INSPECTION.
Advisement Regulations
Every student is a member of an advisement group under the direction of an advisor. During advisement,
students will engage in character education, current events, and review of attendance, behavior and
academic success, with students Individualized learning plans (ILP).
It is essential to recognize that advisement period is as important as every other class. Therefore, it is
imperative to attend school regularly, and be an active participant in the school community.
Pupil Records
Parents/guardians and adult students are advised that they have the right to review student records. Such
requests must be directed to the building Enrollment Specialist for prior approval.
Lost and Found
The school is not responsible for lost articles. Books and other items which are found, are to be taken to
the Main Office. All inquiries about missing items should be directed to the main office.
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Hall Movement Expectations
RCMCS students transition to their classes in an orderly and timely manner. Running and/or horse-playing
in the halls undermines RCMCS commitment to a safe environment. Once students have reached their
classroom, they are to enter the room and remain there until the start of class. No student is to be
permitted out of his/her classroom after opening projects, lessons, or activities have begun.
Leaving the Building without Permission
Students are not permitted to leave the building or any assigned period during the day without the
permission of the parent/guardian and the Educational Leader. Leaving the building without permission is
a serious violation of school rules and this action is subject to disciplinary consequences. Returning to
school will not be permitted except through the Student Support Center, accompanied by one or both
parents or guardians. Makeup work and/or tests missed during this time will not be allowed.
Fire Drills
Staff is responsible for the explanation of directions students follow during fire and lock down drills.
These directions are placed in a conspicuous place in each room of the school. For one’s own safety and
that of other fellow students, follow all instructions carefully. Follow the following simple rules during all
drills:
1. Do not talk form the time the alarm is sounded until you have returned to your room or place of
instruction.
2. Follow direction from your assigned teacher. All rooms have designated reporting areas.
3. Move quickly; DO NOT PUSH OR RUN.
4. Form lines without any confusion.
5. Meet unusual situations with calmness and clear thinking.
6. In case an exit is blocked, proceed in orderly formation to the nearest exit.
7. In the event of smoke, stay low to the floor.
8. Attendance is taken. Students must remain with their teacher during the drill and report back to
their assigned location immediately following.
9. Failure to comply with the emergency procedures puts one’s self and others at risk. Defiance of
authority may result in disciplinary consequences.
Telephone
Generally, telephone use is prohibited during the school day. In case of a problem or an emergency during
the school day, the student may check with a secretary in the office who will make the call on the office
phone.
Cell Phones
Students may not use their cell phones in the building at any time during school hours (7:45 am – 3:56
pm). Cell phones, including any communication device, must be powered off and handed to staff
members when entering the building in the morning. Staff will place the phone in a labeled baggie and
take them to a secured room. Cell phones will be distributed to the students in the last five minutes of
their last period class. Cell phones may be turned on after school has concluded for the day.
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Internet Access/Computer Access/Laptop Access
RCMCS recognizes that as telecommunications and other technologies shift the manner in which
information is accessed, communicated and transferred, that those changes will alter the nature of
teaching and listening. Access to telecommunications will allow pupils to explore database, libraries,
Internet sites, bulletin boards, etc. while exchanging information with individuals throughout the world.
RCMCS supports access by pupils to information sources but reserves the right to limit in school use to
materials appropriate to educational purposes.
RCMCS also recognizes that telecommunications will allow pupils access to information sources that have
not been pre-screened by educators using school-approved standards. RCMCS therefore adopts the
following standards of conduct for the use of computer networks and declare unethical, unacceptable or
illegal behavior as just cause for taking disciplinary action, limiting or revoking network access privileges
and/or instituting legal action.
RCMCS provides access to computer network/computers/laptops for educational purposes only. RCMCS
retains the right to restrict or terminate pupil access to the computer network/laptops/computers at any
time, for any reason. RCMCS retains the right to have school personnel monitor network activity, in any
form necessary, to maintain the integrity of the network and ensure its proper use.
Standards for Use of Computer Networks
Any individual engaging in the following actions when using computer networks/computers/ laptops shall
be subject to discipline or legal action:
A. Using the computer network(s)/computers/laptops for illegal, inappropriate or obscene purposes, or
in support of such activities. Illegal activities are defined as activities that violate federal, state, local
laws and regulations. Inappropriate activities are defined as those that violate the intended use of
the network. Obscene activities shall be defined as a violation of generally accepted social standards
for use of publicly owned and operated communication vehicles.
B. Using the computer network(s)/computers/laptops to forge documents, print illegal copies, violate
copyrights, institutional or third party copyrights, license agreements or other contracts.
C. Using the computer network(s) in a manner that:
1. Intentionally disrupts network traffic or crashes the network;
2. Degrades or disrupts equipment or system performance;
3. Constitutes a commercial purpose, financial gain or fraud;
4. Steals data or other intellectual property;
5. Gains or seeks unauthorized access to the files of others or vandalizes the data of another
user;
6. Gains or seeks unauthorized access to resources or entities;
7. Forges electronic mail messages or uses an account owned by others;
8. Invade privacy of others;
9. Posts anonymous messages;
10. Facilitates the possession of any data which is a violation of this policy;
11. Circumvents school content filtering and/or security systems (including, but not limited to the
use of proxy servers, anonymizers, circumventors).
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12. Engages in other activities that do not advance the educational purposes for which computer
networks/computers/laptops are provided.
13. Use of computers as a tool of harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination based on a person’s
actual or perceived race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic group, religion, religious
practice, disability, sex, sexual orientation, or gender (which includes a person’s actual or
perceived sex, as well as gender identity and expression).
Internet Safety Protection
RCMCS is in compliance with the Children’s Internet Protection Act and has installed technology
protection measures for all computers in the school, including computers in media centers that
block/filter visual depictions that are obscene as defined in Section 1460 of Title 18, United States Code;
child pornography, as defined in Section 2256 of Title 18, United States Code; are harmful to minors
including any pictures, images, graphic image files or other visual depictions that taken as a whole and
with respect to minors, appeals to a prurient interest in nudity, or excretion; or depicts, describes, or
represents in a patently offensive way, with respect to what is suitable for minors, sexual acts or conduct;
or taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value as to minors. RCMCS will
certify on an annual basis that the school is in compliance with the Children’s Internet Protection Act and
RCMCS enforces the requirements of this policy.
This policy also establishes internet safety policies and procedures in the charter school as required in the
Neighborhood Children’s Internet Protection Act. Policy 2361 addresses access by minors to
inappropriate material on the internet and world wide web; the safety and security of minors when using
electronic mail, chat rooms, and other forms of direct electronic communications; unauthorized access,
including “hacking” and other unlawful activities by minors online; unauthorized disclosures, use, and
dissemination of personal identification information regarding minors; and measures designed to restrict
minors’ access to materials harmful to minors.
Violations
Individuals violating this policy shall be subject to the consequences which include, but are not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Use of network only under direct supervision;
Suspension of network privileges;
Revocation of network privileges;
Suspension of Laptop/Computer privileges;
Revocation of computer privileges;
Suspension from school;
Expulsion from school; and/or
Legal action and prosecution by the authorities

Parent-Teacher Conferences
Frequently throughout the school year informal conferences between parent and teacher can take place
via home visits; telephone; face-to-face conversations, written messages or email; and scheduled
meetings at mutually agreeable times. In most instances, conferences should be initiated by the teacher
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advisor on a monthly basis. Keeping parents up to date about their child’s school progress is a priority of
our advisement program.
To initiate a conference with a teacher, parents/guardians should write a note to the teacher or email the
teacher indicating the nature of the request and convenient times for a conference. Upon receipt of the
written request, the teacher will contact the parent/guardian by return letter or telephone call whereby
the time and the location of the conference can be mutually agreed upon. Parents/Guardians are asked
not to come to school expecting to meet with a teacher without an appointment. Our teacher’s first
priority is to teach students and with that in mind, we ask parents/guardians to refrain from contacting
teachers during the teaching hours of the school day.
Fund Raising
No person may solicit contributions or collect funds for any purpose from students or school personnel on
school property, at school-sponsored events, or on school transportation unless he or she has the written
permission of the Educational Leader.
Sales
Advertising may be permitted for approved school-related activities such as school newspapers,
yearbooks, and other fund-raising projects. Advertising materials that promote the use of alcohol,
tobacco, and paraphernalia are strictly prohibited. No person may display, offer to sell, or sell any item or
service to students or school personnel on school property, at school-sponsored events, or on school
transportation unless he/she has the written permission of the school Educational Leader.
Emergency Procedures
Fire, lock-down, evacuation, and shelter-in-place drill instructions will be discussed in each class during
the first week of the semester. Students need to understand and follow these instructions keeping in
mind if there was an actual emergency it could be a life or death matter. The instructions will be posted in
each teacher’s room near the door and students should be familiar with the assigned drill areas. When
the alarm is sounded for a fire drill or evacuation drill, everyone is required to respond in a prompt and
orderly manner, leaving the school building by a prescribed route as directed by the teachers. Every
teacher is expected to have their class roster in hand when exiting the building; Fire Drill folders and
located in every classroom containing student rosters procedures and references.
Cafeteria Privileges and Procedures
Students are required to stay in the cafeteria during the established breakfast and lunch periods.
Students who have failed to report to the cafeteria will be considered to have cut a class period. Use of
the cafeteria is considered a privilege and, therefore, each pupil is responsible for keeping his/her place
clean and neat.
Students are NOT permitted to order food from outside vendors or leave school grounds for lunch. Any
student who is found off school grounds during their scheduled lunch period, will face a suspension from
school. Each student is expected to conscientiously follow each of the following regulations:
1. In order to maintain a pleasant mealtime atmosphere, it is necessary for students to conduct
themselves in a quiet manner.
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2. Enter the cafeteria through designated entrances.
3. Never leave the cafeteria without permission from one of the teachers in charge.
4. NO FOOD IS TO BE TAKEN OUT OF THE CAFETERIA.
Consent Requirement
No pupil shall be allowed to use the computer network and the Internet unless they have filed a consent
form signed by his/her parent(s) or legal guardian(s).
Visitor Expectations
Visitors for educational reasons are welcome to RCMCS. Visitors must register with the office when they
arrive. Approved visitors will be issued a visitors pass. Parents also must check in at the office. Students
wishing to bring visitors to RCMCS must complete the Student Visitor Form and receive approval from the
office at least (1) school day in advance. Do not bring guests to school without prior arrangements. No
visitors will be allowed the last two weeks of each semester and during testing days. Also, no visitors will
be allowed during the week prior to any school holiday. These procedures are designed to help keep our
students as safe and secure as reasonably possible during the day and after school while in the building.
VISITORS ARE NOT PERMITTED BEYOND THE SCHOOL OFFICES TO DROP OFF FOOD, DRINKS, HOMEWORK,
PROJECTS, NOTES, OR TO ACCOMPANY LATE STUDENTS TO A CLASSROOM.
School Property
The appearance of your school grounds and corridors reflects upon the entire school, particularly the
students. All waste paper is to be placed in the receptacles provided for that purpose. Marking or
marring doors, walls, floors, lockers, desks, or any other school property is prohibited. Students caught
defacing school property will be subject to disciplinary action and parents/guardians may be held liable.
Public Areas: Hallways, Stairwells, and Lavatories
Hallways, stairwells, and lavatories are areas used by all members of RCMCS. Since everyone uses these
areas, there are rules of conduct that students must follow:
 You may not loiter in the halls, lunchroom, in the lavatories, or on the staircases
 You may not eat in halls, lavatories, or staircases
 You may not run, roughhouse, push, or wrestle in the halls, lunchroom, lavatories or on the

staircases.
 You may not yell, scream, hit lockers, or otherwise make excessive noise while in these areas.
 Don’t not leave belongings on the floor outside of your locker.
During class time, students are not to be in the halls, stairwells, or lavatories without a pass from their
teacher or the main office. Teachers and Student Support Staff will monitor student requests for
bathroom passes and will limit student passes to those students who are out of class frequently.
Laptops and Supplies
RCMCS will provide students with laptops for each of their classes. RCMCS will hold each student
responsible for the condition of the laptop issued to him or her. Each student should take care to see
that these laptops are not lost, stolen, damaged, or defaced. Students will have to pay to replace any
laptops that are damaged or not returned.
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School Activities
Field Trips
Field trips are a privilege and attendance may be denied for behavioral or academic reasons. The safety of
students is very important to us and specific rules will apply to these activities.
Field trips offer exciting ways to learn. RCMCS students will have the opportunity to go on field trips at
various times throughout the school year. For field trips, students will be expected to follow protocols for
school expectations:





Students must bring the Field Trip Permission slip signed by parents or guardians to school by the
specified date. No phone calls will be accepted as permission.
Students must wear school dress unless otherwise specified.
Students must abide by RCMCS code of student conduct while on the field trip. By doing so, students
will become proud ambassadors of our charter school.
Chaperones: Only teachers and approved chaperones are permitted on field trips. The principal shall
approve all chaperones.

Return to School: Please plan to meet your child at the scheduled time of return. If a field trip returns
prior to dismissal time and school is still in session, students will be sent to their appropriate class.
Overnight Field Trips: There is a separate set of guidelines for these trips. They will be issued by the
Educational Leader if such overnight event is scheduled.
After-School Activities
There is no better way for students to enrich their education than by taking part in clubs and after-school
activities or working with a teacher. These opportunities will allow students to explore more in-depth
activities, and they will be expected to follow these rules:
●
●
●
●

Students must be with a teacher or other staff member at all times.
Students must arrange for their own transportation to arrive promptly at the end of the activity.
Students must abide by the RCMCS Code of Student Conduct while participating in the activity.
Students may not stay after school to wait for other students.
A full list and description of after school clubs and activities will be posted after school starts and students
will have an opportunity to explore each one that interest them.
Clubs & Interscholastic Activities
The RCMCS program offers diverse clubs and intramural/interscholastic programs. The clubs serve to
broaden interest and encourage development of well-rounded students. They also provide enjoyment
and variety to the school day. Each student may select one club of his/her choice at the beginning of the
school year. Sheets summarizing the activities of each club enable you to make your decision.
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CLUBS are provided to broaden the interests through participation with their peers in a variety of areas.
INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS are now sanctioned by Section V of the New York State Public High
School Athletic Association (NYSPHSAA), Eligible students will compete at the Varsity Level against
students from other charter schools of similar size. Varsity Athletics are highly competitive and playing
time is based on skill and hard work. Tryouts are held and medical physicals are required for
participation. Practice will occur outside the school day and may occur in a building at another school.
Town Meetings
Town Meetings are periodically scheduled throughout the school year which provide students with
information and input regarding issues that affect their lives at school. Students are instructed on
appropriate behavior, seating, and entrance and exit prior to the town meeting. Students are expected
to report to seats quickly and orderly. Student opinions are important. Proper behavior is expected at
all times.

Student’s Bill of Rights
Since all students have elected to apply to Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, we anticipate that
all students will not only accept their rights as members of our school community, but also their
responsibilities to the school community. RCMCS is based on a foundation of values including the
following:
Respect/Responsibility.
I will be responsible and give respect to all persons, property, education, and expectations of the school.
Communication.
I will use appropriate language and communicate with my teachers, peers, and other staff in an
appropriate manner.
Motivation.
I will be self-motivated in completing all assignments and focusing on my dreams and aspirations.
Career Goals.
I will manage my time wisely, attend all scheduled community service and internship hours, and maintain
a positive work ethic.
Safety.
I will assist in maintaining a positive school culture that is free of bullying, drugs, and physical altercations.
We ask each of you to carefully read over and sign the student contract and do your best behave in ways
that will enhance your own and others’ ability to learn.
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ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
STUDENT CONTRACT
As a student of Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, I will do my best to do the following:





















I will show consideration for the rights and feelings of others, being careful not to hurt them
physically or make them feel bad.
I will speak to others respectfully, not using profanity or uncomplimentary names.
I will show respect for all people working or helping in the school.
I will show careful regard for both my property and the property of others.
I will always ask permission before I borrow other people’s things, and I will return them promptly
and in good condition when I am finished.
I will attend school regularly.
I will be in class on time with all necessary materials.
I will make good use of class time, complete, and turn in assignments/projects/activities on time.
I understand that I must make up assignments I missed due to absences.
I will remain on campus during school time, including the lunch period. I will not leave the school
grounds without permission of the Educational Leader and or my parent/guardian.
I will do my best in my school work, and I will let others do their best,
I will ask for help if I do not understand.
I will not bring any contraband items to school.
I will help keep the school building and grounds clean and tidy.
I will complete my community service and internship successfully
I will follow the dress code, arrive, and leave school in the proper attire.
I will not participate in any behavior prohibited by the school.
I will be responsible in my use of technology in the school.
I will contribute to the RCMCS mission of maintaining a school free from harassment, bullying, and
discrimination.
I will be on exemplary ambassador of RCMCS

Student Signature: _______________________________________________

Date: _________________

Parent/Guardian Signature: ________________________________________

Date: _________________

Students must sign this agreement and return it to the main office.
Student Peer Review
Students from each grade-level advisement class elect one student from each group to participate on the
Student Peer Review. After advisement class elections, each grade-level will then elect one representative
to participate on the Student Peer Review. Student Peer Review will be made up of no more than four
students.
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The function of the peer review is to review student behavior as it pertains to the school community for
minor offenses. Student Peer Review members should represent the good character of a student as a role
model. These students will also help facilitate town meetings that will be held on the second Friday of each
month. Students will define in more detail the governing bylaws of Student Peer Review. In addition, the
student representative will be expected to be trained in mediation.
Alternative Disciplinary Methods (ADM)
Student Support Services: Community agencies and services play an active role in proactively diminishing
student misconduct. RCMCS will seek the assistance and support from agencies throughout Monroe
County to help guide and counsel students who require additional support or who repeatedly violate the
Code of Conduct. Center for Youth Services and Hillside Work-Scholarship Connection will also play an
active role in securing community agency services and supports.
Student Success Center
The Student Success Team Members are professional educators with mental health expertise trained to
understand and respond to the challenges presented by today’s diverse student population. The Student
Success Manager, Student Behavioral Specialist, Crisis Intervention Specialist, Hillside Advocate and the
Secondary School Counselor do not work in isolation; rather they are integral to the total educational
program. They provide proactive leadership that engages all stakeholders in the delivery of programs and
services to help the student achieve success in school.
The purpose of the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Student Success Center is to address
students who are in physical, academic, emotional, behavioral, or social crisis at any given time in the day,
and to address their needs in a manner which can allow them to return to class. When a student is returned
to the classroom it is at the discretion of the Student Success Center personnel. The Student Success Center
is not a classroom management tool, but is rather a place to address severe and specific student needs.
STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER REFERRAL PROCESS
SchoolTool is the main student management system used at RCMCS to house student
information. SchoolTool tracks attendance, student performance and student needs. There is a three tiered
referral system for staff to submit referrals for any of these areas of concern:
1.
Academic
2.
Social-Emotional
3.
Disciplinary
Staff submit referrals via SchoolTool. Referrals are reviewed daily by the Student Support Center Manager
who channels the referral to the appropriate Student Support staff member. Academic referrals are triaged
by the School Counselor and subsequent RtI Team (Response to Intervention is a process for students to
receive additional academic support, in addition to classroom instruction). Behavioral referrals are
disseminated to the Behavioral Specialist team comprised of Center for Youth and RCMCS Student
Behavioral Specialists. Any social-emotional referrals are triaged by the Student Support Manager in
conjunction with in-house or community agencies.
Students also have the ability to self-refer to the Student Support Center either through SchoolTool or by
notifying their Advisor, or any other staff member.
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Discipline Consequence Guide
All violations of the Code of Conduct will be investigated by both the Educational Leader and Student
Support Center, and a student will be questioned prior to being assigned a consequence. This guide is an
outline only; administration reserves the right to adjust consequences based on professional judgement
and the severity of the situation. More than one infraction type can be combined when assigning a
consequence.
Referral Process
Student referrals are made for 3 reasons: (1) Academic, (2) Social-Emotional, and (3) Disciplinary. All
referrals are processed to the Student Support Center for dissemination to the appropriate channels.
Disciplinary referrals follow the guidelines as set forth herein for violations of the Code of Conduct.
All violations of the Code of Conduct will be investigated by both the Educational Leader and Student
Success Center Team, and a student will be questioned prior to being assigned a consequence. This guide is
an outline only; administration reserves the right to adjust consequences based on professional judgement
and the severity of the situation. More than one infraction type can be combined when assigning a
consequence.

LEVEL 1 INFRACTIONS
INFRACTION
Antagonistic behavior/
Insubordination/Disrespect to Adults
Disrupting learning (includes any behavior that
prevents other students from learning. It may
include but is not limited to inappropriate
language, eating or drinking during class,
insubordination, and/or selling or trading
personal possessions to other students.)
Excessive Talking
Failure to Comply with School Regulations
Horseplay
Inappropriate Computer Use
Leaving the classroom without permission
Loitering
Public Display of Affection (which are not
appropriate for public places such as kissing,
hugging, etc.)
Unexcused tardy
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RECOMMENDED CONSEQUENCE
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice

Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
1st offense Warning
2nd offense Restorative Practice
1st offense Warning
2nd offense Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
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Use of Obscene and Profane Language
Skipping class
Violation of Cell Phone/Electronic Device Policy

Violation of the Dress Code
Other Offenses of Similar Seriousness

Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice (Cell phone taking away
and parent called. 1st offense: student will
receive phone at the end of day. 2nd offense:
parent needs to pick up phone from
administrator)
Restorative Practice (Office phone call home
for parent/guardian to bring proper attire in)
Restorative Practice

Level 2 Infractions
Infraction
Engaging in conduct which disrupts school or
classroom activity or endanger or threaten to
endanger the health, safety, welfare, or morals
of others
Leaving the School Building or Grounds
Bringing inappropriate materials such as but
not limited to pornographic, criminal, hate
related, laser pointer(s), lighter(s), water
balloon(s) etc.
Cheat on exams or quizzes, or commit
plagiarism.
Encourage or urging other students to violate
school rules.
Failure to identify self properly
Failure to follow instructions during an
emergency drill

RECOMMENDED Consequence
Minimum Restorative Practice
Maximum 1st offense 1 day Community Service
based on the severity and results of behavior.
1 day of OSS
1st Offense: 1 day Community Service
2nd Offense: 1 day OSS
3rd Offense: 3 days of OSS and disciplinary
hearing
1 day Community Service and automatic (0) on
the assignment
1 day Community Service
1 day Community Service
1st Incident: 1 day OSS

Failure to follow instructions or directions on a
field trip

2nd Incident: 3 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS and disciplinary hearing
1st Incident: I day of Community Service and
suspension from next field trip

Forgery

2nd Incident: 2 days of Community Service and
suspension from all field trips for remainder of
the year
1st Offense: 1 day OSS
2nd Offense: 3 day OSS

Open Defiance of Authority/Continued Willful
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3rd Offense: 5 day OSS and disciplinary hearing
1st Incident: 1 day OSS
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Disobedience

2nd Incident: 3 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS

Participation in an Unauthorized Occupancy
Skipping Detention
Possession, consumption or distribution of
cigarettes or tobacco products
Truancy

4th Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
1 day OSS
2 Detentions
st
1 offense 3 days OSS
2nd offense 5 days OSS and disciplinary hearing
Parent/Teacher Conference

Level 3 Infractions
Infraction
Possession, consumption, or distribution of
alcohol, illegal drugs, prescription medications
or drug paraphernalia
Assault a Teacher or other school employee
Arson

Bullying or Cyberbullying: unwanted, aggressive
behavior that involves a real or perceived
power imbalance. The behavior is repeated, or
has the potential to be repeated, over time.
Bullying can occur before and after school
hours, in a school building, or on the internet.
See the attachment for the school policy.
Harassment: creation of a hostile environment
by conduct or by verbal threats, intimidation or
abuse based on a person’s actual or perceived
race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic
group, religion, religious practice, disability,
sex, sexual orientation, or gender (which
includes a person’s actual or perceived sex, as
well as gender identity expression)
Destruction of School Property

RECOMMENDED Consequence
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion Police 311
report made
st
1 Incident: 1 day OSS
2nd Incident: 3 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS
4th Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
1st Incident: 1 day OSS
2nd Incident: 3 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS
4th Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion

1st Offense up to 5 days OSS. Pay cost of
damage to fix.
2nd Offense: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, expulsion. Pay cost of
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Engage in acts of sexual harassment, including
but not limited to sexually related physical
contact or offensive sexual comments.

Extortion

False Fire Alarm, Bomb Scare, Terrorist Action

Fighting/Assaulting another Student or Person

Gambling for profit/actual money

Larceny or Other Theft Offenses and/or
threatening to take another person’s
belongings

Possession of a Weapon/Intentional Use of
Instrument for Harm
Riot: four or more persons simultaneously
engaging in tumultuous and violent conduct
and thereby intentionally or recklessly causing
or creating a grave risk of physical injury or
substantial property damage or causing alarm.
Threatening/Intimidation

damage or fix.
1 Incident: 2 day OSS
st

2nd Incident: 3 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS
4th Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion.
Police 311 report may be made
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion, police
report made. (Violation of state law subject to
legal authorities. Subject to fines from $1,000
to $10,000 and jail terms)
1st Incident: 3 days OSS
2nd Incident: 5 days OSS
3rd Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion police
report may be made
1st Incident: Up to 3 day OSS; Parent notified,
police report may be made
2nd Incident: Up to 5 days OSS with disciplinary
hearing resulting in long term suspension, or
expulsion
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion, police
report will be made
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension or expulsion

1st Incident: 1 day OSS
2nd Incident: 2 day OSS

Under the influence of drugs or alcohol

ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL

3rd Incident: 5 day OSS
4th Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
Call parent immediately to remove the student.
Consequences for “Alcohol/tobacco/drug
related” will apply
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1st Incident: 3 days OSS

Verbal or Physical Menacing of a Staff Member

Other Offenses of Similar Seriousness

2nd Incident: 5 days OSS and disciplinary hearing
resulting in long term suspension, or expulsion
Administrative discretion

Repeated Infractions
Infraction
Repeated minor infractions

Definition
Level 1 or 2 infractions that
are repeated five, six, or
seven times within a semester
Repeated minor infractions
Level 1 or 2 infractions that
are repeated eight or more
times within a semester
Repeated major infractions
Level 2 or 3 infractions that
are repeated two or more
times within a semester
Repeated missing of
When a student reaches 5
Community Service
total unserved Community
Service
*Students start fresh each year or per SSC Staff discretion.
Multiple Referrals
Infraction
3 - 5 Referrals

Definition
Any Type of Disciplinary
Referral

6 - 20 Referrals

Any type of Disciplinary
Referral

20 or more Referrals

Despite restorative practices,
multiple repeated Disciplinary
Referrals.

Explanation
Restorative Practice and
mandatory parent meeting
OSS and mandatory parent
meeting or disciplinary
hearing
OSS and mandatory parent
meeting or disciplinary
hearing
1 day of OSS; students Service
Learning is removed after day
is served

Actions
Parent Contact will be made.
Letter will be sent home.
Consequences will be
appropriate based on the
infraction level.
Mandatory parent meeting
required and behavior
contract completed in
addition to appropriate based
on the infraction level.
Mandatory parent meeting required
and behavior contract completed in
addition to appropriate
consequences based on the
infraction level including long term
suspension referral including
consequences up to an expulsion.

* Restorative practices are processes that proactively build healthy relationships and a sense of community to prevent and
address conflict and wrongdoing. Restorative practices have been applied at RCMCS to address youth behavior, rule violations,
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and to improve school climate and culture. Restorative practices can improve relationships between students, between students
and teachers, and even between teachers, whose behavior often serves as a role model for students. They allow each member
of the school community to develop and implement a school’s adopted core values.

*OSS- Out of School Suspension
*Community Service is an assignment intended to correct a behavior. Community service is given to a student who has received
a Level 2 infraction. Services consist of the following:
Assisting a staff member with classroom duties
Assisting in the cafeteria service line
Assisting with the janitorial duties of the school

Disciplinary Responses
The following discipline responses must be effectuated in accordance with all the procedural requirements
of RCMCS policy, the RCMCS Regulations of Intervention and Discipline, New York State and Federal Law.
Detention
Teachers, and school leaders may use before/during/after school detention as a penalty for student
misconduct in situations where restorative practice was ineffective and removal from the classroom would
be appropriate. Detention must be served within the week of issuance and parent/guardian notification.
Detention takes precedence over extra-curricular activities, athletic practices or events. Detention will be
imposed as a penalty only after the student’s parent/guardian has been notified to confirm there is no
parental objection to the penalty and that the student has appropriate transportation home following the
detention. Failure to serve detention will result in another day of detention or out of school suspension
unless an exception to extenuating circumstances applies.
Removal from a Classroom by a Teacher
Teachers have the power to remove a disruptive student. A disruptive student is a student who
substantially disrupts the educational process or substantially interferes with the teacher’s authority over
the classroom. The student may be removed for up to two (2) classes (where the daily schedule is so
arranged) or up to 1.5 hours, where the student ordinarily remains in the same classroom.
1. The teacher must inform the student, parent and the Educational Leader of the reason(s) for the
student’s removal:
a. If the student’s continued presence in the classroom does not pose a continuing danger to
people or property, and does not present an ongoing threat of disruption to the academic
process, then the teacher will, prior to removing the student from the classroom, explain the
basis for the removal and allow the student to informally present his/her version of events with
a parent/guardian present.
b. In all other cases, the teacher must explain to the student the basis for the student’s removal
and provide an informal opportunity for the student to present his/her version of events within
twenty-four hours of the student’s removal. If the twenty-fourth hour occurs on a non-school
day, the opportunity shall be carried over until the corresponding hour on the next school day.
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c. No teacher may remove a student with a disability from his or her class until he or she has
exercised due diligence to verify with the Educational leader or his/her designee, that the
removal will not violate the student's rights under state or federal law or regulation.
d. The teacher must complete a school-established disciplinary removal form and meet with the
Educational Leader or his or her designee as soon as possible, but no later than the end of the
school day, to explain the circumstances of the removal and to present the removal form; and
must make a reasonable effort to personally contact the parent/guardian. If the Educational
Leader or designee is not available by the end of the same school day, the teacher must leave
the form with the secretary and meet with the Educational Leader or designee prior to the
beginning of classes on the next school day.
e. Removed students will be sent to a location at school where they will be provided with
continued educational services, including class work and homework.
2. The Educational Leader (or designee) must inform the student’s parent/guardian of the student’s
removal and the basis for the removal within twenty-four hours and must provide the parent with a
copy of the disciplinary removal form which was completed by the teacher. If the twenty-fourth hour
occurs on a non-school day, the deadline for notification shall be carried over until the corresponding
hour on the next school day.
a. The student and parent, upon request, will be given the opportunity for an informal conference
with the Educational Leader (or designee) and the teacher to discuss the reasons for the
student’s removal from class, and allow the student and parent to present the student’s version
of events. The informal conference must be held within forty-eight hours of the student’s
removal. If the forty-eighth hour occurs on a non-school day, the time for conference shall be
carried over until the corresponding hour on the next school day.
3. The Educational Leader (or designee) shall not set aside the discipline imposed by the teacher unless
he/she finds that the charge(s) is not supported by substantial evidence, that the student’s removal
violates the law, or that the student’s conduct warrants suspension. If suspension is warranted, then
the Educational Leader (or designee) shall then impose an appropriate period of suspension.
a. The Educational Leader (or designee’s) determination must be made by the end of the day on
the day after the informal conference.
b. The student cannot return to the classroom until the Educational Leader (or designee) makes a
final determination or the period of removal expires, whichever is sooner.
4. The Educational Leader (or designee) must input disciplinary action into SchoolTool within twentyfour hours.
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Short-Term Suspension
Short-Term Suspension Definition:
A short-term suspension is the term often used to refer to the suspension of a student from school for five
days or less in accordance with the provisions of section 3214 of the Education Law. The Board of Trustees,
the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief of Operations and Academics or the Educational Leader of the school
may suspend the following students from required attendance upon instruction: a student who is
insubordinate or disorderly or violent or disruptive, or whose conduct otherwise endangers the safety,
morals, health or welfare of others. At RCMCS, the Chief Executive Officer is equivalent with the role of
Superintendent. The Chief of Operations and the Educational Leader have roles, duties and responsibilities
similar with the role of Principal.
Short-Term Suspension Process:
1. Prior to imposition of the short-term suspension of a student with a disability the Educational Leader
(or designee) shall follow the procedures for Students with Disabilities regarding the necessary
information.
2. After conducting an investigation, the Educational Leader (or designee) must reference the
appropriate section of Code of Conduct that the incident violated, provide the student with notice of
the charged misconduct, and give the student the opportunity to provide his/her version of events.
If the student denies the misconduct, the Educational Leader (or designee) must provide an
explanation of the basis for the suspension.
3. The Educational Leader (or designee) must send the RCMCS-approved short-term suspension letter
to the parent/guardian in parent/guardian’s dominant language by either personal delivery, express
mail or any other means which ensures that the parent receives the letter within 24 hours of the
suspension decision.
4. The letter must describe the incident for which the suspension is proposed, must inform the
parent/guardian of his/her right to request an immediate informal conference with the Educational
Leader (or designee), and that the parent/guardian and student have a right to question the
complaining witness at the conference.
5. Upon request of the parent/guardian, the student and parent/guardian must be provided with an
informal conference with the Educational Leader (or designee), at which the parent/guardian and
student can present the student’s version of events and question the complaining witness in the
presence of the Educational Leader (or designee). In circumstances wherein witness safety is a
concern, the Educational Leader (or designee) will contact school counsel for direction on how to
proceed.
6. The Educational Leader (or designee) must notify the parent/guardian and student of the
determination either at the conclusion of the conference, or within twenty-four hours thereafter. If
the twenty-fourth hour occurs on a non-school day, the time for communication of the
determination shall be carried over until the corresponding hour on the next school day.
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7. The Educational Leader (or designee) must input suspension into SchoolTool within twenty-four
hours and attendance data for days of the suspension (up to 5 days) must be recorded in SchoolTool
as well.
8. Classroom teachers must provide student work within the first full day of suspension.
9. If the student will be suspended out-of-school, a plan must be in place to provide the student with
substantially equivalent instruction. This plan will be supplied by the Chief of Operations and
Academics or the Educational Leader (or designee) of the school.
10. Appeal from a short-term suspension can be made by the parent/guardian or student directly to the
New York State Commissioner of Education.

Short-Term Suspension Process (grades 9-12)

Incident
Fact Finding

Parent

•Interview and obtain statements from witnesses, students and staff.
•Advise student/give opportunity to be heard and write statement.
•Conduct Manifestation Determination screening if SWD or 504 student.
•Administrator to reference appropriate section of Code of Conduct that incident violated.
•If the VIOLATION is not suspendable, other strategies (i.e., teachable moment, think-it-through sheet) may be
implemented or the student may return to class.

•If VIOLATION, phone call and letter to parent/guardian within 24 hours notifying that the
Educational Leader is contemplating suspension.
•Advise parent/guardian of right to informal conference.

Communication

Informal
Conference

•Conference either occurs or is declined.
•Decision for no suspension or short-term suspension.
•If NO SUSPENSION, alternative strategies and restorative practices are implemented.

•Record incident data in SchoolTool.
•Record attendance data for days of the suspension for up to 5 days, in SchoolTool.

Input Data

•Classroom teachers must provide student work within first full day of suspension.
•Educational Leader must implement plan for ensuring that the student recieves substantially equivalent
instruction.

Short-Term
ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
Suspension
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Sample Short-Term Suspension Letter

RE: Short-Term Suspension
Student Name
Student ID Number
Name
Address
City, State
Dear (insert Parent/Guardian’s name):
The purpose of this letter is to notify you that your child, ______, will be suspended from his/her regular
program as of __ (date) __ because on _____, he/she engaged in the following behavior: ___ (include
factual description of conduct) __. You and your child have a right to an informal conference with the
Educational Leader and have the right to question a complaining witness in this matter.
Your child will be suspended for ___ school day(s) and assigned to:
 In-School Suspension room for the full day.
 Instruction at school from _____ (am/pm) to _____ (am/pm).
 Instruction at ________________________ from ______ (am/pm) to ______ (am/pm).
Your child is scheduled to return to his/her regular program on ________.
If you would like to meet to discuss this incident, please feel free to contact me at _____ to arrange for an
appointment to meet.
Sincerely,

Educational Leader
cc:

Chief of Operations and Academics

Hand delivered to student
Hand delivered to parent/guardian
Mailed to parent/guardian
Student cumulative file
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Long-Term Suspension
Long-Term Suspension Definition:
A long-term suspension is the term most often used to refer to the suspension of a student from school in
excess of five days in accordance with the provisions of Section 3214 of the Education Law.
 New York State’s Education Law provides that no student may be suspended in excess of five school
days unless the student and the student’s parents/guardians have had an opportunity for a hearing
on reasonable notice.
 At such hearing, students may bring their parents/guardians, and also have the right to be
represented by an attorney or other advocate, to testify on their own behalf and present witnesses
and other evidence on their own behalf, and to cross-examine witnesses against them.
Requesting a Long-Term Suspension Hearing (Process):
1. The Educational Leader should ensure that the following has been established, prior to
communicating with the Chief of Operations and Academics.
2. If a student with a disability is being considered for a long-term suspension, building level staff with
knowledge of the incident and understanding of the student’s disability must conduct a
manifestation determination screening. The results of the manifestation determination screening
must be submitted to the Educational Leader and included in the long-term suspension packet.
3. The Educational Leader communicates with the Chief of Operations and Academics the potential
recommendation for long-term suspension. Communication can be a brief email regarding the
incident or a telephone call. The Chief of Operations and Academics may decide that the incident
should not be recommended for a hearing, based on the information received. If the Chief of
Operations and Academics disagrees with the hearing recommendation, the student is only eligible
for a short-term suspension for up to 5 days.
4. The Educational Leader shall inform the student of the referral for a long-term suspension hearing
and the reason therefor.
5. The Educational Leader will notify the parent/guardian by telephone or email to inform the
parent/guardian of the student’s referral for a long-term suspension hearing and the reason
therefor and to explain where the student is to report for alternative instruction while awaiting the
long-term suspension hearing.
6. The Educational Leader MUST send the RCMCS-approved letter in the parent/guardian’s dominant
language to the parent/guardian within twenty-four hours of the long-term suspension referral
informing parent/guardian of the student’s referral for a long-term suspension. The letter shall
include an explanation of the basis for the long-term suspension referral, as well as an explanation
of where the student is to report for instruction while awaiting the fact finding hearing.
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7. The Educational Leader (or designee) must input the long-term suspension referral into SchoolTool
within twenty-four hours.
8. The Educational Leader must provide a complete long-term suspension packet to the Chief of
Operations and Academics and the long-term suspension Hearing Office through the long-term
suspension mailbox within 24 hours of the suspension.
9. The Educational Leader must determine alternate student placement for student that is consistent
with suspension and severity of the event. This placement MUST not exceed 5 days without a
hearing.
10. There must be an established plan for the student to receive work within 48 hours of the
suspension occurring. The classroom teacher(s) must provide student work. Attendance for the
student must be recorded as A-OSS for the days of the suspension (up to 5 days).
11. Once the completed long-term suspension packet is received (within 24 hours of approval), the
Chief of Operations and Academics or their designee shall conduct a review of the long-term
suspension packet in order to ensure that the packet is complete.
12. Upon approval of the long-term suspension packet, the Chief of Operations and Academics submits
a referral to an approved Hearing Officer. The hearing must be held within five days of suspension.
Upon approval of the long-term suspension packet, the Chief of Operations and Academics submits
the referral to an approved Hearing Officer. The hearing must be held within five days of the
suspension. Students referred for long-term suspension will be placed on short-term suspension
until the time of the hearing. In the event a student is found guilty, the time served during the
short-term suspension will be included in the final disposition.
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RCMCS Long-Term Suspension Flow Chart (grades 9-12)
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Incident
Fact Finding

•Educational Leader must communicate with the COA the potential recommendation for a
LTS.
Communication
•Communication can be a brief email regarding the incident or a phone call.
Chief

Notification

5

S
c
h
o
o
l

•Interview and obtain statements from all witnesses (students and staff).
•Advise student/give opportunity to be heard and write statement.
•Conduct Manifestation Determination screening if SWD or 504 student.
•If a manifestation, refer to CSE and do not process LTS.
•Administrator to reference appropriate section of Code of Conduct that incident violated.
•If NO VIOLATION, return student to class, notify parent.

Student
Alternate
Education
Setting

LTS Packet
Review &
Approved

D
a
y
s
LTS

•Notify parents with phone call and letter within 24 hours, that the Educational Leader is
contemplating recommendation for a hearing. Letter must be in dominant language and
must be letter from SchoolTool.
•Record incident data in SchoolTool immediately in order to record attendance correctly.
•Notify teachers of record of the suspension and the requirement to submit student work for
the duration of the suspension within 24 hours.

•Determine alternative instructional setting for temporary student placement (i.e. Public
Library) that is consistent with suspension and severity of the event. Must not exceed 5 days
without a hearing.
•Classroom teacher(s) must provide student work.
•Establish a plan for student to receive work, at alternate setting, within 48 hours.
•Record attendance as A-OSS for days of the suspension (up to 5 days).

•Chief is required to review documentation for completeness and approve the LTS packet
within 24 hours.
•Ed. Leader e-mails the LTS referral packet to Hearing Officer within 24 hours of suspension.

•Must be held within 5 school days of suspension.
•Student must return to class if Hearing is not held within 5 days.

Hearing
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Sample Long-Term Suspension Hearing Letter

RE: Long-Term Suspension
Student Name
Student Number
Name
Address
City, State
Dear (insert Parent/Guardian’s name):
The purpose of this letter is to notify you that I have suspended your child, (insert student’s name)
because he/she engaged in the following behavior:
(Factual description of incident: Date, time, location and specific description of incident/behavior).
I have referred (insert student’s name) for a long-term suspension. You will soon receive a letter
informing you that a fact finding hearing will be held at which time the School will present evidence and
witnesses to show that insert student’s name) in fact engaged in the above described conduct. You and
your child have a right to present evidence and bring witnesses to discuss what occurred. Additionally,
you may bring an advocate or attorney to assist you.
The hearing officer will make findings of fact and, if your child is found guilty, the hearing officer will
recommend to the Chief of Operations and Academics the appropriate measure of discipline. The Chief
or her designee will decide whether to accept all or part of the hearing officer’s recommendation.
Until further notice, (insert student’s name) will receive instruction at (insert location, date(s),
instructional times, and alternative instructor’s name).
While your student is assigned out-of-school suspension, he/she is not allowed on school property for any
reason, except for the time and location your child is scheduled to report for instruction. If you have any
questions about this process, please contact the Educational Leader at (585) 232-1045.
Sincerely,
Chief of Operations and Academics

ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL

Chief Executive Officer

Educational Leader
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LONG TERM SUSPENSION REFERRAL 2016-2017
Date of Incident:

Date of Suspension:

Student Name:

Grade:

Address:
Student ID:

DOB:

Parent or Guardian:

Telephone Number:

Address (if different):
Zip:
______________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE CHECK MARK REQUIRED DOCUMENTS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE Long-Term Referral Packet:
Long-Term Suspension Referral Form
Long-Term Suspension Referral Letter to Parent/Guardian
Interventions and Outcomes
Attendance Record (year-to-date)
Academic Record (year-to-date)
Discipline History
Manifestation Determination (students w/special needs)
Individual Education Plan with Summary (students w/special needs)
Functional Behavior Assessment (students w/special needs)
Behavior Intervention Plan *(required if student has a BIP)
Eye Witness Statement(s) *** Each must be signed and dated***
Victim Statement
Photographs (injuries, property damage), when available
Other pertinent documents (i.e. police report), when available
1.

Factual Statement/Summary of the Incident (describe):

a) Has the student been disciplined for this behavior in the past? Yes
If yes, how was the incident previously handled?

No

b) Has the student been disciplined for other types of behavior in the past? Yes
If yes, please summarize:

ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
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2. What interventions have been utilized prior to this referral? (check all that apply AND provide
documentation)
Parent/Guardian Outreach
Guidance Conference
Peer Mediation
Conflict Resolution
Community Service
Substance Abuse Counseling
Services
Other (explain)

Intervention by Counseling Staff
Individual/Group Counseling
Mentoring Program
Short-term Behavioral Progress Reports
Referral/Community-based Organization
Referral/Youth Relationship Abuse or Sexual
Violence Counseling

Were these interventions successful? Yes
3.

No

What contacts with the student’s parent/guardian have been made?

What were the outcomes of those contacts?
4.

Additional comments from Educational Leader (if any):

5.

Number of school days in alternative instruction proposed by Chief of Operations and Academics:
(Consistent with the Intervention and Discipline Guide)
(Note: this is a recommendation):

6.

Is student classified as a student with a disability? Yes:
If yes, classification:

No:

program:

7.

Parent/Guardian notified of suspension by:

8.

Name and Title (i.e., teacher, administrator, student) of at least one eye-witness
available to testify at hearing:

9.

Interpreter Required: Yes

10.

Referral is being made by:
Chief of Operations and Academics: Yes
If not, name of Acting Chief:

No

If Yes, Language:

No

(Chief must be on approved leave (illness, personal, conference) and not reporting to school on the
day of the suspension.)
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Students with Disabilities

SUSPENSION PROCESS FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
When
Short-Term Suspension

Responsibility

1-10 Total School Days:
A suspension or
Educational Leader
removal that does not
exceed five school days
is imposed

11 or more total school
days:
A series of short-term
Educational Leader
suspensions that
accumulate to 11 or
more school days in a
school year are
imposed

Coordinating
Administrator of Special
Education (CASE)

What

Education Services

Determines the setting
for suspension and
alternative instruction
to be provided

Alternative instruction
must be provided to
the same extent as is
provided to
nondisabled students
(Minimum 1 hour per
day for elementary
students; minimum 2
hours per day for
secondary students).

Determines the setting
for suspension and
alternative instruction
to be provided

Alternative instruction
must be provided to
the same extent as is
provided to
nondisabled students
(Minimum 1 hour per
day for elementary
students; minimum 2
hours per day for
secondary students).

Manifestation
Determination:
School’s Manifestation
team must, in a
meeting, review all
relevant information in
the student’s file
including the student’s
IEP, any teacher
observations, and any
relevant information
provided by the parents
and then
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Determine if:
(1) the conduct in
question was caused by
or had a direct and
substantial relationship
to the student’s
disability; or
(2) the conduct in
question was the direct
result of a failure to
implement the IEP.

The behavior is not a
manifestation of the
disability

CASE

School’s CSE convenes
Provide services to the
to review the student’s extent necessary to
special education
enable the student to
program and determine appropriately progress
the need, if any, to
in the general
conduct an FBA and
curriculum and
develop a BIP. CSE
appropriately advance
recommends services
toward achieving the
to provide FAPE.
goals set out in the
student’s IEP.

CASE

School’s CSE convenes
Return the student to
to review the student’s the placement from
special education
which the student was
program and determine removed, unless the
the need, if any, to
parent/guardian and
conduct an FBA and
the school agree to a
develop a BIP. CSE
change in placement.
recommends services
to provide FAPE.

Educational Leader

Potential request to
initiate the LTS process

Educational Leader and
CASE

Determines the setting
for immediate removal

or

The behavior is a
manifestation of the
disability

Long-Term Suspension
(LTS)
A suspension in excess
of five school days is
being contemplated
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of the student pending
the outcome of the LTS
process. Consults with
CASE on the alternative
instruction to be
provided.

Educational Leader

Provides screening
outcome to Educational
Leader

or

CASE

LTS process proceeds

The manifestation
screening identifies
that the behavior is
potentially a result of
the student’s disability

Educational Leader

Provides screening
outcome to Principal

Educational Leader and
CASE

LTS process ends.

The manifestation
screening identifies that
the behavior is potentially
not a result of the
student’s disability

enable the student to
appropriately progress
in the general
curriculum and
appropriately advance
toward achieving the
goals set out in the
student’s IEP.

See Section 6 for LTS
process

The student returns to
current placement
A request for a CSE
program review may be
initiated to review the
student’s current
special education
program and services.
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The LTS process for students with disabilities must include the following components in addition to
the LTS Superintendent’s Hearing.
What

Who

When

Where

Manifestation
Determination:
The Manifestation
Team must, in a
meeting, review all
relevant information in
the student’s file
including the student’s
IEP, any teacher
observations, and any
relevant information
provided by the
parents and then:
•
Determine if:
(1) the conduct in
question was caused by
or had a direct and
substantial relationship
to the student’s
disability; or
(2) the conduct in
question was the direct
result of a failure to
implement the IEP.

Central Manifestation
Determination Team
(MDT), which must
include: a
representative of the
school knowledgeable
about the student and
the interpretation of
information about child
behavior; and
the parent/guardian and
relevant members of the
CSE as determined by
the parent and the
District.

Immediately following
the LTS Hearing

Same site as LTS
Hearing.

CSE Meeting:

Central CSE to include
relevant staff from the
student’s school building

Immediately following
the MDT meeting

Same site as LTS
Hearing

Manifestation Questionnaire
(For Students with IEPs, 504 Plans or Students Presumed to Have a Disability)
*To be completed prior to LTS Referral* Weapons, drugs or serious injury? Yes____

Student Name: ___________________________________________

No: ____

Date: _________________

School: ________________________________________ Grade: _____ ID #: ________________________
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Based on a review of the circumstances surrounding the incident, your personal knowledge of the
student and relevant information from the student’s file, IEP and teacher observations, answer ALL of
the following questions:
QUESTION

YES

NO

1. Was the student’s IEP being fully implemented at the time of the behavior?
2. If NO to #1, was the student’s conduct the direct result of the school’s failure to implement the IEP? [If
YES, then the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.]
3. Did the student have a behavior intervention plan (BIP) in place at the time of the incident? (If YES, go to
Question #6.)
4. If NO to #3, should there have been a BIP in place at the time of the incident?
5. If YES to #4, was the student’s behavior the direct result of the school’s failure to develop a BIP? [If YES,
then the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.]
6. Is the BIP meaningful? Are the behavioral goals both observable and measurable?
7. If NO to #6, was the student’s behavior the direct result of the school’s failure to implement a
meaningful BIP? [If YES, then the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.]
8. If YES to #3, was the behavior intervention plan being implemented with fidelity?
9. If NOT to #8, was the student’s conduct the direct result of the school’s failure to implement the
behavior intervention plan? [If YES, then the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.]
10. Was the student’s behavior caused by his/her disability? [If YES, then the behavior is a manifestation of
the student’s disability.]
11. Did the student’s behavior have a direct and substantial relationship to the student’s disability? [If YES,
then the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.]

The student’s behavior: _____ WAS / _____ WAS NOT a manifestation of his/her disability.
If it is determined that the behavior was a manifestation of the student’s disability, then no discipline can be
imposed AND a CSE must be convened to review the student’s program.

Name and Title of Administrator Completing This Form:
________________________________________________
Print Name

_________________________________
Title

________________________________________________
Sign Name

_________________________________
Title

Alternative Disciplinary Methods (ADM):
Student Success Center: Community agencies and services will play an active role in diminishing student
misconduct. RCMCS will seek the assistance and support from agencies throughout Monroe County to help
guide and counsel students who repeatedly violate the Learning Code of Conduct.
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The Center for Youth Services and Hillside Work-Scholarship Connection will also play an active role in
securing community agency and service support. Center for Youth Services youth advocates will be located
on-site to aid our students in improving their behavior. A referral process has been created whereby a
classroom teacher and/or teacher advisor may write a referral on a student and then send it to the Student
Success Center for review and approval.
The Educational Leader is kept informed about every referral sent to the Student Success Center. It also the
primary objective of the Student Success Center to keep student issues confidential and to keep parents
well informed when deemed necessary.
Hillside Work-Scholarship Connection (HWSC) provides academic and behavioral assistance to 33 at-risk
students per HWSC advocate. Students are selected by the advocate according to grade point average and
conduct in the classroom. (HWSC) provides students with tutorials, youth employment opportunities, and a
monitoring system to ensure that each student graduates on time. The Educational Leader is kept informed
monthly on the progress the students are making in the program.
Expulsion
The decision to expel any student will be made in writing and will include the reasons for the expulsion by
the Chief of Operations and Academics after hearing about the events involved in a situation.
The parent/guardian may appeal an expulsion within two (2) school days of the expulsion being issued. This
appeal will be made to the Chief of Operations and Academics in writing. The student may not attend
classes until the appeal is heard, but will be able to turn in school for the classes missed while waiting for
the appeal and receive credit for that work. All disciplinary hearing on expulsions will be held within for (4)
school days of the appeal being made. The decision of Chief of Operations and Academics is final.

Introduction to Dignity for All Students Act
The New York State Dignity for All Students Act (Dignity Act, or “DASA”) was signed into law on Sept. 13,
2010 and became effective July 1, 2012. This legislation amended State Education Law by creating a new
Article 2 - Dignity for All Students. The intent of the Dignity for All Students Act (Dignity Act) is to provide all
public school students with an environment free from discrimination and harassment, as well as to foster
civility in public schools. It focuses on prevention of harassment and discriminatory behaviors through the
promotion of educational measures meant to positively impact school culture and climate. The Dignity Act
states that NO student shall be subjected to harassment or discrimination by employees or students on
school property (including school bus) or at a school function based on their actual or perceived (including,
but not limited to) race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic group, religion, religious practice, disability,
sexual orientation, gender, or sex.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School will not tolerate incidents of discrimination, intimidation,
taunting, harassment, or bullying on school property, a school bus and/or at a school function by students
and/or school employees.
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There is one identified staff member at every school that is thoroughly trained to handle human relations in
the areas of race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic group, religion, religious practice, disability, sexual
orientation, gender and sex (Education Law § 13[3]).
Dignity Act Coordinator (Primary): Carol Jones, Educational Leader cajones@rcmcs.org
or: (Secondary) Ronda Wade, Student Success Center Manager rwade@rcmcs.org

“The Dignity Act emphasizes the importance of tolerance and respect for others by students and
staff alike.”
DISCRIMINATION AND HARASSMENT PROHIBITED
RCMCS has set expectations for conduct on school property and at school functions. These expectations are
based on the principles of civility, mutual respect, citizenship, character, tolerance, honesty and integrity.
The Board of Trustees recognizes the need to clearly define these expectations for acceptable conduct on
school property, to identify the possible consequences of unacceptable conduct, and to ensure that
discipline when necessary is administered promptly and fairly. It is also our right according to New York
State Education Law to impose disciplinary sanctions for incidents occurring off school property that
substantially disrupt the educational process or that constitute threats of violence. To this end, the Board of
Trustees has adopted this Code of Conduct. Unless otherwise indicated, this code applies to all students,
school personnel, parents/guardians and other visitors when on school property or attending a school
function.
PROHIBITION OF RETALIATION
Any person having reasonable cause to suspect that a student has been subjected to discrimination or
harassment by an employee or student, on school grounds or at a school function, who acting reasonably
and in good faith, either reports such information to school officials, to the commissioner, or to law
enforcement authorities or otherwise initiates, testifies, participates or assists in any formal or informal
proceedings under this subdivision, shall have immunity from any civil liability that may arise from the
making of such report or from initiating, testifying, participating or assisting in such formal or informal
proceedings. Relatedly, neither the school, nor an employee or student thereof shall take, request or cause
a retaliatory action against any such person who, acting reasonably and in good faith, either makes a report
or initiates, testifies, participates or assists in such formal or informal proceedings.
DEFINITIONS: for purposes of this code, the following definitions apply:
“Cyber-bullying” is “harassment” or “bullying”, where such harassment or bullying occurs through any form
of electronic communication. Cyber-bullying may occur via electronic communication on the Internet, on
cellular phones or other electronic media. Cyber-bullying includes, but is not limited to, the following
misuses of technology: harassing, discriminating, teasing, taunting, intimidating, threatening, bullying, or
terrorizing another student or staff member by way of any technological tool, such as sending or posting
inappropriate or derogatory email messages, instant messages, text messages, digital pictures or images, or
website postings (including blogs). Cyber-bullying can involve, but is not limited to: sending mean, vulgar, or
threatening messages or images; posting sensitive, private information about another person;
impersonating someone else in order to embarrass, humiliate or ruin the reputation of that individual.
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Cyber-bullying involving students may occur both on campus and off school grounds and may involve
student use of the internet system or student use of personal digital devices including but not limited to:
cell phones, digital cameras, personal computers, electronic tools. Cyber-bullying or harassment has or
could have the effect of:
 Causing physical, social/relational, emotional or mental harm to a student;
 Placing a student in reasonable fear of physical, emotional or mental harm;
 Placing a student in reasonable fear of damage to or loss of personal property; or
 Interfering with a student’s educational performance and/or denying or limiting a student's ability
to participate in or to receive benefits, services or opportunities in the school’s programs.
“Disability” means: (a) a physical, mental or medical impairment resulting from anatomical, physiological,
genetic or neurological conditions which prevents the exercise of a normal bodily function or is
demonstrable by medically accepted clinical or laboratory diagnostic techniques; or (b) a record of such an
impairment; or (c) a condition regarded by others as such an impairment, provided, however, that in all
provisions of this article dealing with employment, the term must be limited to disabilities which, upon the
provision of reasonable accommodations, do not prevent the complainant from performing in a reasonable
manner the activities involved in the job or occupation sought or held (Education Law §11[4] and Executive
Law §292[21]).
“Discrimination” is bias based on a person’s actual or perceived race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic
group, religion, religious practice, disability, sexual orientation, gender or sex. Sexual assault is a violation of
the victim’s civil rights and is considered an act of discrimination.
“Disruptive student” means a student under the age of 21 who is substantially disruptive of the educational
process or substantially interferes with the teacher’s authority over the classroom.
“Employee” means any person receiving compensation from the school or employee of a contracted service
provider or worker placed within the school under a public assistance employment program, pursuant to
Title Nine B of Article Five of the Social Services Law, and consistent with the provisions of such title for the
provision of services to such school, its students or employees, directly or through contract, whereby such
services performed by such person involve direct student contact (Education Law §§11[4] and 1125[3]).
“Gender” means actual or perceived sex and includes a person’s gender identity or expression (Education
Law §11[6]).
"Harassment" and "Bullying" shall mean the creation of a hostile environment by conduct or by threats,
intimidation or abuse, including cyberbullying, that either (1) has or would have the effect of unreasonably
and substantially interfering with a student's educational performance, opportunities or benefits, or
mental, emotional and/or physical well-being, including conduct, threats, intimidation or abuse that
reasonably causes or would reasonably be expected to cause emotional harm; or (2) reasonably causes or
would reasonably be expected to cause physical injury to a student or to cause a student to fear for his or
her physical safety. Such definition includes acts of harassment or bullying that occur:
 on school property; and/or
 at a school function; or
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off school property where such acts create or would foreseeably create a risk of substantial
disruption within the school environment, where it is foreseeable that the conduct, threats,
intimidation or abuse might reach school property. Such conduct shall include, but not be
limited to, those acts based on a person's actual or perceived race, color, weight, national
origin, ethnic group, religion, religious practice, disability, sexual orientation, gender, sex or
any other legally protected status. For the purposes of this definition the term "threats,
intimidation or abuse" shall include verbal and non-verbal actions.

"Emotional harm" that takes place in the context of "harassment or bullying" means harm to a student's
emotional well-being through creation of a hostile school environment that is so severe or pervasive as to
unreasonably and substantially interfere with a student's education.
“Hazing” is a form of harassment among students defined as any humiliating or dangerous activity expected
of a student to join a group or be accepted by a formal or informal group, regardless of their willingness to
participate. Hazing produces public humiliation, physical or emotional discomfort, bodily injury or public
ridicule or creates a situation where public humiliation, physical or emotional discomfort, bodily injury or
public ridicule is likely to occur. Hazing behaviors include, but are not limited to, the following general
categories:
a) Humiliation: socially offensive, isolating or uncooperative behaviors.
b) Substance abuse: abuse of tobacco, alcohol or illegal/legal drugs.
c) Dangerous hazing: hurtful, aggressive, destructive, and disruptive behaviors.
"Material Incident of Bullying, Discrimination and/or Harassment" means a single verified incident or a
series of related verified incidents where a student is subjected to bullying, discrimination and/or
harassment by a student and/or employee on school property or at a school function. In addition, such
term shall include a verified incident or a series of related incidents of harassment or bullying that occur off
school property, where such acts create or would foreseeably create a risk of substantial disruption within
the school environment, where it is foreseeable that the conduct, threats, intimidation or abuse might
reach school property, and is the subject of a written or oral complaint to the Chief, Educational Leader, or
their designee, or other school employee. Such conduct shall include, but is not limited to, threats,
intimidation or abuse based on a person’s actual or perceived race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic
group, religion, religious practice, disability, sexual orientation, gender or sex; provided that nothing in this
subdivision shall be construed to prohibit a denial of admission into, or exclusion from, a course of
instruction based on a person’s gender that would be permissible under Education Law sections 3201-a or
2854(2)(a) and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. section 1681, et seq.), or to
prohibit, as discrimination based on disability, actions that would be permissible under section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
“Parent” means the biological, adoptive or foster parent, guardian or person in parental relation to a
student.
“Possess” includes carrying something on one’s person, or having it located in one’s belongings such as
book bag, locker, vehicle, or other container belonging to the person.
“Sex” means the biological and physiological characteristics that define men and women. (MALE and
FEMALE denote "sex".)
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“School Bus”, otherwise referred to as “School Transportation” means every motor vehicle owned by a
public or governmental agency or private school and operated for the transportation of students, teachers
and other persons acting in a supervisory capacity, to or from school or school activities, or, privately
owned and operated for compensation for the transportation of students, children of students, teachers
and other persons acting in a supervisory capacity to or from school or school activities (Education Law
§11[1] and Vehicle and Traffic Law §142).
“School Function” means a school sponsored extracurricular event or activity (Education §11[2]).
“School Property” means in or within any building, structure, athletic playing field, playground, parking lot,
or land contained within the real property boundary line of a public elementary or secondary school; or in
or on a school bus (Education Law §11[1]).
“Sexual Orientation” means actual or perceived heterosexuality, homosexuality, or bisexuality (Education
Law §11[5]). RCMCS Student Code of Conduct 06/11/13, 12/10/13, 8/12/14 6
“Sexual Violence” means physical sexual acts perpetrated against a person’s will or where a person is
incapable of giving consent due to the victim’s use of drugs or alcohol. An individual also may be unable to
give consent due to an intellectual or other disability. A number of different acts fall into the category of
sexual violence, including but not limited to rape, sexual assault, sexual battery, and sexual coercion. All
acts of sexual violence are forms of sexual harassment covered under Title IX.
Policies and Guidelines
The Dignity Act emphasizes the creation and maintenance of a positive learning environment for all
students. In addition, the amended Dignity Act requires the development of measured, balanced,
progressive, and age-appropriate responses to discrimination, harassment, and bullying of students by
students and/or employees. Remedial responses should be included in the Code of Conduct and place the
focus of discipline on discerning and correcting the reasons why discrimination, harassment, and bullying
occurred. The remedial responses should also be designed to correct the problem behavior, prevent
another occurrence of the behavior, and protect the target of the act. Appropriate remedial measures may
include, but are not limited to:
 peer support groups;
 assignment of an adult mentor at school that the student checks in with at the beginning and end
of each school day;
 corrective instruction that re-emphasizes behavioral expectations or other relevant learning or
service experience;
 engagement of student in a reflective activity, such as writing an essay about the misbehavior and
its impact on others and how the student might handle the situation differently in the future
and/or make amends to those who have been harmed;
 supportive intervention and/or mediation where constructive conflict resolution is modeled;
 behavioral assessment or evaluation;
 behavioral management plans or behavior contracts, with benchmarks that are closely
monitored;
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 student counseling and parent conferences that focus on involving persons in parental relation in
discipline issues.
Specific Policies
Whether a student is being bullied himself/herself or has witnessed another student being bullied, s/he
needs to feel empowered, comfortable, and safe reporting such an incident to school faculty or
staff. Specifically, the Dignity Act requires that RCMCS create policies, procedures and guidelines that
enable students and parents to make oral and/or written reports of harassment, bullying or discrimination
to teachers, administrators, and other school personnel that RCMCS deems appropriate (Education Law
§13[1][b])
• School employees who witness harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination or receive an oral or
written report of such acts shall promptly orally notify the Educational Leader or their designee not
later than one school day after such employee witnesses or receives a report of such acts, and shall
also file a written report with the Educational Leader or their designee no later than two school days
after making an oral report.
• The Educational Leader or designee shall lead or supervise the thorough investigation of all reports of
harassment, bullying and/or discrimination, and ensure that such investigation is completed promptly
after receipt of any written reports.
• When an investigation verifies a material incident of harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination, the
Educational Leader or designee shall take prompt action, reasonably calculated to end the harassment,
bullying, and/or discrimination, eliminate any hostile environment, create a more positive school
culture and climate, prevent recurrence of the behavior, and ensure the safety of the student or
students against whom such behavior was directed.
• The Educational Leader or their designee shall notify promptly the appropriate local law enforcement
agency when it is believed that any harassment, bullying or discrimination constitutes criminal
conduct.
• The Educational Leader shall provide a regular report, at least once during each school year, on data
and trends related to harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination to the superintendent.
• Pursuant to Education Law section 13, retaliation by any school employee or student shall be
prohibited against any individual who, in good faith, reports or assists in the investigation of
harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination.
CODE OF CONDUCT PUBLICATION AND TRAINING
Under Education Law §2801(4) and 8 NYCRR §100.2(I)(2)(iii)(b), districts and BOCES must ensure community
awareness of the Code of Conduct provisions through various specified means. RCMCS shall post the
current Code of Conduct in an easily accessible place on their Internet web site, if available. A summary of
the Code of Conduct be mailed to all students, in an age-appropriate version, written in plain-language, to
ensure that students understand the standards of respect and appropriate behavior that the school
community expects from them.
As part of ensuring effective implementation of the Code of Conduct, RCMCS shall provide training to staff
that specifically highlights the Dignity Act provisions, such as the prohibition against discrimination,
harassment and bullying, reporting requirements and the availability of each school’s DAC. Training shall
address the social patterns of discrimination, harassment and bullying, the identification and mitigation of
those behaviors, as well as strategies for effectively addressing problems of exclusion, bias and aggression
in the school setting. The Dignity Act permits the denial of admission into, or exclusion from, a course of
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instruction based on a person’s gender that would be permissible under Education Law §§2854(2)(a),
Education Law § 3201-a and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 USC §1681, et. seq.).
Similarly, the Dignity act allows denial of admission or exclusion based on disability that would be
permissible under §504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

Policy Concerning Drugs, Alcohol, Tobacco and Controlled Dangerous Substances
Policy Statement
Students are prohibited from possessing, consuming, or distributing drugs or alcohol in any form while at
school, in co-curricular and extra-curricular programs, on school grounds, attending a school-related
function on or off campus, and when coming to and going from school. Students are further prohibited
from smoking cigarettes or using tobacco products in any form in school building.
Students suspected of being “under the influence” will be seen by support staff with potential subject to
five-day suspension. Continued abuse on school grounds may potentially lead to a disciplinary hearing
which could result in suspension longer than five days or expulsion.
RCMCS intends to use the disciplinary sanctions of this policy as a means of helping students recover from
the debilitating effects of substance abuse.
Students Voluntarily Seeking Help
Students are encouraged to seek help for problems with or related to drug and/or alcohol use. Crisis
Intervention Specialists are provided for direct assistance or confidential referral for students seeking help
with an alcohol, drug or other problem related to their substance use or use by someone in a close
relationship with them.
Voluntarily seeking help does not prevent the school staff from charging a student with suspicion of being
under the influence at another time.
1. The Crisis Intervention Specialists will be allowed to maintain confidentiality of conversations with
students meeting the following criteria:
a) The student’s health is not in imminent danger
b) The information does not make the staff member an accessory to an illegal action
c) The information does not indicate that the health or safety of the student or individual is
threatened.
Students Suspected of Being under the Influence of Substances
Staff members must immediately report any students exhibiting behavior, or a pattern of behavior, or
whose physical condition is consistent with the signs and symptoms of being under the influence of alcohol
or other drugs.
1. When a student is suspected of being under the influence of drugs or alcohol, the steps below will be
followed:
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a) The staff member who expresses concern shall contact either the Educational Leader or the COA.
b) Parent or Guardian will be contacted via phone
c) The nurse, the Educational Leader, and/or Support Center Manager will meet with the student as
soon as possible.
d) It appropriate the parent/guardian shall be directed to take the student for an immediate
examination by a physician of their own choosing, which shall be at the family’s expense.
e) When a student is in need of immediate medical attention, the Educational Leader will take
appropriate action to ensure that emergency medical services or the police transport the student
to the nearest hospital emergency room.
Students Returning From Treatment: Voluntary and Policy-Ordered
Students not-voluntarily attending a treatment program causing an extended absence will be readmitted
only upon receipt of a written recommendation from the treatment program. The absences will be
considered in the same manner as other “chronically ill” students.
Search and Seizure
NOTE: Lockers are school property and, therefore, subject to search by school administration at any time.
1. Searches conducted of students’ possessions, lockers or vehicles must be warranted by “reasonable
suspicion” in compliance with standards established in U.S. vs. TLO.
2. These searches shall include the following guidelines:
a. “Reasonable Suspicion” shall mean suspicion based on statements of concern by staff or students,
and physical condition and behavior of a suspicious nature, which indicates a violation of the Code
of Conduct.
b. Searches of a “cursory” nature may be conducted, including a visual inspection and request that
students empty pockets, purses and other belongings.
3. Students refusing to cooperate in “searches” will have their parent/guardian contacted immediately to
inform them of the student’s refusal to cooperate, stressing possible police involvement in the incident.
Possession or Distribution of Alcohol and/or Other Drugs
When a student is found to be in possession of any quantity of illegal substances (drugs or alcohol) on
school grounds or at a school activity the Rochester Police Department will be called.
1. When illegal substances are found, it will be the responsibility of the Police to complete their
normal reporting procedures and any other legal actions, including arrest, depending on the
quantity of substances.
2. Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School maintains the right to conduct an expulsion hearing on
any student found selling, possessing or distributing illegal substances.
3. Students charged with distribution or intent to distribute drugs:
a. Out-of-School Suspension for a minimum of 5 days
b. Will be subject to a Disciplinary Hearing to determine if expulsion or suspension longer than 5
days is warranted
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Upon the second, and any subsequent offenses, or those involving action by the Court due to the quantity
of substances involved, an automatic Disciplinary Hearing by the COA shall be held. Students arrested for
non-school related drug or alcohol violations shall be permitted to attend school unless it is demonstrated
that the student is a danger to him/herself, or to other students in the school. Based on reports from local
police, if the school Educational Leader determines that the student’s continued attendance presents a
danger to the health and safety of other students in the building, the offending student shall be suspended
for a period of 5 days and be required to attend a Disciplinary Hearing that may result in expulsion or
suspension longer than 5 days.

Procedures for Considering a Mental Hygiene Arrest
NYS Mental Hygiene Law permits certain individuals to arrange for people to be brought to a hospital for
further evaluation (which could result in an inpatient psychiatric admission). Although the phrase "mental
hygiene arrest" (or MHA) is often used to describe this process, it is important to note that it is not really an
"arrest" per se (as there is no accusation of criminal behavior). A more accurate term would be "mental
health intervention" - as it is an intervention that results in individuals being brought to a hospital, often
contrary to their wishes.
Law enforcement can take someone to a hospital if the person appears to be suffering from a mental illness
and there is some element of dangerous (to self or others). Certain mental health clinicians in the community
have also been designated to be able to direct law enforcement to transport someone (or arrange for that
transport via ambulance) to a hospital (if those same two criteria are met: mental illness and danger to self
or others).
Police may be called in a psychiatric emergency for the following reasons:
 If there is immediate danger and other interventions have not been successful, calling 911 is
recommended. However, other interventions should be tried prior to calling police (if at all
possible).
 If the person who is distressed is already involved in the mental health system, attempting to
reach the mental health professionals that are working with the child and family is recommended.
Another option is requesting assistance from the Rochester Community Mobile Crisis Team (that
can be accessed via Life Line by dialing 211).
The Mobile Crisis Team may be able to arrange for a visit to the person's home (or other location) to assess
the situation and make recommendations for next steps to more thoroughly address the problem. Of course,
family members are also able to bring their child(ren) to any of the three emergency rooms in Monroe
County that conduct emergency mental health evaluations (Rochester General Hospital, St. Mary's also
known as Unity Health Systems, and Strong.)
Once it has been determined that a MHA is warranted:
1. Administrator or his/her designee calls 911
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2.
3.
4.
5.

School nurse is immediately contacted for all urgent medical issues and pertinent information.
The student’s parent or guardian called, informed of situation and asked to come to school, if feasible.
If parent cannot come in or this is not a viable option then Mobile Crisis should be called, if feasible.
A recommendation for a Mental Health Arrest should be made by the mental health professional
(school psychologist, school social worker, school nurse, appropriate health center staff member, or
school counselor).
6. Area secured for ambulance arrival.
7. Student secured in the stretcher for transport with pertinent information.
The Educational Leader or his/her designee must follow or accompany the student to the hospital and
wait for a parent/guardian to arrive.

Attendance
The Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School acknowledges the importance of regular attendance in an
effective instructional program. To this end, it will observe and enforce the laws requiring the attendance
of all children between the ages of six and sixteen and establish its own rules for the attendance of all
students. Attendance shall be required of all students enrolled in the school during the days and hours that
the school is in session. In accordance with statute, the school shall require from the parent/guardian of
each child who has been absent from school a written statement of the reason for such absence. An excuse
written by a parent/guardian does not necessarily constitute a legal absence. RCMCS reserves the right to
verify such statement and to investigate the cause of each absence or tardiness.
Absences should be phoned in to the office (585.232.1045) by the parent/guardian before the start of
school on that date. Parents who fail to report the absence ahead of time will receive a phone call from the
school. It is imperative that parents/guardians keep all contact information up-to-date to facilitate this
process. A student must be present in school and/or class 90 percent of the school days per semester in
order to receive credit for the subjects enrolled. A student may be absent due to illness approximately nine
days per semester, eighteen days per year. Any days beyond nine days per semester, eighteen days per
year, or eighteen individual class periods, may result in loss of credit.
Absences
Regular attendance is an expectation at RCMCS to ensure that our students are afforded every opportunity
to grow, learn and be successful. Absences should be avoided when reasonably possible.
1. Students are permitted to accumulate 18 unexcused illegal absences per school year without
academic penalty. However, students are expected to meet with their teachers to make-up missed
class work, homework and assessments. Failure to complete make-up work will have a negative
effect on a student’s grade.
Legal absences include:
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Medical excuse from a health care provider;
Medical, dental appointments;
Death in family;
College visits grades 10-12 (All college visits must be pre-approved by counselor and
student must return with certification from college/university that student attended a
specified day.) College visit days are limited to four per academic year;
e. Visits to government agencies including but not limited to: immigration, social security,
child welfare etc.;
f. Mandated Court-Appearances- Documentation must be provided by the court and
validated that the student appeared on that date;
g. Religious Holidays as stipulated by the State Board of Education.
2. After 5 unexcused illegal absences, a letter to parents is sent home; after 8 illegal absences, a
parent meeting is held; after 10 illegal absences a home visit is conducted; after these three lines of
communication and the above interventions have been conducted CPS may be called (after 10
unexcused absences). The 18th day letter will be sent informing the parent of the absences at which
time the family must make contact with school administration to appeal the decision. Failure of the
parents to respond within 5 school days of mailer will result in final denial with no opportunity for
appeal.
Tardiness
A tardy is defined as any time in which a student does not arrive to a class at the time stipulated by the
school schedule.
1. All students are to arrive to school on time, properly prepared with their required assignments,
and personal belongings in their locker.
2. All period 1 classes, including Physical Education and Health classes begin at the same time. Their
attendance period is considered part of the instructional time and is duly noted in the student’s
attendance.
3. Any student arriving to class may lose participation points for that class.

Early Dismissal
When a parent wishes to have their child dismissed early, the parent must provide the student with a
note that is given to the office by 7:45 a.m. the morning of the excuse. At the time of the early dismissal,
a parent/guardian must sign the student out.
In case of a family emergency, a parent/guardian may sign their child out through the Main Office. In this
circumstance, the student is limited to two “early excuses” per year. All others after will be deemed
unexcused.
Extracurricular Clubs, Athletic Practice, Game Participation, and School Attendance Policy
1. Extracurricular participants must have exceptional attendance. They must be in school to play,
practice, or otherwise participate in extracurricular activities.
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2. If absent or late, a student may not participate, practice, or otherwise participate in extracurricular
activities unless the reason is legally excused. Written excuses from parents, guardians, or persons
in parental relation must be turned into the main office upon arrival at school.
3. If the early dismissal is for excused reason, with the expectation of subparagraph (b) below, the
student may return to play, practice, or other participation in extracurricular activities.
4. If the student goes home ill, is suspended, or is otherwise absent, then he or she may not return to
activities or games occurring on that same day.
Family Vacations
The school calendar provides several possible vacation periods during the year at Thanksgiving, winter,
and spring. Students should not take vacation trips outside of these periods. It is very important that
students be present for all class meetings in each subject area. This ensures continuity of the learning
experience and prevents long gaps, which are most difficult and, at times, impossible to make up. The
school cannot approve any vacation time. Vacation absences will be considered as illegal/unexcused
absences and work will be provided upon return to school.
Supervision
The school’s responsibility for supervision of students begins at 7:45 a.m. and ends at 4:00 p.m. For
students participating in extra-curricular activities, athletic and non-athletic, the school’s responsibility for
supervision begins at 4:00 p.m. and ends at the specific time each coach/moderator informs the student.
Each coach/moderator will inform the students of the beginning and ending times of practice/meetings.
A written policy from each coach/moderator who has consistent practices/meetings will be given to the
student to take home. It is imperative for your child’s safety that you are on time to pick them up at the
end of a specific practice/activity. Failure to pick up your child promptly may result in his/her removal
from extra-curricular activities. Loitering in the hall or on campus after 4:00 p.m. is NOT permitted.
Penalties
1. Students who exceed the maximum number of allowable absences will remain in scheduled classes
in order to earn grades, but will be denied graduation credit for their course work.
Graduation/promotion credits may be earned by retaking the course the following year or attending
summer school.
2. Continued absences or failure to participate actively in classes in a positive manner may result in the
student’s reassignment of classes.
3. A zero will be given for missed class work as defined under class cuts. Parent/Guardian and student
will be notified of the cut to class and the subsequent zero for a grade.
Religious Holidays
1. No pupil who is absent from school because of a religious holiday may be deprived of any award or
eligibility or opportunity to compete for any award because of such absence.
2. A pupil who misses a test or examination because of a religious holiday has the right to make up all
work missed.
3. To be entitled to the privileges set forth above, the pupil must present a written excuse signed by a
parent or person standing in place of a parent.
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4. Any absence because of a religious holiday must be recorded in the school register or in any group or
class attendance record as a legal absence.
5. Such absence must NOT be recorded on any transcript, application, employment form, or any similar
form.
School Work during Absences
1. All missed classwork and homework assignments are to be made up within a period specified by the
classroom teacher or administrator, not to exceed 10 school days, unless there are extenuating
circumstances.
2. Upon his/her return to school, the student is required to make up tests and missed assignments.
3. The student is expected to show initiative in seeking out each teacher to determine missed
assignments and due dates.
[NOTE: SHOULD A STUDENT BE ABSENT DUE TO PARTICIPATION IN A FAMILY TRIP OR OTHER
UNAUTHORIZED LEAVE FROM THE SCHEDULED SCHOOL CALENDAR, MISSED WORK WILL BE ASSIGNED AS
HOMEWORK UPON RETURNING TO SCHOOL. NO WORK WILL BE PROVIDED PRIOR TO THE ABSENCE.]
Assignments For Absent Students
The policy for release of homework assignments for absent students is:
1. Students absent for one or two days are encouraged to obtain assignments from classmates.
2. Students who will be or are absent from school for three or more days may secure homework
assignments through the main office using the following procedures:
a. Call the main office before 10:00 a.m. for homework assignments.
b. Be specific about whom, when, and where the assignments will be picked up.
c. Make sure assignments are returned to the subject teacher.
Withdrawal Policy
When a student must withdraw from RCMCS during the school term, the students should report to the
office at least three days prior to the date of withdrawal stating the reason for withdrawal in writing. The
student will receive a withdrawal form that will be signed by the Educational Leader. The withdrawal
form must then be returned to the Data Clerk for official release. The Data Clerk will release student
records signed by parents if student is cleared.

Student Rights and Responsibilities
Participation in School Activities
All Students have the following rights: To have the opportunity to take part in all school activities on an
equal basis regardless of race, sex, national origin, creed or disability as a safe environment free of bullying,
harassment, or discrimination.
Records
The school will not disclose any information from the student’s permanent records except as authorized
pursuant to The Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA), or in response to a subpoena, as
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required by law. The parent(s) for a student under 18 years of age, or a student 18 years of age or older, is
entitled to access to the student’s school records by submitting a written request to the Director.
Freedom of Expression
Students are entitled to express their personal opinions verbally, in writing, or by symbolic speech. The
expression of such opinions, however, shall not interfere with the freedom of others to express themselves
and written expression of opinion must be signed by the author. Any form of expression that involves libel,
slander, the use of obscenity, or personal attacks, or that otherwise disrupts the educational process, is
prohibited. All forms of expression also must be in compliance with the Code of Conduct and the school
dress code, violations of which are punishable as stated in the Code of Conduct.
Student participation in the publication of school sponsored student newsletters, yearbooks, literary
magazines and similar publications is encouraged as a learning and educational experience. These
publications, if any, shall be supervised by qualified faculty advisors and shall strive to meet high standards
of journalism. In order to maintain consistency with the school’s basic educational mission, the content of
such publications is controlled by school authorities.
Chain of Command for Questions or Concerns
The Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School’s Board of Trustees wishes to emphasize that concerns
regarding programs, personnel or other issues must be handled through a proper chain of command. Using
this procedure, a citizen must first address the concern with the employee directly responsible. If
satisfactory results are not achieved, the citizen may then address that employee’s direct supervisor. As an
example, a normal chain of command regarding a concern with a classroom teacher would begin with the
classroom teacher; continue through the Educational Leader, then on to the Chief of Operations and
Academics, and finally the RCMCS Board of trustees. Please use this chain of command until your concern
is resolved or ask for guidance if you are not sure where to begin.

Requirements for Graduation with
Regents Diploma or Regents Diploma with Advanced Designation:
Regents Diploma:
REQUIRED CREDITS
English
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
Foreign Language
Health
Art/Music
Physical Education
Career Development and Occupational
Studies/Internships I and II
TOTAL

4
4
3
3
1
0.5
1
2
3.5

REQUIRED EXAMS
English Common Core
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
 One Social Studies exam (US
History or Global II) may be
replaced with one additional
Math or Science Exam. Students
must have 5 Regents Exams
total.

22

TOTAL
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Regents Diploma with ADVANCED DESIGNATION:
REQUIRED CREDITS
English
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
Foreign Language
Health
Art/Music
Physical Education
Career Development and
Occupational Studies/Internships I
and II
TOTAL

4
4
3
3
1
0.5
1
2
3.5

22

REQUIRED EXAMS
English Common Core
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science

1
2
3
2

TOTAL

8

Credits
1 unit credit is granted for each subject held five times a week for a full year. Semester courses receive .5
credits. For courses meeting more or less often, the credits are adjusted accordingly.
Grading Scale
All classes at RCMCS will follow this standard scale for assigning letter grades for quarter and semester
work. Individual teachers will establish the grading policies and procedures for their classes, and their
grades will correspond to this grade scale. Letter

Letter Grade

Standard GPA

Letter Grade

Standard GPA

98-100= A+

4.00

77‐79= C+

2.33

93-97=

A

4.00

75-76= C

2.00

90-92=

A-

3.66

70-74= C-

1.66

87- 89= B+

3.33

67-69= D+

1.33

83-86=

B

3.00

65-66= D

1.00

80-82=

B-

2.66

0-64=

0.00
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For final grading purposes, Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School has established six distinct
marking periods. These marking periods are:
st

1 Marking Period 15% of Final Grade
nd
2 Marking Period 15% of Final grade
rd
3 Marking Period 15% of Final grade
th
4 Marking Period 15% of Final grade
th
5 Marking Period 15% of Final grade
th
6 Marking Period 25% of Final grade*
*with combined averages scores Midterm and Final Examinations

Records and Transcripts
Viewing Records: A parent/guardian has the right to view his/her child’s a) academic record, b) academic
standardized test results, c) health records and d) emergency sheet (emergency phone numbers, etc.).
These records can be made available upon request.
Government Records: Records attached to publicly funded services provided through the local Board of
Trustees such as Child Study Team Reviews, Comp Ed, Speech, ESL, etc., are the property of the Board. A
parent/guardian who wishes to examine these records or to procure additional copies for his/her own use
must apply to the Board. The school is not permitted to distribute this information to anyone, not even to a
parent/guardian.
Permanent Records: A permanent record is maintained for every student who attends or has attended the
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School. This record indicates all courses taken, grades, standardized
test scores, and credits earned. Also included is a complete records of all absences as well as an account of
tardiness (excuses and unexcused). This is especially important to future employers, who use this as an
index of student reliability. Additional information relating to college entrances and scholarship as well as
standardized test scores are also on file. Any student or parent wishing to see or forward a copy of the
permanent record (transcript) to a college or employer should contact the Guidance Office.
Promotion and Retention
The school recognizes that the personal, social, emotional, and educational growth of students varies and
therefore students should be placed in the educational setting most appropriate to their needs at the
various stages of their growth.
a. Students in grades 9 and 10 may be promoted with one major subject failure and the
recommendation that the subject be made up in summer school.
b. Students failing two full-year core content area classes (Math, English Language Arts, Science and
Social Studies), will be retained unless one subject is made up in summer school. If
Reading/Literature or Mathematics is one of the failed subjects, it must be the elected summer
school selection. However, it is also recommended that the other failed subject be made up in
summer school.
c. Students failing three subjects are required to make up two subjects in a summer school session.
d. Any student failing four or more subjects will be retained in that grade level.
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ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL

PARENT PLEDGE

Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School is an educational experience where every student is treated
fairly and equitably and is afforded academic and social guidance through a teacher advisor and personal
career mentor.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School incorporates character development and citizenship and
builds on positive interactions that develop student confidence and sense of well-being.
It is the charter school’s responsibility to provide its students with countless opportunities within the
community. However, in order for our students to succeed, we need to insure a partnership with our
parents and/or guardians by having each of them pledge their commitment to their child enrolled in the
charter school.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
As an informed parent and/or guardian, I am committed to the education my child receives at Rochester
Career Mentoring Charter School, and agree to the following conditions of my pledge:












Remain a part of the charter school even if our place of residence changes in the city.
Attend all parent/teacher conferences.
Respond to correspondences sent to me by my child’s teacher advisor.
Take advantage of the charter schools open door policy.
Become an active participant in my child’s Individual Learning Plan with my child’s teacher
advisor.
Participate on a review committee for student exhibition.
Support the charter school by participating on at least one Parent Teacher Organization (PTO)
committee.
Have an active phone line or e-mail address and return calls or written responses timely.
Make certain my child has average daily attendance over 92%.
Collaborate with my child and his/her teachers to decide on specific learning goals.
Allow the charter school to exchange information with support agencies to secure the most
appropriate resources to ensure my child’s success.

My signature indicates that I have read the conditions of this charter school pledge. I am committed to
working both with my child and the charter school staff.
My child’s name: _________________________________________________________________
My name: _______________________________________________________________________
Relationship to child: ______________________________________________________________
Signature: _____________________________________
Phone: ___________________________
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Student Information Sheet
Please be sure your child’s Student Information Sheet is kept current with emergency contact names and
phone numbers. Send a note to the main office when a change is necessary at any time during the school
year. It is especially important that the school has current information when emergency closings are
announced. In the event you cannot pick up your child in an emergency closing situation, call the school
with the name of person your child may be released to and be sure that person is designated on the
Student Information Sheet. Please be sure that the phone numbers you submit for designated
emergency contacts are phone numbers where contacts can be reached during school hours. (Student
Information sheet on next page)
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2015-2016 School Year

[ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL – REGISTRATION]

Student Name_____________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________
Home Phone ____________________ Gender M / F

Date of Birth ________________________

Name of Current School _______________________________________ Current Grade ________
Ethnicity:

American Indian / Alaskan Native

Asian Pacific Islander

Does the Student use English as their first language?

Black

Yes

Hispanic

White

Other

No

If no, please specify main language spoken at home: _______________________________________
Other primary language(s) spoken at home: ______________________________________________
Students with Disabilities (does the student have an IEP)

Yes

English Language Learner (ELL or ESOL) Does your child receive this service?

No
Yes

No

Primary Contact – Mother / Father / Guardian (circle one)
Name ____________________________________________________________________________
Primary Phone # ___________________________________________________________________
Secondary/Work Phone # ____________________________________________________________
E-Mail Address _____________________________________________________________________
Home Address _____________________________________________________________________
Street
City
State
Zip
Secondary Contact – Mother / Father / Guardian (circle one)
Name ____________________________________________________________________________
Primary Phone # ___________________________________________________________________
Secondary/Work Phone # ____________________________________________________________
E-Mail Address _____________________________________________________________________
Home Address _____________________________________________________________________
Street
City
State
Zip
If the primary contact is the student’s legal guardian, are you submitting proof of legal Guardianship
today?
Yes
No
State Law requires that a Home Language Questionnaire be completed for all new entrants to the
Rochester public schools. Remember to follow the directions on the Home Language questionnaire
(separate form) relative to referring students to the Language Placement Center.
Parent/Guardian Signature _________________________________________ Date____________
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Glossary
NON-VADIR Reportable “Discretionary”

VADIR Reportable “NON-Discretionary”
CODE

Inappropriate Language

INCIDENT CATEGORY
1 Homicide

Bullying

2.1 Forcible Sex Offense

Defiance/Non-compliance

2.2 Other Sex Offense

Disrespect

3 Robbery

Disruption

4 Assault with Physical Injury

Violation of Dress Code

5 Arson

Fight

6 Kidnapping

Theft

7 Assault with Physical Injury

Forgery/Plagiarism

8 Reckless Endangerment

Gang Display

9 Minor Altercations

Harassment

10 Intimidation, Harassment, Menacing or
Bullying

Inappropriate Affection

11 Burglary

Out of Bounds

12 Criminal Mischief

Lying/Cheating

13 Larceny and other Theft

Physical Aggression

14 Bomb Threat

Property Damage

15 False Alarm

Skip

16 Riot

Tardy

17 Weapon Possession

Technology Violation

18 Use, Possession, Sale of Drugs

Truancy

19 Use, Possession, Sale of Alcohol

Use/Possession Tobacco

20 Other Disruptive Incidents

Other Behavior
Each school is required to submit Violent and Disruptive Incident Reports (VADIR) on an annual basis.
Glossary of Terms Used in Reporting Violent and Disruptive Incidents - Posted August 5, 2008
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INCIDENT CATEGORIES
1. Homicide: Any conduct which results in the death of another person, with or without a weapon.
2. Sexual Offenses:
2.1 Forcible Sex Offenses: Involving forcible compulsion and completed or attempted sexual intercourse,
oral sexual conduct, anal sexual conduct or aggravated sexual contact, with or without a weapon,
including but not limited to, rape and sodomy. Pursuant to Penal Law §130.00(8), "forcible compulsion"
means "to compel by either: (a) use of force; or (b) a threat, express or implied, which places a person in
fear of immediate death or physical injury to himself, herself or another person, or in fear that he, she or
another person will immediately be kidnapped." Pursuant to Penal Law §130.00(11), "aggravated sexual
contact" means "inserting, other than for a valid medical purpose, a foreign object in the vagina, urethra,
penis or rectum of a child, thereby causing physical injury to such child." "Oral sexual conduct" and "anal
sexual conduct" mean oral or anal sex.
2.2 Other Sex Offenses: involving inappropriate sexual contact but no forcible compulsion, with or
without a weapon. Other sex offenses include, but is not limited to, conduct that may be consensual or
involve a child who is incapable of consent by reason of disability or because he or she is under 17 years
of age. However, it does not include consensual conduct involving students and/or non-students 18 years
of age or under, unless at least one of the individuals participating in the conduct is at least 4 years older
than the youngest participant. Inappropriate sexual contact requires physical contact with another
person but no forcible compulsion. It includes, but is not limited to, the following conduct:
a. touching or grabbing another student on a part of the body that is generally regarded as private, such
as buttocks, breast, genitalia, etc.
b. removing another student’s clothing to reveal underwear or private body parts
c. brushing or rubbing against another person in a sexual or provocative manner
d. a student first rubbing his/her own genitalia and then touching another person’s body
Note: Verbal sexual harassment is reported in category 10 (Intimidation, Harassment, Menacing or
Bullying). Self-exposure or "mooning," depending on the circumstances, are reported in either category
10 (Intimidation, Harassment, Menacing or Bullying) or category 20 (Other Disruptive Incident).
3. Robbery: Forcible stealing of property from a person by using or threatening the immediate use of
physical force upon that person, with or without a weapon.
4. Assault with Serious Physical Injury: Intentionally or recklessly causing serious physical injury to
another person, with or without a weapon, in violation of the school’s Code of Conduct. Pursuant to
Penal Law §10.00(10), "serious physical injury" means physical injury creating a substantial risk of death
or serious and protracted disfigurement or protracted impairment of health or protracted loss or
impairment of the function of any bodily organ. Serious physical injury requires hospitalization or
treatment in an emergency room and includes but is not limited to, a bullet wound, a serious stab or
puncture wound, fractured or broken bones or teeth, concussions, cuts requiring stitches and any other
injury involving risk of death or disfigurement.
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5. Arson: Deliberately starting a fire with intent to damage or destroy property, with or without a
weapon. The fire may be started by using matches, lighters or other devices capable of producing
sufficient heat (i.e. magnifying glass) to ignite other combustible items, including, but not limited to,
paper, linens, clothing, and aerosol cans, with or without a weapon. Property includes any object
belonging to the school, students, school staff or visitors to the school, including personal items of the
arsonist.
6. Kidnapping: To abduct, as defined in Penal Law §135.00, a person, so as to restrain such person with
intent to prevent his or her liberation, by either: (a) secreting or holding him or her in a place where he or
she is not likely to be found, or (b) using or threatening to use deadly physical force, with or without a
weapon.
7. Assault with Physical Injury: Intentionally or recklessly causing physical injury (not serious) to another
person, with or without a weapon, in violation of the school’s code of conduct. Physical injury means
impairment of physical condition or substantial pain. Physical injury includes, but is not limited to, black
eyes, welts, abrasions, bruises, black and blue marks, cuts not requiring stitches, and swelling. Substantial
pain includes, but is not limited to, severe headaches, joint, or muscle pain.
8. Reckless Endangerment: Subjecting individuals to danger by recklessly engaging in conduct that
creates a grave risk of death or serious physical injury, but no actual physical injury, with or without a
weapon. The following are examples of incidents that did not result in physical injury but should be
reported as reckless endangerment:
a. Throwing an object at another student. The object thrown must be capable of causing a grave risk of
death or serious physical injury. A serious physical injury requires hospitalization or treatment in an
emergency room and includes, but is not limited to, a bullet wound, a serious stab or puncture wound,
fractured or broken bones or teeth, concussions, cuts requiring stitches and any other injury involving
risk of death or disfigurement.
b. Incidents involving a person choking another individual including, but not limited to incidents where a
student offender refuses to obey staff directives or interventions to stop choking his or her victim.
c. Brandishing a weapon on a school bus threatening other students, bus driver and/or bus monitor with
harm or injury.
d. Driving a car erratically and recklessly in a school parking lot while other student(s), staff, or
individuals are present.
9. Minor Altercations: involving physical contact and no physical injury, with or without a weapon.
Striking, shoving, or kicking another person or subjecting another person to unwanted physical contact
with intent to harass, alarm or seriously annoy another person, but no physical injury results. Fights that
do not result in serious physical injury or physical injury are reported in this category.
10. Intimidation, Harassment, Menacing, or Bullying Behavior and No Physical Contact: Threatening,
stalking, or seeking to coerce or compel a person to do something; intentionally placing or attempting to
place another person in fear of imminent physical injury; or engaging in verbal or physical conduct that
threatens another with harm, including intimidation through the use of epithets or slurs involving race,
ethnicity, national origin, religion, religious practices, gender, sexual orientation, age, or disability that
substantially disrupts the educational process, with or without a weapon. Incidents not resulting in a
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disciplinary or referral action are reported in Item 2 of the Summary of Violent and Disruptive Incidents
Form. Incidents of harassment involving physical contact are reported in the Category 9 (Minor
Altercations). Verbal sexual harassment is also reported in category 10. Self-exposure or "mooning,"
depending on the circumstances, are reported in either category 10 (Intimidation, Harassment,
Menacing or Bullying) or category 20 (Other Disruptive Incident).
11. Burglary: Entering or remaining unlawfully on school property with intent to commit a crime, with or
without a weapon.
12. Criminal Mischief: Intentional or reckless damaging of the property of the school or of another
person, including, but not limited to vandalism and the defacing of property with graffiti, with or without
a weapon.
13. Larceny or Other Theft Offenses: Unlawful taking and carrying away of personal property with intent
to deprive the rightful owner of property permanently or unlawfully withholding property from another,
with or without a weapon.
14. Bomb Threat: A telephoned, written, verbal or electronic message that a bomb, explosive, chemical,
or biological weapon has been or will be placed on school property, with or without a weapon.
15. False Alarm: Causing a fire alarm or other disaster alarm to be activated by either falsely reporting or
activating a fire alarm or other type of disaster alarm, with or without a weapon.
16. Riot: Four or more persons simultaneously engaging in tumultuous and violent conduct and thereby
intentionally or recklessly causing or creating a grave risk of physical injury or substantial property
damage or causing public alarm, with or without a weapon.
17. Weapons Possession: Possession of one or more of the weapons listed below, except possession in a
classroom or laboratory as part of an instructional program or in a school-related activity under the
supervision of a teacher or other school personnel as authorized by school officials. Possession includes
bringing a weapon to or possessing a weapon at school.
Weapons:
a. A firearm, including, but not limited to, a rifle, shotgun, pistol, handgun, silencer, electronic dart gun,
stun gun, machine gun, air gun, spring gun, BB gun, or paint ball gun;
b. A switchblade knife, gravity knife, pilum ballistic knife, cane sword, dagger, stiletto, dirk, razor, box
cutter, metal knuckle knife, utility knife, or any other dangerous knife;
c. A billy club, blackjack, bludgeon, chukka stick, or metal knuckles;
d. A sandbag or sandclub;
e. A sling shot or slungshot;
f. A martial arts instrument, including, but not limited to, a kung fu star, ninja star, nin-chuck, or shirken;
g. An explosive, including but not limited to, a firecracker or other fireworks;
h. A deadly or dangerous chemical, including, but not limited to, a strong acid or base, mace, or pepper
spray;
i. An imitation gun;
j. Loaded or blank cartridges or other ammunition; or any other deadly or dangerous instrument.
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(17.1) Weapons Confiscated through Routine Security Checks at Building Entrances: As of July 1, 2006,
weapons that are detected and confiscated as a result of a security screening process (scanners, metal
detectors, and other devices) upon entry into the school building should be recorded in this category. The
phrase "upon entry" into the school building means that the weapon(s) is detected as a result of
students, staff or visitors passing through these devices in order to get into the school building proper.
This category is to be used only for weapons possession incidents that are discovered as a result of
scanning devices at entrances, not within the school building or as a result of random searches of
individuals or lockers, etc.
(17.2) Weapons Found under Other Circumstances: Incidents where weapons were found other than
through a routine security check at a building.
18. Drug Use, Possession, or Sale: Illegally using, possessing or being under the influence of a controlled
substance or marijuana, on school property, with or without a weapon, including having such substance
on a person or in a locker, vehicle, or other personal space; selling or distributing a controlled substance
or marijuana on school property; finding a controlled substance or marijuana, on school property that is
not in the possession of any person; provided that nothing herein shall be construed to apply to the
lawful administration of a prescription drug on school property. Tobacco and tobacco products are not to
be considered as drugs for the purposes of incident reporting.
19. Alcohol Use, Possession, or Sale: Illegally using or possessing alcohol on school property, including
having such substance on a person or in a locker, vehicle, or other personal space, with or without a
weapon; illegally selling or distributing alcohol on school property; finding alcohol on school property
that is not in the possession of any person.
OTHER DISRUPTIVE INCIDENTS
Other incidents involving disruption of the educational process and that rise to the level of a
consequence listed in the Summary of Violent and Disruptive Incidents Form (columns j-o).
Reportable incidents are limited to those resulting in disciplinary action or referral. Self-exposure or
"mooning," depending on the circumstances, are reported in either category 10 (Intimidation,
Harassment, Menacing or Bullying) or category 20 (Other Disruptive Incident).
OTHER VADIR-RELATED DEFINITIONS
Disciplinary or Referral Action: For purposes of reporting, a disciplinary or referral action includes a
referral to: Counseling or Treatment Programs, Teacher Removal, Suspension from Class or Activities,
Out-of-School Suspension, Involuntary Transfer to Alternative Education Program or Law
Enforcement/Juvenile Justice (refer to definitions below).
Counseling or Treatment Programs: For purposes of reporting, referrals to counseling or treatment
programs are formal multi-session interventions, provided by certified or licensed professionals, aimed at
reducing risk factors and increasing protective factors linked to the identified problem area(s) (i.e.,
drug/alcohol rehabilitation programs, anger management programs, etc..). Note: Routine referrals of a
student to a principal or assistant principal for possible disciplinary action should not be counted as a
referral to counseling or treatment program.
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Teacher Removal: For purposes of reporting, a "teacher removal" means the removal of a disruptive
pupil from the teacher's classroom pursuant to the provisions of Education Law §3214(3-a). Routine
referrals of a student to a principal or assistant principal for possible disciplinary action should not be
counted as a teacher removal.
Suspension from Class or Activities: For purposes of reporting, suspension from class or activities
includes in-school suspension and/or suspensions from school transportation or school/ extracurricular
activities, such as band, choir, or athletics. All incidents resulting in an in-school suspension that lasts for
the equivalent of one school day or more must be reported. Suspensions from activities or transportation
for five or more consecutive school days must also be reported.
Out-of-School Suspension: The student is suspended from attending school for at least one day.
Transfer to Alternative Education Program: For purposes of reporting, a "transfer to an alternative
education program" means any transfer to an educational program in a setting outside of the student's
home school to which the student is referred as part of or in lieu of disciplinary action, i.e., as a
consequence of the child's misconduct. This includes, but is not limited to, involuntary transfers pursuant
to Education Law §3214(5) and placement of students with disabilities in interim alternative educational
settings.
Transfer to Law Enforcement/Juvenile Justice: For purposes of reporting, referrals to law enforcement or
juvenile justice include each incident whereby the perpetrator is referred to the police, law enforcement
officers, or criminal justice services.
Gang Related: An incident is gang related if it is gang motivated or if gang membership caused the
incident or contributed to actions that occurred during the incident. For example, an incident of
vandalism or robbery might be part of an initiation into a gang, or a fight might be caused by gang rivalry.
Report an incident as gang-related only if certain that gang membership contributed to the incident. A
gang is an organized group characterized by turf concerns, symbols, special dress, and/or colors that
engages in delinquent or illegal activity. This definition is from the National Center for Education
Statistics.
Bias Related: An incident is bias related if it is motivated by hate due to some characteristics or perceived
characteristics of the victim including race, gender, religion, color, sexual orientation, ethnicity, ancestry,
national origin, political beliefs, marital status, age, social and family background, linguistic preference or
disability. Any act or attempted act is bias-related if it is designed to cause physical injury, emotional
suffering, or property damage through intimidation, harassment, racial/ethnic slurs and bigoted epithets;
vandalism; force, or the threat of force, motivated all or in part by hostility to some real or perceived
characteristic of the victim. This definition is from the National Center for Education Statistics.
NYS Education Department

Last Updated: April 14, 2016

We Care About Your Future
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
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rd

30 Hart Street, Door 3, 3 Floor
Rochester, NY 14605
Phone: (585) 232-1045
Fax: (585) 232-1058
Web: www.rcmcs.org

BOARD OF TRUSTEES RESOLUTION OF: Revised Code of Conduct
We being all the Trustees of this charter school consent and agree that the following resolution was
made on:
Date:
April 20, 2016
Time:
5:30 p.m.
Location: Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, 30 Hart Street, Rochester, NY 14605
We do hereby consent to the adoption of the following as if it was adopted at a regularly called meeting
of the Board of Trustees of this charter. In accordance with New York State Charter Law and the Bylaws
of this charter school, by unanimous consent, the Board of Trustees decided that:
Accept the recommendation for a revised RCMCS Code of Conduct as recommended by State Ed.
Therefore, it is resolved, that the charter school shall:
Grant the recommendation of this Board of Trustees to accept the revised RCMCS Code of
Conduct.
The Trustees of this charter authorized to perform the acts to carry out this charter’s resolution. (Please
check + if present):
Kevin McCormick, President
Jeanette Silvers, Vice-President
Dianne Spang, Secretary
Christine Hill
Albert Cabral
Peter Saxe
Brenda Beason, Parent Representative
The Secretary of this charter school’s Board of Trustees certifies that the above is a true and correct copy
of the resolution that was duly adopted at the dated meeting of the Board of Trustees.
____________________________________________ ____________________
Signature of Secretary
Date
Dianne Spang
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(Revised) Enrollment and Admissions Policy Revised

I.

Admission Policy: In reference to Education Law 2851 – (2) (d)

Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) will admit students without regard to race, creed,
ethnicity, disability, or socio-economic background to the charter school that are eligible to enroll in
grade nine according to the promotional policies of the NYS Board of Regents. Each January the school
will implement its application and enrollment process for approximately 65 new 9th grade students,
including seats for Students with Disabilities and English Language Learners. Additional vacant seats at
the 10th and 11th grade will be open to lottery participants. Once seats have been set aside for ELL and
students with disabilities, the remaining seats will be allocated equitably for other students.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School will draw the first 65 students equally through a lottery. If
more than 65 students entering in grade nine in the first year, and grade nine each year thereafter, apply
to the school, the school will conduct a lottery and create a waitlist in the order of the lottery results. The
lottery is expected to be run each year the first Wednesday of April. Application deadline of April 1st
(unless April 1st is on Good Friday we will need to extend our deadline to April 4th).
Non-discrimination policy: “A charter school shall not discriminate against or limit the admission of any
student on any unlawful basis, including on the basis of ethnicity, national origin, gender, disability,
intellectual ability, measures of achievement or aptitude, athletic ability, race, creed, national origin,
religion or ancestry. A school may not require any action by a student or family (such as an admissions
test, interview, essay, attendance at an information session, etc.) in order for an applicant to either
receive or submit an application for admission to that school.”
Application Process for the School


January: It is the intent of RCMCS to directly mail an Information Packet to all 8th and 9th grade
students residing in the City of Rochester. This packet will include information on the school’s unique
instructional model, its mission and vision, services provided, as well as the appropriate application
materials. These materials will be provided in English, Spanish, and several other languages. The
alternative method for recruitment of students includes utilization of local print and electronic media
through stories on the school and advertising, appearances on local radio shows whose target
audiences closely align with the applicant pool; collaborating with the County and City to have
applications available at neighborhood libraries and recreation centers; and collaborating with
neighborhood organizations to BOT make people aware of the school and have applications available
at their offices. Additional recruitment efforts will be conducted as cited on page 4 of the prospectus.



April 1: Applications are due according to Education Law 2854 (2) (b) as amended in 2010. Applicants
must provide proof of residency in New York State via a legal mailing address of the student,
excluding the homeless.



April: One week prior to this date, written notice will be given to the public informing them of the
enrollment lottery. Included in this notice will be the time of lottery and its location. We will have a
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lottery to establish an enrollment list and a waiting list. Each valid student application will be entered
into a drawing. Names will be randomly selected by an independent third party with no stake in the
charter school.


April: If applications received exceed available seats, a wait list will be created based on the sequence
of the lottery results by zone and students will be offered admission should seats become available in
the order they are listed. Each applicant placed on the wait list will be contacted by both by
telephone/cell phone and in a written letter.



Late April: Students should receive an acceptance letter to the charter school, with this letter will be
the enrollment paperwork including student health form and release for transfer of student records.
Students must remit their enrollment paperwork not later than June 1st. After this date, available
seats will be offered to students on the waitlist in the order they are listed by attendance zone.
Student health records may be submitted up to July 1st.



Early May: Students who decline acceptance in Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School must do
so by having their parents/guardians state clearly in writing their non-acceptance to enroll.
Parents/Guardians signature and date must be notarized.



May: A school “open house” will be held for parents, students and staff. This will be an opportunity
for the students who received a seat and their parents to learn more about the school, its
instructional model, expectations of students and parents, and to meet the staff.

Admission Preference: In reference to Education Law 2854
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School has established the following enrollment preferences in
accordance to the NYS Charter School Law:
1. Students involved in the lottery must be residents of New York State and must be able to legally
prove this residency requirement.
2. Siblings whose biological parents with birth certificate or right to guardianship by court order of
already enrolled students in the charter will be given first preference for enrollment in the
school.
3. Students residing in the City of Rochester will get second absolute preference in the school.
Students residing outside the city boundaries will receive secondary status.
4. Non city residents will receive preference to enroll if there are not enough city resident
applications in the lottery pool.
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We Care About Your Future
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
rd
30 Hart Street, Door 3, 3 Floor
Rochester, NY 14605
Phone: (585) 232-1045
Fax: (585) 232-1058
Web: www.rcmcs.org

BOARD OF TRUSTEES RESOLUTION OF: Admissions Policy
We being all the Trustees of this charter school consent and agree that the following resolution was
made on:
Date:
June 15, 2016
Time:
5:30 p.m.
Location:
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, 30 Hart Street, Rochester, NY 14605
We do hereby consent to the adoption of the following as if it was adopted at a regularly called meeting
of the Board of Trustees of this charter. In accordance with New York State Charter Law and the Bylaws
of this charter school, by unanimous consent, the Board of Trustees decided that:
Accept the recommendation for updated Admissions Policy
Therefore, it is resolved, that the charter school shall:
Grant the recommendation of this Board of Trustees to accept the updated Admissions Policy
The Trustees of this charter authorized to perform the acts to carry out this charter’s resolution. (Please
check + if present):
Kevin McCormick, President
Jeanette Silvers, Vice-President
Dianne Spang, Secretary
Christine Hill
Albert Cabral
Peter Saxe
Douglas Merrill
Brenda Beason, Parent Representative
The Secretary of this charter school’s Board of Trustees certifies that the above is a true and correct copy
of the resolution that was duly adopted at the dated meeting of the Board of Trustees.
____________________________________________
Signature of Secretary
Dianne Spang
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(Revised) Complaint Policy

Reporting a Concern

If a parent has a concern and/or complaint below please find the appropriate protocols established to
address these matters. All matters of concern must be first addressed at the building level with the Chief
of Operations and Academics.

Concern/Complaint Process:








Request a meeting to discuss any concerns first with the Educational Leader or complete a formal
Complaint Form that will be forwarded to the Educational Leader for review and follow up.
Some concerns/ complaints may require documentation. Complaint forms can be requested at
the Main Office in the school’s main lobby.
Educational Leader reviews concern/complaint and contacts the parents within 48 hours. Serious
concerns are prioritized and responded to sooner.
If the matter is not resolved to the satisfaction of the parent on the school level, a parent can
contact, The Board President, via mail at 30 Hart street, 3rd floor, Rochester, NY 14605.
The Board of Trustees will bring the complaint to the next regularly scheduled board meeting.
If a parent is dissatisfied with the Board’s decision, an appeal may be made to the NYSED Charter
School Office.
In efforts for building administrators to respond to any concerns, it is important that parents
follow the appropriate protocol to address school-related matters.
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We Care About Your Future
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
rd
30 Hart Street, Door 3, 3 Floor
Rochester, NY 14605
Phone: (585) 232-1045
Fax: (585) 232-1058
Web: www.rcmcs.org

BOARD OF TRUSTEES RESOLUTION OF: Complaint Policy & Procedures
We being all the Trustees of this charter school consent and agree that the following resolution was
made on:
Date:
June 15, 2016
Time:
5:30 p.m.
Location:
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, 30 Hart Street, Rochester, NY 14605
We do hereby consent to the adoption of the following as if it was adopted at a regularly called meeting
of the Board of Trustees of this charter. In accordance with New York State Charter Law and the Bylaws
of this charter school, by unanimous consent, the Board of Trustees decided that:
Accept the recommendation for an updated Complaint Policy & Procedures
Therefore, it is resolved, that the charter school shall:
Grant the recommendation of this Board of Trustees to accept the updated Complaint Policy &
Procedures.
The Trustees of this charter authorized to perform the acts to carry out this charter’s resolution. (Please
check + if present):
Kevin McCormick, President
Jeanette Silvers, Vice-President
Dianne Spang, Secretary
Christine Hill
Albert Cabral
Peter Saxe
Douglas Merrill
Brenda Beason, Parent Representative
The Secretary of this charter school’s Board of Trustees certifies that the above is a true and correct copy
of the resolution that was duly adopted at the dated meeting of the Board of Trustees.
____________________________________________ ____________________
Signature of Secretary
Date
Dianne Spang
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Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
Revised Organization Chart 2016
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Attachment A: School Calendar

ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
SCHOOL CALENDAR 2016-2017
First Day of School for 9th Grade: August 22-25, 2016 (Bridge Program)
First Day of School for ALL grades: August 29, 2016

July 2016
Mon Tue
4
11
18
25

Wed
5
12
19
26

Thu

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

Fri
1
8
15
22
29

August 2016
(7)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
10
11
12
15
16
17
18
19
22
23
24
25
26
29
30
31

September 2016
Mon Tue Wed
5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

Thu
1
8
15
22
29

7
14
21
28

2
9
16
23
30

November 2016
(18)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
10
11
14
15
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
25
28
29
30

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

Thu

7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22
29

January 16 - NO SCHOOL - Martin Luther King Jr. Day
JANUARY REGENTS: January 24, 25, 26, 27
Staff Professional Development: July 25, 2016 thru August 19, 2016

February 2017
Mon Tue Wed
August 26 - NO SCHOOL
AUGUST REGENTS: August 17, 18
February 20,21,22 - NO SCHOOL - Mid-Winter Recess

(21)
Fri

October 2016
(19)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
3
4
5
6
7
10
11
12
13
14
17
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
27
28
31

December 2016
Mon Tue Wed

January 2 - NO SCHOOL - New Year Holiday

September 5 - NO SCHOOL - Labor Day
March 17 - NO SCHOOL - Professional Development

October 7 - NO SCHOOL - Professional Development
October 10 - NO SCHOOL - Columbus Day
April 14,17, 18, ,19, 20, 21 - NO SCHOOL - Spring Recess

November 11 - NO SCHOOL - Veteran's Day
November 23,24,25 - NO SCHOOL - Thanksgiving Holiday
May 29 - NO SCHOOL - Memorial Day

7
14
21
28

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22

JUNE REGENTS: June 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
December 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 - NO SCHOOL - Christmas Holiday

1
8
15
22
29

Thu
2
9
16
23

Thu
2
9
16
23
30

(17)
Fri
3
10
17
24

(22)
Fri
3
10
17
24
31

April 2017
(14)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
3
4
5
6
7
10
11
12
13
14
17
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
27
28

May 2017
(22)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
10
11
12
15
16
17
18
19
22
23
24
25
26
29
30
31

June 2017
Mon Tue

LAST DAY OF SCHOOL FOR ALL GRADES: June 20, 2017 (196 SCHOOL DAYS)
BOT approved 3/16/16

6
13
20
27

March 2017
Mon Tue Wed

(14)
Fri
2
9
16
23
30

January 2017
(20)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
2
3
4
5
6
9
10
11
12
13
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
26
27
30
31

5
12
19
26

Wed
6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

Thu
1
8
15
22
29

(22)
Fri
2
9
16
23
30
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ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
SCHOOL CALENDAR 2017-2018
First Day of School for 9th Grade: August 21, 2016 (Bridge Program)
First Day of School for ALL grades: August 28, 2016

July 2017
-7
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
3
4
5
6
7
10
11
12
13
14
17
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
27
28
31

August 2017
(4)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
10
11
14
15
16
17
18
21
22
23
24
25
28
29
30
31

September 2017
(20)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
4
5
6
7
8
11
12
13
14
15
18
19
20
21
22
25
26
27
28
29

January 1, 2 - NO SCHOOL - New Years Holiday
January 16 - NO SCHOOL - Staff Professional Development
July 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31 - Staff Professional Development
January 22, 23, 24, 25 - MID-TERM EXAMS

February 2018
Mon Tue Wed
August 1, 2, 3, 4 - Staff Professional Development
August 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 - Staff Professional Development
August 14, 15, 16, 17, ,18 - Staff Professional Development
February 19, 20, 21 - NO SCHOOL - Mid-Winter Recess

November 2017
Mon Tue Wed
6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

1
8
15
22
29

December 2017
Mon Tue Wed
4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

Thu
2
9
16
23
30

March 16 - NO SCHOOL - Staff Professional Development

Thu
7
14
21
28

April 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 -- NO SCHOOL - Spring Recess

(19)
Fri
3
10
17
24

6
13
20
27

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

November 22, 23, 24 - NO SCHOOL - Thanksgiving Holiday
May 29 - NO SCHOOL - Staff Professional Development

7
14
21
28

Wed
1
8
15
22
29

June 2018
Mon Tue

June 13 - Beginning of Final Exams
December 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 - NO SCHOOL - Christmas Holiday

7
14
21
28

Thu
1
8
15
22

Thu
1
8
15
22
29

(17)
Fri
2
9
16
23

(20)
Fri
2
9
16
23
30

April 2018
(16)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
2
3
4
5
6
9
10
11
12
13
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
26
27
30

May 2018
Mon Tue

(13)
Fri
1
8
15
22
29

5
12
19
26

March 2018
Mon Tue Wed

March 30 - NO SCHOOL - Spring Recess

October 2017
(22)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
2
3
4
5
6
9
10
11
12
13
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
26
27
30
31

January 2018
(16)
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
10
11
12
15
16
17
18
19
22
23
24
25
26
29
30
31

4
11
18
25

2
9
16
23
30

Wed
5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

Thu
3
10
17
24
31

Thu
7
14
21
28

(22)
Fri
4
11
18
25

(15)
Fri
1
8
15
22
29

230 minute/week
hours /year

10 Grade Sample Schedule
Period
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Times
8:00-8:45
8:49-9:33
9:37-10:21
10:25-11:10
11:14-11:58
12:02-12:46
12:50-1:35
1:39-2:23
2:27-3:11
3:15-4:00

Period

Times

Monday
PE
Geometry CC
SAT Prep

Tuesday
QDM
Geometry CC
SAT Prep

Thursday
PE
Geometry CC
SAT Prep

Friday
QDM
Geometry CC
SAT Prep

Humanities Block

Humanities Block

Humanities Block

Humanities Block

ICT
Lunch
Chem Lab
Chemistry
FL

ICT
Lunch
Chem Lab
Chemistry
FL

ICT
Lunch
Chem Lab
Chemistry
FL

ICT
Lunch
Chem Lab
Chemistry
FL

Wednesday "W1"

Wednesday "W2"

Wednesday "W3"

1
2
3

8:00-9:00

Period 1

Period 4

Period 8

9:04-10:04
10:08-11:08

Period 2
Period 3

Period 5
Period 6

Period 9
Period 10

4

11-11-12:01

Advisement

Advisement

Advisement

161

11th Grade Sample Student Schedule

230 minute/week
161 hours /year

Period

Times

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

1
2
3
4
5
6

8:00-8:45

Eng Comp

Eng Comp

Eng Comp

Eng Comp

8:49-9:33
9:37-10:21
10:25-11:10
11:14-11:58
12:02-12:46

Living Env.
PE
FL
US History
English III

Living Env.
Skills USA
FL
US History
English III

Living Env.
PE
FL
US History
English III

Living Env.
Skills USA
FL
US History
English III

7

12:50-1:35

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

8

1:39-2:23

CCD

CCD

CCD

CCD

Periods 9-10

2:27-4:00

Internships

Period

Times

Wednesday "W1"

Wednesday "W2"

Wednesday "W3"

1
2
3

8:00-9:00

Period 1

Period 4

Period 8

9:04-10:04
10:08-11:08

Period 2
Period 3

Period 5
Period 6

Period 9
Period 10

4

11-11-12:01

Advisement

Advisement

Advisement

Period

Times

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

230 minute/week
161 hours /year
Friday

1

8:00-8:45

Eng IV

Eng IV

Eng IV

Eng IV

2

8:49-9:33

PE

Exam Prep

PE

Exam Prep

3

9:37-10:21

PIG/ECO

PIG/ECO

PIG/ECO

PIG/ECO

4

10:25-11:10

CCR

CCR

CCR

CCR

5

11:14-11:58

Senior Project

Senior Project

Senior Project

Senior Project

Periods 6-10

12:02-4:00

Period
1

Times
8:00-9:00

Wednesday

2

9:04-10:04

3

10:08-11:08

Internship Seniors out of
the building

4

11:11-12:01

12th Grade Sample Schedule

Internship

Teacher
Mathematics
Lawrence
DiNoto
Jackson
Hoch
ELA
O'Connell
Alexyn
Turner
Gentles
Social Studies
Sasso
Vacant Glo II
Johnson
Vacant PREP
Science
Hornquist
Demko
Fregoe
Careers
Spano
Russell
SPED / ELL
Whitey
Balme
McCoy
Jennerson
Health/PE
McCormick
Hinchcliffe
Burns

1

2
MST 9
Alg1 CC
Geometry

QDM
Pr. Alg/Geo

3

4

Alg 2 CC (315)
Alg1 CC
Skills USA (309)

Eng IV
Humanities 9
Humanities 10
Enrichment 9
Global Prep
MST 9
Living Env
Env. Sci.

6

8

QDM
Skills USA

Math Test Prep
Geometry

Pr. Alg/Geo (325)

Eng III

Geometry
Skills USA (325)

Eng III

Humanities 9
Humanities 10
US Hist
Global Prep
MST 9
Liv. Env. LAB
Earth Science

Living Env
E.S. LAB

CCD "C3"

Humanities 9
Humanities 10
Eng III
Eng Comp

PIG/ECO

US Hist
Global Prep

DDP

10

Math Test Prep

Humanities 9
Humanities 10
SAT Prep
PIG/ECO

9
MST 9

Alg1 CC

Humanities 9
Humanities 10
SAT Prep
Eng IV

5

DDP
CCR "C4" (202)

US Hist

Humanities 9
Humanities 10
Enrichment 9
Global Prep
Global I

Living Env.

Chem LAB
Env. Sci.

ITC "C2"

DDP

CCR "C4"

English I (311)

Chemistry

ITC "C2"
ELA Test Prep (307)

QDM
Pr. Alg/Geo

Eng III
Eng Comp (303)

Enrichment 9
Global Prep
MST 9
Chemistry
Liv. Env. LAB
DDP
CCD "C3" (202)

US Test Prep (305)

MST 9
Sci Exam Prep

Sci Exam Prep (315)

Health
PE

Health
PE
PE

PE

Spanish 2
12

Spanish 1
12

Health
PE

Health
PE

Spanish 1
11

Spanish 1
12

Health
PE

F.L.

Matkosky
Sections

11

Spanish 3
12

11

12

Spanish 1
12
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RCMCS 2016 -2017 Class SCHEDULE
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
PERIOD

START

END

1ST

8:00

8:45

2ND

8:49

9:33

3RD

9:37

10:21

4TH

10:25

11:10

5th (Dismissal 1)

11:14

11:58

6TH

12:02

12:46

7TH (LUNCH)

12:50

1:35

8th (Dismissal 2)

1:39

2:23

9TH

2:27

3:11

10TH

3:15

4:00

Wednesday
Rotation:
1st Class
2nd Class
3rd Class
4th Class

START

END

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

8:00
9:04
10:08
11:11

9:00
10:04
11:08
12:00

Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Advisement
August 31
September 21
October 12
November 2
December 14
January 11
February 8
March 8

Period 4
Period 5
Period 6
Advisement
September 7
September 28
October 19
November 9
November 30
January 18
February 15
March 15

Period 8
Period 9
Period 10
Advisement
September 14
October 3
October 26
November 16
December 7
January 4
February 1
March 22

Wednesday
Rotation
Dates:
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Leaving to Learn
Dates:
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March 29
April 26
May 17
June 7
September 2
November 22
January 13
June 9

April 5
May 3
May 24

April 12
May 10
May 31

December 20
February 17
March 16
May 26
June 12

October 6
November 10
April 13
June 13
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Attachment C: Complaint Policy

Reporting a Concern

If a parent has a concern and/or complaint below please find the appropriate protocols established to
address these matters. All matters of concern must be first addressed at the building level with the Chief
of Operations and Academics.

Concern/Complaint Process:








Request a meeting to discuss any concerns first with the Educational Leader or complete a formal
Complaint Form that will be forwarded to the Educational Leader for review and follow up.
Some concerns/ complaints may require documentation. Complaint forms can be requested at
the Main Office in the school’s main lobby.
Educational Leader reviews concern/complaint and contacts the parents within 48 hours. Serious
concerns are prioritized and responded to sooner.
If the matter is not resolved to the satisfaction of the parent on the school level, a parent can
contact, The Board President, via mail at 30 Hart street, 3rd floor, Rochester, NY 14605.
The Board of Trustees will bring the complaint to the next regularly scheduled board meeting.
If a parent is dissatisfied with the Board’s decision, an appeal may be made to the NYSED Charter
School Office.
In efforts for building administrators to respond to any concerns, it is important that parents
follow the appropriate protocol to address school-related matters.

Attachment D:Student Discipline Policy and/or Code of Conduct ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
SECTION 5. D

CODE OF CONDUCT
Rochester Career Mentoring
Charter School

Revised April 2016
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Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS)
Board of Trustees President
Kevin McCormick
Jeanette Silvers Dianne Spang
Christine Hill
Brenda Beason
Albert Cabral
Peter Saxe
Chief Executive Officer
Dennis Francione

Chief of Operations and Academics
Kathleen Denaro

Thank you, to each member of the discipline subcommittee.
Your hard work will benefit all constituencies and help to create a safe and academically successful school
year.
Student Success Center Manager
Ronda Wade
Student Behavioral Specialist
Cory Gross
School Counselor
Denise Barclay

Hillside Youth Advocate
Keonna Brown

Center for Youth Services
Michael Blask

Center for Youth Service
TBD

RCMCS staff members responsibly participate in the daily operations by following procedures and
policies which ensure a positive learning environment for all students.
Initiative and leadership are valued at RCMCS; all staff members, students and parents have
opportunity to provide regular insight and input regarding school policies. The RCMCS Handbook and
Code of Conduct are reviewed regularly for continuous improvement.

Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School does not discriminate against any member of its
community on the basis of sex, race, national origin, ancestry, creed, pregnancy, marital or parental
status, sexual orientation, or physical, mental, emotional, or learning disabilities or handicap in
educational programs or activities.
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Short-Term Suspension Process
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Dear Parents/Guardians,

We welcome you and your child to the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School family! We are
committed to providing a solid pathway of success for your child’s future. Our project-based approach to
learning is designed to prepare your child for college and the career of their choice. Our team is caring,
competent, dedicated and willing to assist you and your child to our fullest ability. We are accessible by
phone, email and text at all times possible. We promise to work diligently to provide the best possible
learning atmosphere for every one of our students.
We believe that education is a shared responsibility and depends on the cooperation and collaboration of
everyone concerned: students, parents, community and staff. The mission of the Rochester Career
Mentoring Charter School is to exemplify a model secondary school that offers a multitude of learning
opportunities for the diverse students we serve. We believe that each one of us is responsible for doing our
part to make our school a place where we can work effectively and achieve successes together.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) is a reflection of all of us; we celebrate our differences
and respect every member’s individual strengths. Our policies are intended to provide a safe and positive
environment that will be conducive to rigorous teaching and learning. Our staff members look forward to
sharing their expertise in academics, special programs, clubs and extracurricular activities. We will
encourage every child and parent/guardian to get to know our school through a strong advisory program.
Our programs, activities, and unique schedule are designed to promote college and career readiness. We
encourage our parents/guardians to become active participants in our school in any capacity. Students and
families can get involved through a multitude of opportunities including the Parent-Teacher Organization,
classes, clubs, Leaving to Learn Activities, and Advisement.
This handbook is an overview of our school’s goals, services, and expectations. It is an essential reference
book describing our unified policies and procedures. It has been designed to provide you and your students
with the information that will make your time at RCMCS purposeful and rewarding in every aspect. Keep
this handbook because you will use this information throughout your enrollment to graduation.
On behalf of the entire Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School staff and community, best wishes for a
great school year! Please call upon us for any questions, considerations or suggestions you may have at any
time.
With highest regards,
Your RCMCS Family
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School does not discriminate against any member of its community on the
basis of sex, race, national origin, ancestry, creed, pregnancy, marital or parental status, sexual orientation, or
physical, mental, emotional, or learning disabilities or handicap in educational programs or activities.
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Mission
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) is a model secondary school offering a community
of diverse learners in the City of Rochester a small, personalized 9th through 12th grade high school that
engages each student in career exploration, college preparation, and rigorous academic standards. Our
charter school will graduate every student with a Regents diploma and the academic and technical skills
needed for today’s workforce and/or entrance into college.

Our Beliefs:









Every Child can learn and reach high levels of academic achievement by participating in a projectbased learning environment
Humanities and Math, Science, and Technology are critical for participation in civic and economic
life
A personalized learning environment is vital for success
Families are integral to our students’ successes
Students learn when teachers continuously participate in professional development opportunities
Every child can make a significant contribution to the school and community
All of us grow when we embrace diversity
Exploring career interests and choices is important to our students

Our Key Features:










Provide students with the skills and project-based learning experience necessary that will help
them master the knowledge detailed in the New York State Core Curriculum Content Standards
Provide a strong focus on the Humanities and MST
Use national competitions and science fairs to motivate students
Build a strong advisory program and mentoring system that will provide individual attention to
each student, “One Student at a Time”
Provide broad tutoring services that will help students address learning needs and/or issues with
specific content.
Build strong parent/student/school relationships
Require enhanced professional development for staff members
Build partnerships with community organizations and other educational institutions
Connect with the district in residence to share “ best practices”
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General Information
RCMCS Email System
Parents or guardians who wish to contact any Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School staff member
may do so via email. Simply type the first initial and the last name followed by @ rcmcs.org to send an
email directly to that person. For example, Kathleen Denaro would be kdenaro@rcmcs.org. All Staff
emails are also accessible on our website: rcmcs.org.
Parent Portal
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School offers all parents and/or guardians the opportunity to access
their child’s school-related data such as grades, progress reports, and attendance by using the Internet. In
order to access this information you will need an assigned SchoolTool account and password. To do so
please contact the school’s main office to give us your email address.
School Closing Announcements
If the Rochester City School District is closed due to inclement weather then the Rochester Career
Mentoring Charter School will also be closed. Parents should watch Channel 13, Channel 8, or YNN for
notification of school closings or consult the school website as www.rcmcs.org. Suggested viewing time is
from 5:00 am through 7:45 am.
Emergency School Closing
Parents should arrange with neighbors or other responsible individuals to receive and care for their
children in the event of an emergency early dismissal or an emergency closing. Children are to be
instructed by the parents exactly what they are to do if this should occur.
Early Dismissal Due To Inclement Weather
In this situation, we strongly recommend parents wait for the dismissal of their children at the times
prescribed by the school. This will allow for the smooth, efficient and safe release of all students. Harsh
weather conditions do not always result in early dismissal. Please consult the school web page at
www.rcmcs.org for early dismissal information.
Emergency Pick-Up Procedures
In case of an emergency, where a parent must pick up their child during the school day, the parent or
guardian must complete the appropriate sign out form in the office. Parents are then to wait in the office
until their child is called from class. No student will be released unless a parent or guardian is present.
Please see attendance policy for details.
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General Student Information
Dress Code
RCMCS students are required to wear “Business Casual” attire. Through student, parent and staff input
and support, we will uphold a uniform policy that is consistent with college and career readiness.

Security Video Surveillance
During your days here at Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, expect to be under video
security surveillance once you enter school grounds. Cameras circumnavigate the entire
building/grounds and are at key positions inside the building itself. Not only are you on camera often
during the day, but you are also recorded for playback as the need arises. If necessary, in an extreme
case, be aware we could use this film as evidence in a court of law. Our objective is simply to conduct a
safe school in a safe environment. Anything other than peace, tranquility, and pursuit of academic
success is not acceptable at Rochester Career Mentoring Charter school.
Photographs/Video Tape–Public Relations
There may be occasions when your child may be photographed or videotaped participating in school
functions. If you DO NOT WISH TO HAVE YOUR CHILD PHOTOGRAPHED OR VIDEO TAPED, please notify
the school principal in writing.
Electronic Devices
Electronic devices such as hand held video games, MP3 players, IPods, tablets, and CD players etc. are not
permitted in school. Not only do they interrupt classes, but they also may be lost or stolen at one’s own
personal expense. Any electronic device found in the student’s possession will be confiscated and turned
over to the leadership team. Only parents or guardians may pick up the item from the office and
disciplinary action will be imposed at the discretion of the administration.
Audio Video Recording Devices
The use of audio and video recording devices of any type is prohibited, and will result in disciplinary
consequences. Any audio and video device found in the possession of a student will be immediatley
confiscated. Only parents or guardians may pick up the item from the office and disciplinary action will be
imposed at the discretion of the administration.
Laser Pointing Devices
These devices project a powerful, intense and potentially damaging point of light. They are not permitted
on school property at any time. Any student found to be in possession of a laser pointing device will have
the device immediately confiscated. Only parents or guardians may pick up the item from the office and
disciplinary action will be imposed at the discretion of the administration.
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Loitering
Students are prohibited from congregating or loitering anywhere in or around the school. Repeat loitering
offenders are subject to specific consequences and parents or guardian will always be notified.

Lockers
Each student is assigned a locker, which must be kept clean, orderly, and locked at all times. Students will
receive locker numbers from their advisor. The serial numbers and combinations are on file with the office
of the building administrator. Students are cautioned not to give out locker combinations to anyone since
the locker is to be used only by the individual to whom it is assigned.
Please note:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

A maximum of two students are assigned to a locker.
Students must utilize the assigned lockers.
Lockers must be closed and must not be left on pre-set.
Combinations must not be given to other students.
Malfunctioning lockers must be reported to the main office immediately.
Allowing others into your locker not only is a violation of the above school
regulations but, more seriously, sacrifices your own security. Protect your
valuables.
G. We strongly recommend that valuables frequently left in lockers (i.e. coats,
jackets, calculators, back packs, etc.) be marked in an inconspicuous place so that
identification (if need be) is swift and undeniably accurate. Indelible ink is best
suited for this purpose (not sewn/ironed on labels!).
H. Carrying large amounts of money to school is not necessary or recommended.
Talking about it or “flashing” bills is both foolish and irresponsible.
I. Students should come to class prepared with all materials before the start of
class. Lockers may be used at the beginning and end of the day. Teachers will not
issue locker passes to students during class time except in emergency situations
(not for instructional materials).
LOCKERS ARE SUPPLIED AS A CONVENIENCE TO STUDENTS. SCHOOL OFFICIALS, HOWEVER, RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO INSPECT STUDENT LOCKERS BASED ON REASONABLE SUSPICION OF A CODE OF CONDUCT
VIOLATION. STUDENTS SHOULD EXPECT THAT THEIR LOCKERS MAY BE OPENED FOR INSPECTION.

Advisement Regulations
Every student is a member of an advisement group under the direction of an advisor. During advisement,
students will engage in character education, current events, and review of attendance, behavior and
academic success, with students Individualized learning plans (ILP).
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It is essential to recognize that advisement period is as important as every other class. Therefore, it is
imperative to attend school regularly, and be an active participant in the school community.

Pupil Records
Parents/guardians and adult students are advised that they have the right to review student records.
Such requests must be directed to the building Enrollment Specialist for prior approval.

Lost and Found
The school is not responsible for lost articles. Books and other items which are found, are to be taken to
the Main Office. All inquiries about missing items should be directed to the main office.

Hall Movement Expectations
RCMCS students transition to their classes in an orderly and timely manner. Running and/or horse-playing
in the halls undermines RCMCS commitment to a safe environment. Once students have reached their
classroom, they are to enter the room and remain there until the start of class. No student is to be
permitted out of his/her classroom after opening projects, lessons, or activities have begun.

Leaving the Building without Permission
Students are not permitted to leave the building or any assigned period during the day without the
permission of the parent/guardian and the Educational Leader. Leaving the building without permission is
a serious violation of school rules and this action is subject to disciplinary consequences. Returning to
school will not be permitted except through the Student Support Center, accompanied by one or both
parents or guardians. Makeup work and/or tests missed during this time will not be allowed.

Fire Drills
Staff is responsible for the explanation of directions students follow during fire and lock down drills.
These directions are placed in a conspicuous place in each room of the school. For one’s own safety and
that of other fellow students, follow all instructions carefully. Follow the following simple rules during all
drills:
1. Do not talk form the time the alarm is sounded until you have returned to your room or place of
instruction.
2. Follow direction from your assigned teacher. All rooms have designated reporting areas.
3. Move quickly; DO NOT PUSH OR RUN.
4. Form lines without any confusion.
5. Meet unusual situations with calmness and clear thinking.
11 | P a g e
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6. In case an exit is blocked, proceed in orderly formation to the nearest exit.
7. In the event of smoke, stay low to the floor.
8. Attendance is taken. Students must remain with their teacher during the drill and report back to
their assigned location immediately following.
9. Failure to comply with the emergency procedures puts one’s self and others at risk. Defiance of
authority may result in disciplinary consequences.
Telephone
Generally, telephone use is prohibited during the school day. In case of a problem or an emergency
during the school day, the student may check with a secretary in the office who will make the call on the
office phone.

Cell Phones
Students may not use their cell phones in the building at any time during school hours (7:45 am – 3:56
pm). Cell phones, including any communication device, must be powered off and handed to staff
members when entering the building in the morning. Staff will place the phone in a labeled baggie and
take them to a secured room. Cell phones will be distributed to the students in the last five minutes of
their last period class. Cell phones may be turned on after school has concluded for the day.

Internet Access/Computer Access/Laptop Access
RCMCS recognizes that as telecommunications and other technologies shift the manner in which
information is accessed, communicated and transferred, that those changes will alter the nature of
teaching and listening. Access to telecommunications will allow pupils to explore database, libraries,
Internet sites, bulletin boards, etc. while exchanging information with individuals throughout the world.
RCMCS supports access by pupils to information sources but reserves the right to limit in school use to
materials appropriate to educational purposes.

RCMCS also recognizes that telecommunications will allow pupils access to information sources that have
not been pre-screened by educators using school-approved standards. RCMCS therefore adopts the
following standards of conduct for the use of computer networks and declare unethical, unacceptable or
illegal behavior as just cause for taking disciplinary action, limiting or revoking network access privileges
and/or instituting legal action.

RCMCS provides access to computer network/computers/laptops for educational purposes only. RCMCS
retains the right to restrict or terminate pupil access to the computer network/laptops/computers at any
time, for any reason. RCMCS retains the right to have school personnel monitor network activity, in any
form necessary, to maintain the integrity of the network and ensure its proper use.
12 | P a g e
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Standards for Use of Computer Networks
Any individual engaging in the following actions when using computer networks/computers/ laptops shall
be subject to discipline or legal action:
A. Using the computer network(s)/computers/laptops for illegal, inappropriate or obscene purposes, or
in support of such activities. Illegal activities are defined as activities that violate federal, state, local
laws and regulations. Inappropriate activities are defined as those that violate the intended use of
the network. Obscene activities shall be defined as a violation of generally accepted social standards
for use of publicly owned and operated communication vehicles.
B. Using the computer network(s)/computers/laptops to forge documents, print illegal copies, violate
copyrights, institutional or third party copyrights, license agreements or other contracts.
C. Using the computer network(s) in a manner that:
1. Intentionally disrupts network traffic or crashes the network;
2. Degrades or disrupts equipment or system performance;
3. Constitutes a commercial purpose, financial gain or fraud;
4. Steals data or other intellectual property;
5. Gains or seeks unauthorized access to the files of others or vandalizes the data of another
user;
6. Gains or seeks unauthorized access to resources or entities;
7. Forges electronic mail messages or uses an account owned by others;
8. Invade privacy of others;
9. Posts anonymous messages;
10. Facilitates the possession of any data which is a violation of this policy;
11. Circumvents school content filtering and/or security systems (including, but not limited to the
use of proxy servers, anonymizers, circumventors).
12. Engages in other activities that do not advance the educational purposes for which computer
networks/computers/laptops are provided.
13. Use of computers as a tool of harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination based on a person’s
actual or perceived race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic group, religion, religious
practice, disability, sex, sexual orientation, or gender (which includes a person’s actual or
perceived sex, as well as gender identity and expression).

Internet Safety Protection
RCMCS is in compliance with the Children’s Internet Protection Act and has installed technology
protection measures for all computers in the school, including computers in media centers that
block/filter visual depictions that are obscene as defined in Section 1460 of Title 18, United States Code;
child pornography, as defined in Section 2256 of Title 18, United States Code; are harmful to minors
including any pictures, images, graphic image files or other visual depictions that taken as a whole and
with respect to minors, appeals to a prurient interest in nudity, or excretion; or depicts, describes, or
represents in a patently offensive way, with respect to what is suitable for minors, sexual acts or conduct;
or taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value as to minors. RCMCS will
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certify on an annual basis that the school is in compliance with the Children’s Internet Protection Act and
RCMCS enforces the requirements of this policy.

This policy also establishes internet safety policies and procedures in the charter school as required in the
Neighborhood Children’s Internet Protection Act. Policy 2361 addresses access by minors to
inappropriate material on the internet and world wide web; the safety and security of minors when using
electronic mail, chat rooms, and other forms of direct electronic communications; unauthorized access,
including “hacking” and other unlawful activities by minors online; unauthorized disclosures, use, and
dissemination of personal identification information regarding minors; and measures designed to restrict
minors’ access to materials harmful to minors.

Violations
Individuals violating this policy shall be subject to the consequences which include, but are not limited to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Use of network only under direct supervision;
Suspension of network privileges;
Revocation of network privileges;
Suspension of Laptop/Computer privileges;
Revocation of computer privileges;
Suspension from school;
Expulsion from school; and/or
Legal action and prosecution by the authorities

Parent-Teacher Conferences
Frequently throughout the school year informal conferences between parent and teacher can take place
via home visits; telephone; face-to-face conversations, written messages or email; and scheduled
meetings at mutually agreeable times. In most instances, conferences should be initiated by the teacher
advisor on a monthly basis. Keeping parents up to date about their child’s school progress is a priority of
our advisement program.
To initiate a conference with a teacher, parents/guardians should write a note to the teacher or email the
teacher indicating the nature of the request and convenient times for a conference. Upon receipt of the
written request, the teacher will contact the parent/guardian by return letter or telephone call whereby
the time and the location of the conference can be mutually agreed upon. Parents/Guardians are asked
not to come to school expecting to meet with a teacher without an appointment. Our teacher’s first
priority is to teach students and with that in mind, we ask parents/guardians to refrain from contacting
teachers during the teaching hours of the school day.
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Fund Raising
No person may solicit contributions or collect funds for any purpose from students or school personnel on
school property, at school-sponsored events, or on school transportation unless he or she has the written
permission of the Educational Leader.
Sales
Advertising may be permitted for approved school-related activities such as school newspapers,
yearbooks, and other fund-raising projects. Advertising materials that promote the use of alcohol,
tobacco, and paraphernalia are strictly prohibited. No person may display, offer to sell, or sell any item or
service to students or school personnel on school property, at school-sponsored events, or on school
transportation unless he/she has the written permission of the school Educational Leader.
Emergency Procedures
Fire, lock-down, evacuation, and shelter-in-place drill instructions will be discussed in each class during
the first week of the semester. Students need to understand and follow these instructions keeping in
mind if there was an actual emergency it could be a life or death matter. The instructions will be posted in
each teacher’s room near the door and students should be familiar with the assigned drill areas. When
the alarm is sounded for a fire drill or evacuation drill, everyone is required to respond in a prompt and
orderly manner, leaving the school building by a prescribed route as directed by the teachers. Every
teacher is expected to have their class roster in hand when exiting the building; Fire Drill folders and
located in every classroom containing student rosters procedures and references.

Cafeteria Privileges and Procedures
Students are required to stay in the cafeteria during the established breakfast and lunch periods.
Students who have failed to report to the cafeteria will be considered to have cut a class period. Use of
the cafeteria is considered a privilege and, therefore, each pupil is responsible for keeping his/her place
clean and neat.

Students are NOT permitted to order food from outside vendors or leave school grounds for lunch. Any
student who is found off school grounds during their scheduled lunch period, will face a suspension from
school. Each student is expected to conscientiously follow each of the following regulations:
1. In order to maintain a pleasant mealtime atmosphere, it is necessary for students to conduct
themselves in a quiet manner.
2. Enter the cafeteria through designated entrances.
3. Never leave the cafeteria without permission from one of the teachers in charge.
4. NO FOOD IS TO BE TAKEN OUT OF THE CAFETERIA.
Consent Requirement
No pupil shall be allowed to use the computer network and the Internet unless they have filed a consent
form signed by his/her parent(s) or legal guardian(s).
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Visitor Expectations
Visitors for educational reasons are welcome to RCMCS. Visitors must register with the office when they
arrive. Approved visitors will be issued a visitors pass. Parents also must check in at the office. Students
wishing to bring visitors to RCMCS must complete the Student Visitor Form and receive approval from the
office at least (1) school day in advance. Do not bring guests to school without prior arrangements. No
visitors will be allowed the last two weeks of each semester and during testing days. Also, no visitors will
be allowed during the week prior to any school holiday. These procedures are designed to help keep our
students as safe and secure as reasonably possible during the day and after school while in the building.
VISITORS ARE NOT PERMITTED BEYOND THE SCHOOL OFFICES TO DROP OFF FOOD, DRINKS, HOMEWORK,
PROJECTS, NOTES, OR TO ACCOMPANY LATE STUDENTS TO A CLASSROOM.
School Property
The appearance of your school grounds and corridors reflects upon the entire school, particularly the
students. All waste paper is to be placed in the receptacles provided for that purpose. Marking or
marring doors, walls, floors, lockers, desks, or any other school property is prohibited. Students caught
defacing school property will be subject to disciplinary action and parents/guardians may be held liable.
Public Areas: Hallways, Stairwells, and Lavatories
Hallways, stairwells, and lavatories are areas used by all members of RCMCS. Since everyone uses these
areas, there are rules of conduct that students must follow:
 You may not loiter in the halls, lunchroom, in the lavatories, or on the staircases
 You may not eat in halls, lavatories, or staircases
 You may not run, roughhouse, push, or wrestle in the halls, lunchroom, lavatories or on the

staircases.
 You may not yell, scream, hit lockers, or otherwise make excessive noise while in these areas.
 Don’t not leave belongings on the floor outside of your locker.
During class time, students are not to be in the halls, stairwells, or lavatories without a pass from their
teacher or the main office. Teachers and Student Support Staff will monitor student requests for
bathroom passes and will limit student passes to those students who are out of class frequently.
Laptops and Supplies
RCMCS will provide students with laptops for each of their classes. RCMCS will hold each student
responsible for the condition of the laptop issued to him or her. Each student should take care to see
that these laptops are not lost, stolen, damaged, or defaced. Students will have to pay to replace any
laptops that are damaged or not returned.
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School Activities
Field Trips
Field trips are a privilege and attendance may be denied for behavioral or academic reasons. The safety of
students is very important to us and specific rules will apply to these activities.
Field trips offer exciting ways to learn. RCMCS students will have the opportunity to go on field trips at
various times throughout the school year. For field trips, students will be expected to follow protocols for
school expectations:





Students must bring the Field Trip Permission slip signed by parents or guardians to school by the
specified date. No phone calls will be accepted as permission.
Students must wear school dress unless otherwise specified.
Students must abide by RCMCS code of student conduct while on the field trip. By doing so, students
will become proud ambassadors of our charter school.
Chaperones: Only teachers and approved chaperones are permitted on field trips. The principal shall
approve all chaperones.

Return to School: Please plan to meet your child at the scheduled time of return. If a field trip returns
prior to dismissal time and school is still in session, students will be sent to their appropriate class.
Overnight Field Trips: There is a separate set of guidelines for these trips. They will be issued by the
Educational Leader if such overnight event is scheduled.

After-School Activities
There is no better way for students to enrich their education than by taking part in clubs and after-school
activities or working with a teacher. These opportunities will allow students to explore more in-depth
activities, and they will be expected to follow these rules:
●
●
●
●

Students must be with a teacher or other staff member at all times.
Students must arrange for their own transportation to arrive promptly at the end of the activity.
Students must abide by the RCMCS Code of Student Conduct while participating in the activity.
Students may not stay after school to wait for other students.
A full list and description of after school clubs and activities will be posted after school starts and students
will have an opportunity to explore each one that interest them.
Clubs & Interscholastic Activities
The RCMCS program offers diverse clubs and intramural/interscholastic programs. The clubs serve
to broaden interest and encourage development of well-rounded students. They also provide enjoyment
and variety to the school day. Each student may select one club of his/her choice at the beginning of the
school year. Sheets summarizing the activities of each club enable you to make your decision.
CLUBS are provided to broaden the interests through participation with their peers in a variety of areas.
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INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS are now sanctioned by Section V of the New York State Public High
School Athletic Association (NYSPHSAA), Eligible students will compete at the Varsity Level against
students from other charter schools of similar size. Varsity Athletics are highly competitive and playing
time is based on skill and hard work. Tryouts are held and medical physicals are required for
participation. Practice will occur outside the school day and may occur in a building at another school.
Town Meetings
Town Meetings are periodically scheduled throughout the school year which provide students with
information and input regarding issues that affect their lives at school. Students are instructed on
appropriate behavior, seating, and entrance and exit prior to the town meeting. Students are expected
to report to seats quickly and orderly. Student opinions are important. Proper behavior is expected at
all times.

Student’s Bill of Rights
Since all students have elected to apply to Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, we anticipate that
all students will not only accept their rights as members of our school community, but also their
responsibilities to the school community. RCMCS is based on a foundation of values including the
following:
Respect/Responsibility.
I will be responsible and give respect to all persons, property, education, and expectations of the school.
Communication.
I will use appropriate language and communicate with my teachers, peers, and other staff in an
appropriate manner.
Motivation.
I will be self-motivated in completing all assignments and focusing on my dreams and aspirations.
Career Goals.
I will manage my time wisely, attend all scheduled community service and internship hours, and maintain
a positive work ethic.
Safety.
I will assist in maintaining a positive school culture that is free of bullying, drugs, and physical altercations.
We ask each of you to carefully read over and sign the student contract and do your best behave in ways
that will enhance your own and others’ ability to learn.
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ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
STUDENT CONTRACT
As a student of Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School, I will do my best to do the following:





















I will show consideration for the rights and feelings of others, being careful not to hurt them
physically or make them feel bad.
I will speak to others respectfully, not using profanity or uncomplimentary names.
I will show respect for all people working or helping in the school.
I will show careful regard for both my property and the property of others.
I will always ask permission before I borrow other people’s things, and I will return them promptly
and in good condition when I am finished.
I will attend school regularly.
I will be in class on time with all necessary materials.
I will make good use of class time, complete, and turn in assignments/projects/activities on time.
I understand that I must make up assignments I missed due to absences.
I will remain on campus during school time, including the lunch period. I will not leave the school
grounds without permission of the Educational Leader and or my parent/guardian.
I will do my best in my school work, and I will let others do their best,
I will ask for help if I do not understand.
I will not bring any contraband items to school.
I will help keep the school building and grounds clean and tidy.
I will complete my community service and internship successfully
I will follow the dress code, arrive, and leave school in the proper attire.
I will not participate in any behavior prohibited by the school.
I will be responsible in my use of technology in the school.
I will contribute to the RCMCS mission of maintaining a school free from harassment, bullying, and
discrimination.
I will be on exemplary ambassador of RCMCS

Student Signature: _______________________________________________

Date: _________________

Parent/Guardian Signature: ________________________________________

Date: _________________

Students must sign this agreement and return it to the main office.
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Student Peer Review
Students from each grade-level advisement class elect one student from each group to participate on the
Student Peer Review. After advisement class elections, each grade-level will then elect one representative
to participate on the Student Peer Review. Student Peer Review will be made up of no more than four
students.

The function of the peer review is to review student behavior as it pertains to the school community for
minor offenses. Student Peer Review members should represent the good character of a student as a role
model. These students will also help facilitate town meetings that will be held on the second Friday of each
month. Students will define in more detail the governing bylaws of Student Peer Review. In addition, the
student representative will be expected to be trained in mediation.

Alternative Disciplinary Methods (ADM)
Student Support Services: Community agencies and services play an active role in proactively diminishing
student misconduct. RCMCS will seek the assistance and support from agencies throughout Monroe
County to help guide and counsel students who require additional support or who repeatedly violate the
Code of Conduct. Center for Youth Services and Hillside Work-Scholarship Connection will also play an
active role in securing community agency services and supports.
Student Success Center
The Student Success Team Members are professional educators with mental health expertise trained to
understand and respond to the challenges presented by today’s diverse student population. The Student
Success Manager, Student Behavioral Specialist, Crisis Intervention Specialist, Hillside Advocate and the
Secondary School Counselor do not work in isolation; rather they are integral to the total educational
program. They provide proactive leadership that engages all stakeholders in the delivery of programs and
services to help the student achieve success in school.
The purpose of the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Student Success Center is to address
students who are in physical, academic, emotional, behavioral, or social crisis at any given time in the day,
and to address their needs in a manner which can allow them to return to class. When a student is returned
to the classroom it is at the discretion of the Student Success Center personnel. The Student Success Center
is not a classroom management tool, but is rather a place to address severe and specific student needs.
STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER REFERRAL PROCESS
SchoolTool is the main student management system used at RCMCS to house student
information. SchoolTool tracks attendance, student performance and student needs. There is a three tiered
referral system for staff to submit referrals for any of these areas of concern:
1.
Academic
2.
Social-Emotional
3.
Disciplinary
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Staff submit referrals via SchoolTool. Referrals are reviewed daily by the Student Support Center Manager
who channels the referral to the appropriate Student Support staff member. Academic referrals are triaged
by the School Counselor and subsequent RtI Team (Response to Intervention is a process for students to
receive additional academic support, in addition to classroom instruction). Behavioral referrals are
disseminated to the Behavioral Specialist team comprised of Center for Youth and RCMCS Student
Behavioral Specialists. Any social-emotional referrals are triaged by the Student Support Manager in
conjunction with in-house or community agencies.
Students also have the ability to self-refer to the Student Support Center either through SchoolTool or by
notifying their Advisor, or any other staff member.

Discipline Consequence Guide

All violations of the Code of Conduct will be investigated by both the Educational Leader and Student
Support Center, and a student will be questioned prior to being assigned a consequence. This guide is an
outline only; administration reserves the right to adjust consequences based on professional judgement
and the severity of the situation. More than one infraction type can be combined when assigning a
consequence.

Referral Process
Student referrals are made for 3 reasons: (1) Academic, (2) Social-Emotional, and (3) Disciplinary. All
referrals are processed to the Student Support Center for dissemination to the appropriate channels.
Disciplinary referrals follow the guidelines as set forth herein for violations of the Code of Conduct.
All violations of the Code of Conduct will be investigated by both the Educational Leader and Student
Success Center Team, and a student will be questioned prior to being assigned a consequence. This guide
is an outline only; administration reserves the right to adjust consequences based on professional
judgement and the severity of the situation. More than one infraction type can be combined when
assigning a consequence.
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LEVEL 1 INFRACTIONS
INFRACTION
Antagonistic behavior/
Insubordination/Disrespect to Adults
Disrupting learning (includes any behavior that
prevents other students from learning. It may
include but is not limited to inappropriate
language, eating or drinking during class,
insubordination, and/or selling or trading
personal possessions to other students.)
Excessive Talking
Failure to Comply with School Regulations
Horseplay
Inappropriate Computer Use
Leaving the classroom without permission
Loitering
Public Display of Affection (which are not
appropriate for public places such as kissing,
hugging, etc.)
Unexcused tardy
Use of Obscene and Profane Language
Skipping class
Violation of Cell Phone/Electronic Device Policy

Violation of the Dress Code
Other Offenses of Similar Seriousness
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RECOMMENDED CONSEQUENCE
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice

Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
1st offense Warning
nd
2 offense Restorative Practice
1st offense Warning
nd
2 offense Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice
Restorative Practice (Cell phone taking away
and parent called. 1st offense: student will
receive phone at the end of day. 2nd offense:
parent needs to pick up phone from
administrator)
Restorative Practice (Office phone call home
for parent/guardian to bring proper attire in)
Restorative Practice
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Level 2 Infractions
Infraction
Engaging in conduct which disrupts school or
classroom activity or endanger or threaten to
endanger the health, safety, welfare, or morals
of others
Leaving the School Building or Grounds
Bringing inappropriate materials such as but
not limited to pornographic, criminal, hate
related, laser pointer(s), lighter(s), water
balloon(s) etc.
Cheat on exams or quizzes, or commit
plagiarism.
Encourage or urging other students to violate
school rules.
Failure to identify self properly
Failure to follow instructions during an
emergency drill
Failure to follow instructions or directions on a
field trip

Forgery

Open Defiance of Authority/Continued Willful
Disobedience

Participation in an Unauthorized Occupancy
Skipping Detention
Possession, consumption or distribution of
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RECOMMENDED Consequence
Minimum Restorative Practice
Maximum 1st offense 1 day Community
Service based on the severity and results of
behavior.
1 day of OSS
1st Offense: 1 day Community Service
2nd Offense: 1 day OSS
3rd Offense: 3 days of OSS and disciplinary
hearing
1 day Community Service and automatic (0) on
the assignment
1 day Community Service
1 day Community Service
1st Incident: 1 day OSS
2nd Incident: 3 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS and disciplinary hearing
1st Incident: I day of Community Service and
suspension from next field trip
nd
2 Incident: 2 days of Community Service and
suspension from all field trips for remainder of
the year
1st Offense: 1 day OSS
2nd Offense: 3 day OSS
3rd Offense: 5 day OSS and disciplinary hearing
1st Incident: 1 day OSS
2nd Incident: 3 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS
th
4 Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
1 day OSS
2 Detentions
1st offense 3 days OSS
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2nd offense 5 days OSS and disciplinary hearing
Parent/Teacher Conference

Level 3 Infractions
Infraction
Possession, consumption, or distribution of
alcohol, illegal drugs, prescription medications
or drug paraphernalia
Assault a Teacher or other school employee
Arson

Bullying or Cyberbullying: unwanted, aggressive
behavior that involves a real or perceived
power imbalance. The behavior is repeated, or
has the potential to be repeated, over time.
Bullying can occur before and after school
hours, in a school building, or on the internet.
See the attachment for the school policy.
Harassment: creation of a hostile environment
by conduct or by verbal threats, intimidation or
abuse based on a person’s actual or perceived
race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic
group, religion, religious practice, disability,
sex, sexual orientation, or gender (which
includes a person’s actual or perceived sex, as
well as gender identity expression)
Destruction of School Property

Engage in acts of sexual harassment, including
but not limited to sexually related physical
contact or offensive sexual comments.

Extortion

False Fire Alarm, Bomb Scare, Terrorist Action
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RECOMMENDED Consequence
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion Police 311
report made
1st Incident: 1 day OSS
2nd Incident: 3 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS
4th Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
1st Incident: 1 day OSS
2nd Incident: 3 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS
4th Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion

1st Offense up to 5 days OSS. Pay cost of
damage to fix.
nd
2 Offense: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, expulsion. Pay cost of
damage or fix.
1st Incident: 2 day OSS
2nd Incident: 3 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS
4th Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion.
Police 311 report may be made
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
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Fighting/Assaulting another Student or Person

Gambling for profit/actual money

Larceny or Other Theft Offenses and/or
threatening to take another person’s
belongings

Possession of a Weapon/Intentional Use of
Instrument for Harm
Riot: four or more persons simultaneously
engaging in tumultuous and violent conduct
and thereby intentionally or recklessly causing
or creating a grave risk of physical injury or
substantial property damage or causing alarm.
Threatening/Intimidation

ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
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long term suspension, or expulsion, police
report made. (Violation of state law subject to
legal authorities. Subject to fines from $1,000
to $10,000 and jail terms)
1st Incident: 3 days OSS
2nd Incident: 5 days OSS
3rd Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion police
report may be made
st
1 Incident: Up to 3 day OSS; Parent notified,
police report may be made
nd
2 Incident: Up to 5 days OSS with disciplinary
hearing resulting in long term suspension, or
expulsion
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion, police
report will be made
5 day OSS with disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension or expulsion

Verbal or Physical Menacing of a Staff Member

1st Incident: 1 day OSS
2nd Incident: 2 day OSS
3rd Incident: 5 day OSS
4th Incident: Disciplinary hearing resulting in
long term suspension, or expulsion
Call parent immediately to remove the
student. Consequences for
“Alcohol/tobacco/drug related” will apply
1st Incident: 3 days OSS

Other Offenses of Similar Seriousness

2nd Incident: 5 days OSS and disciplinary
hearing resulting in long term suspension, or
expulsion
Administrative discretion

Under the influence of drugs or alcohol
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Repeated Infractions
Infraction
Repeated minor infractions

Definition
Level 1 or 2 infractions that
are repeated five, six, or
seven times within a
semester
Repeated minor infractions
Level 1 or 2 infractions that
are repeated eight or more
times within a semester
Repeated major infractions
Level 2 or 3 infractions that
are repeated two or more
times within a semester
Repeated missing of
When a student reaches 5
Community Service
total unserved Community
Service
*Students start fresh each year or per SSC Staff discretion.
Multiple Referrals
Infraction
3 - 5 Referrals

6 - 20 Referrals

Definition
Any Type of Disciplinary
Referral

Any type of Disciplinary
Referral

Explanation
Restorative Practice and
mandatory parent meeting

OSS and mandatory parent
meeting or disciplinary
hearing
OSS and mandatory parent
meeting or disciplinary
hearing
1 day of OSS; students
Service Learning is removed
after day is served

Actions
Parent Contact will be made.
Letter will be sent home.
Consequences will be
appropriate based on the
infraction level.
Mandatory parent meeting
required and behavior
contract completed in
addition to appropriate
based on the infraction level.

Mandatory parent meeting required
and behavior contract completed in
addition to appropriate
consequences based on the
infraction level including long term
suspension referral including
consequences up to an expulsion.
* Restorative practices are processes that proactively build healthy relationships and a sense of community to prevent and
address conflict and wrongdoing. Restorative practices have been applied at RCMCS to address youth behavior, rule violations,
and to improve school climate and culture. Restorative practices can improve relationships between students, between students
and teachers, and even between teachers, whose behavior often serves as a role model for students. They allow each member of
the school community to develop and implement a school’s adopted core values.

20 or more Referrals

*OSS- Out of School Suspension
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Despite restorative practices,
multiple repeated
Disciplinary Referrals.
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*Community Service is an assignment intended to correct a behavior. Community service is given to a student who has received
a Level 2 infraction. Services consist of the following:
-

Assisting a staff member with classroom duties
Assisting in the cafeteria service line
Assisting with the janitorial duties of the school

Disciplinary Responses
The following discipline responses must be effectuated in accordance with all the procedural
requirements of RCMCS policy, the RCMCS Regulations of Intervention and Discipline, New York State and
Federal Law.

Detention
Teachers, and school leaders may use before/during/after school detention as a penalty for student
misconduct in situations where restorative practice was ineffective and removal from the classroom
would be appropriate. Detention must be served within the week of issuance and parent/guardian
notification. Detention takes precedence over extra-curricular activities, athletic practices or events.
Detention will be imposed as a penalty only after the student’s parent/guardian has been notified to
confirm there is no parental objection to the penalty and that the student has appropriate transportation
home following the detention. Failure to serve detention will result in another day of detention or out of
school suspension unless an exception to extenuating circumstances applies.

Removal from a Classroom by a Teacher
Teachers have the power to remove a disruptive student. A disruptive student is a student who
substantially disrupts the educational process or substantially interferes with the teacher’s authority over
the classroom. The student may be removed for up to two (2) classes (where the daily schedule is so
arranged) or up to 1.5 hours, where the student ordinarily remains in the same classroom.

1. The teacher must inform the student, parent and the Educational Leader of the reason(s) for the
student’s removal:
a. If the student’s continued presence in the classroom does not pose a continuing danger to
people or property, and does not present an ongoing threat of disruption to the academic
process, then the teacher will, prior to removing the student from the classroom, explain the
basis for the removal and allow the student to informally present his/her version of events with
a parent/guardian present.
b. In all other cases, the teacher must explain to the student the basis for the student’s removal
and provide an informal opportunity for the student to present his/her version of events within
twenty-four hours of the student’s removal. If the twenty-fourth hour occurs on a non-school
day, the opportunity shall be carried over until the corresponding hour on the next school day.
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c. No teacher may remove a student with a disability from his or her class until he or she has
exercised due diligence to verify with the Educational leader or his/her designee, that the
removal will not violate the student's rights under state or federal law or regulation.
d. The teacher must complete a school-established disciplinary removal form and meet with the
Educational Leader or his or her designee as soon as possible, but no later than the end of the
school day, to explain the circumstances of the removal and to present the removal form; and
must make a reasonable effort to personally contact the parent/guardian. If the Educational
Leader or designee is not available by the end of the same school day, the teacher must leave
the form with the secretary and meet with the Educational Leader or designee prior to the
beginning of classes on the next school day.
e. Removed students will be sent to a location at school where they will be provided with
continued educational services, including class work and homework.
2. The Educational Leader (or designee) must inform the student’s parent/guardian of the student’s
removal and the basis for the removal within twenty-four hours and must provide the parent with a
copy of the disciplinary removal form which was completed by the teacher. If the twenty-fourth hour
occurs on a non-school day, the deadline for notification shall be carried over until the corresponding
hour on the next school day.
a. The student and parent, upon request, will be given the opportunity for an informal conference
with the Educational Leader (or designee) and the teacher to discuss the reasons for the
student’s removal from class, and allow the student and parent to present the student’s version
of events. The informal conference must be held within forty-eight hours of the student’s
removal. If the forty-eighth hour occurs on a non-school day, the time for conference shall be
carried over until the corresponding hour on the next school day.
3. The Educational Leader (or designee) shall not set aside the discipline imposed by the teacher unless
he/she finds that the charge(s) is not supported by substantial evidence, that the student’s removal
violates the law, or that the student’s conduct warrants suspension. If suspension is warranted, then
the Educational Leader (or designee) shall then impose an appropriate period of suspension.
a. The Educational Leader (or designee’s) determination must be made by the end of the day on
the day after the informal conference.
b. The student cannot return to the classroom until the Educational Leader (or designee) makes a
final determination or the period of removal expires, whichever is sooner.
4. The Educational Leader (or designee) must input disciplinary action into SchoolTool within twentyfour hours.
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Short-Term Suspension

Short-Term Suspension Definition:
A short-term suspension is the term often used to refer to the suspension of a student from school for five
days or less in accordance with the provisions of section 3214 of the Education Law. The Board of Trustees,
the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief of Operations and Academics or the Educational Leader of the school
may suspend the following students from required attendance upon instruction: a student who is
insubordinate or disorderly or violent or disruptive, or whose conduct otherwise endangers the safety,
morals, health or welfare of others. At RCMCS, the Chief Executive Officer is equivalent with the role of
Superintendent. The Chief of Operations and the Educational Leader have roles, duties and responsibilities
similar with the role of Principal.

Short-Term Suspension Process:

1. Prior to imposition of the short-term suspension of a student with a disability the Educational Leader
(or designee) shall follow the procedures for Students with Disabilities regarding the necessary
information.
2. After conducting an investigation, the Educational Leader (or designee) must reference the
appropriate section of Code of Conduct that the incident violated, provide the student with notice of
the charged misconduct, and give the student the opportunity to provide his/her version of events.
If the student denies the misconduct, the Educational Leader (or designee) must provide an
explanation of the basis for the suspension.
3. The Educational Leader (or designee) must send the RCMCS-approved short-term suspension letter
to the parent/guardian in parent/guardian’s dominant language by either personal delivery, express
mail or any other means which ensures that the parent receives the letter within 24 hours of the
suspension decision.
4. The letter must describe the incident for which the suspension is proposed, must inform the
parent/guardian of his/her right to request an immediate informal conference with the Educational
Leader (or designee), and that the parent/guardian and student have a right to question the
complaining witness at the conference.
5. Upon request of the parent/guardian, the student and parent/guardian must be provided with an
informal conference with the Educational Leader (or designee), at which the parent/guardian and
student can present the student’s version of events and question the complaining witness in the
presence of the Educational Leader (or designee). In circumstances wherein witness safety is a
concern, the Educational Leader (or designee) will contact school counsel for direction on how to
proceed.
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6. The Educational Leader (or designee) must notify the parent/guardian and student of the
determination either at the conclusion of the conference, or within twenty-four hours thereafter. If
the twenty-fourth hour occurs on a non-school day, the time for communication of the
determination shall be carried over until the corresponding hour on the next school day.
7. The Educational Leader (or designee) must input suspension into SchoolTool within twenty-four
hours and attendance data for days of the suspension (up to 5 days) must be recorded in SchoolTool
as well.
8. Classroom teachers must provide student work within the first full day of suspension.
9. If the student will be suspended out-of-school, a plan must be in place to provide the student with
substantially equivalent instruction. This plan will be supplied by the Chief of Operations and
Academics or the Educational Leader (or designee) of the school.
10. Appeal from a short-term suspension can be made by the parent/guardian or student directly to the
New York State Commissioner of Education.
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Short-Term Suspension Process (grades 9-12)

Incident
Fact Finding

Parent
Communication

Informal
Conference

•Interview and obtain statements from witnesses, students and staff.
•Advise student/give opportunity to be heard and write statement.
•Conduct Manifestation Determination screening if SWD or 504 student.
•Administrator to reference appropriate section of Code of Conduct that incident violated.
•If the VIOLATION is not suspendable, other strategies (i.e., teachable moment, think-it-through
sheet) may be implemented or the student may return to class.

•If VIOLATION, phone call and letter to parent/guardian within 24 hours notifying that
the Educational Leader is contemplating suspension.
•Advise parent/guardian of right to informal conference.

•Conference either occurs or is declined.
•Decision for no suspension or short-term suspension.
•If NO SUSPENSION, alternative strategies and restorative practices are implemented.

•Record incident data in SchoolTool.
•Record attendance data for days of the suspension for up to 5 days, in SchoolTool.

Input Data

Short-Term
Suspension
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•Classroom teachers must provide student work within first full day of suspension.
•Educational Leader must implement plan for ensuring that the student recieves
substantially equivalent instruction.
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Sample Short-Term Suspension Letter
RE: Short-Term Suspension
Student Name
Student ID Number
Name
Address
City, State
Dear (insert Parent/Guardian’s name):

The purpose of this letter is to notify you that your child, ______, will be suspended from his/her regular
program as of __ (date) __ because on _____, he/she engaged in the following behavior: ___ (include
factual description of conduct) __. You and your child have a right to an informal conference with the
Educational Leader and have the right to question a complaining witness in this matter.

Your child will be suspended for ___ school day(s) and assigned to:




In-School Suspension room for the full day.
Instruction at school from _____ (am/pm) to _____ (am/pm).
Instruction at ________________________ from ______ (am/pm) to ______ (am/pm).

Your child is scheduled to return to his/her regular program on ________.

If you would like to meet to discuss this incident, please feel free to contact me at _____ to arrange for an
appointment to meet.

Sincerely,
Educational Leader

cc:

Hand delivered to student
Hand delivered to parent/guardian
Mailed to parent/guardian
Student cumulative file
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Long-Term Suspension

Long-Term Suspension Definition:
A long-term suspension is the term most often used to refer to the suspension of a student from school in
excess of five days in accordance with the provisions of Section 3214 of the Education Law.




New York State’s Education Law provides that no student may be suspended in excess of five school
days unless the student and the student’s parents/guardians have had an opportunity for a hearing
on reasonable notice.
At such hearing, students may bring their parents/guardians, and also have the right to be
represented by an attorney or other advocate, to testify on their own behalf and present witnesses
and other evidence on their own behalf, and to cross-examine witnesses against them.

Requesting a Long-Term Suspension Hearing (Process):
1. The Educational Leader should ensure that the following has been established, prior to
communicating with the Chief of Operations and Academics.
2. If a student with a disability is being considered for a long-term suspension, building level staff with
knowledge of the incident and understanding of the student’s disability must conduct a
manifestation determination screening. The results of the manifestation determination screening
must be submitted to the Educational Leader and included in the long-term suspension packet.
3. The Educational Leader communicates with the Chief of Operations and Academics the potential
recommendation for long-term suspension. Communication can be a brief email regarding the
incident or a telephone call. The Chief of Operations and Academics may decide that the incident
should not be recommended for a hearing, based on the information received. If the Chief of
Operations and Academics disagrees with the hearing recommendation, the student is only eligible
for a short-term suspension for up to 5 days.
4. The Educational Leader shall inform the student of the referral for a long-term suspension hearing
and the reason therefor.
5. The Educational Leader will notify the parent/guardian by telephone or email to inform the
parent/guardian of the student’s referral for a long-term suspension hearing and the reason
therefor and to explain where the student is to report for alternative instruction while awaiting the
long-term suspension hearing.
6. The Educational Leader MUST send the RCMCS-approved letter in the parent/guardian’s dominant
language to the parent/guardian within twenty-four hours of the long-term suspension referral
informing parent/guardian of the student’s referral for a long-term suspension. The letter shall
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include an explanation of the basis for the long-term suspension referral, as well as an explanation
of where the student is to report for instruction while awaiting the fact finding hearing.
7. The Educational Leader (or designee) must input the long-term suspension referral into SchoolTool
within twenty-four hours.
8. The Educational Leader must provide a complete long-term suspension packet to the Chief of
Operations and Academics and the long-term suspension Hearing Office through the long-term
suspension mailbox within 24 hours of the suspension.
9. The Educational Leader must determine alternate student placement for student that is consistent
with suspension and severity of the event. This placement MUST not exceed 5 days without a
hearing.
10. There must be an established plan for the student to receive work within 48 hours of the
suspension occurring. The classroom teacher(s) must provide student work. Attendance for the
student must be recorded as A-OSS for the days of the suspension (up to 5 days).
11. Once the completed long-term suspension packet is received (within 24 hours of approval), the
Chief of Operations and Academics or their designee shall conduct a review of the long-term
suspension packet in order to ensure that the packet is complete.
12. Upon approval of the long-term suspension packet, the Chief of Operations and Academics submits
a referral to an approved Hearing Officer. The hearing must be held within five days of suspension.
Upon approval of the long-term suspension packet, the Chief of Operations and Academics submits
the referral to an approved Hearing Officer. The hearing must be held within five days of the
suspension. Students referred for long-term suspension will be placed on short-term suspension
until the time of the hearing. In the event a student is found guilty, the time served during the
short-term suspension will be included in the final disposition.
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RCMCS Long-Term Suspension Flow Chart (grades 9-12)
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•Educational Leader must communicate with the COA the potential recommendation for a
LTS.
Communication
•Communication can be a brief email regarding the incident or a phone call.
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•Interview and obtain statements from all witnesses (students and staff).
•Advise student/give opportunity to be heard and write statement.
•Conduct Manifestation Determination screening if SWD or 504 student.
•If a manifestation, refer to CSE and do not process LTS.
•Administrator to reference appropriate section of Code of Conduct that incident violated.
•If NO VIOLATION, return student to class, notify parent.
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Alternate
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LTS Packet
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LTS
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•Notify parents with phone call and letter within 24 hours, that the Educational Leader is
contemplating recommendation for a hearing. Letter must be in dominant language and
must be letter from SchoolTool.
•Record incident data in SchoolTool immediately in order to record attendance correctly.
•Notify teachers of record of the suspension and the requirement to submit student work for
the duration of the suspension within 24 hours.

•Determine alternative instructional setting for temporary student placement (i.e. Public
Library) that is consistent with suspension and severity of the event. Must not exceed 5 days
without a hearing.
•Classroom teacher(s) must provide student work.
•Establish a plan for student to receive work, at alternate setting, within 48 hours.
•Record attendance as A-OSS for days of the suspension (up to 5 days).

•Chief is required to review documentation for completeness and approve the LTS packet
within 24 hours.
•Ed. Leader e-mails the LTS referral packet to Hearing Officer within 24 hours of suspension.

•Must be held within 5 school days of suspension.
•Student must return to class if Hearing is not held within 5 days.
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Sample Long-Term Suspension Hearing Letter
RE: Long-Term Suspension
Student Name
Student Number
Name
Address
City, State
Dear (insert Parent/Guardian’s name):

The purpose of this letter is to notify you that I have suspended your child, (insert student’s name)
because he/she engaged in the following behavior:

(Factual description of incident: Date, time, location and specific description of incident/behavior).

I have referred (insert student’s name) for a long-term suspension. You will soon receive a letter
informing you that a fact finding hearing will be held at which time the School will present evidence and
witnesses to show that insert student’s name) in fact engaged in the above described conduct. You and
your child have a right to present evidence and bring witnesses to discuss what occurred. Additionally,
you may bring an advocate or attorney to assist you.
The hearing officer will make findings of fact and, if your child is found guilty, the hearing officer will
recommend to the Chief of Operations and Academics the appropriate measure of discipline. The Chief
or her designee will decide whether to accept all or part of the hearing officer’s recommendation.
Until further notice, (insert student’s name) will receive instruction at (insert location, date(s),
instructional times, and alternative instructor’s name).
While your student is assigned out-of-school suspension, he/she is not allowed on school property for any
reason, except for the time and location your child is scheduled to report for instruction. If you have any
questions about this process, please contact the Educational Leader at (585) 232-1045.

Sincerely,
Chief of Operations and Academics
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LONG TERM SUSPENSION REFERRAL 2016-2017
Date of Incident:

Date of Suspension:

Student Name:

Grade:

Address:
Student ID:

DOB:

Parent or Guardian:

Telephone Number:

Address (if different):
Zip:
______________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE CHECK MARK REQUIRED DOCUMENTS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE Long-Term Referral Packet:
Long-Term Suspension Referral Form
Long-Term Suspension Referral Letter to Parent/Guardian
Interventions and Outcomes
Attendance Record (year-to-date)
Academic Record (year-to-date)
Discipline History
Manifestation Determination (students w/special needs)
Individual Education Plan with Summary (students w/special needs)
Functional Behavior Assessment (students w/special needs)
Behavior Intervention Plan *(required if student has a BIP)
Eye Witness Statement(s) *** Each must be signed and dated***
Victim Statement
Photographs (injuries, property damage), when available
Other pertinent documents (i.e. police report), when available
1.

Factual Statement/Summary of the Incident (describe):

a) Has the student been disciplined for this behavior in the past? Yes
If yes, how was the incident previously handled?

No

b) Has the student been disciplined for other types of behavior in the past? Yes
If yes, please summarize:
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2. What interventions have been utilized prior to this referral? (check all that apply AND provide
documentation)
Parent/Guardian Outreach
Guidance Conference
Peer Mediation
Conflict Resolution
Community Service
Substance Abuse Counseling
Services
Other (explain)

Intervention by Counseling Staff
Individual/Group Counseling
Mentoring Program
Short-term Behavioral Progress Reports
Referral/Community-based Organization
Referral/Youth Relationship Abuse or Sexual
Violence Counseling

Were these interventions successful? Yes
3.

No

What contacts with the student’s parent/guardian have been made?

What were the outcomes of those contacts?
4.

Additional comments from Educational Leader (if any):

5.

Number of school days in alternative instruction proposed by Chief of Operations and Academics:
(Consistent with the Intervention and Discipline Guide)
(Note: this is a recommendation):

6.

Is student classified as a student with a disability? Yes:
If yes, classification:

No:

program:

7.

Parent/Guardian notified of suspension by:

8.

Name and Title (i.e., teacher, administrator, student) of at least one eye-witness
available to testify at hearing:

9.

Interpreter Required: Yes

10.

Referral is being made by:
Chief of Operations and Academics: Yes
If not, name of Acting Chief:

No

If Yes, Language:

No

(Chief must be on approved leave (illness, personal, conference) and not reporting to
school on the day of the suspension.)
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Students with Disabilities
SUSPENSION PROCESS FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
When
Short-Term
Suspension

Responsibility

What

Education Services

1-10 Total School
Days:
A suspension or
removal that does not
exceed five school days
is imposed

Educational Leader

Determines the setting
for suspension and
alternative instruction to
be provided

Alternative instruction
must be provided to the
same extent as is
provided to nondisabled
students (Minimum 1
hour per day for
elementary students;
minimum 2 hours per
day for secondary
students).

11 or more total
school days:
A series of short-term
suspensions that
accumulate to 11 or
more school days in a
school year are
imposed

Educational Leader

Determines the setting
for suspension and
alternative instruction to
be provided

Alternative instruction
must be provided to the
same extent as is
provided to nondisabled
students (Minimum 1
hour per day for
elementary students;
minimum 2 hours per
day for secondary
students).

Coordinating
Administrator of Special
Education (CASE)

Manifestation
Determination:
School’s Manifestation
team must, in a
meeting, review all
relevant information in
the student’s file
including the student’s
IEP, any teacher
observations, and any
relevant information
provided by the parents
and then
Determine if:
(1) the conduct in
question was caused by
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or had a direct and
substantial relationship
to the student’s
disability; or
(2) the conduct in
question was the direct
result of a failure to
implement the IEP.

The behavior is not a
manifestation of the
disability

CASE

School’s CSE convenes
to review the student’s
special education
program and determine
the need, if any, to
conduct an FBA and
develop a BIP. CSE
recommends services to
provide FAPE.

Provide services to the
extent necessary to
enable the student to
appropriately progress
in the general
curriculum and
appropriately advance
toward achieving the
goals set out in the
student’s IEP.

CASE

School’s CSE convenes
to review the student’s
special education
program and determine
the need, if any, to
conduct an FBA and
develop a BIP. CSE
recommends services to
provide FAPE.

Return the student to
the placement from
which the student was
removed, unless the
parent/guardian and the
school agree to a
change in placement.

Educational Leader

Potential request to
initiate the LTS process

Educational Leader and
CASE

Determines the setting
for immediate removal
of the student pending
the outcome of the LTS
process. Consults with
CASE on the alternative
instruction to be
provided.

or

The behavior is a
manifestation of the
disability

Long-Term
Suspension (LTS)
A suspension in excess
of five school days is
being contemplated
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student’s IEP.
The manifestation
screening identifies that
the behavior is potentially
not a result of the
student’s disability

or

The manifestation
screening identifies that
the behavior is
potentially a result of
the student’s disability

Educational Leader

Provides screening
outcome to Educational
Leader

CASE

LTS process proceeds

Educational Leader

Provides screening
outcome to Principal

Educational Leader and
CASE

LTS process ends.

See Section 6 for LTS
process

The student returns to
current placement

A request for a CSE
program review may be
initiated to review the
student’s current special
education program and
services.

The LTS process for students with disabilities must include the following components in addition to
the LTS Superintendent’s Hearing.
What

Who

When

Where

Manifestation
Determination:
The Manifestation
Team must, in a
meeting, review all
relevant information in
the student’s file
including the student’s
IEP, any teacher
observations, and any
relevant information
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Central Manifestation
Determination Team
(MDT), which must
include: a representative
of the school
knowledgeable about the
student and the
interpretation of
information about child

Immediately following
the LTS Hearing

Same site as LTS
Hearing.
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provided by the parents
and then:
•
Determine if:
(1) the conduct in
question was caused by
or had a direct and
substantial relationship
to the student’s
disability; or
(2) the conduct in
question was the direct
result of a failure to
implement the IEP.

behavior; and
the parent/guardian and
relevant members of the
CSE as determined by
the parent and the
District.

CSE Meeting:

Central CSE to include
relevant staff from the
student’s school building
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Immediately following
the MDT meeting

Same site as LTS
Hearing
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Manifestation Questionnaire
(For Students with IEPs, 504 Plans or Students Presumed to Have a Disability)
*To be completed prior to LTS Referral* Weapons, drugs or serious injury? Yes____

Student Name: ___________________________________________

No: ____

Date: _________________

School: ________________________________________ Grade: _____ ID #: ________________________
Based on a review of the circumstances surrounding the incident, your personal knowledge of the
student and relevant information from the student’s file, IEP and teacher observations, answer ALL of
the following questions:
QUESTION

YES

1. Was the student’s IEP being fully implemented at the time of the behavior?
2. If NO to #1, was the student’s conduct the direct result of the school’s failure to implement the IEP? [If
YES, then the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.]
3. Did the student have a behavior intervention plan (BIP) in place at the time of the incident? (If YES, go to
Question #6.)
4. If NO to #3, should there have been a BIP in place at the time of the incident?
5. If YES to #4, was the student’s behavior the direct result of the school’s failure to develop a BIP? [If YES,
then the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.]
6. Is the BIP meaningful? Are the behavioral goals both observable and measurable?
7. If NO to #6, was the student’s behavior the direct result of the school’s failure to implement a
meaningful BIP? [If YES, then the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.]
8. If YES to #3, was the behavior intervention plan being implemented with fidelity?
9. If NOT to #8, was the student’s conduct the direct result of the school’s failure to implement the
behavior intervention plan? [If YES, then the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.]
10. Was the student’s behavior caused by his/her disability? [If YES, then the behavior is a manifestation
of the student’s disability.]
11. Did the student’s behavior have a direct and substantial relationship to the student’s disability? [If YES,
then the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability.]

The student’s behavior: _____ WAS / _____ WAS NOT a manifestation of his/her disability.
If it is determined that the behavior was a manifestation of the student’s disability, then no discipline can be
imposed AND a CSE must be convened to review the student’s program.

Name and Title of Administrator Completing This Form:
________________________________________________
Print Name

_________________________________
Title

________________________________________________
Sign Name

_________________________________
Title
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Alternative Disciplinary Methods (ADM):

Student Success Center: Community agencies and services will play an active role in diminishing student
misconduct. RCMCS will seek the assistance and support from agencies throughout Monroe County to help
guide and counsel students who repeatedly violate the Learning Code of Conduct.

The Center for Youth Services and Hillside Work-Scholarship Connection will also play an active role in
securing community agency and service support. Center for Youth Services youth advocates will be located
on-site to aid our students in improving their behavior. A referral process has been created whereby a
classroom teacher and/or teacher advisor may write a referral on a student and then send it to the Student
Success Center for review and approval.

The Educational Leader is kept informed about every referral sent to the Student Success Center. It also the
primary objective of the Student Success Center to keep student issues confidential and to keep parents
well informed when deemed necessary.

Hillside Work-Scholarship Connection (HWSC) provides academic and behavioral assistance to 33 at-risk
students per HWSC advocate. Students are selected by the advocate according to grade point average and
conduct in the classroom. (HWSC) provides students with tutorials, youth employment opportunities, and a
monitoring system to ensure that each student graduates on time. The Educational Leader is kept informed
monthly on the progress the students are making in the program.

Expulsion
The decision to expel any student will be made in writing and will include the reasons for the expulsion by
the Chief of Operations and Academics after hearing about the events involved in a situation.

The parent/guardian may appeal an expulsion within two (2) school days of the expulsion being issued. This
appeal will be made to the Chief of Operations and Academics in writing. The student may not attend
classes until the appeal is heard, but will be able to turn in school for the classes missed while waiting for
the appeal and receive credit for that work. All disciplinary hearing on expulsions will be held within for (4)
school days of the appeal being made. The decision of Chief of Operations and Academics is final.
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Introduction to Dignity for All Students Act
The New York State Dignity for All Students Act (Dignity Act, or “DASA”) was signed into law on Sept. 13,
2010 and became effective July 1, 2012. This legislation amended State Education Law by creating a new
Article 2 - Dignity for All Students. The intent of the Dignity for All Students Act (Dignity Act) is to provide all
public school students with an environment free from discrimination and harassment, as well as to foster
civility in public schools. It focuses on prevention of harassment and discriminatory behaviors through the
promotion of educational measures meant to positively impact school culture and climate. The Dignity Act
states that NO student shall be subjected to harassment or discrimination by employees or students on
school property (including school bus) or at a school function based on their actual or perceived (including,
but not limited to) race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic group, religion, religious practice, disability,
sexual orientation, gender, or sex.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School will not tolerate incidents of discrimination, intimidation,
taunting, harassment, or bullying on school property, a school bus and/or at a school function by students
and/or school employees.
There is one identified staff member at every school that is thoroughly trained to handle human relations in
the areas of race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic group, religion, religious practice, disability, sexual
orientation, gender and sex (Education Law § 13[3]).
Dignity Act Coordinator: Ronda Wade, SSC Manager rwade@rcmcs.org
or: Chief Executive Secretary, Casandra Vargas cvargas@rcmcs.org

DISCRIMINATION AND HARASSMENT PROHIBITED
RCMCS has set expectations for conduct on school property and at school functions. These expectations are
based on the principles of civility, mutual respect, citizenship, character, tolerance, honesty and integrity.
The Board of Trustees recognizes the need to clearly define these expectations for acceptable conduct on
school property, to identify the possible consequences of unacceptable conduct, and to ensure that
discipline when necessary is administered promptly and fairly. It is also our right according to New York
State Education Law to impose disciplinary sanctions for incidents occurring off school property that
substantially disrupt the educational process or that constitute threats of violence. To this end, the Board of
Trustees has adopted this Code of Conduct. Unless otherwise indicated, this code applies to all students,
school personnel, parents/guardians and other visitors when on school property or attending a school
function.
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PROHIBITION OF RETALIATION
Any person having reasonable cause to suspect that a student has been subjected to discrimination or
harassment by an employee or student, on school grounds or at a school function, who acting reasonably
and in good faith, either reports such information to school officials, to the commissioner, or to law
enforcement authorities or otherwise initiates, testifies, participates or assists in any formal or informal
proceedings under this subdivision, shall have immunity from any civil liability that may arise from the
making of such report or from initiating, testifying, participating or assisting in such formal or informal
proceedings. Relatedly, neither the school, nor an employee or student thereof shall take, request or cause
a retaliatory action against any such person who, acting reasonably and in good faith, either makes a report
or initiates, testifies, participates or assists in such formal or informal proceedings.
DEFINITIONS: for purposes of this code, the following definitions apply:
“Cyber-bullying” is “harassment” or “bullying”, where such harassment or bullying occurs through any form
of electronic communication. Cyber-bullying may occur via electronic communication on the Internet, on
cellular phones or other electronic media. Cyber-bullying includes, but is not limited to, the following
misuses of technology: harassing, discriminating, teasing, taunting, intimidating, threatening, bullying, or
terrorizing another student or staff member by way of any technological tool, such as sending or posting
inappropriate or derogatory email messages, instant messages, text messages, digital pictures or images, or
website postings (including blogs). Cyber-bullying can involve, but is not limited to: sending mean, vulgar, or
threatening messages or images; posting sensitive, private information about another person;
impersonating someone else in order to embarrass, humiliate or ruin the reputation of that individual.
Cyber-bullying involving students may occur both on campus and off school grounds and may involve
student use of the internet system or student use of personal digital devices including but not limited to:
cell phones, digital cameras, personal computers, electronic tools. Cyber-bullying or harassment has or
could have the effect of:
 Causing physical, social/relational, emotional or mental harm to a student;
 Placing a student in reasonable fear of physical, emotional or mental harm;
 Placing a student in reasonable fear of damage to or loss of personal property; or
 Interfering with a student’s educational performance and/or denying or limiting a student's ability
to participate in or to receive benefits, services or opportunities in the school’s programs.
“Disability” means: (a) a physical, mental or medical impairment resulting from anatomical, physiological,
genetic or neurological conditions which prevents the exercise of a normal bodily function or is
demonstrable by medically accepted clinical or laboratory diagnostic techniques; or (b) a record of such an
impairment; or (c) a condition regarded by others as such an impairment, provided, however, that in all
provisions of this article dealing with employment, the term must be limited to disabilities which, upon the
provision of reasonable accommodations, do not prevent the complainant from performing in a reasonable
manner the activities involved in the job or occupation sought or held (Education Law §11[4] and Executive
Law §292[21]).
“Discrimination” is bias based on a person’s actual or perceived race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic
group, religion, religious practice, disability, sexual orientation, gender or sex. Sexual assault is a violation of
the victim’s civil rights and is considered an act of discrimination.
“Disruptive student” means a student under the age of 21 who is substantially disruptive of the educational
process or substantially interferes with the teacher’s authority over the classroom.
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“Employee” means any person receiving compensation from the school or employee of a contracted service
provider or worker placed within the school under a public assistance employment program, pursuant to
Title Nine B of Article Five of the Social Services Law, and consistent with the provisions of such title for the
provision of services to such school, its students or employees, directly or through contract, whereby such
services performed by such person involve direct student contact (Education Law §§11[4] and 1125[3]).
“Gender” means actual or perceived sex and includes a person’s gender identity or expression (Education
Law §11[6]).
"Harassment" and "Bullying" shall mean the creation of a hostile environment by conduct or by threats,
intimidation or abuse, including cyberbullying, that either (1) has or would have the effect of unreasonably
and substantially interfering with a student's educational performance, opportunities or benefits, or
mental, emotional and/or physical well-being, including conduct, threats, intimidation or abuse that
reasonably causes or would reasonably be expected to cause emotional harm; or (2) reasonably causes or
would reasonably be expected to cause physical injury to a student or to cause a student to fear for his or
her physical safety. Such definition includes acts of harassment or bullying that occur:
 on school property; and/or
 at a school function; or
 off school property where such acts create or would foreseeably create a risk of substantial
disruption within the school environment, where it is foreseeable that the conduct, threats,
intimidation or abuse might reach school property. Such conduct shall include, but not be
limited to, those acts based on a person's actual or perceived race, color, weight, national
origin, ethnic group, religion, religious practice, disability, sexual orientation, gender, sex or
any other legally protected status. For the purposes of this definition the term "threats,
intimidation or abuse" shall include verbal and non-verbal actions.
"Emotional harm" that takes place in the context of "harassment or bullying" means harm to a student's
emotional well-being through creation of a hostile school environment that is so severe or pervasive as to
unreasonably and substantially interfere with a student's education.
“Hazing” is a form of harassment among students defined as any humiliating or dangerous activity expected
of a student to join a group or be accepted by a formal or informal group, regardless of their willingness to
participate. Hazing produces public humiliation, physical or emotional discomfort, bodily injury or public
ridicule or creates a situation where public humiliation, physical or emotional discomfort, bodily injury or
public ridicule is likely to occur. Hazing behaviors include, but are not limited to, the following general
categories:
a) Humiliation: socially offensive, isolating or uncooperative behaviors.
b) Substance abuse: abuse of tobacco, alcohol or illegal/legal drugs.
c) Dangerous hazing: hurtful, aggressive, destructive, and disruptive behaviors.
"Material Incident of Bullying, Discrimination and/or Harassment" means a single verified incident or a
series of related verified incidents where a student is subjected to bullying, discrimination and/or
harassment by a student and/or employee on school property or at a school function. In addition, such
term shall include a verified incident or a series of related incidents of harassment or bullying that occur off
school property, where such acts create or would foreseeably create a risk of substantial disruption within
the school environment, where it is foreseeable that the conduct, threats, intimidation or abuse might
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reach school property, and is the subject of a written or oral complaint to the Chief, Educational Leader, or
their designee, or other school employee. Such conduct shall include, but is not limited to, threats,
intimidation or abuse based on a person’s actual or perceived race, color, weight, national origin, ethnic
group, religion, religious practice, disability, sexual orientation, gender or sex; provided that nothing in this
subdivision shall be construed to prohibit a denial of admission into, or exclusion from, a course of
instruction based on a person’s gender that would be permissible under Education Law sections 3201-a or
2854(2)(a) and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. section 1681, et seq.), or to
prohibit, as discrimination based on disability, actions that would be permissible under section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
“Parent” means the biological, adoptive or foster parent, guardian or person in parental relation to a
student.
“Possess” includes carrying something on one’s person, or having it located in one’s belongings such as
book bag, locker, vehicle, or other container belonging to the person.
“Sex” means the biological and physiological characteristics that define men and women. (MALE and
FEMALE denote "sex".)
“School Bus”, otherwise referred to as “School Transportation” means every motor vehicle owned by a
public or governmental agency or private school and operated for the transportation of students, teachers
and other persons acting in a supervisory capacity, to or from school or school activities, or, privately
owned and operated for compensation for the transportation of students, children of students, teachers
and other persons acting in a supervisory capacity to or from school or school activities (Education Law
§11[1] and Vehicle and Traffic Law §142).
“School Function” means a school sponsored extracurricular event or activity (Education §11[2]).
“School Property” means in or within any building, structure, athletic playing field, playground, parking lot,
or land contained within the real property boundary line of a public elementary or secondary school; or in
or on a school bus (Education Law §11[1]).
“Sexual Orientation” means actual or perceived heterosexuality, homosexuality, or bisexuality (Education
Law §11[5]). RCMCS Student Code of Conduct 06/11/13, 12/10/13, 8/12/14 6
“Sexual Violence” means physical sexual acts perpetrated against a person’s will or where a person is
incapable of giving consent due to the victim’s use of drugs or alcohol. An individual also may be unable to
give consent due to an intellectual or other disability. A number of different acts fall into the category of
sexual violence, including but not limited to rape, sexual assault, sexual battery, and sexual coercion. All
acts of sexual violence are forms of sexual harassment covered under Title IX.
Policies and Guidelines
The Dignity Act emphasizes the creation and maintenance of a positive learning environment for all
students. In addition, the amended Dignity Act requires the development of measured, balanced,
progressive, and age-appropriate responses to discrimination, harassment, and bullying of students by
students and/or employees. Remedial responses should be included in the Code of Conduct and place the
focus of discipline on discerning and correcting the reasons why discrimination, harassment, and bullying
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occurred. The remedial responses should also be designed to correct the problem behavior, prevent
another occurrence of the behavior, and protect the target of the act. Appropriate remedial measures may
include, but are not limited to:
 peer support groups;
 assignment of an adult mentor at school that the student checks in with at the beginning and end
of each school day;
 corrective instruction that re-emphasizes behavioral expectations or other relevant learning or
service experience;
 engagement of student in a reflective activity, such as writing an essay about the misbehavior and
its impact on others and how the student might handle the situation differently in the future
and/or make amends to those who have been harmed;
 supportive intervention and/or mediation where constructive conflict resolution is modeled;
 behavioral assessment or evaluation;
 behavioral management plans or behavior contracts, with benchmarks that are closely
monitored;
 student counseling and parent conferences that focus on involving persons in parental relation in
discipline issues.
Specific Policies
Whether a student is being bullied himself/herself or has witnessed another student being bullied, s/he
needs to feel empowered, comfortable, and safe reporting such an incident to school faculty or
staff. Specifically, the Dignity Act requires that RCMCS create policies, procedures and guidelines that
enable students and parents to make oral and/or written reports of harassment, bullying or discrimination
to teachers, administrators, and other school personnel that RCMCS deems appropriate (Education Law
§13[1][b])
• School employees who witness harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination or receive an oral or
written report of such acts shall promptly orally notify the Educational Leader or their designee not
later than one school day after such employee witnesses or receives a report of such acts, and shall
also file a written report with the Educational Leader or their designee no later than two school days
after making an oral report.
• The Educational Leader or designee shall lead or supervise the thorough investigation of all reports of
harassment, bullying and/or discrimination, and ensure that such investigation is completed promptly
after receipt of any written reports.
• When an investigation verifies a material incident of harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination, the
Educational Leader or designee shall take prompt action, reasonably calculated to end the harassment,
bullying, and/or discrimination, eliminate any hostile environment, create a more positive school
culture and climate, prevent recurrence of the behavior, and ensure the safety of the student or
students against whom such behavior was directed.
• The Educational Leader or their designee shall notify promptly the appropriate local law enforcement
agency when it is believed that any harassment, bullying or discrimination constitutes criminal
conduct.
• The Educational Leader shall provide a regular report, at least once during each school year, on data
and trends related to harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination to the superintendent.
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• Pursuant to Education Law section 13, retaliation by any school employee or student shall be
prohibited against any individual who, in good faith, reports or assists in the investigation of
harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination.

CODE OF CONDUCT PUBLICATION AND TRAINING
Under Education Law §2801(4) and 8 NYCRR §100.2(I)(2)(iii)(b), districts and BOCES must ensure community
awareness of the Code of Conduct provisions through various specified means. RCMCS shall post the
current Code of Conduct in an easily accessible place on their Internet web site, if available. A summary of
the Code of Conduct be mailed to all students, in an age-appropriate version, written in plain-language, to
ensure that students understand the standards of respect and appropriate behavior that the school
community expects from them.
As part of ensuring effective implementation of the Code of Conduct, RCMCS shall provide training to staff
that specifically highlights the Dignity Act provisions, such as the prohibition against discrimination,
harassment and bullying, reporting requirements and the availability of each school’s DAC. Training shall
address the social patterns of discrimination, harassment and bullying, the identification and mitigation of
those behaviors, as well as strategies for effectively addressing problems of exclusion, bias and aggression
in the school setting. The Dignity Act permits the denial of admission into, or exclusion from, a course of
instruction based on a person’s gender that would be permissible under Education Law §§2854(2)(a),
Education Law § 3201-a and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (20 USC §1681, et. seq.).
Similarly, the Dignity act allows denial of admission or exclusion based on disability that would be
permissible under §504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

Policy Concerning Drugs, Alcohol, Tobacco and Controlled Dangerous Substances
Policy Statement
Students are prohibited from possessing, consuming, or distributing drugs or alcohol in any form while at
school, in co-curricular and extra-curricular programs, on school grounds, attending a school-related
function on or off campus, and when coming to and going from school. Students are further prohibited
from smoking cigarettes or using tobacco products in any form in school building.
Students suspected of being “under the influence” will be seen by support staff with potential subject to
five-day suspension. Continued abuse on school grounds may potentially lead to a disciplinary hearing
which could result in suspension longer than five days or expulsion.
RCMCS intends to use the disciplinary sanctions of this policy as a means of helping students recover from
the debilitating effects of substance abuse.
Students Voluntarily Seeking Help
Students are encouraged to seek help for problems with or related to drug and/or alcohol use. Crisis
Intervention Specialists are provided for direct assistance or confidential referral for students seeking help
with an alcohol, drug or other problem related to their substance use or use by someone in a close
relationship with them.
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Voluntarily seeking help does not prevent the school staff from charging a student with suspicion of being
under the influence at another time.
1. The Crisis Intervention Specialists will be allowed to maintain confidentiality of conversations with
students meeting the following criteria:
a) The student’s health is not in imminent danger
b) The information does not make the staff member an accessory to an illegal action
c) The information does not indicate that the health or safety of the student or individual is
threatened.
Students Suspected of Being under the Influence of Substances
Staff members must immediately report any students exhibiting behavior, or a pattern of behavior, or
whose physical condition is consistent with the signs and symptoms of being under the influence of alcohol
or other drugs.

1. When a student is suspected of being under the influence of drugs or alcohol, the steps below will be
followed:
a) The staff member who expresses concern shall contact either the Educational Leader or the COA.
b) Parent or Guardian will be contacted via phone
c) The nurse, the Educational Leader, and/or Support Center Manager will meet with the student as
soon as possible.
d) It appropriate the parent/guardian shall be directed to take the student for an immediate
examination by a physician of their own choosing, which shall be at the family’s expense.
e) When a student is in need of immediate medical attention, the Educational Leader will take
appropriate action to ensure that emergency medical services or the police transport the student
to the nearest hospital emergency room.
Students Returning From Treatment: Voluntary and Policy-Ordered
Students not-voluntarily attending a treatment program causing an extended absence will be readmitted
only upon receipt of a written recommendation from the treatment program. The absences will be
considered in the same manner as other “chronically ill” students.

Search and Seizure
NOTE: Lockers are school property and, therefore, subject to search by school administration at any time.
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1. Searches conducted of students’ possessions, lockers or vehicles must be warranted by “reasonable
suspicion” in compliance with standards established in U.S. vs. TLO.
2. These searches shall include the following guidelines:
a. “Reasonable Suspicion” shall mean suspicion based on statements of concern by staff or students,
and physical condition and behavior of a suspicious nature, which indicates a violation of the Code
of Conduct.
b. Searches of a “cursory” nature may be conducted, including a visual inspection and request that
students empty pockets, purses and other belongings.
3. Students refusing to cooperate in “searches” will have their parent/guardian contacted immediately to
inform them of the student’s refusal to cooperate, stressing possible police involvement in the incident.

Possession or Distribution of Alcohol and/or Other Drugs
When a student is found to be in possession of any quantity of illegal substances (drugs or alcohol) on
school grounds or at a school activity the Rochester Police Department will be called.
1. When illegal substances are found, it will be the responsibility of the Police to complete their
normal reporting procedures and any other legal actions, including arrest, depending on the
quantity of substances.
2. Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School maintains the right to conduct an expulsion hearing on
any student found selling, possessing or distributing illegal substances.
3. Students charged with distribution or intent to distribute drugs:
a. Out-of-School Suspension for a minimum of 5 days
b. Will be subject to a Disciplinary Hearing to determine if expulsion or suspension longer than 5
days is warranted
Upon the second, and any subsequent offenses, or those involving action by the Court due to the quantity
of substances involved, an automatic Disciplinary Hearing by the COA shall be held. Students arrested for
non-school related drug or alcohol violations shall be permitted to attend school unless it is demonstrated
that the student is a danger to him/herself, or to other students in the school. Based on reports from local
police, if the school Educational Leader determines that the student’s continued attendance presents a
danger to the health and safety of other students in the building, the offending student shall be suspended
for a period of 5 days and be required to attend a Disciplinary Hearing that may result in expulsion or
suspension longer than 5 days.
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Procedures for Considering a Mental Hygiene Arrest

NYS Mental Hygiene Law permits certain individuals to arrange for people to be brought to a hospital for
further evaluation (which could result in an inpatient psychiatric admission). Although the phrase "mental
hygiene arrest" (or MHA) is often used to describe this process, it is important to note that it is not really an
"arrest" per se (as there is no accusation of criminal behavior). A more accurate term would be "mental
health intervention" - as it is an intervention that results in individuals being brought to a hospital, often
contrary to their wishes.
Law enforcement can take someone to a hospital if the person appears to be suffering from a mental illness
and there is some element of dangerous (to self or others). Certain mental health clinicians in the community
have also been designated to be able to direct law enforcement to transport someone (or arrange for that
transport via ambulance) to a hospital (if those same two criteria are met: mental illness and danger to self
or others).
Police may be called in a psychiatric emergency for the following reasons:
 If there is immediate danger and other interventions have not been successful, calling 911 is
recommended. However, other interventions should be tried prior to calling police (if at all
possible).
 If the person who is distressed is already involved in the mental health system, attempting to
reach the mental health professionals that are working with the child and family is recommended.
Another option is requesting assistance from the Rochester Community Mobile Crisis Team (that
can be accessed via Life Line by dialing 211).
The Mobile Crisis Team may be able to arrange for a visit to the person's home (or other location) to assess
the situation and make recommendations for next steps to more thoroughly address the problem. Of course,
family members are also able to bring their child(ren) to any of the three emergency rooms in Monroe
County that conduct emergency mental health evaluations (Rochester General Hospital, St. Mary's also
known as Unity Health Systems, and Strong.)
Once it has been determined that a MHA is warranted:
1. Administrator or his/her designee calls 911
2. School nurse is immediately contacted for all urgent medical issues and pertinent information.
3. The student’s parent or guardian called, informed of situation and asked to come to school, if feasible.
4. If parent cannot come in or this is not a viable option then Mobile Crisis should be called, if feasible.
5. A recommendation for a Mental Health Arrest should be made by the mental health professional
(school psychologist, school social worker, school nurse, appropriate health center staff member, or
school counselor).
6. Area secured for ambulance arrival.
7. Student secured in the stretcher for transport with pertinent information.
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The Educational Leader or his/her designee must follow or accompany the student to the hospital and
wait for a parent/guardian to arrive.

Attendance

The Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School acknowledges the importance of regular attendance in an
effective instructional program. To this end, it will observe and enforce the laws requiring the attendance of
all children between the ages of six and sixteen and establish its own rules for the attendance of all
students. Attendance shall be required of all students enrolled in the school during the days and hours that
the school is in session. In accordance with statute, the school shall require from the parent/guardian of
each child who has been absent from school a written statement of the reason for such absence. An excuse
written by a parent/guardian does not necessarily constitute a legal absence. RCMCS reserves the right to
verify such statement and to investigate the cause of each absence or tardiness.

Absences should be phoned in to the office (585.232.1045) by the parent/guardian before the start of
school on that date. Parents who fail to report the absence ahead of time will receive a phone call from the
school. It is imperative that parents/guardians keep all contact information up-to-date to facilitate this
process. A student must be present in school and/or class 90 percent of the school days per semester in
order to receive credit for the subjects enrolled. A student may be absent due to illness approximately nine
days per semester, eighteen days per year. Any days beyond nine days per semester, eighteen days per
year, or eighteen individual class periods, may result in loss of credit.
Absences
Regular attendance is an expectation at RCMCS to ensure that our students are afforded every opportunity
to grow, learn and be successful. Absences should be avoided when reasonably possible.

1. Students are permitted to accumulate 18 unexcused illegal absences per school year without
academic penalty. However, students are expected to meet with their teachers to make-up missed
class work, homework and assessments. Failure to complete make-up work will have a negative
effect on a student’s grade.
Legal absences include:
a. Medical excuse from a health care provider;
b. Medical, dental appointments;
c. Death in family;
d. College visits grades 10-12 (All college visits must be pre-approved by counselor and
student must return with certification from college/university that student attended a
specified day.) College visit days are limited to four per academic year;
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e. Visits to government agencies including but not limited to: immigration, social security,
child welfare etc.;
f. Mandated Court-Appearances- Documentation must be provided by the court and
validated that the student appeared on that date;
g. Religious Holidays as stipulated by the State Board of Education.
2. After 5 unexcused illegal absences, a letter to parents is sent home; after 8 illegal absences, a
parent meeting is held; after 10 illegal absences a home visit is conducted; after these three lines of
communication and the above interventions have been conducted CPS may be called (after 10
unexcused absences). The 18th day letter will be sent informing the parent of the absences at which
time the family must make contact with school administration to appeal the decision. Failure of the
parents to respond within 5 school days of mailer will result in final denial with no opportunity for
appeal.
Tardiness
A tardy is defined as any time in which a student does not arrive to a class at the time stipulated by the
school schedule.

1. All students are to arrive to school on time, properly prepared with their required assignments,
and personal belongings in their locker.
2. All period 1 classes, including Physical Education and Health classes begin at the same time. Their
attendance period is considered part of the instructional time and is duly noted in the student’s
attendance.
3. Any student arriving to class may lose participation points for that class.

Early Dismissal
When a parent wishes to have their child dismissed early, the parent must provide the student with a
note that is given to the office by 7:45 a.m. the morning of the excuse. At the time of the early dismissal,
a parent/guardian must sign the student out.

In case of a family emergency, a parent/guardian may sign their child out through the Main Office. In this
circumstance, the student is limited to two “early excuses” per year. All others after will be deemed
unexcused.
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Extracurricular Clubs, Athletic Practice, Game Participation, and School Attendance Policy
1. Extracurricular participants must have exceptional attendance. They must be in school to play,
practice, or otherwise participate in extracurricular activities.
2. If absent or late, a student may not participate, practice, or otherwise participate in extracurricular
activities unless the reason is legally excused. Written excuses from parents, guardians, or persons
in parental relation must be turned into the main office upon arrival at school.
3. If the early dismissal is for excused reason, with the expectation of subparagraph (b) below, the
student may return to play, practice, or other participation in extracurricular activities.
4. If the student goes home ill, is suspended, or is otherwise absent, then he or she may not return to
activities or games occurring on that same day.
Family Vacations
The school calendar provides several possible vacation periods during the year at Thanksgiving, winter,
and spring. Students should not take vacation trips outside of these periods. It is very important that
students be present for all class meetings in each subject area. This ensures continuity of the learning
experience and prevents long gaps, which are most difficult and, at times, impossible to make up. The
school cannot approve any vacation time. Vacation absences will be considered as illegal/unexcused
absences and work will be provided upon return to school.

Supervision
The school’s responsibility for supervision of students begins at 7:45 a.m. and ends at 4:00 p.m. For
students participating in extra-curricular activities, athletic and non-athletic, the school’s responsibility for
supervision begins at 4:00 p.m. and ends at the specific time each coach/moderator informs the student.
Each coach/moderator will inform the students of the beginning and ending times of practice/meetings.
A written policy from each coach/moderator who has consistent practices/meetings will be given to the
student to take home. It is imperative for your child’s safety that you are on time to pick them up at the
end of a specific practice/activity. Failure to pick up your child promptly may result in his/her removal
from extra-curricular activities. Loitering in the hall or on campus after 4:00 p.m. is NOT permitted.

Penalties
1. Students who exceed the maximum number of allowable absences will remain in scheduled classes
in order to earn grades, but will be denied graduation credit for their course work.
Graduation/promotion credits may be earned by retaking the course the following year or attending
summer school.
2. Continued absences or failure to participate actively in classes in a positive manner may result in the
student’s reassignment of classes.
3. A zero will be given for missed class work as defined under class cuts. Parent/Guardian and student
will be notified of the cut to class and the subsequent zero for a grade.
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Religious Holidays
1. No pupil who is absent from school because of a religious holiday may be deprived of any award or
eligibility or opportunity to compete for any award because of such absence.
2. A pupil who misses a test or examination because of a religious holiday has the right to make up all
work missed.
3. To be entitled to the privileges set forth above, the pupil must present a written excuse signed by a
parent or person standing in place of a parent.
4. Any absence because of a religious holiday must be recorded in the school register or in any group or
class attendance record as a legal absence.
5. Such absence must NOT be recorded on any transcript, application, employment form, or any similar
form.
School Work during Absences
1. All missed classwork and homework assignments are to be made up within a period specified by the
classroom teacher or administrator, not to exceed 10 school days, unless there are extenuating
circumstances.
2. Upon his/her return to school, the student is required to make up tests and missed assignments.
3. The student is expected to show initiative in seeking out each teacher to determine missed
assignments and due dates.
[NOTE: SHOULD A STUDENT BE ABSENT DUE TO PARTICIPATION IN A FAMILY TRIP OR OTHER
UNAUTHORIZED LEAVE FROM THE SCHEDULED SCHOOL CALENDAR, MISSED WORK WILL BE ASSIGNED AS
HOMEWORK UPON RETURNING TO SCHOOL. NO WORK WILL BE PROVIDED PRIOR TO THE ABSENCE.]

Assignments For Absent Students
The policy for release of homework assignments for absent students is:
1. Students absent for one or two days are encouraged to obtain assignments from classmates.
2. Students who will be or are absent from school for three or more days may secure homework
assignments through the main office using the following procedures:
a. Call the main office before 10:00 a.m. for homework assignments.
b. Be specific about whom, when, and where the assignments will be picked up.
c. Make sure assignments are returned to the subject teacher.
Withdrawal Policy
When a student must withdraw from RCMCS during the school term, the students should report to the
office at least three days prior to the date of withdrawal stating the reason for withdrawal in writing. The
student will receive a withdrawal form that will be signed by the Educational Leader. The withdrawal
form must then be returned to the Data Clerk for official release. The Data Clerk will release student
records signed by parents if student is cleared.
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Student Rights and Responsibilities

Participation in School Activities
All Students have the following rights: To have the opportunity to take part in all school activities on an
equal basis regardless of race, sex, national origin, creed or disability as a safe environment free of bullying,
harassment, or discrimination.
Records
The school will not disclose any information from the student’s permanent records except as authorized
pursuant to The Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA), or in response to a subpoena, as
required by law. The parent(s) for a student under 18 years of age, or a student 18 years of age or older, is
entitled to access to the student’s school records by submitting a written request to the Director.
Freedom of Expression
Students are entitled to express their personal opinions verbally, in writing, or by symbolic speech. The
expression of such opinions, however, shall not interfere with the freedom of others to express themselves
and written expression of opinion must be signed by the author. Any form of expression that involves libel,
slander, the use of obscenity, or personal attacks, or that otherwise disrupts the educational process, is
prohibited. All forms of expression also must be in compliance with the Code of Conduct and the school
dress code, violations of which are punishable as stated in the Code of Conduct.
Student participation in the publication of school sponsored student newsletters, yearbooks, literary
magazines and similar publications is encouraged as a learning and educational experience. These
publications, if any, shall be supervised by qualified faculty advisors and shall strive to meet high standards
of journalism. In order to maintain consistency with the school’s basic educational mission, the content of
such publications is controlled by school authorities.
Chain of Command for Questions or Concerns
The Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School’s Board of Trustees wishes to emphasize that concerns
regarding programs, personnel or other issues must be handled through a proper chain of command. Using
this procedure, a citizen must first address the concern with the employee directly responsible. If
satisfactory results are not achieved, the citizen may then address that employee’s direct supervisor. As an
example, a normal chain of command regarding a concern with a classroom teacher would begin with the
classroom teacher; continue through the Educational Leader, then on to the Chief of Operations and
Academics, and finally the RCMCS Board of trustees. Please use this chain of command until your concern
is resolved or ask for guidance if you are not sure where to begin.
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Requirements for Graduation with
Regents Diploma or Regents Diploma with Advanced Designation:

Regents Diploma:
REQUIRED CREDITS
English
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
Foreign Language
Health
Art/Music
Physical Education
Career Development and
Occupational
Studies/Internships I and II

TOTAL

REQUIRED EXAMS
4
4
3
3
1
0.5
1
2
3.5

22

English Common Core
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
 One Social Studies exam
(US History or Global II)
may be replaced with one
additional Math or Science
Exam. Students must have
5 Regents Exams total.

TOTAL

1
1 or 2*
1 or 2*
1*

5

Regents Diploma with ADVANCED DESIGNATION:
REQUIRED CREDITS
English
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
Foreign Language
Health
Art/Music
Physical Education
Career Development and
Occupational
Studies/Internships I and II

TOTAL
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REQUIRED EXAMS
4
4
3
3
1
0.5
1
2
3.5

22

English Common Core
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science

TOTAL

1
2
3
2

8
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Credits
1 unit credit is granted for each subject held five times a week for a full year. Semester courses receive .5
credits. For courses meeting more or less often, the credits are adjusted accordingly.
Grading Scale
All classes at RCMCS will follow this standard scale for assigning letter grades for quarter and semester
work. Individual teachers will establish the grading policies and procedures for their classes, and their
grades will correspond to this grade scale. Letter

Letter Grade

Standard GPA

Letter Grade

Standard GPA

98-100= A+

4.00

77‐79= C+

2.33

93-97=

A

4.00

75-76= C

2.00

90-92=

A-

3.66

70-74= C-

1.66

87- 89= B+

3.33

67-69= D+

1.33

83-86=

B

3.00

65-66= D

1.00

80-82=

B-

2.66

0-64=

0.00

F

For final grading purposes, Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School has established six distinct
marking periods. These marking periods are:
1st Marking Period 15% of Final Grade
2nd Marking Period 15% of Final grade
3rd Marking Period 15% of Final grade
4th Marking Period 15% of Final grade
5th Marking Period 15% of Final grade
6th Marking Period 25% of Final grade*
*with combined averages scores Midterm and Final Examinations
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Records and Transcripts
Viewing Records: A parent/guardian has the right to view his/her child’s a) academic record, b) academic
standardized test results, c) health records and d) emergency sheet (emergency phone numbers, etc.).
These records can be made available upon request.
Government Records: Records attached to publicly funded services provided through the local Board of
Trustees such as Child Study Team Reviews, Comp Ed, Speech, ESL, etc., are the property of the Board. A
parent/guardian who wishes to examine these records or to procure additional copies for his/her own
use must apply to the Board. The school is not permitted to distribute this information to anyone, not
even to a parent/guardian.
Permanent Records: A permanent record is maintained for every student who attends or has attended
the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School. This record indicates all courses taken, grades,
standardized test scores, and credits earned. Also included is a complete records of all absences as well
as an account of tardiness (excuses and unexcused). This is especially important to future employers, who
use this as an index of student reliability. Additional information relating to college entrances and
scholarship as well as standardized test scores are also on file. Any student or parent wishing to see or
forward a copy of the permanent record (transcript) to a college or employer should contact the
Guidance Office.
Promotion and Retention
The school recognizes that the personal, social, emotional, and educational growth of students varies and
therefore students should be placed in the educational setting most appropriate to their needs at the
various stages of their growth.
a. Students in grades 9 and 10 may be promoted with one major subject failure and the
recommendation that the subject be made up in summer school.
b. Students failing two full-year core content area classes (Math, English Language Arts, Science and
Social Studies), will be retained unless one subject is made up in summer school. If
Reading/Literature or Mathematics is one of the failed subjects, it must be the elected summer
school selection. However, it is also recommended that the other failed subject be made up in
summer school.
c. Students failing three subjects are required to make up two subjects in a summer school session.
d. Any student failing four or more subjects will be retained in that grade level.
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ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL

PARENT PLEDGE

Roche
ster
Career Mentoring Charter School is an educational experience where every student is treated fairly and
equitably and is afforded academic and social guidance through a teacher advisor and personal career
mentor.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School incorporates character development and citizenship and
builds on positive interactions that develop student confidence and sense of well-being.
It is the charter school’s responsibility to provide its students with countless opportunities within the
community. However, in order for our students to succeed, we need to insure a partnership with our
parents and/or guardians by having each of them pledge their commitment to their child enrolled in the
charter school.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
As an informed parent and/or guardian, I am committed to the education my child receives at Rochester
Career Mentoring Charter School, and agree to the following conditions of my pledge:












Remain a part of the charter school even if our place of residence changes in the city.
Attend all parent/teacher conferences.
Respond to correspondences sent to me by my child’s teacher advisor.
Take advantage of the charter schools open door policy.
Become an active participant in my child’s Individual Learning Plan with my child’s teacher
advisor.
Participate on a review committee for student exhibition.
Support the charter school by participating on at least one Parent Teacher Organization (PTO)
committee.
Have an active phone line or e-mail address and return calls or written responses timely.
Make certain my child has average daily attendance over 92%.
Collaborate with my child and his/her teachers to decide on specific learning goals.
Allow the charter school to exchange information with support agencies to secure the most
appropriate resources to ensure my child’s success.

My signature indicates that I have read the conditions of this charter school pledge. I am committed to
working both with my child and the charter school staff.
My child’s name: _________________________________________________________________
My name: _______________________________________________________________________
Relationship to child: ______________________________________________________________
Signature: _____________________________________
Phone: ___________________________
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Student Information Sheet
Please be sure your child’s Student Information Sheet is kept current with emergency contact names and
phone numbers. Send a note to the main office when a change is necessary at any time during the school
year. It is especially important that the school has current information when emergency closings are
announced. In the event you cannot pick up your child in an emergency closing situation, call the school
with the name of person your child may be released to and be sure that person is designated on the
Student Information Sheet. Please be sure that the phone numbers you submit for designated emergency
contacts are phone numbers where contacts can be reached during school hours. (Student Information
sheet on next page)
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[ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL – REGISTRATION]

Student Name_____________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________
Home Phone ____________________ Gender M / F

Date of Birth ________________________

Name of Current School _______________________________________ Current Grade ________
Ethnicity:

American Indian / Alaskan Native

Asian Pacific Islander

Does the Student use English as their first language?

Black

Yes

Hispanic

White

Other

No

If no, please specify main language spoken at home: _______________________________________
Other primary language(s) spoken at home: ______________________________________________
Students with Disabilities (does the student have an IEP)

Yes

English Language Learner (ELL or ESOL) Does your child receive this service?

No
Yes

No

Primary Contact – Mother / Father / Guardian (circle one)
Name ____________________________________________________________________________
Primary Phone # ___________________________________________________________________
Secondary/Work Phone # ____________________________________________________________

E-

Mail Address _____________________________________________________________________
Home Address _____________________________________________________________________
Street
City
State
Zip
Secondary Contact – Mother / Father / Guardian (circle one)
Name ____________________________________________________________________________
Primary Phone # ___________________________________________________________________
Secondary/Work Phone # ____________________________________________________________
Mail Address _____________________________________________________________________
Home Address _____________________________________________________________________
Street
City
State
Zip
If the primary contact is the student’s legal guardian, are you submitting proof of legal Guardianship
today?
Yes
No
State Law requires that a Home Language Questionnaire be completed for all new entrants to the
Rochester public schools. Remember to follow the directions on the Home Language questionnaire
(separate form) relative to referring students to the Language Placement Center.
Parent/Guardian Signature _________________________________________ Date_____________
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NON-VADIR Reportable
“Discretionary”

VADIR Reportable
“NON-Discretionary”
CODE

Inappropriate Language

INCIDENT CATEGORY
1 Homicide

Bullying

2.1 Forcible Sex Offense

Defiance/Non-compliance

2.2 Other Sex Offense

Disrespect

3 Robbery

Disruption

4 Assault with Physical Injury

Violation of Dress Code

5 Arson

Fight

6 Kidnapping

Theft

7 Assault with Physical Injury

Forgery/Plagiarism

8 Reckless Endangerment

Gang Display

9 Minor Altercations

Harassment

10 Intimidation, Harassment, Menacing or
Bullying

Inappropriate Affection

11 Burglary

Out of Bounds

12 Criminal Mischief

Lying/Cheating

13 Larceny and other Theft

Physical Aggression

14 Bomb Threat

Property Damage

15 False Alarm

Skip

16 Riot

Tardy

17 Weapon Possession

Technology Violation

18 Use, Possession, Sale of Drugs

Truancy

19 Use, Possession, Sale of Alcohol

Use/Possession Tobacco

20 Other Disruptive Incidents

Other Behavior

Glossary
Each school is required to submit Violent and Disruptive Incident Reports (VADIR) on an annual basis.
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Glossary of Terms Used in Reporting Violent and Disruptive Incidents - Posted August 5, 2008
INCIDENT CATEGORIES
1. Homicide: Any conduct which results in the death of another person, with or without a weapon.
2. Sexual Offenses:
2.1 Forcible Sex Offenses: Involving forcible compulsion and completed or attempted sexual
intercourse, oral sexual conduct, anal sexual conduct or aggravated sexual contact, with or without a
weapon, including but not limited to, rape and sodomy. Pursuant to Penal Law §130.00(8), "forcible
compulsion" means "to compel by either: (a) use of force; or (b) a threat, express or implied, which
places a person in fear of immediate death or physical injury to himself, herself or another person, or in
fear that he, she or another person will immediately be kidnapped." Pursuant to Penal Law §130.00(11),
"aggravated sexual contact" means "inserting, other than for a valid medical purpose, a foreign object in
the vagina, urethra, penis or rectum of a child, thereby causing physical injury to such child." "Oral sexual
conduct" and "anal sexual conduct" mean oral or anal sex.
2.2 Other Sex Offenses: involving inappropriate sexual contact but no forcible compulsion, with
or without a weapon. Other sex offenses include, but is not limited to, conduct that may be consensual or
involve a child who is incapable of consent by reason of disability or because he or she is under 17 years
of age. However, it does not include consensual conduct involving students and/or non-students 18 years
of age or under, unless at least one of the individuals participating in the conduct is at least 4 years older
than the youngest participant. Inappropriate sexual contact requires physical contact with another
person but no forcible compulsion. It includes, but is not limited to, the following conduct:
a. touching or grabbing another student on a part of the body that is generally regarded as private, such
as buttocks, breast, genitalia, etc.
b. removing another student’s clothing to reveal underwear or private body parts
c. brushing or rubbing against another person in a sexual or provocative manner
d. a student first rubbing his/her own genitalia and then touching another person’s body
Note: Verbal sexual harassment is reported in category 10 (Intimidation, Harassment, Menacing or
Bullying). Self-exposure or "mooning," depending on the circumstances, are reported in either category
10 (Intimidation, Harassment, Menacing or Bullying) or category 20 (Other Disruptive Incident).
3. Robbery: Forcible stealing of property from a person by using or threatening the immediate use of
physical force upon that person, with or without a weapon.
4. Assault with Serious Physical Injury: Intentionally or recklessly causing serious physical injury to
another person, with or without a weapon, in violation of the school’s Code of Conduct. Pursuant to
Penal Law §10.00(10), "serious physical injury" means physical injury creating a substantial risk of death
or serious and protracted disfigurement or protracted impairment of health or protracted loss or
impairment of the function of any bodily organ. Serious physical injury requires hospitalization or
treatment in an emergency room and includes but is not limited to, a bullet wound, a serious stab or
puncture wound, fractured or broken bones or teeth, concussions, cuts requiring stitches and any other
injury involving risk of death or disfigurement.
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5. Arson: Deliberately starting a fire with intent to damage or destroy property, with or without a
weapon. The fire may be started by using matches, lighters or other devices capable of producing
sufficient heat (i.e. magnifying glass) to ignite other combustible items, including, but not limited to,
paper, linens, clothing, and aerosol cans, with or without a weapon. Property includes any object
belonging to the school, students, school staff or visitors to the school, including personal items of the
arsonist.
6. Kidnapping: To abduct, as defined in Penal Law §135.00, a person, so as to restrain such person with
intent to prevent his or her liberation, by either: (a) secreting or holding him or her in a place where he or
she is not likely to be found, or (b) using or threatening to use deadly physical force, with or without a
weapon.
7. Assault with Physical Injury: Intentionally or recklessly causing physical injury (not serious) to another
person, with or without a weapon, in violation of the school’s code of conduct. Physical injury means
impairment of physical condition or substantial pain. Physical injury includes, but is not limited to, black
eyes, welts, abrasions, bruises, black and blue marks, cuts not requiring stitches, and swelling. Substantial
pain includes, but is not limited to, severe headaches, joint, or muscle pain.
8. Reckless Endangerment: Subjecting individuals to danger by recklessly engaging in conduct that
creates a grave risk of death or serious physical injury, but no actual physical injury, with or without a
weapon. The following are examples of incidents that did not result in physical injury but should be
reported as reckless endangerment:
a. Throwing an object at another student. The object thrown must be capable of causing a grave risk of
death or serious physical injury. A serious physical injury requires hospitalization or treatment in an
emergency room and includes, but is not limited to, a bullet wound, a serious stab or puncture wound,
fractured or broken bones or teeth, concussions, cuts requiring stitches and any other injury involving
risk of death or disfigurement.
b. Incidents involving a person choking another individual including, but not limited to incidents where a
student offender refuses to obey staff directives or interventions to stop choking his or her victim.
c. Brandishing a weapon on a school bus threatening other students, bus driver and/or bus monitor with
harm or injury.
d. Driving a car erratically and recklessly in a school parking lot while other student(s), staff, or
individuals are present.
9. Minor Altercations: involving physical contact and no physical injury, with or without a weapon.
Striking, shoving, or kicking another person or subjecting another person to unwanted physical contact
with intent to harass, alarm or seriously annoy another person, but no physical injury results. Fights that
do not result in serious physical injury or physical injury are reported in this category.
10. Intimidation, Harassment, Menacing, or Bullying Behavior and No Physical Contact: Threatening,
stalking, or seeking to coerce or compel a person to do something; intentionally placing or attempting to
place another person in fear of imminent physical injury; or engaging in verbal or physical conduct that
threatens another with harm, including intimidation through the use of epithets or slurs involving race,
ethnicity, national origin, religion, religious practices, gender, sexual orientation, age, or disability that
substantially disrupts the educational process, with or without a weapon. Incidents not resulting in a
disciplinary or referral action are reported in Item 2 of the Summary of Violent and Disruptive Incidents
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Form. Incidents of harassment involving physical contact are reported in the Category 9 (Minor
Altercations). Verbal sexual harassment is also reported in category 10. Self-exposure or "mooning,"
depending on the circumstances, are reported in either category 10 (Intimidation, Harassment,
Menacing or Bullying) or category 20 (Other Disruptive Incident).
11. Burglary: Entering or remaining unlawfully on school property with intent to commit a crime, with or
without a weapon.
12. Criminal Mischief: Intentional or reckless damaging of the property of the school or of another
person, including, but not limited to vandalism and the defacing of property with graffiti, with or without
a weapon.
13. Larceny or Other Theft Offenses: Unlawful taking and carrying away of personal property with intent
to deprive the rightful owner of property permanently or unlawfully withholding property from another,
with or without a weapon.
14. Bomb Threat: A telephoned, written, verbal or electronic message that a bomb, explosive, chemical,
or biological weapon has been or will be placed on school property, with or without a weapon.
15. False Alarm: Causing a fire alarm or other disaster alarm to be activated by either falsely reporting or
activating a fire alarm or other type of disaster alarm, with or without a weapon.
16. Riot: Four or more persons simultaneously engaging in tumultuous and violent conduct and thereby
intentionally or recklessly causing or creating a grave risk of physical injury or substantial property
damage or causing public alarm, with or without a weapon.
17. Weapons Possession: Possession of one or more of the weapons listed below, except possession in a
classroom or laboratory as part of an instructional program or in a school-related activity under the
supervision of a teacher or other school personnel as authorized by school officials. Possession includes
bringing a weapon to or possessing a weapon at school.
Weapons:
a. A firearm, including, but not limited to, a rifle, shotgun, pistol, handgun, silencer, electronic dart gun,
stun gun, machine gun, air gun, spring gun, BB gun, or paint ball gun;
b. A switchblade knife, gravity knife, pilum ballistic knife, cane sword, dagger, stiletto, dirk, razor, box
cutter, metal knuckle knife, utility knife, or any other dangerous knife;
c. A billy club, blackjack, bludgeon, chukka stick, or metal knuckles;
d. A sandbag or sandclub;
e. A sling shot or slungshot;
f. A martial arts instrument, including, but not limited to, a kung fu star, ninja star, nin-chuck, or shirken;
g. An explosive, including but not limited to, a firecracker or other fireworks;
h. A deadly or dangerous chemical, including, but not limited to, a strong acid or base, mace, or pepper
spray;
i. An imitation gun;
j. Loaded or blank cartridges or other ammunition; or any other deadly or dangerous instrument.
(17.1) Weapons Confiscated through Routine Security Checks at Building Entrances: As of July 1, 2006,
weapons that are detected and confiscated as a result of a security screening process (scanners, metal
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detectors, and other devices) upon entry into the school building should be recorded in this category. The
phrase "upon entry" into the school building means that the weapon(s) is detected as a result of
students, staff or visitors passing through these devices in order to get into the school building proper.
This category is to be used only for weapons possession incidents that are discovered as a result of
scanning devices at entrances, not within the school building or as a result of random searches of
individuals or lockers, etc.
(17.2) Weapons Found under Other Circumstances: Incidents where weapons were found other than
through a routine security check at a building.
18. Drug Use, Possession, or Sale: Illegally using, possessing or being under the influence of a controlled
substance or marijuana, on school property, with or without a weapon, including having such substance
on a person or in a locker, vehicle, or other personal space; selling or distributing a controlled substance
or marijuana on school property; finding a controlled substance or marijuana, on school property that is
not in the possession of any person; provided that nothing herein shall be construed to apply to the
lawful administration of a prescription drug on school property. Tobacco and tobacco products are not to
be considered as drugs for the purposes of incident reporting.
19. Alcohol Use, Possession, or Sale: Illegally using or possessing alcohol on school property, including
having such substance on a person or in a locker, vehicle, or other personal space, with or without a
weapon; illegally selling or distributing alcohol on school property; finding alcohol on school property
that is not in the possession of any person.
OTHER DISRUPTIVE INCIDENTS
Other incidents involving disruption of the educational process and that rise to the level of a
consequence listed in the Summary of Violent and Disruptive Incidents Form (columns j-o).
Reportable incidents are limited to those resulting in disciplinary action or referral. Self-exposure or
"mooning," depending on the circumstances, are reported in either category 10 (Intimidation,
Harassment, Menacing or Bullying) or category 20 (Other Disruptive Incident).

OTHER VADIR-RELATED DEFINITIONS
Disciplinary or Referral Action: For purposes of reporting, a disciplinary or referral action includes a
referral to: Counseling or Treatment Programs, Teacher Removal, Suspension from Class or Activities,
Out-of-School Suspension, Involuntary Transfer to Alternative Education Program or Law
Enforcement/Juvenile Justice (refer to definitions below).
Counseling or Treatment Programs: For purposes of reporting, referrals to counseling or treatment
programs are formal multi-session interventions, provided by certified or licensed professionals, aimed at
reducing risk factors and increasing protective factors linked to the identified problem area(s) (i.e.,
drug/alcohol rehabilitation programs, anger management programs, etc..). Note: Routine referrals of a
student to a principal or assistant principal for possible disciplinary action should not be counted as a
referral to counseling or treatment program.
Teacher Removal: For purposes of reporting, a "teacher removal" means the removal of a disruptive
pupil from the teacher's classroom pursuant to the provisions of Education Law §3214(3-a). Routine
referrals of a student to a principal or assistant principal for possible disciplinary action should not be
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counted as a teacher removal.
Suspension from Class or Activities: For purposes of reporting, suspension from class or activities
includes in-school suspension and/or suspensions from school transportation or school/ extracurricular
activities, such as band, choir, or athletics. All incidents resulting in an in-school suspension that lasts for
the equivalent of one school day or more must be reported. Suspensions from activities or transportation
for five or more consecutive school days must also be reported.
Out-of-School Suspension: The student is suspended from attending school for at least one day.
Transfer to Alternative Education Program: For purposes of reporting, a "transfer to an alternative
education program" means any transfer to an educational program in a setting outside of the student's
home school to which the student is referred as part of or in lieu of disciplinary action, i.e., as a
consequence of the child's misconduct. This includes, but is not limited to, involuntary transfers pursuant
to Education Law §3214(5) and placement of students with disabilities in interim alternative educational
settings.
Transfer to Law Enforcement/Juvenile Justice: For purposes of reporting, referrals to law enforcement or
juvenile justice include each incident whereby the perpetrator is referred to the police, law enforcement
officers, or criminal justice services.
Gang Related: An incident is gang related if it is gang motivated or if gang membership caused the
incident or contributed to actions that occurred during the incident. For example, an incident of
vandalism or robbery might be part of an initiation into a gang, or a fight might be caused by gang rivalry.
Report an incident as gang-related only if certain that gang membership contributed to the incident. A
gang is an organized group characterized by turf concerns, symbols, special dress, and/or colors that
engages in delinquent or illegal activity. This definition is from the National Center for Education
Statistics.
Bias Related: An incident is bias related if it is motivated by hate due to some characteristics or perceived
characteristics of the victim including race, gender, religion, color, sexual orientation, ethnicity, ancestry,
national origin, political beliefs, marital status, age, social and family background, linguistic preference or
disability. Any act or attempted act is bias-related if it is designed to cause physical injury, emotional
suffering, or property damage through intimidation, harassment, racial/ethnic slurs and bigoted epithets;
vandalism; force, or the threat of force, motivated all or in part by hostility to some real or perceived
characteristic of the victim. This definition is from the National Center for Education Statistics.
NYS Education Department
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Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
Contact Name:
Contact Email:
Contact Phone:
Proposed Renewal Charter Term:

Dennis Francione
Dfrancione@rcmcs.org
(585) 232-1045
July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2022

PROJECTED BUDGET FOR RENEWAL CHARTER PERIOD
Total Revenue
Total Expenses
Net Income (Before Cash Flow Adjustments)
Actual Student Enrollment
Total Paid Student Enrollment

DESCRIPTION OF ASSUMPTIONS

3,545,973

3,551,630

3,583,236

3,588,521

3,648,264

3,341,098

3,398,650

3,448,867

3,526,013

3,616,526

204,875

152,980

134,369

62,507

31,739

265

265

265

265

265

258

258

258

258

Year 2
2018-19

Year 1
2017-18

Year 3
2019-20

Year 4
2020-2021

258 planned attrition at end of school year

Year 5
2021-22

Note: Please insert additional detail lines as appropriate.

Per Pupil Revenue Percentage Increase

REVENUE
0.0%

REVENUES FROM STATE SOURCES
Per Pupil Revenue:
Rochester City School District (Y1-Y2)
Rochester City School District (Y3-Y4)
Rochester City School District (Y5)
School District 4 (Enter Name)
School District 5 (Enter Name)
School District 6 (Enter Name)
School District - ALL OTHER
TOTAL Per Pupil Revenue (Average Districts Per Pupil Funding)
Special Education Revenue
Grants
Other
TOTAL REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES

CY Per Pupil Rate
12,590
12,690
12,890
#REF!

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
https://stateaid.nysed.gov/charter/

0.0%

3,248,220
3,248,220

3,248,220
3,248,220

3,274,020
3,274,020

3,274,020
3,274,020

87,500

87,500

87,500

87,500

- Y1 and Y2 current rate.
- y3 and y4 increase of $100
3,325,620 y5 increase of $200 per students
3,325,620
87,500

-

-

-

-

-

3,335,720

3,335,720

3,361,520

3,361,520

3,413,120

Assumes 100% of SWD are 20-59% to be conservative; and no increase in
YOY

REVENUE FROM FEDERAL FUNDING
IDEA Special Needs
Title I
Title Funding - Other
School Food Service (Free Lunch)
Grants
TOTAL REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES

11,000

11,330

11,670

12,020

12,381

149,953

154,452

159,085

163,858

168,773

5,100
-

5,253
-

5,411
-

5,573
-

166,053

171,035

176,166

181,451

25,000
16,200
3,000
-

25,000
16,875
3,000
-

25,000
17,550
3,000
-

25,000
17,550
3,000
-

3 %increase YOY
Fully grown in 2016-17; assumes same allocation for remaining years with
similar FRPL to be conservative 3% increase YOY
5,740 Fully grown in 2016-17; assumes same allocation with similar FRPL
-

186,894

LOCAL and OTHER REVENUE
Contributions and Donations
Fundraising
Erate Reimbursement
Earnings on Investments
Interest Income
Food Service (Income from meals)
Text Book
OTHER
TOTAL REVENUE FROM LOCAL and OTHER SOURCES

TOTAL REVENUE

25,000 BOT target amount
20,250 90% discount of high speed internet
3,000 Currently saving account averages $250 per month
-

44,200

44,875

45,550

45,550

48,250

3,545,973

3,551,630

3,583,236

3,588,521

3,648,264

EXPENSES
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PERSONNEL COSTS
Executive Management
Instructional Management
Deans, Directors & Coordinators
CFO / Director of Finance
Operation / Business Manager
Administrative Staff

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

No. of Positions
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
7.50

151,340
75,000
49,173
46,987
188,700
511,200

155,880
77,250
50,648
48,397
194,361
526,536

160,557
79,568
52,167
49,849
200,192
542,332

165,373
81,955
53,732
51,344
206,198
558,602

170,335
84,413
55,344
52,885
212,384
575,360

1,214,371
156,577
25,750
1,396,698

1,250,802
161,275
25,750
1,437,827

1,288,326
166,113
25,750
1,480,189

1,326,976
171,096
26,523
1,524,595

1,366,785
176,229
27,318
1,570,333

1.50

40,000
40,000

41,200
41,200

42,436
42,436

43,709
43,709

37.00

1,947,898

2,005,563

2,064,957

2,126,906

149,014
126,570
35,062

153,485
130,367
36,100

158,089
134,278
37,169

162,832
138,306
38,284

12.50

3% COLA
3% COLA
3% COLA
Part Time
3% COLA
3% COLA

increases for returning staff each year for all positions
increases for returning staff each year for all positions
increases for returning staff each year for all positions
Accountant is included in other consulting expense
increases for returning staff each year for all positions
increases for returning staff each year for all positions

INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL COSTS
Teachers - Regular
Teachers - SPED
Substitute Teachers
Teaching Assistants
Specialty Teachers
Aides
Therapists & Counselors
Other

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL

20.00
3.00
23.00

3% COLA increases for returning staff each year for all positions
3% COLA increases for returning staff each year for all positions
3% COLA increases for returning staff each year for all positions

RCSD supplies this position at no cost

NON-INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL COSTS
Nurse
Librarian
Custodian
Security
Other

TOTAL NON-INSTRUCTIONAL
SUBTOTAL PERSONNEL SERVICE COSTS

1.50
-

- RCSD supplies this position at no cost
45,020 3% COLA increases for returning staff each year for all positions
- Outsource this role -it's include in the expense line under Security
45,020
2,190,713

PAYROLL TAXES AND BENEFITS
Payroll Taxes
Fringe / Employee Benefits
Retirement / Pension

TOTAL PAYROLL TAXES AND BENEFITS
TOTAL PERSONNEL SERVICE COSTS

37.00

167,717 7.65% of salaries
142,456 3-4% increase
39,433 4% match of employee compensation; assumes current 45% participation

310,646

319,952

329,537

339,423

349,605

2,258,545

2,325,515

2,394,494

2,466,329

2,540,318

20,999
41,582
-

22,000
31,187
22,000
1,500
168,251
96,000

23,000
23,390
23,000
2,000
173,298
97,000

24,000
17,542
24,000
2,000
178,497
90,000

25,000
13,157
25,000
2,000
183,852
90,000

340,937

341,688

336,039

339,009

1,647
26,876
1,656
2,986
10,373
18,000
24,000
38,609
2,000
1,000
22,540
8,940
12,000
26,476
4,211
9,735

1,700
27,682
2,000
3,000
10,684
14,400
25,000
27,026
2,500
1,500
23,000
10,000
13,000
30,000
5,000
10,000

1,700
28,513
2,100
3,200
11,004
11,520
26,000
18,918
2,500
1,750
25,000
11,000
14,000
32,000
5,000
11,000

1,700
29,368
2,200
3,400
11,335
9,216
26,000
15,000
3,000
2,000
26,000
12,000
15,000
34,000
5,000
14,000

2,000
30,249
2,500
3,600
11,675
7,373
27,000
15,000
3,000
2,250
27,000
13,000
16,000
36,000
5,000
14,000

3,971

5,000

5,000

5,000

8,642
1,250
46,693

8,901
1,250
48,094

9,168
1,250
49,537

9,443
1,250
51,023

271,604

269,737

270,160

275,934

CONTRACTED SERVICES
Accounting / Audit
Legal
Management Company Fee
Nurse Services
Food Service / School Lunch
Payroll Services
Special Ed Services
Titlement Services (i.e. Title I)
Other Purchased / Professional / Consulting

TOTAL CONTRACTED SERVICES

20,000
1,500
163,350
95,229
342,661

Estimates per the Auditing firm
Assumes decrease of 25% per year

Normal increase from Paychex
3 % increase Hillside & Center for Youth
Major effort to reduce outside consultant

SCHOOL OPERATIONS
Board Expenses
Classroom / Teaching Supplies & Materials
Special Ed Supplies & Materials
Textbooks / Workbooks
Supplies & Materials other
Equipment / Furniture
Telephone
Technology
Student Testing & Assessment
Field Trips
Transportation (student)
Student Services - other
Office Expense
Staff Development
Staff Recruitment
Student Recruitment / Marketing
School Meals / Lunch
Travel (Staff)
Fundraising
Other

TOTAL SCHOOL OPERATIONS

3 % increase
3 % increase
using more on-line should be just regents review books
3 % increase
Reduced expenditures of 20% as fully grown; only replacements assumed
Expense to support an increase for Internet speed 50 meg - 200meg
New laptops and then cycled annual replacement
Estimate increase YOY
Estimate increase YOY
Estimate increase in fuel
Estimate increase YOY
Estimate increase YOY
Estimate increase YOY

5,000 Days that RCSD is closed and don't supply free lunches to RCMCS
9,726 year 1 same as current year y2-5 3% increase
1,250
52,553 3 % increase
284,176

FACILITY OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
Insurance
Janitorial
Building and Land Rent / Lease
Repairs & Maintenance
Equipment / Furniture
Security
Utilities

TOTAL FACILITY OPERATION & MAINTENANCE

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

56,853
9,187
185,964
60,647
25,340
74,663
40,635

58,558
10,000
186,000
50,000
25,000
76,903
41,000

60,315
10,000
186,000
25,000
25,000
79,210
42,000

62,124
10,000
186,000
25,000
25,000
81,586
43,000

63,988
10,000
186,000
25,000
25,000
84,034
44,000

453,289

447,461

427,525

432,711

438,022

15,000
15,000

15,000
15,000

15,000
15,000

15,000
15,000

65,908
small increase in purchasing chemical and supply
no plans increases in rent
reduce major maintenance work
Replacement reserve
3 % increase
normal increases

DEPRECIATION & AMORTIZATION
Laptops
Insert Detail as Applicable
Insert Detail as Applicable

TOTAL DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION

15,000 each year 100 new laptop
15,000

-

-

-

-

3,341,098

3,398,650

3,448,867

3,526,013

3,616,526

204,875

152,980

134,369

62,507

31,739

TOTAL ENROLLMENT

265
265

265
265

265
265

265
265

265
265

REVENUE PER PUPIL

13,381

13,402

13,522

13,542

13,767

EXPENSES PER PUPIL

12,608

12,825

13,015

13,306

13,647

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

-

-

-

-

-

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

Example - Subtract Property and Equipment Expenditures

-

-

-

-

-

Other

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Example - Add Expected Proceeds from a Loan or Line of Credit

-

-

-

-

-

Other

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

DISSOLUTION ESCROW & RESERVES / CONTIGENCY

TOTAL EXPENSES
NET INCOME

- Required 75K already in escrow

ENROLLMENT - *School Districts Are Linked To Above Entries*
Rochester City School District (Y1-Y2)
Rochester City School District (Y3-Y4)
Rochester City School District (Y5)
School District 4 (Enter Name)
School District 5 (Enter Name)
School District 6 (Enter Name)
School District - ALL OTHER

CASH FLOW ADJUSTMENTS
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Add Back Depreciation
Other
Total Operating Activities
INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES

Total Investment Activities
FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Total Financing Activities

Total Cash Flow Adjustments
NET INCOME

219,875

167,980

149,369

77,507

46,739

Beginning Cash Balance

250,000

469,875

637,855

787,223

864,731

ENDING CASH BALANCE

469,875

637,855

787,223

864,731

911,469
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ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
BYLAWS
(as of August 1, 2016)

ARTICLE I
NAME
The name of the Corporation is Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (referred to as RCMCS).
ARTICLE II
MEMBERSHIP
RCMCS has 8 members. The rights which would otherwise vest in the members vest in the School
Leadership (the “Trustees”). Actions which would otherwise require approval by a majority of all
members or approval by the members require only approval of a majority of all Trustees or approval by
the Board of Trustees (the “Board”).
ARTICLE III
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
A.
Powers. The Board shall conduct or direct the affairs of the School and exercise its
powers, subject to the provisions of applicable law (including the Education Law and Not-for-Profit
Corporation Law), as well as the requirements of the School’s Charter and these Bylaws. The Board may
delegate the management of the activities of the School to others, so long as the affairs of the School
are managed, and its powers are exercised, under the Board’s ultimate jurisdiction.
Without limiting the generality of the powers hereby granted to the Board, but subject to the same
limitations, the Board shall have all the powers enumerated in these Bylaws, and the following specific
powers:
1.

To elect and remove Trustees;

2.
To select and remove Officers, agents and employees of the School; to prescribe
powers and duties for them and to fix their compensation;
3.
To conduct, manage and control the affairs and activities of the School, and to
make rules and regulations;
4.
To enter into contracts, leases and other agreements which are, in the Board’s
judgment, necessary or desirable in obtaining the purposes of promoting the interests of the
School;
5.
To carry on the business of operating the School and apply any surplus that
results from the business activity to any activity in which the School may engage;
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6.
To act as trustee under any trust incidental to the School’s purposes, and to
receive, hold, administer, exchange and expend funds and property subject to such a trust;
7.
To acquire real or personal property, by purchase, exchange, lease, gift, devise,
bequest, or otherwise, and to hold, improve, lease, sublease, mortgage, transfer in trust,
encumber, convey or otherwise dispose of such property;
8.
To borrow money, incur debt, and to execute and deliver promissory notes,
bonds, debentures, deeds of trust, mortgages, pledges, hypothecations and other evidences of
debt and securities, subject to the provisions of the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law and any
limitations noted in the By-laws;
9.
To indemnify and maintain insurance on behalf of any of its Trustees, Officers,
employees or agents for liability asserted against or incurred by such person in such capacity or
arising out of such person’s status as such, subject to the applicable provisions of the New York
Not-for-Profit Corporation Law and the limitations noted in these Bylaws.
B.
Number of Trustees. The number of Trustees of the School shall be not fewer than nine
(9) and shall not exceed eleven (11) inclusive of one parent representative with a child currently enrolled
in school. The Board shall fix the exact number of Trustees, within these limits, by Board resolution or
amendment of the Bylaws.
C.

Election of Trustees.

1.
Election. The Board shall elect the Trustees by the vote of a majority of the
Trustees then in office or, in the event that only one Trustee remains, then by the sole
remaining Trustee. Trustees-elect assume office subject to approval by the [Charter Entity].1
2.
Eligibility. The Board may elect any person who is at least eighteen (18) years
old and who, in its discretion, it believes will serve the interests of the School faithfully and
effectively.
3.
Interested Persons. Not more than forty percent (40%) of the persons serving
on the Board may be interested persons. An “interested person” is: (1) any person currently
being compensated by the School for services rendered to it within the previous 12 months,
whether as a full-time or part-time employee, independent contractor or otherwise; or (2) any
sister, brother, ancestor, descendant, spouse, domestic partner, sister-in-law, brother-in-law,
daughter-in-law, son-in-law, mother-in-law or father-in-law, cousin or cousin-in-law of any such
person.
4.

Term of Office.

(a)
The term of office for BOT members shall be three years except for the
parent member who shall serve two (2) year terms; and the founding members of the
BOT who shall serve through the development year and the five year start up period of
the school unless they choose to resign or are removed in a manner in accordance with
Education Law subdivision 226(8). Unless appointed to fill an existing vacancy and
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excluding the founding members of the BOT whose official term begins with the
approval of the charter request, terms of office begin on July 1 of the year in which the
appointment was made and ends on June 30th of the year the term is to expire.
(b)
The appointment of new or the reappointment of current members of
the BOT whose terms are about to expire shall occur through a simple majority vote of
the members of the BOT present in a properly called and publicly announced meeting
unless a quorum is not present.
(1) Nominations for new or vacant positions may come from either a committee
on nominations established by the BOT or from individual BOT members.
Nominations from either means do not require a second to be proper and voted
on.
(2) If multiple appointments are made to new or vacant positions on the BOT
and if the number of nominees is greater than the positions to be filled,
members of the BOT are to cast votes in a single secret ballot election for no
more than the number of nominees than there are positions to be filled. Those
nominees receiving the most votes shall be declared appointed, thus if there are
three positions to be filled and five nominees then the three nominees with the
most votes shall be declared appointed.
(3) Existing members of the BOT whose terms are about to expire and who
request reappointment are to have their reappointment considered through a
secret ballot election in which the present Board members vote yes or no on
that reappointment. In any meeting where BOT reappointment and vacant
positions are to be filled; each will be conducted as a separate election with the
reappointment election occurring first.
(c)
Parent Member: The parent member, who is a voting member of the
BOT, shall be nominated and elected in a properly called and publicly announced
meeting of all parents or legal guardians of students enrolled in the school. The meeting
shall be held in the month of June but prior to June 30.
(1) Nominations are to be made from the “floor” of the meeting and do not
require a second. However, the person nominated must be present to accept a
nomination or have his/her designee bring to the nominating meeting a written
statement that he/she will accept a nomination. Self-nominations are in order.
(2) The election is to be by secret ballot with the ballots counted at the meeting
by a neutral party appointed by the Chief Executive Officer. In a multi-nominee
election with more than two persons contesting, a nominee must win forty (40)
percent of more of the vote to be declared appointed to the BOT. In the event
no nominee receives a minimum of forty (40) percent then a runoff election is
to be conducted immediately after the outcome is announced between the two
nominees receiving the most votes. The nominee receiving the most votes in
the runoff shall be declared appointed to the BOT.
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(3) The parent member is eligible for reappointment (re-election) to the BOT as
long as he/she has a child enrolled in the school. For the purposes of BOT
membership, parent shall include grandparent or other relative, foster parent,
or legal guardian.
(4) If vacancy occurs for any reason in the BOT membership set aside for a
school parent, a new parent member will be chosen in the manner described
above to serve the balance of the term.
(5) A vacancy will be considered in the BOT membership set aside for a school
parent if the duly elected parent member can be shown to no longer have a
child enrolled in the school, or chooses to resign their seat.
5.
Time of Elections. The Board shall elect Trustees whose terms begin on July 1st
of a given year at the Annual Meeting for that year, or at a Regular Meeting designated for that
purpose, or at a Special Meeting called for that purpose.
D.
Removal or Suspension of Trustees, Officers and Employees. The Board may remove
or suspend from office by vote of a 2/3 majority of the entire Board any Trustee, officer or employee
engaged under special contract, on examination and due proof of the truth of a written complaint by
any Trustee, of misconduct, incapacity or neglect of duty (provided, that at least one week’s previous
notice of the proposed action shall have been given to the accused and to each Trustee), in accordance
with the applicable provisions of the Education Law and the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law.
E.
Resignation by Trustee. A Trustee may resign by giving written notice to the Board
President or Secretary. The resignation is effective upon receipt of such notice, or at any later date
specified in the notice. The acceptance of a resignation by the Board President or Secretary shall not be
necessary to make it effective, but no resignation shall discharge any accrued obligation or duty of a
Trustee.
F.
Vacancies. A vacancy is deemed to occur on the effective date of the resignation of a
Trustee, upon the removal of a Trustee, upon declaration of vacancy pursuant to these Bylaws, or upon
a Trustee’s death. A vacancy is also deemed to exist upon the increase by the Board of the authorized
number of Trustees.
G.
Compensation of Trustees. Trustees shall serve without compensation. However, the
Board may approve reimbursement of a Trustee’s actual and necessary expenses while conducting
School business.
ARTICLE IV
OFFICES
The School’s principal office shall be located at the school operated by the School (the “School Facility”),
which shall be at such place as the Board may select from time to time by resolution of a majority of the
Board. The Secretary shall note any change in office on the copy of the Bylaws maintained by the
Secretary. The School may also have offices at such other places, within the State of New York, as the
Board may from time to time determine.
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ARTICLE V
MEETINGS OF THE BOARD
A.
Place of Meetings. Board Meetings shall be held at the School Facility or at any other
reasonably convenient place as the Board may designate; provided that Board meetings shall be
scheduled at least monthly at the School Facility.
B.
Annual Meeting. An Annual Meeting shall be held in the month of June of each year for
the purpose of electing Trustees, making and receiving reports on corporate affairs, and transacting
such other business as comes before the meeting.
C.
Frequency of Meetings. A minimum of twelve (12) meetings (inclusive of the
June Annual Meeting and any Special Meetings) shall be scheduled each year on dates determined by
the Board; provided that Board meetings shall be scheduled at least monthly at the School Facility.
D.
Special Meetings. A Special Meeting shall be held at any time called by the President, or
by any Trustee upon written demand of not less than one-half of the entire Board.
E.
Adjournment. A majority of the Trustees present at a meeting, whether or not a
quorum, may adjourn the meeting to another time and place.
F.

Notice to Trustees. Notices to Trustees of Board Meetings shall be given as follows:

1.
If the Board fixes the dates of regular meetings (which may include the Annual
Meeting) for the year, then such meetings may be held without further notice of time and place.
In the event that the date of an Annual Meeting or regular meeting is changed (or a regular
meeting is added), written notice of the new meeting date (or the date of the new regular
meeting) will be provided at least ten (10) days in advance of the meeting.
2.
practicable).2

Special Meetings shall be held upon reasonable notice (at least 48 hours, if

3.
Notices will be deemed given when deposited in the United States mail,
addressed to the recipient at the address shown for the recipient in the School’s records,
first-class postage prepaid; when personally delivered in writing to the recipient; or when faxed,
e-mailed, or communicated orally, in person or by telephone, to the Trustee or to a person
whom it is reasonably believed will communicate it promptly to the Trustee.
4.

Board Agenda Development will adhere to the following timeline:

(a)
10 days prior to the board meeting Agenda items requested by
Executive Secretary
(b)

5 days prior to the board meeting Agenda items due

(c)
5 days prior to the board meeting Agenda ready for review by
President and CEO.
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President approves Agenda and sends to all board members.

(e)
Day of Board Meeting the Agenda is placed in every board member’s
folder, along with documentations for the meeting.
G.
Waiver of Notice. Notice of a meeting need not be given to a Trustee who signs a
waiver of notice or written consent to holding the meeting or an approval of the minutes of the
meeting, whether before or after the meeting, or attends the meeting without protest prior to the
meeting or at its commencement, of the lack of notice. The Secretary shall incorporate all such waivers,
consents and approvals into the minutes of the meeting.
H.
Public Notice. Public notice of all Board meetings and of all meetings of Committees
shall be given in accordance with the requirements of the Article 7 of the Public Officers Law (the “Open
Meetings Law”).
ARTICLE VI
ACTION BY THE BOARD
A.
Quorum. Unless a greater proportion is required by law, a majority of the entire Board
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of any business or of any specified item of business.
B.

Action by the Board.

1.
Actions Taken at Board Meetings. Any business may be transacted and any
corporate action may be taken at any annual, regular or special meeting of the Board at which a
quorum is present, whether such business or proposed action be stated in the notice of such
meeting or not, unless special notice of such business or proposed action is required by law or
by these bylaws. Except as otherwise provided by statute or by these Bylaws, the vote of a
majority of the Board present at the time of the vote, if a quorum is present at such time, shall
be the act of the Board. If at any meeting of the Board there shall be less than a quorum
present, the Trustees present may adjourn the meeting until a quorum is obtained.
2.
Board Participation by Other Means. In all events, a quorum of Trustees must
be present to lawfully conduct a Board meeting. To the extent permitted by the Open Meetings
Law, Trustees participating by means of video-conferencing may be counted toward achieving a
quorum. Once a quorum is present, additional Trustees may participate in a Board meeting
through conference telephone or similar communication equipment, provided that all Trustees
participating in such meeting can hear one another. Trustees shall not be entitled to vote unless
they attend the meeting in person or, to the extent permitted by the Open Meetings Law, by
live video-conferencing. Trustees participating by means of video-conferencing shall do so from
a site at which the public may attend, listen and observe. All meetings of the Board are subject
to the provisions of the Open Meetings Law.
C.

Committees.

1.
Appointment of Committees. The Board may create committees of the Board
(each, a “Committee”) for any purpose, and the President of the Board shall appoint members
to and designate the Presidents of such Committees, subject to the approval of the Board. A
Committee will consist of not fewer than three Trustees (or not fewer than five Trustees in the
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case of the Executive Committee), who shall be appointed by the President, subject to the
approval of the Board.
2.
Standing Committees. The Board shall have three standing Committees: an
Executive Committee (Presidented by the President), a Finance Committee (Presidented by the
Treasurer) and an Education and Accountability Committee. Additional Committee members
shall be appointed by the President, subject to the approval of the Board.
3.
Authority of Committees. The Board may delegate to a Committee any of the
authority of the Board, except with respect to:
(a)
(b)
of the Board;
(c)
(d)
Committees.

The election of Trustees;
Filling vacancies on the Board or any Committee which has the authority

The amendment or repeal of Bylaws or the adoption of new Bylaws; and
The appointment of other Committees, or the members of the

4.
Procedures of Committees. The Board may prescribe the manner in which the
proceedings of any Committee are to be conducted. In the absence of such prescription, a
Committee may prescribe the manner of conducting its proceedings, subject to the provisions of
these Bylaws.
D.

Standard of Care.

1.
Performance of Duties. Each Trustee shall perform all duties of a Trustee,
including duties on any Committee, in good faith and with that degree of diligence, care and
skill, including reasonable inquiry, as an ordinary prudent person in a like position would use
under similar circumstances.
2.
Reliance on Others. In performing the duties of a Trustee, a Trustee shall be
entitled to rely on information, opinions, reports or statements, including financial statements
and other financial data, presented or prepared by:
(a)
One or more Officers or employees of the School whom the Trustee
believes to be reliable and competent in the matters presented;
(b)
Legal counsel, public accountants or other persons as to matters that
the Trustee believes are within that person’s professional or expert competence; or
(c)
A Committee on which the Trustee does not serve, duly designated in
accordance with a provision of the School’s Charter or Bylaws, as to matters within its
designated authority, provided the Trustee believes the Committee merits confidence
and the Trustee acts in good faith, and with that degree of care specified in
Paragraph D.1., and after reasonable inquiry when the need is indicated by the
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circumstances, and without knowledge that would cause such reliance to be
unwarranted.
3.
Investments. In investing and dealing with all assets held by the School for
investment, the Board shall exercise the standard of care described above in Paragraph D.1.,
and shall consider among other relevant considerations the long and short term needs of the
School in carrying out its purposes, including its present and anticipated financial requirements.
The Board may delegate its investment powers to others, provided that those powers are
exercised within the ultimate direction of the Board.
E.
Rights of Inspection. Every Trustee has the right to inspect and copy all books, records
and documents of every kind and to inspect the physical properties of the School, provided that such
inspection is conducted at a reasonable time after reasonable notice, and provided that such right of
inspection and copying is subject to the obligation to maintain the confidentiality of the reviewed
information, in addition to any obligations imposed by any applicable federal, state or local law.
F.
Participation in Discussions and Voting. Every Trustee has the right to participate in the
discussion and vote on all issues before the Board or any Committee, except that any Trustee shall be
excused from the discussion and vote on any matter involving: (a) a conflict of interest for such Trustee
(even if such conflict of interest does not constitute a prohibited transaction under applicable law);
(b) indemnification of that Trustee uniquely; or (c) any other matter at the discretion of a majority of the
Trustees then present.
G.
Duty to Maintain Board Confidences. Every Trustee has a duty to maintain the
confidentiality of all Board actions which are not required by law to be open to the public, including
discussions and votes which take place at any Executive Sessions of the Board. Any Trustee violating this
confidence may be removed from the Board.
ARTICLE VII
OFFICERS
A.
Officers. The Officers of the School consist of a President (the “President”), Vice
President (the “Vice President”), a Secretary and a Treasurer. The School also may have such other
officers as the Board deems advisable.
1.
President. Subject to Board control, the President has general supervision,
direction and control of the affairs of the School, and such other powers and duties as the Board
and these bylaws may prescribe. If present, the President shall preside at Board meetings.
2.
Vice President. If the President is absent or disabled, the Vice President shall
perform all the President’s duties and, when so acting, shall have all the President’s powers and
be subject to the same restrictions. The Vice President shall have other such powers and
perform such other duties as the Board may prescribe.
3.
Secretary. The Secretary shall: (a) keep or cause to be kept, at the School’s
principal office, or such other place as the Board may direct, a book of minutes of all meetings of
the Board and Committees, noting the time and place of the meeting, whether it was regular or
special (and if special, how authorized), the notice given, the names of those present, and the
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proceedings; (b) keep or cause to be kept a copy of the School’s Charter and Bylaws, with
amendments; (c) keep or cause to be kept a copy of the School’s incorporation and tax status
filings and documentation; (d) give or cause to be given notice of the Board and Committee
meetings as required by the Bylaws; and (e) have such other powers and perform such other
duties as the Board may prescribe.
4.
Treasurer. The Treasurer shall: (a) keep or cause to be kept adequate and
correct accounts of the School’s properties, receipts and disbursements; (b) make the books of
account available at all times for inspection by any Trustee; (c) deposit or cause to be deposited
the School’s monies and other valuables in the School’s name and to its credit, with the
depositories the Board designates; (d) disburse or cause to be disbursed the School’s funds as
the Board directs; (e) render or cause to be rendered to the President and the Board, as
requested but no less frequently than once every fiscal year, an account of the School’s financial
transactions and financial condition; (f) prepare or cause to be prepared any reports on financial
issues required by any loan agreement; (g) President the Finance Committee; and (h) have such
other powers and perform such other duties as the Board may prescribe.
B.

Election, Eligibility and Term of Office.

1.
Election. The Board shall elect the Officers annually at the Annual Meeting or a
Regular Meeting designated for that purpose or at a Special Meeting called for that purpose,
except that Officers appointed to fill vacancies shall be elected as vacancies occur.
2.
Eligibility. A Trustee may hold any number of offices, except that neither the
Secretary nor Treasurer may serve concurrently as the President.
3.
Term of Office. Each Officer serves at the pleasure of the Board, holding office
until resignation, removal or disqualification from service, or until his or her successor is elected.
C.
Removal and Resignation. The Board may remove any Officer, either with or without
cause, at any time. Such removal shall not prejudice the Officer’s rights, if any, under an employment
contract. Any Officer may resign at any time by giving written notice to the School, the resignation
taking effect upon receipt of the notice or at a later date specified in the notice.
ARTICLE VIII
NO LIABILITY OF TRUSTEES; INDEMNIFICATION; INSURANCE
A.
No Liability of Trustees. The Trustees shall not be personally liable for the School’s
debts, liabilities or other obligations.
B.
Indemnification. The School shall (in the case of Trustees and Officers) and may (in the
case of employees and agents), to the fullest extent permitted by law, indemnify any person made, or
threatened to be made, a party or witness to any action, investigation or proceeding by reason of the
fact that he or she (or his or her testator) is or was a Trustee, officer, employee or agent of the School,
against judgments, fines, amounts paid in settlement and reasonable expenses, including attorneys’
fees. No indemnification may be made to or on behalf of any person if (a) his or her acts were
committed in bad faith, or were the result of his or her deliberate dishonesty and were material to such
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action or proceeding, or (b) he or she personally gained a financial profit or other advantage to which he
or she was not legally entitled in the transaction or matter in which indemnification is sought.
C.
Insurance. The School shall have the power to purchase and maintain all insurance
policies deemed to be in the best interest of the School, including insurance to indemnify the School for
any obligation which it incurs as a result of its indemnification of Trustees, Officers, employees or
agents, or to indemnify such persons in instances in which they may be so indemnified.
ARTICLE IX
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
A.
Code of Ethics. The Board shall approve a Code of Ethics applicable to Trustees, officers
and employees of the School, compliant with the General Municipal Law, which may be amended from
time to time by the Board.
B.
Conflict of Interest. Any Trustee, Officer, or Committee member having an interest in a
contract, other transaction or program presented to or discussed by the Board or Committee for
authorization, approval, or ratification shall make a prompt, full and frank disclosure of his or her
interest to the Board or Committee prior to its acting on such contract or transaction. Such disclosure
shall include all relevant and material facts known to such person about the contract or transaction that
may reasonably be construed to be adverse to the School’s interest. The body to which such disclosure
is made shall thereupon determine, by majority vote, whether the disclosure shows that a conflict of
interest exists or can reasonably be construed to exist. If a conflict is deemed to exist, such person shall
not vote on, nor use his or her personal influence on, nor be present during the discussion or
deliberations with respect to, such contract or transaction (other than to present factual information or
to respond to questions prior to the discussion). The minutes of the meeting shall reflect proceedings,
including the disclosure made, the vote thereon and, where applicable, the abstention from voting and
participation. The Board may adopt formal policies requiring:
1.
Regular annual statements from Trustees, Officers and key employees to
disclose existing and potential conflicts of interest; and
2.
policies.

Corrective and disciplinary actions with respect to transgressions of such

For the purpose of this section, a person shall be deemed to have an “interest” in a contract or other
transaction if he or she is the party (or one of the parties) contracting or dealing with the School, or is a
director, trustee or officer of, or has a significant financial or influential interest in the entity contracting
or dealing with the School. These provisions will be consistent with the General Municipal Law.
ARTICLE X
OTHER PROVISIONS
A.

Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the School begins on July 1 of each year and ends June 30.

B.
Execution of Instruments. Except as otherwise provided in these Bylaws, the Board
may adopt a resolution authorizing any Officer or agent of the School to enter into any contract or
execute and deliver any instrument in the name of or on behalf of the School. Such authority may be
general or confined to specific instances. Unless so authorized, no Officer, agent or employee shall have
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any power to bind the School by any contract or engagement, to pledge the School’s credit, or to render
it liable monetarily for any purpose or any amount.
C.
Checks and Notes. Except as otherwise specifically provided by Board resolution,
checks, drafts, promissory notes, orders for the payment of money, and other evidence of indebtedness
of the School may be signed by the President of the Board, the Head of School, or Treasurer. Check
requests for amounts of $10,000.00 or greater must be signed by two (2) of these individuals.
D.
Construction and Definitions. Unless the context otherwise requires, the general
provisions, rules of construction, and definitions contained in the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law and the
Education Law shall govern the construction of these Bylaws. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, words in these Bylaws shall be read as the masculine or feminine gender, and as the singular
or plural, as the context requires, and the word “person” includes both a School and a natural person.
The captions and headings in these Bylaws are for reference and convenience only and are not intended
to limit or define the scope or effect of any provisions.
E.
Interpretation of Charter. To the extent of any conflict between any provision of these
by-laws and the Open Meetings Law, the Open Meetings Law will control. Whenever any provision of
the Bylaws is in conflict with the provisions of the Charter, the provisions of the Charter shall control.
ARTICLE XI
AMENDMENT
A majority of the Trustees may adopt, amend or repeal these Bylaws, subject to approval by the Charter
Entity, where applicable.
ARTICLE XII
REFERENCES TO DOCUMENTS
References in these Bylaws to the certificate of incorporation of the School (the “Charter”), or to any
other document, shall include all amendments thereto or changes thereof unless specifically excepted.

CERTIFICATE OF THE SECRETARY
The undersigned does hereby certify that the undersigned is the Secretary of the School, an education
School duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York; that the foregoing Bylaws of
said School were duly and regularly adopted as such by the Board of Trustees of said School; and that
the above and foregoing Bylaws are now in full force and effect.

Secretary of the School

ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
OFFICER AND EMPLOYEE
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CODE OF ETHICS

Officers and employees of the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (CMCS) shall hold their positions
to serve and benefit the students and community, and not for personal gain or advantage. The Board of
Trustees recognizes that, in order to implement this fundamental principle, there is a need for clear and
reasonable standards of ethical conduct. This Code of Ethics establishes such standards by defining and
prohibiting acts incompatible with the public interest.

The Board of Trustees also recognizes that compliance with ethical standards rests primarily on personal
integrity, and further recognizes the integrity of CMCS officers and employees generally. However, in order
that the offending case be discerned with certainty and corrected quickly, this Code of Ethics utilizes the
BOT Complaints & Ethics Committee, which shall render opinions with respect to the Code of Ethics and
compliance with the ethical standards set forth herein.

Finally, the Board of Trustees recognizes that CMCS officers and employees have a right of privacy.
Therefore, this Code of Ethics is not intended and should not be interpreted to intrude unreasonably upon
the privacy of any CMCS officer or employee. However, when using school facilities or school-owned or
provided equipment, including computers, telephones, telecommunications devices, etc, the school
expressly reserves the right to monitor its facilities and its equipment, and that there is no expectation of
privacy accruing to an individual.
I.

Definitions

a.

Generally words in the singular number shall include the plural number, and words in the plural
number shall include the singular number. The masculine gender shall include the feminine, and
the feminine gender shall include the masculine.

b.

“Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School officer or employee” shall mean any person elected,
appointed or hired to serve the CMCS in any capacity, whether paid or unpaid, or for a term fixed or
not fixed, including, without limit, persons serving on a temporary, part-time or seasonal basis,
persons serving as consultants, persons paid with funds derived from other than CMCS revenue
sources, and persons serving on administrative or advisory boards, commissions, or committees,
whether permanent or temporary.
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c.

“Family” for purposes of the Code of Ethics shall mean the parent, sibling, spouse, child, household
member, or any same sex civil union or marriage recognized in New York State, another state, or
country, of a CMCS officer or employee.

d.

“Gift” shall mean anything of value given to a CMCS officer or employee. The value of a gift shall be
defined as its fair market value. .

e.

“Person” shall mean any individual, corporation, partnership, or business entity, and shall include a
CMCS officer or employee.

f.

“Contract” shall mean an oral or written obligation to do an act, or to refrain from doing an act,
arising from an exchange of promises between or among persons.

g.

An “interest” shall mean a benefit or advantage of an economic or tangible nature that a CMCS
officer or employee would gain or lose as a result of a decision or action, or an omission to decide
or to act, on the part of the CMCS or its Board of Trustees.

h.

“Claim” shall mean any demand, oral or written, made upon the Rochester Career Mentoring
Charter School or its Board of Trustees, to fulfill an obligation arising from law or equity.

i.

“Public information and records” shall mean that information obtainable pursuant to the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), Article 6 of the New York Public Officers Law (the
Freedom of Information Law), and CMCS guidelines adopted pursuant to those laws.

II.

Generally

a.

A CMCS officer or employee shall exercise independent judgment on behalf of the Rochester Career
Mentoring Charter School, and shall pursue a course of conduct which will maintain parent, student
and staff trust and confidence in the CMCS.

b.

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee treat any person more favorably than it is the custom
and practice to treat the general public.
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c.

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee use his/her official position to secure unwarranted
privileges or exemptions for himself/herself or others.

d.

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee allow any person to improperly influence him/her in
the performance of his/her official duties.

e.

In no event shall a CMCS Officer or Employee have any romantic, sexual or other unprofessional
relationship with any student of the School even if the relationship is consensual. No officer or
employee shall engage in any act, whether or not directly related to employment, and
irrespective of the time and place of the incident, or of the connection or lack of connection
between a child and the School, which would constitute a crime of physical or psychological
abuse of a child; or sexual misconduct with a child; that arrest on such charges shall constitute
grounds for suspension; and that indictment or conviction shall be deemed sufficient grounds
for termination.

III.

Use of Public Funds for a Private Purpose

a.

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee give loan or contribute CMCS money, credit, property
or services to any individual, or to any private or charitable corporation, association or undertaking,
for a private purpose.

b.

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee use or permit the use of CMCS property, equipment,
materials or vehicles, for the convenience, advantage, benefit or profit of himself/herself or any
other person.

c.

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee submit to the CMCS a request to be reimbursed for
the purchase of personalized items (other than approved stationery), or a request to be reimbursed
for items which are for personal use.

d.

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee submit to the CMCS a request to be reimbursed for
the purchase of one or more meals unless:

i.

The CMCS officer or employee is traveling outside of his/her regular work area on official
business for an extended period of time, exceeding a full work day, or

ii.

The CMCS is faced with business of such an immediate nature that it is essential for the
School officer or employee to work at mealtime to complete the business at hand, or
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The purchase is specifically authorized by the Director of Operations.

e.

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee submit to the CMCS a request to be reimbursed for
the purchase of one or more alcoholic beverages or tobacco or tobacco products.

IV.

Gifts and Contributions

a.

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee solicit, accept or receive a gift having a value in excess
of the dollar value established by New York State Law in § 805-a of the General Municipal Law,
whether in the form of money, property, services, loan, travel, entertainment, hospitality, promise,
or any other form, from a person who has a contract with or an interest in a matter proposed or
pending before the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School or its Board of Trustees.

b.

V.

The foregoing provision shall not apply to contributions solicited or received in accordance with
the Election Law of the State of New York.
Public Information and Records

A CMCS officer or employee may only disclose, with proper authorization, public information and records
and shall be bound by the privacy requirements of State and Federal law, and the fiduciary duties imposed
under the NYS General Municipal Law.

VI.

Representing Persons in Transactions with the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee, whether paid or unpaid, represent any person, other than
himself/herself, in business negotiations, or in actions or proceedings, whether judicial or
administrative, to which the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School or its Board of Trustees is a
party, except when acting as an official for a duly recognized collective bargaining unit.
VII.

Employment of Family Members

In no event shall any member of the family of a CMCS officer or employee be appointed or hired to serve
under the direct authority or supervision of that officer or employee.

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee participate in decision making by the Rochester Career
Mentoring Charter School or its Board of Trustees regarding the employment of any member of the family
of that officer or employee.
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VIII. Private or Other Public Employment
In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee have any employment, or engage in any business or
commercial transaction, or engage in any professional activity, or incur any obligation, as a result of which,
directly or indirectly, she/he would have an interest that would impair his/her independence of judgment or
action in the performance of his/her official duties, or that would be in conflict with the performance of
his/her official duties.
IX.

Contracts with the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School

In no event shall a CMCS officer or employee have an interest in a contract between any person and the
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School or its Board of Trustees.
X.

Disclosure of Interest

a.

With respect to a matter proposed or pending before the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter
School or its Board of Trustees, in no event shall a CMCS officer or employee discuss, vote on,
decide, or take part in, formally or informally, a matter in which she/he has an interest.

b.

The foregoing provision shall not apply to a CMCS officer or employee whose interest in a proposed
or pending matter is minimal, provided that the CMCS officer or employee makes disclosure of the
matter, in accordance with the following procedures:

i.

The CMCS officer or employee shall identify his/her interest, that is, the benefit or
advantage that would be gained or lost if the matter were to be acted on in various ways,
and the underlying basis of it, such as ownership, investment, contract, claim, employment,
or family relationship, and shall completely and specifically describe and disclose his/her
interest, and its underlying basis, in writing, to his/her immediate supervisor and the
chairperson of the Complaints and Ethics Review Committee.

ii.

If the CMCS officer or employee, his/her immediate supervisor, or the chairperson of the
Complaints and Ethics Review Committee is of the opinion that the disclosure raises a
question of whether the interest is minimal, so as to allow participation, the question shall
be submitted to the Complaints and Ethics Review Committee for an opinion.
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iii.

The Complaints and Ethics Review Committee shall render an opinion whether the CMCS
officer or employee shall participate in the matter, and the CMCS officer or employee shall
abide by the opinion.

iv.

Failure to disclose properly or to abide by the opinion of the Complaints and Ethics Review
Committee shall make any participation of the CMCS officer or employee in the matter null
and void.

Penalties
A. A CMCS officer or employee who fails to perform an act which is required, or who performs
an act which is prohibited by the Code of Ethics, or an opinion, rule or regulation issued
pursuant thereto, may be subject to removal or disciplinary action in the manner provided
by law and/or collective bargaining agreement.
B. Any contract willfully entered into by the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School or its
Board of Trustees, in which there is an interest prohibited by the Code of Ethics, or an
opinion, rule or regulation issued pursuant thereto, shall be null and void and wholly
unenforceable.
C. The Board of Trustees or its designee may seek an injunction to enforce the provisions of the
Code of Ethics

XII.

Complaints and Ethics Review Committee

There is hereby established a Complaints and Ethics Review Committee, the membership of which shall be
comprised of the Director of Operations, the Vice President of the Board of Trustees and two other
members of the Board of Trustees appointed by a majority vote. The panel may elect to engage the
School’s legal counsel as necessary. The position of chair shall be rotated annually.

A. Powers and Duties

a. The Committee shall have the powers and duties prescribed by Article 18 of the General
Municipal Law.
b. The Committee may issue rules and regulations consistent with and in furtherance of the
requirements set forth in the Code of Ethics, and may require such disclosure, financial or
otherwise, as it deems appropriate or necessary. Any rules and regulations issued by the
Complaints and Ethics Review Committee shall be formally communicated to the Board of
Directors.
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Trustee Name and
Email Address

Position on the
Board (e.g.,
officers or
constituent
representatives)

Number of Terms
Served and Duration
Committee
of Each Term (include
Area of Expertise
Affiliation(s)
term’s starting and
ending date formatted
MM/YYYY)

Kevin McCormick

President

Financial,
Executive

Financial,
Executive

09/2011-06/2018

Jeanette Silvers

Vice President

Curriculum
and
Assessments,
Ethics,
Executive

Curriculum and
Assessments,
Ethics, Executive

09/2014-06/2017

Dianne Spang

Secretary

Building,
Personnel,
Curriculum,
Executive

Building,
Personnel,
Curriculum,
Executive

09/2011-06/2018

Brenda Beason

Parent
Representative

Ethics,
Financial

Ethics, Financial

03/2015-6/2017

Christine Hill

Officer

Ethics,
Building,
personnel and
Curriculum

Ethics, Building,
personnel and
Curriculum

09/2011-6/2017

Albert Cabral

Officer

Personnel and
Hiring, Ethics

Personnel and
Hiring, Ethics

07/2015-6/2017

Peter Saxe

Officer

Personnel and
Hiring

Personnel and
Hiring

09/2015-6/2017

Douglas Merrill

Officer

Curriculum
and
Assessment
Committee

Curriculum and
Assessment

3/2016-6/2017

Total members joining the board over the charter term

17

Total members leaving the board over the charter term

9

Total members at beginning of charter term

5

Total members at end of charter term

8
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ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL
TEAM MEMBER HANDBOOK

This Employee Handbook has been tailored
expressly for your school by PAYCHEX, Inc. ©
Copyright PAYCHEX, Inc. 2015. All rights reserved.

Welcome to Rochester Career Mentoring Charter
School!
Starting a new job is exciting, but at times can be
overwhelming. This Team Member Handbook has been
developed to help you become acquainted with the
school and answer many of your initial questions.
As team member of Team Member, you are very
important. Your contribution cannot be overstated.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School's (RCMCS)
mission is a model secondary small school offering a
community of diverse learners in the City of Rochester a
personalized 9th through 12th grade high school that
engages each student in career exploration, college
preparation, and rigorous academic standards. Our
charter school will graduate every student with a
Regents diploma and the academic and technical skills
needed for today's workforce and/or entrance into
college.
It is important to realize that RCMCS exists because of
the needs of the community to have an alternative
approach and philosophy in the delivery of educating
students. Impressions are constantly changed and
formed by every contact parents have with the School
and its employees. Every time parents hear or see
anything having to do with RCMCS, it strengthens or
changes their perception of the School.
When parents send their children to RCMCS, they have
great expectations and a very positive impression of the
School and its mission. It is up to each of the School's
employees to fulfill these expectations and build a
lasting impression. All employees much consider the

quality and professionalism in every aspect of what they
do and say. RCMCS reputation and commitment is the
School's future.
We are glad you have joined us, and we hope you will
find your work to be both challenging and rewarding.

Mission Statement
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) is
a model secondary school offering a community of
diverse learners in the City of Rochester, a small,
personalized 9th through 12th grade high school that
engages each student in career exploration, college
preparation, and rigorous academic standards. Our
charter school will graduate every student with a
Regents diploma and the academic and technical skills
needed for today’s workforce and/or entrance into
college.
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The Way We Work

1

A Word About This Handbook
This Team Member Handbook contains information
about the employment policies and practices of the
school. We expect each team member to read this
Team Member Handbook carefully, as it is a valuable
reference for understanding your job and the school.
The policies outlined in this Team Member Handbook
should be regarded as management guidelines only,
which in our developing Charter school will require
changes from time to time. The school retains the right
to make decisions involving employment as needed in
order to conduct its work in a manner that is beneficial
to the team members and the school.
All revisions, deletions or additions to the Team
Member Handbook must be in writing and must be
approved and signed by the Board of Trustees of the
school. No oral statements or representations can
change the provisions of this Team Member Handbook.
The provisions of this Team Member Handbook are not
intended to create contractual obligations with respect
to any matters it covers. Nor is this Team Member
Handbook intended to create a contract guaranteeing
that you will be employed for any specific time period.
Nothing in this Team Member Handbook is intended to
unlawfully restrict a team member's right to engage in
any of the rights guaranteed them by Section 7 of the
National Labor Relations Act, including but not limited
to, the right to engage in concerted protected activity
for the purposes of their mutual aid and/or protection.
Nothing in this Team Member Handbook will be
interpreted, applied or enforced to interfere with,
1
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restrain or coerce team members in the exercise of
Section 7 rights.
OUR SCHOOL IS AN AT-WILL EMPLOYER. THIS MEANS
THAT REGARDLESS OF ANY PROVISION IN THIS TEAM
MEMBER HANDBOOK, EITHER YOU OR THE SCHOOL
MAY TERMINATE THE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP AT
ANY TIME, FOR ANY REASON, WITH OR WITHOUT
CAUSE OR NOTICE. NOTHING IN THIS TEAM MEMBER
HANDBOOK OR IN ANY DOCUMENT OR STATEMENT,
WRITTEN OR ORAL, SHALL LIMIT THE RIGHT TO
TERMINATE EMPLOYMENT AT-WILL. NO OFFICER,
TEAM MEMBER OR REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SCHOOL
IS AUTHORIZED TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT—
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED—WITH ANY TEAM MEMBER FOR
EMPLOYMENT FOR A SPECIFIED PERIOD OF TIME
UNLESS SUCH AN AGREEMENT IS IN A WRITTEN
CONTRACT SIGNED BY THE CEO OF THE SCHOOL.
This Team Member Handbook refers to current benefit
plans maintained by the school. Refer to the actual plan
documents and summary plan descriptions if you have
specific questions regarding the benefit plan. Those
documents are controlling.
The language in this handbook is not intended to create
a contract of employment other expressed or implied
nor meant to be construed to constitute a contract
between the school and the employee. More over it is
not exhaustive and does not address every possible
situation which may arise.
Likewise, if a written contract is inconsistent with the
Team Member Handbook, the written contract is
controlling.
2
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Equal Employment Opportunity
Our school is committed to equal employment
opportunity. We will not discriminate against team
members or applicants for employment on any
legally-recognized basis [“protected class”] including,
but not limited to: veteran status, uniform
servicemember status or any other protected class
under federal, state, or local law.
In New York, the following are a protected class: age [18
and over], race, creed, color, national origin, sexual
orientation, sex, disability (including use of a guide dog,
hearing dog, or service dog), predisposing genetic
characteristics, military status, marital status, victims of
domestic violence or stalking, for displaying the
American flag on the team member's person or work
station, as long as the display does not substantially and
materially interfere with the team member's job duties,
and previous conviction of criminal offenses, unless
directly related to employment or would involve an
unreasonable risk to property, or to the safety or
welfare of specific individuals, or the general public.
You may discuss equal employment opportunity related
questions with Chief of Academics and Operations or
Board of Trustees, Ethics Committee V.P. member.

Pregnancy Accommodation
The school will provide reasonable accommodations to
female team members related to pregnancy, childbirth,
or related medical conditions, to the extent the
3
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accommodation can be made without imposing an
undue hardship on the business.
When a team member requests a reasonable
accommodation, the school will explore with the team
member the possible means of providing the
reasonable accommodation, which may include, but are
not limited to:







allowing more frequent breaks or periodic rest;
assisting with manual labor;
modifying job duties;
modifying work hours/schedules;
temporary transfer to a less strenuous or less
hazardous position; or
providing a leave of absence.

The school may require the team member to provide a
certification in connection with a request for reasonable
accommodation that includes the following:




the date the reasonable accommodation
became medically advisable;
the probable duration of the reasonable
accommodation; and
an explanatory statement as to the medical
advisability of the reasonable accommodation.

If leave is provided as a reasonable accommodation,
such leave may run concurrently with any leave where
permitted by state and federal law.
For more information, or if you require
accommodation, please contact your supervisor.

4
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Americans with Disabilities Act
Our school is committed to providing equal
employment opportunities to qualified individuals with
disabilities. This may include providing reasonable
accommodation where appropriate in order for an
otherwise qualified individual to perform the essential
functions of the job. It is your responsibility to notify
the Chief of Academics and Operations of the need for
accommodation.
Upon doing so, the Chief of
Academics and Operations may ask you for your input
or the type of accommodation you believe may be
necessary or the functional limitations caused by your
disability. Also, when appropriate, we may need your
permission to obtain additional information from your
physician or other medical or rehabilitation
professionals.
The school will not seek genetic
information in connection with requests for
accommodation. All medical information received by
the school in connection with a request for
accommodation will be treated as confidential.

5
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A Word About our Team Member Relations Philosophy
We are committed to providing the best possible
climate for maximum development and goal
achievement for all team members. Our practice is to
treat each team member as an individual. We seek to
develop a spirit of teamwork; individuals working
together to attain a common goal.
In order to maintain an atmosphere where these goals
can be accomplished, we provide a comfortable and
progressive workplace. Most importantly, we have a
workplace where communication is open and problems
can be discussed and resolved in a mutually respectful
atmosphere.
We take into account individual
circumstances and the individual team member.
We firmly believe that with direct communication, we
can continue to resolve any difficulties that may arise
and develop a mutually beneficial relationship.

6
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No Harassment
We prohibit harassment of one team member by
another team member, supervisor or third party for any
reason based upon an individual’s race; color; religion;
genetic information; national origin; sex (including same
sex); pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical
conditions; age; disability; or any other category
protected under federal, state, or local law (“protected
class”).
In New York, the following also are a protected class:
age [18 and over], race, creed, color, national origin,
sexual orientation, sex, disability (including use of a
guide dog, hearing dog, or service dog), predisposing
genetic characteristics, military status, marital status,
victims of domestic violence or stalking, for displaying
the American flag on the team member's person or
work station, as long as the display does not
substantially and materially interfere with the team
member's job duties, legal use of consumable products
or legal recreational activities off company premises
during nonworking hours, and previous conviction of
criminal offenses, unless directly related to employment
or would involve an unreasonable risk to property, or to
the safety or welfare of specific individuals, or the
general public.
Violation of this policy will result in disciplinary action,
up to and including immediate discharge.
If you have any questions about what constitutes
harassing behavior or what conduct is prohibited by this
policy, please discuss the questions with your
immediate supervisor or one of the contacts listed in
this policy. At a minimum, the term “harassment” as
7
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used in this policy includes any of the following
activities pertaining to an individual’s protected class:


Offensive remarks, comments, jokes, slurs,
threats, or verbal conduct.



Offensive pictures, drawings, photographs,
figurines, writings, or other graphic images,
conduct, or communications, including text
messages,
instant
messages,
websites,
voicemails, social media postings, e-mails, faxes,
and copies.



Offensive sexual remarks, sexual advances, or
requests for sexual favors regardless of the
gender of the individuals involved; and



Offensive physical conduct, including touching
and gestures, regardless of the gender of the
individuals involved.

We also absolutely prohibit retaliation, which includes:
threatening an individual or taking any adverse action
against an individual for (1) reporting a possible
violation of this policy, or (2) participating in an
investigation conducted under this policy.
Our supervisors and managers are covered by this
policy and are prohibited from engaging in any form of
harassing, discriminatory, or retaliatory conduct. No
supervisor or other member of management has the
authority to suggest to any applicant or team member
that employment or advancement will be affected by
the individual entering into (or refusing to enter into) a
personal relationship with the supervisor or manager,
8
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or for tolerating (or refusing to tolerate) conduct or
communication that might violate this policy. Such
conduct is a direct violation of this policy.
Even non-team members are covered by this policy.
We prohibit harassment, discrimination, or retaliation
of our team members in connection with their work by
non-team members. Immediately report any harassing
or discriminating behavior by non-team members,
including contractor or subcontractor team members.
Any team member who experiences or observes
harassment, discrimination, or retaliation should report
it using the steps listed below.
If you have any concern that our No Harassment policy
may have been violated by anyone, you must
immediately report the matter. Due to the very
serious nature of harassment, discrimination and
retaliation, you must report your concerns to one of
the individuals listed below:
1. Discuss any concern with Maria Velickovic,

Educational Leader at (585) 232-1045 and 30
Hart St., Rochester, NY. 14605.
2. If you are not satisfied after you speak with

Maria Velickovic, or if you feel that you cannot
speak to Maria Velickovic, discuss your concern
with Kevin McCormick, Board of Trustees,
President, Complaints and Ethics Committee at
(585) 303-5589 and 30 Hart St., Rochester, NY.
14605.
If a team member makes a report to any of these
members of management and the manager either does
not respond or does not respond in a manner the team
9
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member deems satisfactory or consistent with this
policy, the team member is required to report the
situation to one of the other members of management
designated in this policy to receive complaints.
You should report any actions that you believe may
violate our policy no matter how slight the actions
may seem.
We will investigate the report and then take prompt,
appropriate remedial action. The school will protect the
confidentiality of team members reporting suspected
violations to the extent possible consistent with our
investigation.
You will not be penalized or retaliated against for
reporting improper conduct, harassment,
discrimination, retaliation, or other actions that you
believe may violate this policy.
We are serious about enforcing our policy against
harassment. Persons who violate this or any other
school policy are subject to discipline, up to and
including discharge. We cannot resolve a potential
policy violation unless we know about it. You are
responsible for reporting possible policy violations to us
so that we can take appropriate actions to address your
concerns.

10
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Categories of Employment
INTRODUCTORY PERIOD: Full Time, Part Time Regular
and Temporary TEAM MEMBERS are on an introductory
period during their first 90 days of employment.
During this time, you will be able to determine if your
new job is suitable for you and the school
administration will have an opportunity to evaluate
your work performance. However, the completion of
the introductory period does not guarantee
employment for any period of time since you are an atwill employee both during and after your introductory
period.
FULL TIME TEAM MEMBERS regularly work at least a 35hour workweek.
PART TIME REGULAR TEAM MEMBERS regularly work
less than 35 hours each week.
TEMPORARY TEAM MEMBERS are hired for short term
periods.
Team Member is defined as an employee of RCMCS.
Leadership Team consists of the Educational Leader,
Chief of Academics and Operations, and the CEO,
In addition to the preceding categories, team members
are also categorized as "exempt" or "non-exempt."
NON-EXEMPT TEAM MEMBERS are entitled to overtime
pay as required by applicable federal and state law.

11
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EXEMPT TEAM MEMBERS are not entitled to overtime
pay and may also be exempt from minimum wage
requirements pursuant to applicable federal and state
laws.
Upon hire, the Chief of Academics and Operations will
notify you of your employment classification.

Anniversary Date
The first day you report to work will be recorded in
school records as your anniversary date. This date may
be used to calculate many different school benefits. If
you have any questions regarding your anniversary
date, please see the Chief of Academics and Operations.

Certification, Licensing and Other Requirements
You will be informed by the Chief of Academics and
Operations if there are any licensing, certification or
testing requirements for your job. Failure to qualify or
to maintain a certification or license may be sufficient
cause for discharge.

12
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Immigration Reform and Control Act
In compliance with the federal Immigration Reform and
Control Act of 1986 (IRCA), as amended, and any state
law requirements, if applicable, our school is committed
to employing only individuals who are authorized to
work in the United States.
Each new team member, as a condition of employment,
must complete the Employment Eligibility Verification
Form I-9 and present documentation establishing
identity and employment eligibility.
If a team member is authorized to work in this country
for a limited time period, the individual will be required
to submit proof of renewed employment eligibility prior
to expiration of that period to remain employed by the
school.

New Team Member Orientation
Upon joining our school, you were given this copy of our
Team Member Handbook. After reading this Team
Member Handbook please sign the receipt page and
return it to the Chief of Academics and Operations. You
will be asked to complete personnel, payroll and benefit
forms.
If you lose your Team Member Handbook or if it
becomes damaged in any way, you can obtain a
replacement copy from the Intranet.

13
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Code of Ethics
The Leadership Team and team members of the
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS)
shall hold their positions to serve and benefit the
students and community, and not for personal gain or
advantage. The Board of Trustees recognizes that, in
order to implement this fundamental principle, there is
a need for clear and reasonable standards of ethical
conduct. This Code of Ethics establishes such standards
by defining and prohibiting acts incompatible with the
public interest.
The Board of Trustees also recognizes that compliance
with ethical standards rests primarily on personal
integrity, and further recognizes the integrity of the
RCMCS Leadership Team and team members generally.
However, in order that the offending case be discerned
with certainty and corrected quickly, this Code of Ethics
utilizes the BOT Complaints & Ethics Committee, which
shall render opinions with respect to the Code of Ethics
and compliance with the ethical standards set forth
herein.
Finally, the Board of Trustees recognizes that the
RCMCS Leadership Team and team members have a
right of privacy. Therefore, this Code of Ethics is not
intended and should not be interpreted to intrude
unreasonably upon the privacy of any RCMCS
Leadership Team or team member. However, when
using school facilities or school-owned or provided
equipment,
including
computers,
telephones,
telecommunications devices, etc, the school expressly
reserves the right to monitor its facilities and its
equipment, and that there is no expectation of privacy
accruing to an individual.
14
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I. Definitions
a) Generally words in the singular number shall
include the plural number, and word in the
plural number shall include the singular
number. The masculine gender shall include the
feminine, and the feminine gender shall include
the masculine.
b) "Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
Leadership Team or team member" shall mean
any person elected, appointed or hired to serve
the RCMCS in any capacity, whether paid or
unpaid, or for a term fixed or not fixed,
including, without limit, persons serving on a
temporary, part-time or seasonal basis, persons
serving as consultants, persons paid with funds
derived from other than RCMCS revenue
sources, and persons serving on administrative
or advisory boards, commissions, or
committees, whether permanent or temporary.
c) "Family for purposes of the Code of Ethics shall
mean the parent, sibling, spouse, child,
household member, or any same sex civil union
or marriage recognized in New York State,
another state, or country, or a RCMCS
Leadership Team or team member.
d) "Gift" shall mean anything of value given to a
RCMCS Leadership Team or team member. The
value of a gift shall be defined as its fair market
value.
e) "Person" shall mean any individual, corporation,
partnership, or business entity, and shall
16
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include a RCMCS Leadership Team or team
member.
f)

"Contract" shall mean an oral or written
obligation to do an act, or to refrain from doing
an act, arising from an exchange or promises
between or among persons.

g) An "interest" shall mean a benefit or advantage
of an economic or tangible nature that a RCMCS
Leadership Team or team member would gain
or lose as a result of a decision or action, or an
omission to decide or to act, on the part of the
RCMCS or its Board of Trustees.
h) "Claim" shall mean any demand, oral, or
written, made upon the Rochester Career
Mentoring Charter School or its Board of
Trustees, to fulfill an obligation arising from law
or equity.
i)

"Public information and records" shall mean
that information obtainable pursuant to the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA), Article 6 of the New York Public
Officers Law (the Freedom of Information Law),
and RCMCS guidelines adopted pursuant to
those laws.
II. Generally

a) A RCMCS Leadership Team or team member
shall exercise independent judgement on behalf
of the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter
School, and shall pursue a course of conduct
17
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which will maintain parent, student and staff
trust and confidence in the RCMCS.
b) In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member treat any person more favorably
than it is the custom and practice to treat the
general public.
c) In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member use his/her official position to
secure unwarranted privileges or exemptions
for him/herself or others.
d) In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member allow any person to improperly
influence him/her in the performance of his/her
official duties.
e) In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member have any romantic, sexual or
other unprofessional relationship with any
student of the School even if the relationship is
consensual. No Leadership Team or team
member shall engage in any act, whether or not
directly related to employment, and
irrespective of the time and place of the
incident, or of the connection or lack of
connection between a child and the School,
which would constitute a crime of physical or
psychological abuse of a child; or sexual
misconduct with a child; that arrest on such
charges shall constitute grounds for suspension;
and that indictment or conviction shall be
deemed sufficient grounds for termination.
III. Use of Public Funds for a Private Purpose
18
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a) In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member give loan or contribute RCMCS
money, credit, property or services to any
individual, or to any private or charitable
corporation, association or undertaking, for
private purpose.
b) In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member use or permit the use of RCMCS
property, equipment, materials or vehicles, for
the convenience, advantage, benefit or profit of
himself/herself or any other person.
c) In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member submit to the RCMCS a request
to be reimbursed for the purchase of
personalized items (other than approved
stationery), or a request to be reimbursed for
items which are for personal use.
d) In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member submit to the RCMCS a request
to be reimbursed for the purchase of one or
more meals unless:
i. The RCMCS Leadership Team or team
member is traveling outside of his/her
regular work area on official business
for an extended period of time,
exceeding a full work day, or
ii. The RCMCS is faced with business of
such an immediate nature that it is
essential for the School Leadership
Team or team member to work at
19
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mealtime to complete the business at
hand, or
iii .The purchase is specifically
authorized by the Chief of Academics
and Operations.
e) In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member submit to the RCMCS a request
to be reimbursed for the purchase of one or
more alcoholic beverages or tobacco or tobacco
products.

20
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IV. Gifts and Contributions
a) In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member solicit, accept or receive a gift
having a value in excess of the dollar value
established by New York State Law in 805-a of
the General Municipal Law, whether in the form
of money, property, services, loan, travel,
entertainment, hospitality, promise, or any
other form, from a person who has a contract
with or an interest in a matter proposed or
pending before the Rochester Career Mentoring
Charter School or its Board of Trustees.
b) The foregoing provision shall not apply to
contributions solicited or received in
accordance with the Election Law of the State of
New York.
V. Public Information and Records
A RCMCS Leadership Team or team member may only
disclose, with proper authorization, public information
and records and shall be bound by the privacy
requirements of State and Federal law, and the
fiduciary duties imposed under the NYS General
Municipal Law.
VI. Representing Persons in Transactions With
The Career Mentoring Charter School
In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or team
member, whether paid or unpaid, represent any
person, other than himself/herself, in business
negotiations, or in actions or proceedings, whether
judicial or administrative, to which the Rochester Career
21
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Mentoring Charter School or its Board of Trustees is a
party, except when acting as an official for a duly
recognized collective bargaining unit.

22
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VII. Employment of Family Members
In no event shall any member of the family of a RCMCS
Leadership Team or team member be appointed or
hired to serve under the direct authority or supervision
of that officer or employee.
In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or team
member participate in decision making by the
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School or its Board
of Trustees regarding the employment of any member
of the family of that Leadership Team or team member.
VIII. Private or Other Public Employment
In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team or team
member have any employment, or engage in any
business or commercial transaction, or engage in any
professional activity, or incur any obligation, as a result
of which, directly or indirectly, she/he would have an
interest that would impair his/her independence of
judgment or action in the performance of his/her
official duties, or that would be in conflict with the
performance of his/her official duties.
IX. Contracts with the Rochester Career
Mentoring Charter School
In no event shall a RCMCS Leadership Team of team
member have an interest in a contract between any
person and the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter
School or its Board of Trustees.
X. Disclosure of Interest
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a) With respect to a matter proposed or pending
before the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter
School or its Board of Trustees, in no event shall
a RCMCS Leadership Team or team member
discuss, vote on, decide, or take part in,
formally or informally, a matter in which she/he
has an interest.
b) The foregoing provision shall not apply to a
RCMCS Leadership Team or team member
whose interest in a proposed or pending matter
is minimal, provided that the RCMCS Leadership
Team or team member makes disclosure of the
matter, in accordance with the following
procedures:
i. The RCMCS Leadership Team or team
member shall identify his/her interest,
that is, the benefit or advantage that
would be gained or lost if the matter
were to be acted on in various ways,
and the underlying basis or it, such as
ownership, investment, contract, claim,
employment, or family relationship, and
shall completely and specifically
describe and disclose his/her interest,
and its underlying basis, in writing, to
his/her immediate supervisor and the
chairperson of the Complaints and
Ethics Review Committee.
ii. If the RCMCS Leadership Team or
team member, his/her immediate
supervisor, or the chairperson of the
Complaints
and
Ethics
Review
24
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Committee is of the opinion that the
disclosure raises a question of whether
the interest is minimal, so as to allow
participation, the question shall be
submitted to the Complaints and Ethics
Review Committee for an opinion.
iii. The Complaints and Ethics Review
Committee shall render an opinion
whether the RCMCS Leadership Team
or team member shall participate in the
matter, and the RCMCS Leadership
Team or team member shall abide by
the opinion.
iv. Failure to disclose properly or to
abide by the opinion of the Complaints
and Ethics Review Committee shall
make any participation of the RCMCS
Leadership Team and team member in
the matter null and void.
XI. Penalties
a) A RCMCS Leadership Team or team member
who fails to perform an act which is required, or
who performs an act which is prohibited by the
Code of Ethics, or an opinion, rule or regulation
issued pursuant thereto, may be subject to
removal or disciplinary action in the manner
provided by law and/or collective bargaining
agreement.
b) Any contract willfully entered into by the
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School or
its Board of Trustees, in which there is an
25
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interest prohibited by the Code of Ethics, or an
opinion, rule or regulation issued pursuant
thereto, shall be null and void and wholly
unenforceable.
c) The Board of Trustees or its designee may seek
an injunction to enforce the provisions of the
Code of Ethics.
XII. Complaints and Ethics Review Committee
There is hereby established a Complaints and Ethics
Review Committee, the membership of which shall be
comprised of the Chief of Academics and Operations,
the Vice President of the Board of Trustees and two
other members of the Board of Trustees appointed by a
majority vote. The panel may elect to engage the
School's legal counsel as necessary. The position of chair
shall be rotated annually.
a) Powers and Duties
a) The Committee shall have the powers
and duties prescribed by Article 18 of
the General Municipal Law.
b) The Committee may issue rules and
regulations consistent with and in
furtherance of the requirements set
forth in the Code of Ethics, and may
require such disclosure, financial or
otherwise, as it deems appropriate of
necessary. Any rules and regulations
issued by the Complaints and Ethics
Review Committee shall be formally
26
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Conflict Resolution (Talk To Us)
We encourage you to bring your questions, suggestions
and complaints to our attention. We will carefully
consider each of these in our continuing effort to
improve operations.
If you feel you have a problem, present the situation to
a member of the Leadership Team, Educational Leader,
and the Chief of Academics and Operations so that the
problem can be settled by examination and discussion
of the facts. We hope that the Leadership Team will be
able to satisfactorily resolve most matters.
You may also contact any member of the Ethics
Committee or Board of Trustees.
Finally, if you still believe that your problem has not
been fairly or fully addressed, the next step would be to
initiate the mediation/arbitration process. To initiate
this process, please contact the CEO.
Your suggestions and comments on any subject are
important, and we encourage you to take every
opportunity to discuss them with us. Your job will not
be adversely affected in any way because you choose to
use this procedure.

28
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Your Pay and Progress

2

Recording Your Time
Non-exempt team members must record their hours on
time sheets and give them to the Chief of Academics
and Operations on the 1st and 16th of each month.
Accurately recording all of your time is required in order
to be sure that you are paid for all hours worked. You
are expected to follow the established procedures in
keeping an accurate record of your hours worked. Time
must be recorded as follows:






Immediately before starting your shift.
Immediately after finishing work before your
meal period.
Immediately before resuming work after your
meal period.
Immediately after finishing work.
Immediately before and after any other time
away from work.

Exempt team members may be required to accurately
record their time worked in accordance with federal
and state wage and hour law, or to meet various
funding requirements (ie grants)
All team members subject to this policy are required to
accurately record all time worked.
The workweek starts on Saturday and ends on Friday.

1
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Payday
You will be paid semimonthly on the 5th of the month
and the 20th of the month for the periods that have
ended on the last day of the month and the 15th of the
month.
When our payday is a holiday, you will be paid on the
last working day before the holiday. If our payday is a
Saturday or Sunday, you will be paid on Friday.
Please review your paycheck for errors. If you find a
mistake, report it to the Chief of Academics and
Operations immediately. The Chief of Academics and
Operations will assist you in taking the steps necessary
to correct the error.

2
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Paycheck Deductions
The school is required by law to make certain
deductions from your paycheck each pay period. Such
deductions typically include federal and state taxes and
Social Security (FICA) taxes. Depending on the state in
which you are employed and the benefits you choose,
there may be additional deductions. All deductions and
the amount of the deductions are listed on your pay
stub. These deductions are totaled each year for you on
your Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement.
It is the policy of the school that exempt team
members' pay will not be “docked,” or subject to
deductions, in violation of salary pay rules issued by the
United States Department of Labor and any
corresponding rules issued by the state government, as
applicable. However, the school may make deductions
from team members' salaries in a way that is permitted
under federal and state wage and hour rules. Team
members will be reimbursed in full for any isolated,
inadvertent, or improper deductions, as defined by law.
Thus, exempt team members may be subject to the
following salary deductions, except where prohibited by
state law, but only for the following reasons:





Absences of one or more full days for personal
reasons, other than sickness or disability; or
Absences of one or more full days due to
sickness or disability, if there is a plan, policy, or
practice providing replacement compensation
for such absences; or
Absences of one or more full days before
eligibility under such a plan, policy, or practice
3
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or after replacement compensation for such
absences has been exhausted; or
Suspensions of one or more full days for
violations of safety rules of major significance;
or
Suspensions of one or more full days for
violations of written workplace conduct rules,
such as rules against sexual harassment and
workplace violence; or
Payment of actual time worked in the first and
last weeks of employment, resulting in a
proportional rate of a team member's full
salary; or
Any unpaid leave taken under the Family and
Medical Leave Act; or
Negative paid-time-off balances, in whole-day
increments only.

The school will not make deductions which are
prohibited by the Fair Labor Standards Act or state laws
from its exempt team members' pay.
If questions or concerns about any pay deductions arise,
discuss and resolve them with the Chief of Academics
and Operations. If an error is found, you will receive an
immediate adjustment which will be paid no later than
on the next regular payday.
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Garnishment/Child Support
When a team member's wages are garnished by a court
order, our school is legally bound to withhold the
amount indicated in the garnishment order from the
team member's paycheck. Our school will, however,
honor applicable federal and state guidelines that
protect a certain amount of a team member's income
from being subject to garnishment.

2
Performance Reviews
Your performance is important to our school. Once
each year, at the end of the school year, the Education
Leader and the CEO will evaluate your job progress
within our school and help you set new job
performance plans.
These evaluations which will include peer observation
and evaluation provide the team member, the CEO, and
the Education Leader to have an opportunity to discuss
job tasks, encourage and recognize strengths, and to
identify and correct areas in need of improvement, and
discuss a purposeful approach to meeting goals.
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Job Descriptions
The school maintains a job description for each position
in the school. The job description outlines the essential
duties and responsibilities of the position. When the
duties and/or responsibilities of a position change, the
job description is revised to reflect those changes. If
you have any questions or wish to obtain a copy of your
position's job description, please see the Chief of
Academics and Operations.

Pay Advances
Pay advances will not be granted to team members.
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Overtime
There may be times when you will need to work
overtime so that we may meet the needs of our
students. Although you will be given advance notice
when feasible, this is not always possible. If you are a
non-exempt team member, you must have all overtime
approved in advance by the Education Leader or Chief
of Academics and Operations.
Non-exempt team members will be paid at a rate of
time and one-half their regular hourly rate for hours
worked in excess of 40 hours in a workweek, unless
state law provides a greater benefit in which case, we
will comply with the state law.
Only actual hours worked count toward computing
weekly overtime.
If you have any questions concerning overtime pay,
check with the Chief of Academics and Operations.
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Time Away From Work and Other Benefits

3

Team Member Benefits
Our school has developed a comprehensive set of team
member benefit programs to supplement our team
members' regular wages. Our benefits represent
additional value and income to our team members.
This Team Member Handbook describes the current
benefit plans maintained by the school. Refer to the
actual plan documents and summary plan descriptions
if you have specific questions regarding the benefit
plan. Those documents are controlling.
The school reserves the right to modify its benefits at
any time. We will keep you informed of any changes.

3
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Holidays
Our School normally observes the following holidays
during the year:
New Year’s Day
Martin Luther King Day
President's Day
The Day after President's Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Friday after Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Eve Day
Christmas Day
If one of the above holidays falls on Saturday, it
normally is observed on the preceding Friday. If a
holiday falls on Sunday, it normally is observed on the
following Monday.
Team members are
immediately upon hire.

eligible

for

paid

holidays

Team members must work their scheduled workday
before and after the holiday in order to be paid for the
holiday, unless they are absent with prior permission
from the Education Leader or the Chief of Academics
and Operations.
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Vacation
Team members are eligible for paid vacation time.
Vacation is calculated according to your contract.
Submit vacation requests in writing at least one week in
advance to the appropriate Leadership Team Member.
When possible, vacation requests are granted, taking
into account operating requirements.
Length of
employment may determine priority in scheduling
vacation times.
Unless your contract specifies, vacation cannot be
carried over to the following year, nor is vacation paid
in lieu of taking the actual time off.
Use of vacation days during days students are in
attendance is discouraged but may be scheduled with
approval from the Education Leader.
Upon 30 day advanced resignation, eligible team
members will be paid for accrued but unused vacation
at a pro-rated value. Team members who are
discharged will not be paid for accrued but unused
vacation days.

Unpaid Day Off
Any day off requests for time off without pay will be
denied if the team member has any unused paid days
off available. Paid days off are Vacation, Personal, and
Sick.
3
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Personal Days
Team members may be eligible, immediately upon hire,
for five paid personal days each year.
Personal days are calculated according to your contract.
Personal days can be used as vacation time, sick time or
to take care of personal matters.
Upon discharge or resignation, team members are not
paid for earned but unused personal days. Personal
Days cannot be carried over to the following year, nor
are Personal Days paid in lieu of taking the actual time
off.
Scheduling of Personal Days shall be subject to approval
of the Education Leader or the CEO. To the extent
possible shall not interfere with the orderly function of
business of the school.
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Sick Days
Team members may be eligible, for five paid sick days
each year.
Sick days are calculated according to your contract.
Exempt team members will receive sick pay in
compliance with state and federal wage and hour laws.
You may use accrued sick time to care for your sick
child.
Sick days may accumulate during the time you are
employed by the school. Team members are not paid in
lieu of taking the actual time off.
Team members are not paid for earned but unused sick
days upon discharge or resignation.
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Jury Duty
Team members summoned for jury duty will receive the
difference between jury duty and straight time pay for
hours normally scheduled to work, up to a maximum of
2 weeks (10 working days) for actual time served on jury
duty.
Exempt team members may be provided time off with
pay when necessary to comply with state and federal
wage and hour laws.
We reserve the right to request proof of jury service
issued by the Court upon return.
Make arrangements with the Chief of Academics and
Operations as soon as you receive your summons.
We expect you to return to your job if you are excused
from jury duty during your regular working hours.
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Voting Leave
Our school believes that every team member should
have the opportunity to vote in any state or federal
election, general primary or special primary. Any team
member whose work schedule does not provide him or
her four consecutive hours to vote while polls are open
will be granted up to two paid hours off in order to
vote. Any additional time off will be without pay. We
reserve the right to select the hours you are excused to
vote.
Exempt team members may be provided additional
time off with pay when necessary to comply with state
and federal wage and hour laws.
Notify the appropriate member of the Leadership Team
of the need for voting leave two to ten days before the
election. When you return from voting leave, you must
present a voter’s receipt to the Chief of Academics and
Operations within 5 business days.

Military Leave
Team members who are required to fulfill military
obligations in any branch of the Armed Forces of the
United States or in state military service will be given
the necessary time off and reinstated in accordance
with federal and state law.
The time off will be unpaid, except where state law
dictates otherwise. Exempt team members may be
7
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provided time off with pay when necessary to comply
with state and federal wage and hour laws.
Accrued vacation or personal days may be used for this
leave if the team member chooses. Military orders
should be presented to the Chief of Academics and
Operations and arrangements for leave made as early
as possible before departure. Team members are
required to give advance notice of their service
obligations to the school unless military necessity
makes this impossible. You must notify the Chief of
Academics and Operations of your intent to return to
employment based on requirements of the law. Your
benefits may continue to accrue during the period of
leave in accordance with state and federal law.
Additional information regarding military leaves may be
obtained from the Chief of Academics and Operations.

Family Military Leave
Eligible team members who are the spouse of a
member of the Armed Forces of the United States,
National Guard or Reserves who has been deployed
during a period of military conflict to a combat theatre
or combat zone may take up to ten days of unpaid
family military leave during the military service
member’s leave or deployment.
To be eligible for family military leave, team members
must work an average of twenty hours or more per
week.
8
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Volunteer Emergency Responders Leave
During the time that an emergency exists following a
declaration of emergency under the law, the school will
grant a “volunteer emergency responder” an unpaid
leave of absence while engaged in the actual
performance of his or her duties as a volunteer
firefighter or an enrolled member of a volunteer
ambulance service unless the school determines that
the team member's absence would impose an undue
hardship on school business.
The school will only grant leave when it has previously
received written documentation from the head of the
fire department or volunteer ambulance service
documenting the team member's status as a volunteer
firefighter or member of a volunteer ambulance service.
Upon request, the team member must provide the
school with a notarized statement from the head of the
volunteer fire department or volunteer ambulance
service certifying the period of time that the team
member responded to any emergency.
For more information regarding this leave, see the Chief
of Academics and Operations.
Exempt team members may be provided time off with
pay when necessary to comply with state and federal
wage and hour laws.
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Witness Leave
Team members are given the necessary time off
without pay to attend or participate in a court
proceeding in accordance with state law. We ask that
you notify the Chief of Academics and Operations of
the need to take witness leave as far in advance as is
possible. Accrued vacation or personal days may be
used for this leave if the team member chooses.
Exempt team members may be provided time off with
pay when necessary to comply with state and federal
wage and hour laws.

Bone Marrow Donation Leave
Team members who work an average of 20 hours or
more each week are eligible to receive up to 24 hours of
unpaid leave to donate bone marrow.
Please provide the Chief of Academics and Operations
with written physician verification of the purpose and
length of each leave.
For more information regarding this leave, please see
the Chief of Academics and Operations.
Exempt team members may be provided time off with
pay when necessary to comply with state and federal
wage and hour laws.
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Blood Donation Leave
Team members who work an average of 20 or more
hours per week are entitled to up to three hours of
unpaid leave in any 12-month period to donate blood.
The 12-month period will be based on the calendar
year.
Team members must give “reasonable notice” of their
intent to take leave to give blood.
Exempt team members may be provided time off with
pay when necessary to comply with state and federal
wage and hour laws.
For more information regarding this leave, please see
the Chief of Academics and Operations.
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Bereavement Leave
Team members may be eligible for three paid days for
the death of an immediate family member.
Members of the immediate family include spouses,
same-sex committed partner, parents, brothers, sisters,
children, grandchildren, grandparents, parents-in-law
and children, parent or other relative of the same-sex
committed partner.
Team members, may be eligible for one paid day to
attend the funeral of aunts, uncles, nieces and
nephews.
Notification of bereavement leave should be made to
the appropriate member of the Leadership Team as
soon as possible. Our school reserves the right to
request written verification of an employee’s familial
relationship to the deceased and his or her attendance
at the funeral service as a condition of the bereavement
pay

Victims of Crime Leave
The school will grant reasonable and necessary leave
from work, without pay, to team members who are
victims of a crime to attend or participate in legal
proceedings pertaining to the crime. Affected team
members must give the school reasonable notice that
leave under this policy is required.
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Exempt team members may be provided time off with
pay when necessary to comply with state and federal
wage and hour laws. Accrued vacation or personal days
may be used for this leave if the team member chooses.

403(B) Qualified Retirement Plan
Our school provides eligible team members with a
403(b) Qualified Retirement plan which is an excellent
means of long-term savings for your retirement. The
school’s contribution, if any, is determined by the CEO
on an annual basis.
You can obtain a copy of the Summary Plan Description
which contains the details of the plan including
eligibility and benefit provisions from the Chief of
Academics and Operations. In the event of any conflict
in the description of any plan, the official plan
documents, which are available for your review, shall
govern. If you have any questions regarding this plan,
see the Chief of Academics and Operations.

Medical Insurance
Eligible team members may enroll in a single, a single
plus one dependent, or a family contract immediately
upon hire. Eligibility may be defined by state law
and/or by the insurance contract.
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Information and enrollment forms may be obtained
from the Chief of Academics and Operations.
To assist you with the cost of this insurance, our school
pays a portion of a single, a single plus one dependent,
or a family contract. You are responsible for paying the
balance through payroll deduction.
A booklet containing the details of the plan and
eligibility requirements may be obtained from the Chief
of Academics and Operations.
Refer to the actual plan document and summary plan
description if you have specific questions regarding this
benefit plan. Those documents are controlling.
Upon discharge you may be entitled to continuation or
conversion of the group medical insurance plan in
accordance with the terms of the policy and/or
applicable state and federal law. For more information,
contact the Chief of Academics and Operations.

Dental Insurance
Eligible team members may enroll in a single, a single
plus one dependent or a family contract immediately
upon hire.
Information and enrollment forms may be obtained
from the Chief of Academics and Operations.
To assist you with the cost of this insurance, our school
pays a portion of a single, a single plus one dependent
14
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or a family contract. You are responsible for paying the
balance through payroll deduction.
A booklet containing the details of the plan and the
eligibility requirements may be obtained from the Chief
of Academics and Operations.
Refer to the actual plan document and summary plan
description if you have specific questions regarding this
benefit plan. Those documents are controlling.
Upon discharge you may be entitled to continuation or
conversion of the group dental insurance plan in
accordance with the terms of the policy and/or
applicable state and federal law. For more information,
contact the Chief of Academics and Operations.

3
COBRA
You and/or your covered dependents will have the
opportunity to continue medical and/or dental benefits
for a period of up to 36 months under the provisions of
the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
(COBRA) when group medical and/or dental coverage
for you and/or your covered dependents would
otherwise end due to your death or because:



your employment terminates, for a reason
other than gross misconduct; or
your employment status changes due to a
reduction in hours; or
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your child ceases to be a "dependent child"
under the terms of the medical and/or dental
plan; or
you become divorced or legally separated; or
you become entitled to Medicare.

In the event of divorce, legal separation, or a child’s loss
of dependent status, you or a family member must
notify the plan administrator within 60 days of the
occurrence of the event.
The plan administrator will notify the individuals eligible
for continuation coverage of their right to elect COBRA
continuation coverage.
For more information regarding COBRA, you may
contact the Chief of Academics and Operations.
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Section 125 Plans
Our school offers a pretax contribution option for team
members. This team member benefit is known as a
Section 125 plan.
A Section 125 plan is a benefit plan that allows you to
make contributions toward premiums for dependent
care expenses on a “before tax”, rather than an “after
tax” basis. Your premium contributions and qualified
expenses are deducted from your gross pay before
income taxes and Social Security is calculated.
To participate in this plan, complete an election form
and return it to the Chief of Academics and Operations.
You cannot make any changes to your pretax
contributions until the next open enrollment period,
unless your family status changes or you become
eligible for a special enrollment period due to a loss of
coverage. Family status changes include marriage,
divorce, death of a spouse or child, birth or adoption of
a child or discharge of employment of your spouse. A
change in election due to a change in family status is
effective the next pay period.

Disability Leave
Full-time and part-time regular team members are
eligible for an unpaid disability leave immediately upon
hire. Disability leave due to non-occupational illness,
injury or pregnancy-related disability is not to exceed six
weeks.
17
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Team members requesting leave must provide written
notice of the disability, including a doctor's certificate
stating the nature of the disability and the expected
date of return to work. The school will not seek genetic
information in connection with requests for disability
leave. All medical information received by the school in
connection with a request for leave under this policy
will be treated as confidential.
To the extent allowed by the insurance contract, we will
continue to provide medical insurance and dental
insurance coverage for team members on authorized
disability leave for the first month of disability. During
this time you will be responsible for paying your portion
of the monthly premium(s). When the above period
expires, you may continue your medical insurance and
dental insurance coverage by making arrangements
with the Chief of Academics and Operations to pay the
entire monthly premium in advance each month.
When you are able to return to work, give us at least
one week’s advance written notice. Include a doctor's
certificate stating that you are medically able to return
to your normal duties. We reserve the right to require a
physical examination by a physician of our own
choosing prior to your resumption of duties, as allowed
by state law.
We will return you to the same or similar position you
held prior to the disability leave, subject to our staffing
and school requirements. Your continued absence from
work beyond your disability (as determined by your
physician) will be deemed a voluntary discharge of your
employment.
18
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This leave may run concurrently with any other leave
where permitted by state and federal law.

Short-Term Disability Insurance
Team members are eligible for short-term disability
insurance after four consecutive weeks of full-time
employment or 25 days of regular part-time
employment in accordance with state law. Other team
members may also be eligible for this insurance,
depending on the team member's previous employer.
This insurance is designed to provide income for you
when you are absent from work for more than seven
calendar days due to non-occupational illness, injury or
pregnancy-related disability.
The benefits are calculated as a percentage of your
salary up to a maximum each week, as specified by law,
for up to 26 weeks.
The cost of this insurance is shared between the school
and the team member.
Provide written notice including a doctor’s certificate
stating the nature of the disability and your expected
date of return to work. Disability insurance information
may be obtained from the Chief of Academics and
Operations.
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Social Security
During your employment, you and the school both
contribute funds to the federal government to support
the Social Security program. This program is intended
to provide you with retirement benefit payments and
medical coverage once you reach retirement age.

Unemployment Insurance
Upon separation from employment, you may be
entitled to state and federal unemployment insurance
benefits. Information about unemployment insurance
can be obtained from the Chief of Academics and
Operations.

Workers’ Compensation
On-the-job injuries are covered by our Workers’
Compensation insurance policy. This insurance is
provided at no cost to you. If you are injured on the
job, no matter how slightly, report the incident
immediately to the Chief of Academics and Operations.
Consistent with applicable state law, failure to report an
injury within a reasonable period of time could
jeopardize your claim. We ask for your assistance in
alerting the Chief of Academics and Operations to any
condition that could lead to or contribute to a team
member accident.
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Health Savings Account
You are encouraged to make contributions to the taxsheltered savings account designated for qualified
medical expenses of qualifying team members. This
account is known as a Health Savings Account (HSA).
A Health Savings Account is an account that allows
account holders to pay for qualified medical expenses
and save for future qualified medical expenses on a taxfree basis. Contributions (up to a legal maximum),
earnings and qualified distributions are exempt from
federal income tax, social security taxes, and state taxes
(where permitted). An HSA also gives the account
holder the opportunity to increase the account value
through tax-free investment earnings.
To make contributions or be eligible to receive school
contributions to a HSA, you must be enrolled in a
qualified high-deductible health plan as defined by the
Code and not enrolled in any disqualifying health care
or health plan. For more information regarding the
Health
Savings
Account,
including
eligibility
requirements and contribution guidelines, contact the
Chief of Academics and Operations.
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Employee Assistance Program
Team members may participate in our employee
assistance program immediately upon hire.
Our BalanceWorks®, Employee Assistance Program
(EAP), and Work/Life Benefit help eligible team
members and their immediate families with a wide
range of problems. Situations addressed by the EAP
include marriage and family problems, emotional
problems, alcoholism and alcohol abuse, drug abuse
and dependency, financial problems, compulsive
gambling and eating disorders. Your conversations and
all records are strictly confidential.
The administrative cost of this program is fully paid by
the school.
Additional information regarding this program is
available at www.eniweb.com or by calling 1-800EAPCALL. Complete details of this program may be
obtained from the Chief of Academics and Operations.
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On the Job
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Confidentiality of Student Matters
Our professional ethics require that each team member
maintain the highest degree of confidentiality when
handling student matters.
To maintain this professional confidence, no team
member shall disclose student information to other
students, friends, or members of one's own family.
Questions concerning student confidentiality may be
addressed with the Education Leader.

Care of Student Records
As professionals, we must respect the confidence in
which we are entrusted and ensure that student files
are handled with care.
Team members must sign out to release student files
for review. Student files must be reviewed in a
confidential area and are not allowed to leave the
premises. Student files can not be copied nor is any
component of the file allowed to be copied. Special
Education requests are the only time student files can
leave the premises with advanced approval documents
required.
Material should be returned in the same condition.
Under no circumstances will outside requests for
student material be fulfilled unless prior written
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permission is received from the Education Leader or the
CEO.

Social Security Number Privacy and Protection of
Personal Information
To ensure to the extent practicable the confidentiality
of our team members' and applicants’ personal
identifying information, no team member may acquire,
disclose, transfer or unlawfully use the SSN, home
address or telephone number, personal electronic mail
address, internet identification name or password,
parent’s surname prior to marriage or driver’s license
number of any team member except in accordance with
school policy. The release of team member personal
identifying information to external parties is prohibited
except where required by law. Internal access to team
member SSNs is restricted to team members with a
legitimate business need for the information. Team
member SSNs will not be publicly posted, displayed, or
visibly printed on any identification badge or time card.
Team member SSNs may be collected in the ordinary
course of business for the purpose of identity
verification or to administer benefits and in accordance
with state and federal laws. Records that include Social
Security numbers will be maintained in accordance with
federal and state laws.
Any documents that include team member SSNs and
are to be discarded must be destroyed by shredding
paper documents and running a data scrubbing
program before disposing of electronic storage media.
2
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Any violation of this policy will result in disciplinary
action up to and including discharge.
Where this school policy and operating procedures may
conflict with state law, the state law shall supersede this
policy.
For more information about this policy and the school's
operating procedures, please contact the Chief of
Academics and Operations.

Attendance and Punctuality
Attendance and punctuality are important factors for
your success within our school. We work as a team and
this requires that each person be in the right place at
the right time.
If you are going to be late for work or absent, notify the
Education Leader as far in advance as is feasible under
the circumstances, but before the start of your
workday.
Personal issues requiring time away from your work,
such as doctor’s appointments or other matters, should
be scheduled during your nonworking hours if possible.
If you are absent for three days without notifying the
school, it is assumed that you have voluntarily
abandoned your position with the school, and you will
be removed from the payroll.
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Working Hours
Our school's workweek is Monday through Friday.
The workday begins at 8:00 a.m. and ends at 4:30 p.m.
Teachers need to report by 7:30 a.m.
Staff needs to report by 8:00 a.m.
With the exception this will sometimes be extended as
every team member is building the Mission and Vision
of this Charter.
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Meal Time
Team members working a shift of more than six hours
will be provided at least 30 unpaid minutes for a meal
between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Team members
working a shift that starts before 11:00 a.m. and
continues past 7:00 p.m. will be provided an additional
unpaid meal period of at least 20 minutes between
5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. Team members working a shift
of more than six hours between 1:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
will be provided an unpaid meal period of at least 45
minutes midway through the shift. Your supervisor is
responsible for approving the scheduling of this time.

Lactation Breaks
The school will provide a reasonable amount of break
time to accommodate a female team member's need to
express breast milk for the team member's infant child.
In New York, lactation breaks will be provided for the
following length of time after the birth of the child:

4

New York Employees
Up to three years following the child’s birth.
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The break time should, if possible, be taken
concurrently with other break periods already provided.
Non-exempt team members should clock out for any
time taken that does not run concurrently with
normally scheduled rest periods, and such time
generally will be unpaid, in accordance with state law.
The school will also make a reasonable effort to provide
the team member with the use of a room or other
location in close proximity to the team member's work
area, for the team member to express milk in private.
Notify the Chief of Academics and Operations to
request time to express breast milk under this policy.
The school reserves the right to deny a team member's
request for a lactation break if the additional break time
will seriously disrupt operations and in accordance with
applicable law.
No provision of this policy applies or is enforced if it
conflicts with or is superseded by any requirement or
prohibition contained in a federal, state, or local law or
regulation. If you have knowledge of such a conflict or a
potential conflict you should contact the Chief of
Academics and Operations.

Standards of Conduct
Each team member has an obligation to observe and
follow the school's policies and to maintain proper
standards of conduct at all times. If an individual's
behavior interferes with the orderly and efficient
operation of the school, corrective disciplinary
measures will be taken.
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Disciplinary action may include a verbal warning,
written warning, suspension with or without pay,
and/or discharge. The appropriate disciplinary action
imposed will be determined by the school. The school
does not guarantee that one form of action will
necessarily precede another.
Among other things, the following may result in
disciplinary action, up to and including discharge:
violation of the school's policies or safety rules;
insubordination; unauthorized or illegal possession, use
or sale of alcohol or controlled substances on school
premises or during working hours, while engaged in
school activities or in school vehicles; unauthorized
possession, use or sale of weapons, firearms or
explosives on school premises; theft or dishonesty;
physical harassment; sexual harassment; disrespect
toward fellow team members, visitors or other
members of the public; performing outside work or use
of school property, equipment or facilities in connection
with outside work while on school time; poor
attendance or poor performance. These examples are
not all inclusive.
We emphasize that discharge
decisions will be based on an assessment of all relevant
factors.
Nothing in this policy is designed to modify our
employment-at-will policy.

RCMCS Disciplinary Action Policy
In most cases, the purpose of discipline is to instruct
and correct rather than to punish. Suggestions will be
7
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made in the areas in which he or she is expected to
improve, make suggestions about how to improve, and
to allow time for the employee to make improvements.
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Progressive Discipline
In most instances of behavioral problems, supervisors
are encouraged to take a progressive approach to
discipline.
1. When the Immediate Supervisor becomes

aware of a problem, promptly speak to the
employee, taking particular care to specify the
deficiencies he/she wishes to see corrected,
and how the corrective action is to be
undertaken. Have a discussion with the
employee as appropriate under the particular
circumstances. Usually, at this early stage, the
employee should be given advice and guidance
rather than a reprimand. It is important to
maintain, at minimum, a document of all
discussions of this nature with employees.
(Verbal Warning) If the employee seems
uncertain of the advice being given, then a
confirmation of the discussion(s) in writing is
advisable. After 2 discussions and documents
without improvement, move forward with the
next step.
2. If, after a reasonable period of time, there is no
improvement, or insufficient improvement, a
Written Warning of the discussion with the
employee explaining the reasons for your
dissatisfaction with his or her behavior or
performance. You should refer back to the
earlier discussions that you have had with the
employee
and
the
Verbal
Warning
documentation. At this time, it should be
documented that if improvement is not made
immediately, further disciplinary action will be
taken.
9
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3. If

insufficient improvement continues, an
administrative leave with pay for a short period
of time is appropriate. A written document will
specifically state that the employee will be
subject to further suspensions without pay or
termination after a review by the Board of
Trustees.

.
The sequence outlined in steps 1, 2, and 3 above may
not be appropriate in every circumstance. The
appropriate number of discussions, written documents,
formal reprimands and or suspensions before
termination, the repetition or exclusion of one of
another of the steps, and the length of time between
the steps taken may depend on many factors such as
the nature and seriousness of the actions.
At this point, discuss your recommendation for
Termination with the CEO and the Board of Trustees.
Only the Board of Trustees can terminate based on the
recommendation of the CEO.
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Access to Personnel Files
Upon request, you may inspect your own personnel file
once each year. Inspections will be held on school
premises in the presence of a school official. Contact
the Chief of Academics and Operations to arrange a
time to view these records. You will be permitted to
review records related to your qualification for
employment, compensation and disciplinary action.
You are not permitted access to any letter of reference
maintained by the school. If you disagree with the
accuracy of any statement in the records and no
correction can be agreed upon, you may submit an
explanatory statement, which will be attached to the
records.
For more information, contact the Chief of Academics
and Operations.

Computer Software Licensing
The school purchases or licenses the use of various
computer software programs. Neither the school nor
any of the school's team members have the right to
duplicate this computer software or its related
documentation. Unauthorized duplication of computer
software is a federal offense, punishable by up to a
$250,000 fine and up to five years in jail.
The school does not condone the illegal duplication of
software. You must use the software in accordance
with the license agreement. This policy applies not only
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to individual desktop computers and laptops but to
local area networks as well.
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Team members learning of any misuse of software or
related documentation within the school shall notify the
Chief of Academics and Operations. Team members
who reproduce, acquire or use unauthorized copies of
computer software will be subject to discipline, up to
and including discharge.

Non-Solicitation
The school believes team members should have a work
environment free from interruptions of a non-work
related nature, as work time is for work. When you are
to be working you should focus on your duties and not
engage in activities that would interfere with your own
work or the work of others. For the purpose of this
policy, solicitation includes, but is not limited to, for
collection of any debt or obligation, for raffles of any
kind or chance taking, or for the sale of merchandise or
business services, the attempt to sell any product or
service (e.g. selling or collecting for Tupperware®,
Avon® products, churches, schools, Girl Scout cookies,
etc.). Such interruptions can be both detrimental to the
quality of work and efficiency, and may not be
respectful of others job responsibilities and right not to
be interrupted.
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Team members may not engage in solicitation for any
purpose during his/her work time, which includes the
working time of the team member who seeks to solicit
and the team member who is being solicited. Although
solicitation is not encouraged, it is permitted as long as
it is limited to the team member's break and lunch time
and kept out of active working areas. Nothing in this
policy is intended to restrict a team member's statutory
rights.

Distribution
Distribution of any type (materials, goods, etc.) is
prohibited in work areas at any time, whether or not
the team members are on working time. Non-team
members are prohibited from distributing materials to
team members on school premises at any time.
Inappropriate literature is prohibited, e.g. literature that
violates the school's non-harassment and discrimination
policies; items of a defamatory nature, items that
include threats of violence, unprotected literature of a
political nature that is highly inflammatory and likely to
disrupt facility discipline and order or safety. Nothing in
this policy is intended to restrict a team member's
statutory rights.
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Changes in Personal Data
To aid you and/or your family in matters of personal
emergency, we need to maintain up-to-date
information.
Changes in name, address, telephone number, marital
status, number of dependents or changes in next of kin
and/or beneficiaries should be given to the Chief of
Academics and Operations within 30 days of the
change.

Care of Equipment
You are expected to demonstrate proper care when
using the school's property and equipment. No
property may be removed from the premises without
the proper authorization of management. If you lose,
break or damage any property, report it to the Chief of
Academics and Operations at once.

4
Employment of Family Members
In no event shall any member of the family of a RCMCS
officer or team member be appointed or hired to serve
under the direct authority or supervision of that officer
or team member.
In no event shall a RCMCS officer or team member
participate in decision making by the Rochester Career
15
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Mentoring Charter School or its Board of Trustees
regarding the employment of any member of the family
of that officer or team member.

Expenses
All expenses require prior approval from the Chief of
Academics and Operations or Education Leader.
To obtain reimbursement of pre-approved expenses,
please submit a detailed receipt with an approved
expense form to the Education Leader.

Personal Property
The school is not responsible for loss or damage to
personal property. Valuable personal items, such as
purses and all other valuables should not be left in areas
where theft might occur.

Visitors
If you are expecting a visitor, please notify the Executive
Secretary. All visitors must first check in at the
reception area. Visitors are not allowed in any area of
the building without being accompanied by an
authorized team member. Under no circumstances will
16
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visitors be allowed in confidential, unauthorized or
potentially hazardous areas.
All visitors will be assigned and must wear a visitor
badge at all times while in the school.

4
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Signing In and Out
A daily sign in/sign out sheet is used to maintain an
accurate record of each team member's location.
Please use these sheets whenever you enter or leave
our building.

Weather Days and Other Closings
Occasionally the school may be closed due to inclement
weather or other situations. A process for notification of
public media outlets and parents will be developed and
implemented. Any classroom time lost to closure due to
inclement weather or other reasons may be made up by
adding an equal number of days to what was scheduled
to be the end of the school year.
Severe weather is to be expected during certain months
of the year. Although driving may at times be difficult,
when caution is exercised the roads are normally
passable. Except in cases of severe storms, we are all
expected to work our regular hours. Time taken off due
to poor weather conditions while the business remains
open is unpaid.
If extreme weather conditions require closing of the
building, you will be notified by a texting or phone call
tree.
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Personal Telephone Calls
It is important to keep our telephone lines free for
parent and business calls. Although the occasional use
of the school's telephones for a personal emergency
may be necessary, routine personal calls are
discouraged.
Personal cellular telephones must be turned off or set
to a silent alert during working hours while on school
premises.
Team members are prohibited from using cellular
telephones to text message during working hours while
on school premises.

4
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Acceptable Use of Electronic Communications
This policy contains guidelines for Electronic
Communications created, sent, received, used,
transmitted, or stored using school communication
systems or equipment and team member provided
systems or equipment used either in the workplace,
during working time or to accomplish work tasks.
“Electronic Communications” include, among other
things, messages, images, data or any other information
used in e-mail, instant messages, voice mail, fax
machines, computers, personal digital assistants
(including Blackberry, iPhone or similar devices), text
messages, pagers, telephones, cellular and mobile
phones including those with cameras, Intranet, Internet,
back-up storage, information on a memory or flash key
or card, jump or zip drive or any other type of internal
or external removable storage drives. In the remainder
of this policy, all of these communication devices are
collectively referred to as “Systems.”
Team members may use our Systems to communicate
internally with co-workers or students, and externally
with suppliers, vendors, advisors, and other business
acquaintances for school purposes.
All Electronic Communications contained in school
Systems are a part of school records and/or property.
Although a team member may have an individual
password to access our Systems, the Systems and
Electronic Communications belong to the school. The
Systems and Electronic Communications are accessible
to the school at all times including periodic
unannounced inspections. Our Systems and Electronic
Communications are subject to use, access, monitoring,
review, recording and disclosure without further notice.
20
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Our Systems and Electronic Communications are not
confidential or private. The school's right to use, access,
monitor,
record
and
disclose
Electronic
Communications without further notice applies equally
to team members provided systems or equipment used
in the workplace, during working time, or to accomplish
work tasks.
Although incidental and occasional personal use of our
Systems that does not interfere or conflict with
productivity or the school's business or violate policy is
permitted, personal communications in our Systems are
treated the same as all other Electronic
Communications and will be used, accessed, recorded,
monitored, and disclosed by the school at any time
without further notice.
Since all Electronic
Communications and Systems can be accessed without
advance notice, team members should not use our
Systems for communication or information that team
members would not want revealed to third parties.
Team members may not use our Systems in a manner
that violates our policies including but not limited to
Non-Harassment,
Sexual
Harassment,
Equal
Employment Opportunity, Confidentiality of Student
Matters, Care of Student Records, Protecting School
Information, and Solicitation and Distribution. Team
members may not use our Systems in any way that may
be seen as insulting, disruptive, obscene, offensive, or
harmful to morale. Examples of prohibited uses
include, but are not limited to, sexually-explicit
drawings, messages, images, cartoons, or jokes;
propositions or love letters; ethnic or racial slurs,
threats, or derogatory comments; or any other message
or image that may be in violation of school policies.
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In addition, team members may not use our Systems:














To download, save, send or access any
discriminatory or obscene material;
To download, save, send or access any music,
audio or video file;
To download anything from the internet
(including shareware or free software) without
the advance written permission of the Systems
Supervisor;
To download, save, send or access any site or
content that the school might deem “adult
entertainment;”
To access any “blog” or otherwise post a
personal opinion on the Internet;
To solicit team members or others;
To attempt or to gain unauthorized or unlawful
access to computers, equipment, networks, or
systems of the school or any other person or
entity;
In connection with any infringement of
intellectual property rights, including but not
limited to copyrights; and
In connection with the violation or attempted
violation of any law.

A team member may not misrepresent, disguise, or
conceal his or her identity or another’s identity in any
way while using Electronic Communications; make
changes to Electronic Communications without clearly
indicating such changes; or use another person’s
account, mail box, password, etc. without prior written
approval of the account owner and without identifying
the actual author.
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Team members must always respect intellectual
property rights such as copyrights and trademarks.
Team members must not copy, use, or transfer
proprietary materials of the school or others without
appropriate authorization.

4
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All Systems passwords and encryption keys must be
available and known to the school. Team members may
not install password or encryption programs without
the written permission of the Chief of Academics and
Operations. Team members may not use the passwords
and encryption keys belonging to others.
Numerous state and federal laws apply to Electronic
Communications.
The school will comply with
applicable laws. Team members also must comply with
applicable laws and should recognize that a team
member could be personally liable and/or subject to
fine and imprisonment for violation of applicable laws.
Nothing contained herein shall preclude a team
member from engaging in conduct protected by Section
7 of the National Labor Relations Act.
Violations of this policy may result in disciplinary action
up to and including discharge as well as possible civil
liabilities or criminal prosecution. Where appropriate,
the school may advise legal officials or appropriate third
parties of policy violations and cooperate with official
investigations. We will not, of course, retaliate against
anyone who reports possible policy violations or assists
with investigations.
If you have questions about the acceptable use of our
Systems or the content of Electronic Communications,
ask the Chief of Academics and Operations for advance
clarification.
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Social Media
The school has in place policies that govern use of its
own electronic communication systems, equipment,
and resources which team members must follow. The
school may also have an interest in your electronic
communications with co-workers, students, vendors,
suppliers, competitors, and the general public on your
own time. Inappropriate communications, even if made
on your own time using your own resources, may be
grounds for discipline up to and including immediate
termination. We encourage you to use good judgment
when communicating via blogs, online chat rooms,
networking internet sites, social internet sites, and
other electronic and non-electronic forums (collectively
“social media”). The following is a general and nonexhaustive list of guidelines you should keep in mind:
1. Make it clear that the views expressed in social

media are yours alone. Do not purport to
represent the views of the school in any
fashion.
2. Do not disclose confidential or proprietary

information regarding the school, your coworkers, student's or the school's vendors and
suppliers. Use of copyrighted or trademarked
school information, trade secrets, or other
sensitive information may subject you to legal
action. If you have any doubt about whether it
is proper to disclose information, please discuss
it with the Chief of Academics and Operations.
3. Do not use school logos, trademarks, web

addresses, email addresses or other symbols in
social media. You may not use the school name
25
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or other identifying information to endorse,
promote, denigrate or otherwise comment on
any product, opinion, cause or person.
4. Be respectful of the privacy and dignity of your
co-workers and student's. Do not use or post
photos of co-workers without their express
consent.
5. Harassing

or discriminatory comments,
particularly if made on the basis of gender, race,
religion, age, national origin, or other protected
characteristic, may be deemed inappropriate
even if the school name is not mentioned. If
social media communications in any way may
adversely affect your relationships at work or
violate school policy, you may be subject to
discipline up to and including immediate
termination under various school policies.

6. Ensure that engaging in social media does not

interfere with your work commitments.
7. Social media and similar communications have

the potential to reflect on both you and the
school. We hope that you will show respect for
our team members, students, affiliates and
competitors.
Nothing contained herein shall preclude a team
member from engaging in conduct protected by Section
7 of the National Labor Relations Act.
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Security of Electronic Devices
Each team member provided with a laptop computer,
iPad, iPhone, smart phone, tablet or similar device is
responsible for the physical security of that device. All
devices acquired for or on behalf of the school are
school property. The device must be locked up and
stored in a secure location when it is not in the
immediate possession of the authorized user. In
addition, the user must return the device immediately
upon request of the school. You must notify the Chief
of Academics and Operations immediately if the device
is lost, stolen, misplaced, or damaged. All work created
or performed on the device is school property. The
device is subject to inspection by the school at any time
without further advance notice. The device must be
used in a manner that complies with all school policies
including the Acceptable Use of Electronic
Communications, Equal Employment Opportunity, No
Harassment, Confidentiality of Student Matters, Care of
Student Records, and Protecting School Information.
Violations of this policy may be grounds for disciplinary
action up to and including discharge.

4
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Personal Appearance / Dress Policy
Team members are expected to maintain the highest
standards of personal cleanliness and present a neat,
professional appearance at all times.
Our students' satisfaction represents the most
important and challenging aspect of our business.
Whether or not your job responsibilities place you in
direct student contact, you represent the school with
your appearance as well as your actions. The properlyattired individual helps to create a favorable image for
the school, to the public and fellow team members.
The school maintains a business casual environment.
All team members should use discretion in wearing
attire that is appropriate for the office and student
interaction.

Reference Checks
Our school will not honor any oral requests for
references. All requests must be in writing and on
company letterhead. Generally, we will only confirm
our team members' dates of employment, salary
history, and job title.
Under no circumstances should a team member provide
another individual with information regarding current
or former team members of our school. If you receive a
request for reference information, please forward it to
the Chief of Academics and Operations.
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Protecting School Information
Protecting our school's information is the responsibility
of every team member, and we all share a common
interest in making sure information is not improperly or
accidentally disclosed. Do not discuss the school's
confidential business or proprietary business matters,
or share confidential, personal employee information
with anyone who does not work for us such as friends,
family members, members of the media, or other
business entities.
All telephone calls regarding a current or former team
member's position/compensation with our school must
be forwarded to the Chief of Academics and Operations.
The school's address shall not be used for the receipt of
personal mail or delivery services like UPS or Fed-Ex.

Document Retention
The school maintains a formal document retention
policy and procedure. The Chief of Academics and
Operations will explain how that policy applies to you
and the work that you perform. You must retain all
work products in the manner required and for the time
period required by our policy. Never destroy or delete
any work product until the retention periods specified
by the school's policy have been satisfied. Failure to
comply with the school document retention policy and
procedure may result in discipline up to and including
discharge.
29
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Outside Employment
We hope that you will not find it necessary to seek
additional outside employment. However, if you are
planning to accept an outside position, you must notify
the CEO in writing.
Outside employment must not conflict in any way with
your responsibilities within our school. You may not
accept any outside employment which requires your
services for any time you are scheduled to work at
RCMCS.
Team members may not conduct outside work while
scheduled to work at RCMCS and may not use school
property, equipment or facilities in connection with
outside employment.

Parking
Parking facilities are available to team members.
The school is not responsible for loss, damage or theft
of your vehicle. Therefore, we suggest that you lock
your vehicle doors.
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Bulletin Board
The school maintains a bulletin board(s) in our facility as
an important source of information. These bulletin
boards are to be used solely for school announcements
and government postings.

Contact with the Media
All media inquiries regarding the school and its
operations must be referred to the CEO. Only the CEO
is authorized to make or approve public statements on
behalf of the school. No team members, unless
specifically designated by the CEO, are authorized to
make statements on behalf of or as a representative of
the school.

Office Supplies
Our school maintains a stock of basic office supplies
such as pens, paper clips, staples, note pads, etc. used
on a day-to-day basis by team members. All office
supplies will be provided to you by the Director of
Operations.
If you need additional items not regularly stocked,
please speak to the Chief of Academics and Operations.
All office supplies are for business use only and should
not be removed from the office for non-business use.
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Violations of this policy may result in disciplinary action
up to and including discharge.
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Driving Policy
Team members may not transport students in personal
vehicles.
Under no circumstances should a student be permitted
to drive a RCMCS team members vehicle.
Use of Private Vehicles: All personnel who drive to
conduct
school
business
must
maintain
$100,000/$300,000 liability insurance coverage. They
are required to attest that they have this level of
acceptable insurance coverage. When using your own
vehicle for RCMCS business, personnel are responsible
for maintaining the safety of their car, including a
current vehicle inspection and registration.
Team members are responsible for any moving and
parking violations and fines which may result when
driving to conduct school business.
The use of seat belts is mandatory for operators and
passengers while driving for school business at all time.
All team members who drive for school business must
possess a current, valid driver's license and an
acceptable driving record. Any change in license status
or driving record must be reported to the Chief of
Academics and Operations immediately. In the event
that the license status or driving record of any team
member whose job responsibilities include driving
becomes unacceptable to the Leadership Team or the
School's insurance carrier, that team member may be
restricted from driving or reassigned.
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A valid driver's license must be in your possession while
operating your vehicle on or off school property. It is
the responsibility of every team member to drive safely
and obey all traffic vehicle safety, and parking laws or
regulations. Drivers must demonstrate safe driving
habits.
There is no smoking allowed while driving on school
business, including while driving your own personal
vehicle.
Team members are responsible for following all NYS
traffic laws and regulations at all time while operating
their vehicles for school business.

Political and Religious Activity
Our status as a nonprofit organization requires that the
Leadership Team or team members do not participate
in any political-partisan activity (such as endorsing or
opposing a candidate, making any campaign
contribution, or coordinating activities with a candidate)
while representing RCMCS.
As a public school, RCMCS Leadership Team and team
members are not allowed to participate in religious
activities during school hours and / or while
representing RCMCS.
If a Leadership Team or team member comes forward
with a request for accommodation to participate in
religious activities during school hours, we will work
34
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with them to accommodate such requests. Please notify
the Chief of Academics and Operations in a reasonable
amount of time ahead of the requested days/times
needed.

Resignation
Should you decide to leave your employment with us,
we ask that you provide the CEO or Chief of Academics
and Operations with at least 30 days advance notice.
Your thoughtfulness is appreciated and will be noted
favorably should you ever wish to reapply for
employment with the school.
Team members, who are rehired following a break in
service other than an approved leave of absence, will
have their new hire date listed as their anniversary
date. Such team members are considered new team
members from the effective date of their
reemployment for all purposes, including the purposes
of measuring benefits.
Our school does not provide a "letter of reference" to
former team members. Generally, we will confirm upon
request our team members' dates of employment,
salary history, and job title.
Additionally, all resigning team members should
complete a brief exit interview prior to leaving. All
school property, including this Team Member
Handbook, must be returned upon discharge.
Otherwise, the school may take action to recoup any
35
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replacement costs and/or seek the return of school
property through appropriate legal recourse.
You should notify the school if your address changes
during the calendar year in which discharge occurs so
that your tax information will be sent to the proper
address.
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Safety in the Workplace

5

Each Team Member's Responsibility
Safety can only be achieved through teamwork at our
school. Each team member, supervisor and manager
must practice safety awareness by thinking defensively,
anticipating unsafe situations and reporting unsafe
conditions immediately.
Please observe the following precautions:
1. Notify the Chief of Academics and Operations of

any emergency situation. If you are injured or
become sick at work, no matter how slightly,
you must inform the Chief of Academics and
Operations immediately.
2. The use of alcoholic beverages or illegal

substances during working hours will not be
tolerated.
The possession of alcoholic
beverages or illegal substances on the school's
property is forbidden.
3. Use, adjust and repair machines and equipment

only if you are trained and qualified.
4. Know the proper lifting procedures. Get help

when lifting or pushing heavy objects.
5. Understand

your job fully and follow
instructions. If you are not sure of the safe
procedure, don't guess; just ask the Chief of
Academics and Operations.

6. Know the locations, contents and use of first aid

and fire-fighting equipment.
1
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7. Wear

personal protective equipment in
accordance with the job you are performing.

A violation of a safety precaution is in itself an unsafe
act. A violation may lead to disciplinary action, up to
and including discharge.

Bloodborne Pathogens Exposure Control
To protect team members who may reasonably
anticipate being occupationally exposed to blood and
other potentially infectious materials during work tasks,
our school has instituted a Bloodborne Pathogens
Exposure Control Program.
Briefly, our program includes a team member exposure
determination, information and training about
bloodborne pathogens, the availability of hepatitis B
vaccinations, Universal Precautions, engineering
controls, safe work practices, personal protective
equipment and housekeeping measures to help reduce
the risks of occupational exposure. Procedures to be
used following an exposure incident and necessary
record keeping are also included. These matters are
discussed in our written Infection Control Plan, which is
available to you in accordance with the plan.
Further information about our Bloodborne Pathogens
Exposure Control Program will be provided to affected
team members and may be obtained from the Chief of
Academics and Operations.
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Fire Drills
Fire drills are scheduled periodically throughout the
year. These drills are an important aspect in team
member safety. We expect your complete cooperation
during these drills.
If you have any questions
concerning evacuation procedures, see the Chief of
Academics and Operations.

Workplace Violence
Violence by a team member or anyone else against a
team member, supervisor or member of the Leadership
Team will not be tolerated. The purpose of this policy is
to minimize the potential risk of personal injuries to
team members at work and to reduce the possibility of
damage to school property in the event someone, for
whatever reason, may be unhappy with a school
decision or action by a team member or member of the
Leadership Team.
If you receive or overhear any threatening
communications from a team member or outside third
party, report it to the Leadership Team at once. Do not
engage in either physical or verbal confrontation with a
potentially violent individual. If you encounter an
individual who is threatening immediate harm to a
team member or visitor to our premises, contact an
emergency agency (such as 911) immediately.
All reports of work-related threats will be kept
confidential to the extent possible, investigated and
documented. Team members are expected to report
3
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and participate in an investigation of any suspected or
actual cases of workplace violence and will not be
subjected to disciplinary consequences for such reports
or cooperation.
Violations of this policy, including your failure to report
or fully cooperate in the school's investigation, may
result in disciplinary action, up to and including
discharge.
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Workplace Searches
To protect the property and to ensure the safety of all
team members, students and the school, the school
reserves the right to conduct personal searches
consistent with state law, and to inspect any packages,
parcels, purses, handbags, brief cases, lunch boxes or
any other possessions or articles carried to and from the
school's property. In addition, the school reserves the
right to search any team member's office, desk, files,
locker, equipment or any other area or article on our
premises. In this regard, it should be noted that all
offices, desks, files, lockers, equipment, etc. are the
property of the school, and are issued for the use of
team members only during their employment.
Inspection may be conducted at any time at the
discretion of the school.
Persons entering the premises who refuse to cooperate
in an inspection conducted pursuant to this policy may
not be permitted to enter the premises. Team
members working on or entering or leaving the
premises who refuse to cooperate in an inspection, as
well as team members who after the inspection are
believed to be in possession of stolen property or illegal
substances, will be subject to disciplinary action, up to
and including discharge, if upon investigation they are
found to be in violation of the school's security
procedures or any other school rules and regulations.

5
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Hazard Communication
Our school may use some chemicals (e.g., cleaning
compounds, inks, etc.) in some of its operations. You
should receive training and be familiar with the
handling, use, storage and control measures relating to
these substances if you will use or likely be exposed to
them. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) are available
for inspections in your work area. You must follow all
labeling requirements.
Please consult with the designated safety coordinator
prior to purchasing chemicals for the school or bringing
them on to our premises. For additional information,
please refer to our school's written Hazard
Communication Program. If you have any questions,
ask the Chief of Academics and Operations.

Good Housekeeping
Good work habits and a neat place to work are essential
for job safety and efficiency. You are expected to keep
your place of work organized and materials in good
order at all times. Report anything that needs repair or
replacement to the Chief of Academics and Operations.
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Smoking in the Workplace
Our school is committed to providing a safe and healthy
environment for team members and visitors. Smoking
is not permitted.
This includes all indoor and outdoor premises
associated with school grounds. This includes the
parking lot associated with the school.

No Weapons in the Workplace
Possession, use or sale of weapons, firearms or
explosives on work premises, while operating school
machinery, equipment or vehicles for work-related
purposes or while engaged in school business off
premises is forbidden except where expressly
authorized by the school and permitted by state and
local laws. This policy applies to all team members,
including but not limited to, those who have a valid
permit to carry a firearm.
If you are aware of violations or threats of violations of
this policy, you are required to report such violations or
threats of violations to the Chief of Academics and
Operations immediately.
Violations of this policy will result in disciplinary action,
up to and including discharge.
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In An Emergency
The Chief of Academics and Operations should be
notified immediately when an emergency occurs.
Emergencies include all accidents, medical situations,
bomb threats, other threats of violence, and the smell
of smoke. If the Chief of Academics and Operations is
unavailable, contact the nearest member of the
Leadership Team.
Should an emergency result in the need to
communicate information to team members outside of
business hours, the Chief of Academics and Operations
will contact you. Therefore, it is important that team
members keep their personal emergency contact
information up to date. Notify the Chief of Academics
and Operations when this information changes.
When events warrant an evacuation of the building, you
should follow the instructions of the Chief of Academics
and Operations or any other member of the Leadership
Team. You should leave the building in a quick and
orderly manner. You should assemble at the predetermined location as communicated to you by the
Chief of Academics and Operations to await further
instructions or information.
Please direct any questions you may have about the
school's emergency procedures to the Chief of
Academics and Operations.
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Substance Abuse
The company has vital interests in ensuring a safe,
healthy and efficient working environment for our
employees, their co-workers and the clients we serve.
The unlawful or improper presence or use of controlled
substances or alcohol in the workplace presents a
danger to everyone. For these reasons, we have
established as a condition of employment and
continued employment with the company the following
substance abuse policy.
The company has implemented a drug testing program
in compliance with local, state and federal laws.
Employees are prohibited from reporting to work or
working while using illegal or unauthorized substances.
Employees are prohibited from reporting to work or
working when the employee uses any controlled
substance, except when the use is pursuant to a
doctor's orders and the doctor advised the employee
that the substance does not adversely affect the
employee's ability to safely perform his or her job
duties.
In addition, employees are prohibited from engaging in
the unlawful or unauthorized manufacture, distribution,
sale or possession of illegal or unauthorized substances
and alcohol in the school including: on company paid
time, on company premises, in company vehicles, or
while engaged in company activities. Employees are
also prohibited from reporting for duty or remaining on
duty with any alcohol in their systems. Employees are
further prohibited from consuming alcohol during
working hours, including meal and break periods.
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Your employment or continued employment with the
company is conditioned upon your full compliance with
the foregoing substance abuse policy. Any violation of
this policy may result in disciplinary action, up to and
including discharge. Furthermore, any employee who
violates this policy and is subject to discharge may be
permitted in lieu of discharge, at the company's sole
discretion, to participate in and successfully complete
an appropriate treatment, counseling, or rehabilitation
program as recommended by a substance abuse
professional as a condition of continued employment
and in accordance with applicable federal, state, and
local laws.
Consistent with its fair employment policy, the
company maintains a policy of non-discrimination and
reasonable accommodation with respect to recovering
addicts and alcoholics, and those having a medical
history reflecting treatment for substance abuse
conditions.
We encourage employees to seek
assistance before their substance or alcohol use renders
them unable to perform their essential job functions or
jeopardizes the health and safety of themselves or
others. The company will attempt to assist its
employees through referrals to rehabilitation,
appropriate leaves of absence and other measures
consistent with the company's policies and applicable
federal, state or local laws.
The company further reserves the right to take any and
all appropriate and lawful actions necessary to enforce
this substance abuse policy including, but not limited to,
the inspection of company issued lockers, desks or
other suspected areas of concealment, as well as an
employee's personal property when the company has
10
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reasonable suspicion to believe that the employee has
violated this substance abuse policy.
This policy represents management guidelines. For
more information, please speak to your supervisor.

5
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Receipt of Team Member Handbook and EmploymentAt-Will-Statement
This is to acknowledge that I have received a copy of the
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Team
Member Handbook and I understand that it contains
information about the employment policies and
practices of the school. I agree to read and comply with
this Team Member Handbook. I understand that the
policies outlined in this Team Member Handbook are
School guidelines only, which in a developing business
will require changes from time to time. I understand
that the school retains the right to make decisions
involving employment as needed in order to conduct its
work in a manner that is beneficial to the team
members and the school. I understand that this Team
Member Handbook supersedes and replaces any and all
prior Team Member Handbooks and any inconsistent
verbal or written policy statements.
I understand that except for the policy of at-will
employment, which can only be changed by the CEO of
the school in a signed written contract, the school
reserves the right to revise, delete and add to the
provisions of this Team Member Handbook at any time
without further notice. All such revisions, deletions or
additions to the Team Member Handbook will be in
writing and will be signed by the CEO of the school. I
understand that no oral statements or representations
can change the provisions of this Team Member
Handbook.
I understand that this Team Member Handbook is not
intended to create contractual obligations with respect
to any matters it covers and that the Team Member
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Handbook does not create a contract guaranteeing that
I will be employed for any specific time period.
THIS SCHOOL IS AN AT-WILL EMPLOYER. THIS MEANS
THAT REGARDLESS OF ANY PROVISION IN THIS TEAM
MEMBER HANDBOOK, THE SCHOOL OR I MAY
TERMINATE THE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP AT ANY
TIME, FOR ANY REASON, WITH OR WITHOUT CAUSE OR
NOTICE. NOTHING IN THIS TEAM MEMBER HANDBOOK
OR IN ANY DOCUMENT OR STATEMENT, WRITTEN OR
ORAL, SHALL LIMIT THE RIGHT TO TERMINATE
EMPLOYMENT AT-WILL. NO OFFICER, TEAM MEMBER
OR REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SCHOOL IS AUTHORIZED
TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT—EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED—WITH ME OR ANY TEAM MEMBER FOR
EMPLOYMENT FOR A SPECIFIED PERIOD OF TIME
UNLESS SUCH AN AGREEMENT IS IN A WRITTEN
CONTRACT SIGNED BY THE CEO OF THE SCHOOL.
I understand that this Team Member Handbook refers
to current benefit plans maintained by the school and
that I must refer to the actual plan documents and
summary plan descriptions as these documents are
controlling.
I also understand that if a written contract is
inconsistent with the Team Member Handbook, the
written contract is controlling.
If I have questions regarding the content or
interpretation of this Team Member Handbook, I will
ask the Chief of Academics and Operations.

NAME _______________________________________

04/15

DATE ________________________________________
TEAM MEMBER
SIGNATURE __________________________________

04/15

Receipt of Team Member Handbook and EmploymentAt-Will-Statement
This is to acknowledge that I have received a copy of the
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Team
Member Handbook and I understand that it contains
information about the employment policies and
practices of the school. I agree to read and comply with
this Team Member Handbook. I understand that the
policies outlined in this Team Member Handbook are
School guidelines only, which in a developing business
will require changes from time to time. I understand
that the school retains the right to make decisions
involving employment as needed in order to conduct its
work in a manner that is beneficial to the team
members and the school. I understand that this Team
Member Handbook supersedes and replaces any and all
prior Team Member Handbooks and any inconsistent
verbal or written policy statements.
I understand that except for the policy of at-will
employment, which can only be changed by the CEO of
the school in a signed written contract, the school
reserves the right to revise, delete and add to the
provisions of this Team Member Handbook at any time
without further notice. All such revisions, deletions or
additions to the Team Member Handbook will be in
writing and will be signed by the CEO of the school. I
understand that no oral statements or representations
can change the provisions of this Team Member
Handbook.
I understand that this Team Member Handbook is not
intended to create contractual obligations with respect
to any matters it covers and that the Team Member
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Handbook does not create a contract guaranteeing that
I will be employed for any specific time period.
THIS SCHOOL IS AN AT-WILL EMPLOYER. THIS MEANS
THAT REGARDLESS OF ANY PROVISION IN THIS TEAM
MEMBER HANDBOOK, THE SCHOOL OR I MAY
TERMINATE THE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP AT ANY
TIME, FOR ANY REASON, WITH OR WITHOUT CAUSE OR
NOTICE. NOTHING IN THIS TEAM MEMBER HANDBOOK
OR IN ANY DOCUMENT OR STATEMENT, WRITTEN OR
ORAL, SHALL LIMIT THE RIGHT TO TERMINATE
EMPLOYMENT AT-WILL. NO OFFICER, TEAM MEMBER
OR REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SCHOOL IS AUTHORIZED
TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT—EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED—WITH ME OR ANY TEAM MEMBER FOR
EMPLOYMENT FOR A SPECIFIED PERIOD OF TIME
UNLESS SUCH AN AGREEMENT IS IN A WRITTEN
CONTRACT SIGNED BY THE CEO OF THE SCHOOL.
I understand that this Team Member Handbook refers
to current benefit plans maintained by the school and
that I must refer to the actual plan documents and
summary plan descriptions as these documents are
controlling.
I also understand that if a written contract is
inconsistent with the Team Member Handbook, the
written contract is controlling.
If I have questions regarding the content or
interpretation of this Team Member Handbook, I will
ask the Chief of Academics and Operations.

NAME _______________________________________

04/15

DATE ________________________________________
TEAM MEMBER
SIGNATURE __________________________________

04/15

Receipt of Changes or Additions to Team Member
Handbook
I received a revised copy of the updated policies for my
Team Member Handbook. I understand that I am
responsible for reading the updated and/or new
policies, replacing them in my Team Member Handbook
with this revised version, and complying with the
revised polices. The policies which have been updated
and/or added to the Team Member Handbook include:
Categories of Employment
Code of Ethics
Conflict Resolution (Talk To Us)
Lactation Breaks
Meal Time
Mission Statement
No Harassment
No Weapons in the Workplace
Overtime
Paycheck Deductions
Pregnancy Accommodation
Progressive Discipline
RCMCS Disciplinary Action Policy
Security of Electronic Devices
Unpaid Day Off
Volunteer Emergency Responders Leave
Working Hours
These Team Member Handbook policies supersede and
replace the former Team Member Handbook policies
contained in the Team Member Handbook.
I understand that neither the updated or new policies
in this Team Member Handbook nor any other written
or verbal communication by a management
04/15

representative is intended to in any way create a
contract of employment for any specified period of
time, and that these policies are for informational
purposes only. I also understand that the updated
and/or new policies do not affect my employment-atwill status, which permits the school or me to
terminate the employment relationship at any time,
for any reason with or without notice.
I have read and understand the Vacation Policy in this
Team Member Handbook.
Initials ________
Date ________
If I have questions regarding these policies, or the
content or interpretation of any policy in the Team
Member Handbook, I will bring them to the attention of
the Chief of Academics and Operations or a member of
management.

NAME________________________________________
DATE ________________________________________
TEAM MEMBER
SIGNATURE__________________________________

04/15

Receipt of Changes or Additions to Team Member
Handbook
I received a revised copy of the updated policies for my
Team Member Handbook. I understand that I am
responsible for reading the updated and/or new
policies, replacing them in my Team Member Handbook
with this revised version, and complying with the
revised polices. The policies which have been updated
and/or added to the Team Member Handbook include:
Categories of Employment
Code of Ethics
Conflict Resolution (Talk To Us)
Lactation Breaks
Meal Time
Mission Statement
No Harassment
No Weapons in the Workplace
Overtime
Paycheck Deductions
Pregnancy Accommodation
Progressive Discipline
RCMCS Disciplinary Action Policy
Security of Electronic Devices
Unpaid Day Off
Volunteer Emergency Responders Leave
Working Hours
These Team Member Handbook policies supersede and
replace the former Team Member Handbook policies
contained in the Team Member Handbook.
I understand that neither the updated or new policies
in this Team Member Handbook nor any other written
or verbal communication by a management
04/15

representative is intended to in any way create a
contract of employment for any specified period of
time, and that these policies are for informational
purposes only. I also understand that the updated
and/or new policies do not affect my employment-atwill status, which permits the school or me to
terminate the employment relationship at any time,
for any reason with or without notice.
I have read and understand the Vacation Policy in this
Team Member Handbook.
Initials ________
Date ________
If I have questions regarding these policies, or the
content or interpretation of any policy in the Team
Member Handbook, I will bring them to the attention of
the Chief of Academics and Operations or a member of
management.

NAME________________________________________
DATE ________________________________________
TEAM MEMBER
SIGNATURE__________________________________

04/15

Attachment J: Proposed Contract with Educational Service Provider, Charter Management Organization
or other entity that provides comprehensive management services (if applicable)
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Not applicable

Attachment K: Staff Turnover Table
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School Year
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

2013

2014

2015

2016

Number and FTEs

3

3

3.5

3.5

Departures during school year

0

0

1

1

Departures at end of school year

1

1

1

0

Administrators

Explanation:

Resignation, Employment Promotion, and Dismissal due to low
performance.

Teachers
Number and FTEs

14

21

36

39

Departures during school year

3

6

15

16

Departures at end of school year

0

2

4

6

Explanation:

Resignation due to moving out of district and/or State, job relatedrelocation, Career change, Employment Promotion, and Dismissal
due to low performance. (Due to the approved reduction in
enrollment, we reduced the number of staff member in year 2015
by 7)

Other Staff
Number and FTEs

6

14

15

16

Departures during school year

2

2

4

4

Departures at end of school year

0

0

1

1

Explanation:

Resignation due to moving, job related-relocation, career change,
and also dismissal due to low performance.
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Attachment L: Transportation Policy
All students are eligible for transportation provided by the Rochester City School District (RCSD) under
Education Law, except in the case of a student living within 1.5 miles of the charter school’s location.
RCSD utilizes public transportation for its high school students and would thereby provide transportation
for RCMCS students on Rochester Genesee Regional Transit Authority (RGRTA) buses as well. Students
will receive a bus pass that may be used on RGRTA buses.
Since the school year schedule for RCMCS will differ from that of RCSD, the Board of Trustees will work
with RGRTA to reach a Memorandum of Understanding that stipulates the bus passes provided to RCMCS
students through RCSD will be honored on all days that RCMCS is in session whether or not those dates
coincide with the RCSD calendar. This will address any possible need for supplemental transportation.
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ACADEMIC
YEAR
2012-13

2013-14

SWD

TYPE OF OUTREACH
ELL

FRPL

Mailing sent to all
8th graders living in
the City of
Rochester

Mailing sent to all
8th graders living in
the City of
Rochester

Mailing sent to all
8th graders living in
the City of
Rochester

Promotional
materials
distributed to public
libraries,
grocery stores, drug
stores, churches,
local businesses and
recreational centers.

Promotional
materials
distributed to public
libraries,
grocery stores, drug
stores, churches,
local businesses and
recreational centers.

Promotional
materials
distributed to public
libraries,
grocery stores, drug
stores, churches,
local businesses and
recreational centers.

Mailing sent to all
8th graders living in
the City of
Rochester

Mailing sent to all
8th graders living in
the City of
Rochester

Mailing sent to all
8th graders living in
the City of
Rochester

Promotional
materials
distributed to public
libraries,
grocery stores, drug
stores, churches,
local businesses and
recreational centers.

Promotional
materials
distributed to public
libraries,
grocery stores, drug
stores, churches,
local businesses and
recreational centers.

Promotional
materials
distributed to
public libraries,
grocery stores, drug
stores, churches,
local businesses and
recreational centers.

Construction of
RCMCS website,
promotional
materials translated
into Spanish

Construction of
RCMCS website,
promotional
materials translated
into Spanish

Construction of
RCMCS website,
promotional
materials translated
into Spanish

RCSD Recruitment
Fair

RCSD Recruitment
Fair

RCSD Recruitment
Fair

Information
provided to District
Committees on
Special Education

Information
provided to District
Committees on
Special Education

Information
provided to District
Committees on
Special Education

Visited and met with
8th grade students at
Eugenio Maria
DeHostas Charter

RESULTS
96 ninth grade
students recruited

120 ninth grade
students recruited
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2014-15

2015-16

Home visits
introduced and
carried out.

School
Home visits
introduced and
carried out.

Home visits
introduced and
carried out.

Presented at both
RCSD and Charter
School Fairs

Presented at both
RCSD and Charter
School Fairs

Presented at both
RCSD and Charter
School Fairs

Advertising on
Rochester Regional
Transit System
billboards, bus
shelters and buses

Advertising on
Rochester Regional
Transit System
billboards, bus
shelters and buses

Advertising on
Rochester Regional
Transit System
billboards, bus
shelters and buses.

Information
provided to District
Committees on
Special Education

Information
provided to District
Committees on
Special Education

Information
provided to District
Committees on
Special Education

Construction and
implementation of
RCMCS Facebook
site

Created and
distributed multilanguage brochures.

Advertising on
Rochester Transit
System billboards,
bus shelters, and
buses.

Continued to reach
out to 8th grade
students at Eugenio
Maria DeHostos
Charter School

2016-17

Worked with RCSD’s
Special Education
Department

RCSD’s
International School
and Eugenio Maria
DeHostos Charter
School

92 ninth grade
students recruited

60 ninth grade
students recruited

Phone calls
conducted to
provide personal
touch.
Advertisements in
Democrat and
Chronicle
newspaper and the
Rochester Business
Journal
Advertising on
Rochester Transit
System billboards,
bus shelters, and
buses.
Phone calls
conducted to
provide personal
touch.

60 ninth grade
students recruited
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Advertisements in
Democrat and
Chronicle
newspaper, the
Rochester Business
Journal, and in the
Rochester Red Wing
Baseball’s public
yearbook.
The primary geographic service area for the school is the City of Rochester, New York and
the neighboring communities which also have populations of economically disadvantaged
families. Rochester’s poverty level ranked fourth in the nation. Our recruitment efforts
have not only focused on students living within the city limits but also to those who qualify
for the free and reduced lunch program (FRPL), with particular focus on students with
disabilities (SWD) and those who are English Language Learners (ELL).
At Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS), we concentrated our recruitment
efforts to enroll SWD, ELL and FRPL students using both broad-based and targeted good
faith approaches. Our marketing and information brochures, pamphlets, and letters
highlight how RCMCS accommodates students with disabilities, English Language Learners,
and students who qualify for the free and reduced lunch program. Overall we have met our
targets for FRPL students, are close to meeting targets for students with disabilities, and are
further ramping up our efforts to meet English Language Learner targets.
.
Before Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) opened its doors to its first 9th
grade cohort in August 2012, RCMCS had no building at the time of the recruitment period
and had a small recruitment team which consisted of the CEO, Director of Operations,
Educational Leader, and a few board members. RCMCS, at the time of the recruitment
period, arranged booths at two local public libraries to introduce and enroll students.
Posters were placed at area churches, recreational centers, drug stores, and small grocery
stores throughout the city.
A brochure was created and sent to every 8th grader attending every public and private
school in the city. Having no building during the recruitment period forced us to enroll
potential candidates at the SUNY’s REOC building downtown which prohibited students and
families from touring what our learning environment would actually look like. Though our
team of recruiters was small, we still met the challenges of recruiting 80 students including
a small wait list. We experienced minor challenges in enrolling ELL students.
The next school year, 2013-2014, our recruitment team increased adding all RCMCS staff
members. Brochures were rewritten to include student pictures and the use of both English
and Spanish. Staff participated in both the Rochester City School District’s Recruitment Fair
and an independently conducted Fair held at our school site. Two Open Houses were
conducted to attract current 8th and 9th graders to our school. Staff members also were
invited to speak and make presentations to 8th graders at other charter schools, especially at
Eugenio Maria DeHostos Charter School and Urban Choice Charter School.
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In addition, we created our school website (www.rcmcs.org) to reach parents who are
interested in alternative education and who may want to enroll their child in our school. Not
only were we able to recruit 80 students, but we were able to establish a larger wait list.
In addition to our outreach efforts from 2012-2013, our 2014-2015 recruitment teams
enlarged and introduced more ideas of attracting students to our school. Such activities
included, but are not limited to, mailing brochures to 8th and 9th graders living in the city
more than once per year, and placing a Rochester Regional Transit billboard poster of our
school’s application process on the exteriors and interiors of public buses as well as on a
marquee at the Rochester Regional Transit Downtown Center. We were invited to set up a
booth and make a presentation to potential student candidates at the Rochester Charter
Schools Fair sponsored by the Northeast Charter Schools Association. In addition, staff
members made home visits to potential applicants who were still expressing uncertainty
about attending our charter. We introduced our school in the Democrat and Chronicle
newspaper and the Rochester Business Journal, as well as on community calendars at local
news and radio stations.
From a broad base perspective during the 2015-2016 recruitment period, RCMCS
conducted an intensive mail campaign that sent promotional materials and applications to
all 8th-, 9th-- and 10th graders living in the city. We also introduced and hosted a Facebook
campaign that reached thousands of recipients in the city of Rochester, specifically
including zip codes where a majority of the population reside. We worked with the
Rochester City School District’s Special Education Department to attract more students with
disabilities in order to provide them with an alternative learning environment including a
career-based focus. We hand-delivered brochures to all Rochester city K–8 public schools.
During the 2016-2017 recruitment period, our outreach was larger where we focused our
efforts further to attract English Language Learners, including promotional materials
printed in Vietnamese and Nepali. More home visits were made and a more personal touch
of making phone calls to area 8th and 9th graders was executed. A more extensive advertising
campaign was initiated and an outreach of contacting students at certain area charter and
public schools was continued. We reached out to Rochester City School District’s
International School at Jefferson, which houses ELL students. We attracted students from
outside the city limits due to our website and Facebook recruitment efforts. We encouraged
our current students to be school ambassadors by helping us recruit their friends and
extended families. Our teaching staff, school leaders and support staff continue to make
home visits to encourage enrollment at our charter.
RCMCS has always had a strong campaign for retaining current students. In each of the four
years we have conducted open houses and provided tours for parents and families as well
as holding 1:1 conferences. When we are advised that a student wishes to withdraw, we
hold individual conferences with the families either in the school setting or at their homes
to provide support and guidance. Through surveys we have found that our career-based
program has retained many students by affording them with more solid internship and
career-based opportunities. Our advisory program was also helpful in this endeavor by
through our consistent efforts to contact students and their families to keep abreast of their
needs. The PTO played an integral part in retaining our students by holding family picnics
and luncheons to help students feel more involved with the school. Our student information
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system is user-friendly allowing families to easily access information about their childs
performance which in turn allows our families to feel more connected with the school.
In addition, we honored and celebrated students by offering luncheons, parties and diverse
learning to assist in student retention.
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Admission Policy: In reference to Education Law 2851 – (2) (d)

Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (CMCS) will admit students without regard to race, creed,
ethnicity, disability, or socio-economic background to the charter school that are eligible to enroll in
grade nine according to the promotional policies of the NYS Board of Regents. Each January the school
will implement its application and enrollment process for approximately 65 new 9th grade students.
Additional vacant seats at the 10th and 11th grade may also be open to lottery participants.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School will draw the first 65 students equally through a lottery. If
more than 65 students entering in grade nine in the first year, and grade nine each year thereafter,
apply to the school, the school will conduct a lottery and create a waitlist in the order of the lottery
results. The lottery is expected to be run each year, the first Wednesday of April following the
application deadline of April 1st( unless April 1st is on Good Friday we will need to extend our deadline to
April 4th).
Non-discrimination policy: “A charter school shall not discriminate against or limit the admission of any
student on any unlawful basis, including on the basis of ethnicity, national origin, gender, disability,
intellectual ability, measures of achievement or aptitude, athletic ability, race, creed, national origin,
religion or ancestry. A school may not require any action by a student or family (such as an admissions
test, interview, essay, attendance at an information session, etc.) in order for an applicant to either
receive or submit an application for admission to that school.”
Application Process for the School


January: It is the intent of CMCS to directly mail an Information Packet to all 8th and 9th grade
students residing in the City of Rochester. This packet will include information on the school’s
unique instructional model, its mission and vision, services provided, as well as the appropriate
application materials. These materials will be provided in English, Spanish, and several other
languages. The alternative method for recruitment of students includes utilization of local print and
electronic media through stories on the school and advertising, appearances on local radio shows
whose target audiences closely align with the applicant pool; collaborating with the County and City
to have applications available at neighborhood libraries and recreation centers; and collaborating
with neighborhood organizations to BOT make people aware of the school and have applications
available at their offices. Additional recruitment efforts will be conducted as cited on page 4 of the
prospectus.



April 1: Applications are due according to Education Law 2854 (2) (b) as amended in 2010.
Applicants must provide proof of residency in New York State via a legal mailing address of the
student, excluding the homeless.



April Enrollment Lottery Date (TBD annually): One week prior to this date, written notice will be
given to the public informing them of the enrollment lottery. Included in this notice will be the time
of lottery and its location. We will have a lottery to establish an enrollment list and a waiting list.
Each valid student application will be entered into a drawing. Names will be randomly selected by
an independent third party with no stake in the charter school.
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April: If applications received exceed available seats, a wait list will be created based on the
sequence of the lottery results by zone and students will be offered admission should seats become
available in the order they are listed. Each applicant placed on the wait list will be contacted by
both by telephone/cell phone and in a written letter.



Late April: Students should receive an acceptance letter to the charter school, with this letter will be
the enrollment paperwork including student health form and release for transfer of student records.
Students must remit their enrollment paperwork not later than June 1st. After this date, available
seats will be offered to students on the waitlist in the order they are listed by attendance zone.
Student health records may be submitted up to July 1st.



Early May: Students who decline acceptance in Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School must do
so by having their parents/guardians state clearly in writing their non acceptance to enroll.
Parents/Guardians signature and date must be notarized. However families that do not complete
enrollment paperwork by June 1 will be places on our waitlist.



May: A school “open house” will be held for parents, students and staff. This will be an opportunity
for the students who received a seat and their parents to learn more about the school, its
instructional model, expectations of students and parents, and to meet the staff.

Admission Preference: In reference to Education Law 2854
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School has established the following enrollment preferences in
accordance to the NYS Charter School Law:
1. Students involved in the lottery must be residents of New York State and must be able to legally
prove this residency requirement.
2. Siblings whose biological parents with birth certificate or right to guardianship by court order of
already enrolled students in the charter will be given first prefrence for enrollment in the school.
3. Students residing in the City of Rochester will get second absolute preference in the school.
Students residing outside the city boundaries will receive secondary status.
4. Non city residents will receive preference to enroll if there are not enough city resident
applications in the lottery pool.
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Projected Enrollment
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

9

60

65

65

65

65

10

80

60

65

65

65

11

77

80

60

65

65

12

53

77

80

60

65

Total

270

282

270

255

260

Grade

K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) works toward compliance on all aspects of the
Charter Schools Act, especially as amended with respect to the enrollment and retention targets for
charter schools for students with disabilities, English language learners, and students who are eligible for
free and reduced price lunch program (“At-Risk students”).
Per NYS Ed. Law, Article 56 §2854(2)(a), a charter school must “demonstrate good faith efforts to attract
and retain a comparable or greater enrollment of students with disabilities, English language learners,
and students who are eligible applicants for the free and reduced price lunch program, when compared
to the enrollment figures for such students in the school district in which the charter school is located.”
All good faith efforts have been made to recruit at-risk populations that are commensurate with the
Rochester City School District, as described in Benchmark 9, we are still working towards meeting our
goals:
Subgroups
(Precent Retained)
Economically
Disadvantaged
English Language
Learners
Students with
Disabilities

2012-203

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

93%

89%

93%

88%

N/A

N/A

100%

83%

70%

92%

95%

62%

Challenges in achieving recruitment targets is not a unique challenge to our charter school. While
RCMCS continues to actively increase enrollment numbers for Economically Disadvantaged, English
Language Learners and Students with Disabilities, an important item for renewal consideration is that
we have a higher enrollment percentage rates than the total average of all of Rochester’s charter
schools.
RCMCS’s higher percentage points of enrollment for each sub group of students is illustrated below
(source data.nysed.gov):
2014-2015 Enrollment Data for Charter Schools in
Rochester New York.
Total enrolled in all Charter Schools in the city of
Rochester
Enrollment in Rochester Career Mentoring Charter
School
RCMCS Enrollment Difference

Economically
English
Disadvantaged Language
Learners
79.9%
2.5%

Students
with
Disabilities
7.3%

96%

3%

9%

+ 1.7%

+0.5%

+16.3%

We experienced a few barriers in our recruitment efforts. Examples of these are as follow:


High rate of staff turnover prior to the 2016-2017 school year.
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We lack 7th and 8th grades. This presents a challenge in convincing students to leave their ‘home
school’ where they are familiar and complacent.
The high schools in the Rochester City School District do not typically permit Charter schools the
opportunity to conduct on-site recruitment because the perception is charters are in direct
competition for funding.
Our current location is a shared space with the district’s alternative programs that have a less
than optimistic stigma in the community. The programs located at Hart Street include the longterm suspension school, the youth and justice program, and the adult learning center.
Our current location is not aesthetically pleasing.
Our facilities have directly hindered our athletic program offerings and has limited our ability to
provide supports for students with disabilities, some need adaptive
Having an International School placed at Jefferson in the City School District inhibited our ELL
recruitment efforts.

To overcome these hurdles, we have partnered with the Rochester Hispanic Business Association, the
Jordan Health Center, the Rochester International Academy (RIA), and Ibero (a dual language human
services agency), all of which are in our neighborhood. These agencies offer a variety of services and
supports for current students, family, and community members alike, allowing us to inform, educate,
and recruit students and families to meet our targets. Our neighboring agencies are seeing the benefits
of our program and are make recommendations to their members who may find our school to be the
right place for them to flourish.
Enlisting staff and leadership with prior experience has helped us overcome some significant
recruitment challenges because of strong professional and collegial relationships developed over a span
of two decades:
 There have been successful recruitments because of the personal relationships our staff
members have with district colleagues even though the district is not in support of losing its own
enrollment numbers.
 Staff in the City School District’s Special Education Department have helped us recruit students
with disabilities who they saw as a match for our program.
 A history with the Rochester International Academy (RIA), who is in strong support of securing a
safe, smaller and more personalized environment for their ELL population.
The focus of our community partner alliance to connect with families of children with disabilities will
include partnering with the Developmental Disabilities Alliance of Western New York, the Community
Consultation Program operated by the University of Rochester and Rochester Educational Opportunity
Center (REOC). We have already established strong partnerships with social workers in the greater
Rochester area, including staff from the RCSD, who contact us directly when there are students they feel
would benefit from our program. During the 2015-2016 school year, we successfully recruited three
students from our RCSD partnership. The Developmental Disabilities Alliance lends us the opportunity
to inform, engage, and educate families and students of our services as well as they directly support
students with disabilities, and highlight education and economic independence in achieving individual
goals.
By 2017-2018, we are confident we will meet our goal of increasing our ELL population. We will achieve
these targets with concerted efforts of strengthening partnerships with external organizations focused
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on the health and well-being of underserved families specifically including families of English language
learners. Rochester offers a wealth of services and advocacy organizations for supports and services for
refugees, youth and adults learning English as a second language, persons in need of mental health
supports, social services, advocacy and access to health care, resources for families lacking
transportation services, and legal representation. We have become actively involved in community
outreach initiatives to partner with these organizations and attract students and families in need of an
option like ours.
Our recruitment team has partnered with the Rochester Refugee Resettlement Services to distribute
recruitment materials we currently have printed in four languages. As per their request during our visit
to Mary’s Place in July, we are currently printing materials in Burmese, Swahili and Arabic. Mary’s Place,
located at 414 Lexington Avenue, provides tutoring, case management, counseling, health-outreach
opportunities, and after school programs to newly arrived Rochestarians. Mary’s place has committed to
growing a partnership with RCMCS to host groups of new recruits because we offer a safe, small and
inclusive environment for secondary students new to our country. Through Mary’s Place, we have
increased our access to agencies providing parental supports including: literacy for adults, employment,
clothing and food donations, health care, transportation and counseling. Our staff embarked on a
summer recruitment campaign of two strategies to increase our ELL population. Our Educational Leader
formed a partnership with Rochester International Academy (RIA) to visit and present to their students
in the summer bridge to secondary school program. And our teachers conducted door to door recruiting
in Rochester neighborhoods where refugee populations are prevalent. Providing ELL students the
opportunity to enroll as small groups provides safety and security they need for social-emotional health
supports while becoming acclimated to our culture and school system.
Our student and parent satisfaction rates are overwhelmingly positive for our current ELL population,
100% satisfaction with the school’s program design and support for students having English as a second
language. Therefore, we are proactively leveraging our current ELL students and their families to serve
as ambassadors and advocates for our school. Our staff has likewise committed to engaging in
community outreach initiatives at community events, and partnering with locally based ethnic
restaurants and businesses to disseminate promotional materials in the primary language(s) of the
demographics of specific neighborhoods and establishments. We have printed recruitment and
promotional materials in three of the main foreign languages representing the ELL population within the
city of Rochester (Spanish, Vietnamese, and Nepali).
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ALL STUDENTS
School Year
Row Description

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

A

Total number of students enrolled at
beginning of year

84

158

217

317

B

Total number of students who left
during the school year

6

28

38

85

C

Total number of students who did not
re-enroll the next school year and had
not completed the highest grade at the
school

3

0

2

1

Percent retained

89%

82%

82%

73%

ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS (ED)
School Year
Row Description

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

D

Total number of ED students enrolled
at beginning of year

76

158

208

222

E

Total number of ED students who left
during the school year

5

13

14

26

F

Total number of ED students who did
not re-enroll the next school year and
had not completed the highest grade
at the school

0

4

0

0

Percent retained

93%

89%

93%

88%
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STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES (SWD)
School Year
Row Description

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

G

Total number of SWD students
enrolled at beginning of year

10

25

20

21

H

Total number of SWD students who
left during the school year

3

2

1

8

I

Total number of SWD students who
did not re-enroll the next school year
and had not completed the highest
grade at the school

0

0

0

0

Percent retained

70%

92%

95%

62%

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS (ELL)
School Year
Row Description

J

Total number of ELL students enrolled
at beginning of year

K
L

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

N/A

N/A

Total number of ELL students who left
during the school year

N/A

N/A

Total number of ELL students who did
not re-enroll the next school year and
had not completed the highest grade
at the school

N/A

N/A

Percent retained

N/A

N/A

7

6

0

1

0

0

100%

83%
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Table 1: X
Charter
School
Accountabilit
y Designation
(1.a.i.)
School Year

Accountability Status

2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

Good Standing
Good Standing
Good Standing
Good Standing

If not in good standing at minimum, explain why the school was identified (refer to documentation from the Office of Accountability)

Table 2a: X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics Outcomes Compared to
Other Similar Schools (1.b.i.)

Testing Year

Charter
School[1]

ELA
Other Similar
Schools[2]

Math
Other Similar
Schools

Charter School

Table 2b: X Charter School High School 4-Year Total Cohort ELA and Mathematics
Outcomes Compared to Other Similar Schools (1.b.i.)

Cohort

2013
2014
2015

2009
2010
2011

[1]

[3]

[2]

[4]

Charter
School[3]

ELA
Other Similar
Schools[4]

Math
Other Similar
Schools

Charter School

All Students

Testing Year
Yr 1
Yr 2
2013
2014
2014
2015
c
d
a
b
c
(b+c)/a = %

b
# students
tested in Yr 1
and reenrolled
in Yr 2
# of students
who
maintained the
same level (3 or
# students who
increased one
or more levels
from Yr 1 to Yr

a
(b+c)/a = %

# students
tested in Yr 1
and reenrolled
in Yr 2
# of students
who
maintained the
same level (3 or
# students who
increased one
or more levels
from Yr 1 to Yr

Table 3: Aggregate X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics Outcomes Demonstrating Trending
Toward Proficiency (2.a.i.)
ELA
Math
d

SWD
a

a
b

b
c

c

d
a

d
a

ELA

ELA
b

c

b
c

c

(b+c)/a = %

b

(b+c)/a = %

# students tested
in Yr 1 and
reenrolled in Yr 2
# of students who
maintained the
same level (3 or 4
only) from Yr 1 to
# students who
increased one or
more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

a

# of students who
maintained the
same level (3 or 4
only) from Yr 1 to
# students who
increased one or
more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

d

(b+c)/a = %

c

# students tested
in Yr 1 and
reenrolled in Yr 2

b

(b+c)/a = %

# of students who
maintained the
same level (3 or 4
only) from Yr 1 to
# students who
increased one or
more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

a

# of students who
maintained the
same level (3 or 4
only) from Yr 1 to
# students who
increased one or
more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

# students tested
in Yr 1 and
reenrolled in Yr 2

ED

# students tested
in Yr 1 and
reenrolled in Yr 2

Table 4: Subgroup X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics Outcomes Demonstrating Trending
Toward Proficiency (2.a.ii.)
ELA
Math
d

Testing Year
Yr 1
Yr 2
2013
2014
2014
2015
Math
d

Testing Year
Yr 1
Yr 2
2013
2014
2014
2015
Math
d

Testing Year
Yr 1
Yr 2
2013
2014
2014
2015

(b+c)/a = %

# of students who
maintained the
same level (3 or 4
only) from Yr 1 to
# students who
increased one or
more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

# students tested
in Yr 1 and
reenrolled in Yr 2

(b+c)/a = %

# of students who
maintained the
same level (3 or 4
only) from Yr 1 to
# students who
increased one or
more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

# students tested
in Yr 1 and
reenrolled in Yr 2

ELL

Table 5: Aggregate X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics Proficiency Outcomes (2.b.i.)
All Students
Testing Year
2013
2014
2015

Charter

ELA
District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Charter

Math
District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Table 6: Subgroup X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics Proficiency Outcomes (2.b.ii.)
ED

Charter

ELA
District of Location
Difference
to CS

Testing Year

NYS Average

Charter

Difference
to CS

Math
District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

2013
2014
2015

SWD

Charter

ELA
District of Location
Difference
to CS

Testing Year

NYS Average

Charter

Difference
to CS

Math
District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

2013
2014
2015

ELL
Testing Year
2013
2014
2015

Charter

ELA
District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Charter

Math
District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Table 7: Grade
Level X Charter
All Students
Testing Year
2013
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
2014
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
2015
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

Charter

ELA
District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Charter

Math
District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Table 8:
Aggregat

All Students

Regents Proficiency Percentages
Charter
NYS
Difference
School
Average
Level 3 or higher

Reporting Year
2012-13
Regents English Composition
ELA
Math Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Regents Integrated Algebra
Science Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Social
Studies Regents Global History
Regents US History
2013-14
Regents English Composition
ELA
Regents Common Core English/ELA
Math Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Regents Integrated Algebra
Regents Common Core Algebra 1
Science Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
6%
18%
N/A
N/A
15%
34%
N/A

73%
72%

-67.0
-54.0

72%
78%

-57.0
-44.0

Social
Studies
2014-15
ELA

Regents Global History
Regents US History

Regents English Composition
Regents Common Core English/ELA
Math Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Regents Integrated Algebra
Regents Common Core Algebra 1
Regents Common Core Geometry
Science Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Social
Studies Regents Global History
Regents US History

29%
N/A
N/A
45%
N/A
20%
41%
14%
N/A
17%
15%
31%
N/A
20%
36%

66%

-37.0

80%

-35.0

72%
62%
63%

-52.0
-21.0
-49.0

75%
72%
77%

-58.0
-57.0
-46.0

67%
84%

-47.0
-48.0

Table 9:

Subgroups
Reporting Year
2012-13
Regents English Composition
ELA
Math Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Regents Integrated Algebra
Science Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Social
Studies Regents Global History
Regents US History
2013-14
Regents English Composition
ELA
Regents Common Core English/ELA
Math Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Regents Integrated Algebra
Regents Common Core Algebra 1
Science Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Social
Studies Regents Global History
Regents US History
2014-15
Regents English Composition
ELA
Regents Common Core English/ELA
Math Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Regents Integrated Algebra
Regents Common Core Algebra 1

Regents Proficiency Percentages:
Economically Disadvantaged
Charter
NYS
Difference

6%
18%

60%
64%

15%
34%

57%
69%

29%

54%

45%

73%

58%
48%

Regents Proficiency Percentages:
Students with Disabilities
Charter
NYS
Difference

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
-54.0
-46.0
0.0
0.0
-42.0
-35.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
-42.0
-31.0
0.0
0.0
-41.0
-48.0
0.0

-25.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
-28.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

NA
41%
14%

Regents Proficiency Percentages:
English Language Learners
Charter
NYS
Difference

-17.0
-34.0

0%
10%

42%
41%

0%
0%

41%
48%

14%

33%

-19.0
0.0
0.0

NA
0%
0%
0%

40%
39%
26%

0.0
-40.0
-39.0
-26.0

Regents Common Core Geometry
Science Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Social
Studies Regents Global History
Regents US History

15%

59%

NA
NA
36%

76%

0.0
0.0
-44.0
#VALUE!
0.0
#VALUE!
-40.0

20%

40%

0.0
0.0
0.0
-20.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

NA

0%
0%

42%
46%

8%

34%

0.0
0.0
-42.0
-46.0
0.0
-26.0
#VALUE!

Table 10:
Regents Proficiency Percentages: All
Students
4-Yr
5-Yr
6-Yr
Cohort
2009
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History
2010
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History
2011
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History

Table 11:
Regents Proficiency Percentages:
Economical Disadvantaged
4-Yr
5-Yr
6-Yr
Cohort
2009
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History
2010
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History
2011
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History

Regents Proficiency Percentages:
English Language Learners
4-Yr
5-Yr
6-Yr

Regents Proficiency Percentages:
Students with Disabilities
4-Yr
5-Yr
6-Yr

Table 12:
Regents Proficiency Percentages: All Students
4-Yr Outcomes

5-Yr Outcomes

6-Yr Outcomes

Cohort
Charter
School
2009
NYS = 80%
2010
NYS = 80%
2011
NYS = 80%

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Table 13:
Regents Proficiency Percentages: Economically Disadvantaged
4-Yr Outcomes
5-Yr Outcomes
6-Yr Outcomes

Regents Proficiency Percentages: English Language Learners
4-Yr Outcomes
5-Yr Outcomes
6-Yr Outcomes

Regents Proficiency Percentages: Students with Disabilities
4-Yr Outcomes
5-Yr Outcomes
6-Yr Outcomes

Cohort
Charter
School
2009
NYS = 80%
2010
NYS = 80%
2011
NYS = 80%

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Table 14: Aggregate Cohort X Charter School On-Track to Graduate Rate
(3.b.iii.)

All Students
Cohort

Year of High
School

2009

3rd Year

2009

4th Year

2010

3rd Year

2010

4th Year

2011

3rd Year

2011

4th Year

Cohort
Enrollment
Count[1]

Percent of Students Proficient (Scored 65+ or Level 3+)[2]
English

Mathematics

Science

Global History

US History

% of Cohort Passing 3+
Regents[3]
Difference

% of Cohort Needing
to Pass 3+ Regents

[1] The
cohort
outcome
indicates
the
number of
lapsed
years from
the year
the
specified
cohort
first
entered
9th grade.
The
cohort
outcome
data
captured
in this
table
shows the
highest
score for
each
student at
the

[2]
Includes
all
students
who
entered
9th grade
in the
cohort
year. See
SIRS
manual
for
additional
informatio
n
regarding
students
to include
or remove
from
cohorts:
www.p12.
nysed.gov
/irs/sirs/

[3] The
target for
students
to pass at
least 3
Regents
exams by
the end of
their 3rd
year of
high
school is
75%.
Transfer
schools
may use
the 4th
year of
the cohort
to assess
students
on-track
to
graduate
at 75%.

Table 15: Subgroup Cohort X Charter School On-Track to Graduate Rate
(3.b.iv.)

Cohort

Year of High
School

2009

3rd Year

2009

4th Year

2010

3rd Year

2010

4th Year

2011

3rd Year

2011

4th Year

Cohort
Enrollment
Count[1]

Percent of Students Proficient (Scored 65+ or Level 3+)[2]
English

Mathematics

Science

Global History

US History

% of Cohort Passing 3+ Regents[3]

% of Cohort Passing
Fewer Than 3 Regents

Difference

English Language Learners

Cohort

Year of High
School

2009

3rd Year

2009

4th Year

2010

3rd Year

2010

4th Year

2011

3rd Year

2011

4th Year

Cohort
Enrollment
Count[1]

Percent of Students Proficient (Scored 65+ or Level 3+)[2]
English

Mathematics

Science

Global History

US History

% of Cohort Passing 3+ Regents[3]

% of Cohort Passing
Fewer Than 3 Regents

Difference

Students with Disabilities

Cohort

Year of High
School

2009

3rd Year

Cohort
Enrollment
Count[1]

Percent of Students Proficient (Scored 65+ or Level 3+)[2]
English

Mathematics

Science

Global History

US History

% of Cohort Passing 3+ Regents[3]
Difference

% of Cohort Passing
Fewer Than 3 Regents

2009

4th Year

2010

3rd Year

2010

4th Year

2011

3rd Year

2011

4th Year

[1] The cohort outcome indicates the number of lapsed years from the year the specified cohort first entered
9th grade. The cohort outcome data captured in this table shows the highest score for each student at the
charter school on a NYS Regents who ente

[2] Includes all students who entered 9th grade in the cohort year. See SIRS manual for
additional information regarding students to include or remove from cohorts:
www.p12.nysed.gov/irs/sirs/

[3] The target for students to pass at least 3 Regents exams by the end of their 3rd year of
high school is 75%. Transfer schools may use the 4th year of the cohort to assess students ontrack to graduate at 75%.

ADDENDUM SUBMISSION OF BENCHMARK 1
September 30, 2016
SECTION 1. ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Benchmark 1: Student Performance - Introduction
The four-year journey to Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School’s (RCMCS) first cohort graduation
was a bit challenging at times and sometimes astonishing. Yet an extremely important point for renewal
consideration is the New York State Education Department’s (NYSED) 2014-2015 data results, which
reflected that RCMCS had the highest number, 96%, of economically disadvantaged students; the
average rate of economically disadvantaged students in similar schools (Table 3.1) is 85%, more than 10
percentage points lower than our schools. With unmistakable perseverance and a robust willingness to
succeed for our students, we achieved a 71% graduation rate in June, 2016 and expanded that rate to
75% in August 2016. Our first cohort graduation rate exceeded the Rochester City School District’s
graduation rate of 46%. We anticipate more improvement in our graduation rate in 2016-17.
We rode this journey with determination. When we felt too many changes and challenges were
obscuring our mission, we lifted ourselves with the four primary principles written in the original
charter, which include personalization, teachers as curriculum designers, career internships, and
enrichment/student support. Personalization made a major difference and helped us strive to a 75%
graduation rate. We extended ourselves to our students by building relationships throughout the four
years which gave our teachers opportunities to know who their students really were while
understanding their learning styles. Not all students learn the same way, therefore, our teachers
attempted to treat each student “one student at a time.” Our teachers, parents, families, relatives, and
friends witnessed this personalization at our June graduation ceremony. Every senior had an
opportunity to speak on his/her behalf in front of well over 500 attendees, each remarked how
wonderful it was to have a teacher or teachers know them personally.
Our principle of “teachers as curriculum designers” helped our teachers create, organize, and
sometimes reinvent their subject-area curriculum with the infusion of project-based activities and
career themes. By having an investment in developing the curriculum, our teachers were allowed to
address the learning styles of each of their students.
In addition to the above, we have learned valuable lessons in the first term of our charter by
understanding the urgency to address skill gap deficiencies, and will continue to make structural
changes to our academic program that we believe will lead to continued improvement of our students’
Regents exam performance and graduation rates.
Benchmark 1. a. Accountability a. i. ESEA Accountability Designation - Data – Table 1.a.i.
For each of the four years since RCMCS opened its doors in 2012, the school has had an ESEA
(Elementary & Secondary School Education Act) Accountability Designation of ‘Good Standing’ (see table
3.1). As the school has worked to close skill gaps of students upon entry to ninth grade, outlined in
Benchmarks 2 and 3, RCMCS is positioned to continue to be in “Good Standing” accountability status
and aspires to achieve the designation as a “Reward School.”
Benchmark 1. b. Similar Schools Comparison - 1. b. i. Comparative Proficiency - Data – Table 1.b.i.

1

Utilizing the similar schools matching Excel workbook provided by NYSED, there were a total of forty
schools that were considered to be similar to RCMCS, thirty-one of which were part of the New York City
School system, four were within the Buffalo City Schools (one being a charter school), three were in the
Rochester City Schools, one in the Yonkers City Schools and one school in the Westbury Union Free
School District. Using NYSED’s comparative analysis model when releasing statewide performance
where schools are grouped into seven needs categories3, one of them being New York City, schools that
were located within New York City were removed from the similar school comparison with RCMCS.
Though one of the schools (Westbury High School) generated using the comparison tool, it was also
assigned to a different district category (Urban-Suburban), but the school remained in the analysis.
Along with Westbury High School there were a total of 9 similar schools (Table 3.1) that best aligned to
the composition of the Rochester Career Mentoring High School.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School opened its doors to 9th graders in 2012 and is the newest
school when compared to its similar groupings cohort. Of the nine schools in this similar schools group
only four (44%) are in good standing, the same rating as RCMCS. These similar schools group have had
three or more graduating classes. Yet RCMCS had only one cohort graduating class this year, 2016 - its
first.
Table 3.1: Similar schools to Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School as determined by the NYSED
Similar Schools Matching Workbook
School Name

District of
Location

District Type

Year
Founded

2016-17
Accountability
Designation

RCMCS

Rochester City
School District

Urban/ charter

2012

Good Standing

Buffalo City
Schools
Buffalo City
Schools
Buffalo City
Schools
Buffalo City
Schools
Rochester City
School District

Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers

Prior to
1980
Prior to
1980
2004

Priority/
Struggling
Good Standing

Rochester City
School District
Rochester City
School District
Westbury Union
Free School
District
Yonkers City
School District

Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers
Urban/Suburban/Hi
gh Needs

2010

Priority School

Prior to
1980
Prior to
1980

Good Standing

Buffalo/Rochester/
Syracuse/Yonkers

1992

Focus School

Bennett High School
Emerson School of
Hospitality
East High School
Oracle Charter School
Rochester Science,
Technology and
Mathematics (STEM)
High School
Vanguard Collegiate
High School
School Without Walls
Westbury High School

Riverside High School

2005

Priority/
Struggling
Good Standing

2010

Closed

% Economically
Disadvantaged

96
78
76
76
95
90
88
91

Good Standing

68
93

1

NYSED 2014-2015 Report Card for Rochester City School District (http://data.nysed.gov/reportcard).
NWEA (Northwest Evaluation Association) RCMCS 2012-2013 Assessment Data (December 2012 administration)
3
NYSED organizes schools into seven different needs categories NYC; Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Yonkers;
Urban-Suburban High Needs, Rural High Needs, Average Needs, Low Needs, and Charters
2

2

Benchmark 1. 3. High School Outcomes
The shift to the Common Core Learning standards occurred during the second and third year of our
charter. During this time, when we were training teachers to implement the elements of the charter, the
school leadership team was working behind the scenes on balancing three different planes of school
accountability:




achievement levels established by assessments associated with the 2005 State Standards,
achievement levels established by the new Common Core Standards,
academic goals outlined in our initial charter.

Although there were three levels of achievement that were being monitored at any one time, one
unwavering focus of staff was that of student overall success at reaching the highest levels of academic
achievement. The success of students and involvement in their own education is the foundation that the
project-based learning approach thrives on. It was anticipated at the time of submission of the initial
charter that a skills gap would need to be addressed to increase the likelihood of student success in high
school as they came from the Rochester City School District middle schools that were performing at
amongst the lowest of all schools across the state. This challenge was embraced by the founders of
RCMCS. As the lone 9th – 12th grade career-oriented, personalized small charter high school in the city,
we have addressed the enormous task of assisting our entry-level 9th graders with their academic skills.
Since our charter school inception, RCSD middle school students have demonstrated low proficiency in
English and Math, lowest in the Big Five and the entire State. A majority of those students reading and
math proficiency is at an average of a sixth grade level. With sincere concern, but continued resolve,
the likelihood of students continuing to come to RCMCS for the foreseeable future with a significant
skills gap is a reality. The annual results of the Rochester City School District’s performance in grades 3-8
ELA and math for the last four consecutive years have yielded less than 7% of students achieving
proficiency on the state exams. This is coupled with the fact that most of the middle schools that our
students come from to RCMCS are either closed, phasing out, or in receivership.
With that said, we have embraced this reality and have built instructional structures to prepare students
for high school so that we can focus on preparing them for college. A strong example of multiple efforts
to accomplishing this would be that we have strengthened our 9th Summer Bridge Program to address
the skills deficiency evident in our newly enrolled students. Given our strategic action plan and more
time for development, our Summer Bridge Program will be second to none in the city of Rochester. The
magnitude of resources needed to fill the gap for our students achieve success at the high school level
exceeded what was forecasted. Yet, the manner that the goals of the charter were written and
approved in our initial charter presented an opportunity to strive toward consistent metrics at a time of
change in the overall state system. By design, the metrics outlined in the initial charter were cohort
based. The founders recognized that the achievement gains necessary would take time to come to
fruition even with full-fledged effort beginning on day one. As such, the goals written were in a cohort
based design to allow for sufficient time for reform based instructional approaches to take effect and set
the school, and in turn, our students up for the greatest levels of success.
A natural part of the renewal process is having an opportunity to reflect on the lessons learned as we
continued the journey as outlined in the charter. It also allows for the opportunity to learn from national
educational organizations and governance agencies on changes in practice that are necessary to
continue to ensure the best educational program for students. A clear direction that we will take in the
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last year of the initial charter and during the renewal charter is a focus on annual performance on
Regents examinations. The shifts in the common core has seen higher levels of success when examined
in both English Language Arts (ELA) then in mathematics. Cohort performance rates are 62% and 69%
for ELA and math respectively.
A total of 39 students of the 55 student cohort who remained with us for our beginning four years
graduated in June, 2016, a number that increased to 41 (75%) in August 2016.Our 75% graduation rate
surpasses the 2015 August Rochester City School District (51%) by 24 percentage points, and comes
within 5% of the statewide graduation rate of 80%. In addition to achieving a 75% graduation rate for its
first cohort, our program modifications and master schedule improvements will provide students’ the
enrichment/support opportunities needed to demonstrate increased outcomes on Regents exams
during the second term of our charter.
Benchmark 1. 3. a. Regents Testing Outcomes
Benchmark 1. 3. a. i. Aggregate Annual Regents Outcomes Data – Table 3.a.i.
The 2014-2015 school year was a transition year in our assessment approach as we realigned curriculum
to meet the common core standards for Algebra 1. As a result, the first group of students from RCMCS
took the Common Core Algebra 1. The majority of the students taking the Common Core Algebra 1 did
not sit for the Integrated Algebra Regents. This was a conscious decision to raise the level of
expectations in order to achieve a Regents Diploma. Yet improvement in our overall performance in
mathematics is critically needed for our students to become more proficient in project based learning,
the foundation of our instructional approach. Therefore, we have sought the assistance of the Charles A.
Dana Center at the University of Texas, Austin, to provide us a more concentrated and thorough analysis
approach to our students’ mathematic performance and their success on the Regents’ examinations.
This connection between the Center and the charter school will provide our leaders and teachers with
intensive training in creating lessons which go beyond low level critical thinking skills, and will lend
technical support and coaching to our teaching staff.
With greater gains expected in the coming year(s), it is important to underscore that student
performance on the Common Core Regents examinations in English Language Arts and Algebra 1CC
increased on both exams over the past two years. Both of these exams received higher levels of scrutiny
by school leaders as the school worked to close a higher than expected skills gap of students first
entering the school at 9th grade and these exams are viewed as leading indicators of growth. Students
who achieved a score of 65 or better increased by 7% from 45% to 52% on the 2016 Common Core ELA
compared to 2015. Performance increased 23% on the 2016 Common Core Algebra 1 to 37% of 65% or
higher compared to 14% in 2015 (Figure 3.4). RCMCS Performance on the 2016 Common Core Algebra
exceeded the 2015 Rochester City School District (RCSD) passing rate performance of 22%. RCMCS came
within 2 percentage points of the RCSD Common Core ELA passing rate of 54%, even though we had a
higher percentage of low income students. Therefore, we are confident that our student performance
level will increase as we grow in the next charter term. Our confidence is grounded, in part, in the
retention of 74% of our current staff for next year. Continuity in maintaining a staff capable of
implementing our charter mission with fidelity is incredibly important to our success.
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Figure 3.4: Proficiency on Common Core Regents in ELA and Algebra 1
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As Rochester Career Mentoring continues to show improvement on the Common Core Algebra I (a 23
percentage point increase in 2015-16 to 37%), it is important to contextualize that the majority of
schools in the Rochester City School District performed below the district-wide performance of 22%.
Additionally, in 2014-2015, RCMCS not only surpassed the Rochester City School District’s performance
on the Integrated Algebra Regents, but surpassed many of the District’s schools and similar to Common
Core Algebra, the majority of schools in the district had performance below the district average.
Specifically, 60% of the RCSD secondary schools scored below their district average in both Algebra I CC
and Integrated Algebra
To illustrate our gains and upward momentum in mathematics, our Regents Geometry score surpassed
the Rochester City School District’s 2% during the 2015-2016 school year. The first year of administration
for that exam (12-13), we were 31% points lower than the RCSD proficiency level, the second year (1314), we were 12% points lower than RCSD. This is an example of annual improvement.

With performance of the Algebra 1 CC results increasing by 23 percentage points to a proficiency rate of
37% in 2015-2016 (representing a 47% gap reduction from state-wide performance in 2014-2015), the
school recognizes and has taken the following measures to see higher achievement rates in a shorter
period of time:
 Moving from NWEA assessments to authentic content specific benchmark assessments
administered each marking period. The decision to utilize Castle Learning to track student
baseline levels and growth towards achieving state standards has immediate and positive
results because it is aligned to the curriculum, provides actual diagnostic information, early
identification of skill gaps and a system of monitoring instructional strategies.
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 Introduction of additional opportunities for increased instructional time in areas of need by
student, by standard. Students are scheduled into enrichment and prep classes to complete
enrichment and direct instruction through Edgenuity, a personalized on-line instructional
program that offers both remediation and acceleration.
 Professional development focused on continuous improvement of teaching and learning.
While 74% of the staff is returning for a second year, only 9% of them have worked at RCMCS
for more than one year. Developing a common understanding of rigorous instruction focused
on increased achievement levels takes time to develop. The significant gains made by our
school over the last school year in academics, graduation, climate and culture will continue to
grow exponentially because of the commitment levels of the professionals currently serving
our children.

Benchmark 1. 3. a. ii. Subgroup Annual Regents Outcomes - Data – Table 3.a.ii.
Subgroup information on the New York State Report Card shows that our performance for the
subgroups of economically disadvantaged and students with disabilities (SWD) was below the State’s
comparison and had a mixed record when compared with Rochester City School District (RCSD). For
example, for Students with Disabilities (SWD), the validity comparison grouping of students amounted
to ten or less, when compared to the entire State. Therefore, we have taken numerous measures
(enrichment courses, support groups, and additional exam preparation courses) to ensure the
performance of each student improves considerably. Currently, the performance of SWD group falls
short of the State and, in many cases, the RCSD as well. For students who are part of the economically
disadvantaged subgroup, we recognize that performance needs to increase to meet or exceed State
rates. On all 2015 exams, where there was comparative data, RCMCS exceeded the RCSD (Earth Science,
Integrated Algebra), or was within 10 points of the district levels (Common Core ELA, Common Core
Algebra 1, and US History and Government).
Benchmark 1. 3. a. iii. Aggregate Total Cohort Regents Outcomes - Data – Table 3.a.iii.
Since the submission of RCMCS’s renewal on August 1, 2016, SED has provided an updated excel
workbook that requests performance information for the 2012 cohort. As an addendum to this
narrative, RCMCS includes the following additional discussion of the 2012 Total Cohort Performance.
The 55 member 2012 cohort achieved passing rates above the 50% mark on three out of the five regents
examination areas (ELA, math and science) and came within three and four percentage points of 50% for
US History and Global History combined. Please note that figures provided in the original submission
utilized student counts of students tested.
Although NYSED is not expecting RCMCS to report out on 2012 Total Cohort performance (as indicated
in the Renewal application workbook, only the 2011 cohort and earlier are asked to be reported on), as
part of the renewal, RCMCS would like to provide preliminary performance of 2012 Total Cohort for
NYSED’s consideration. Over 50% of the 2012 Total Cohort achieved a score of 65 or better on five out of
eight Regents exams where at least ten students from the cohort participated. On both the ELA and
Algebra 1 Common Core Regents exams, 70% and 60% respectively, of the 2012-2016 cohort passed
with a score of 65 or higher.
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Table 3.2: 2012 Total Cohort Regents Exam Performance
Regents Exam

Total

Percent Passing

Regents Common Core Algebra I

15

60%

Regents Common Core ELA

53

70%

Regents Geometry

53

9%

Regents Global History and Geography

56

46%

Regents Integrated Algebra

56

55%

Regents Living Environment

48

65%

Regents Physical Setting/Earth Science

50

12%

Regents US History and Government

54

50%

Benchmark 1. 3. a. iv. Subgroup Total Cohort Regents Outcomes - Data – Table 3.a.iv.
Since the submission of RCMCS’s renewal on August 1, 2016, SED has provided an updated excel
workbook that requests performance information for the 2012 cohort. As an addendum to this
narrative, RCMCS includes the following additional discussion of the 2012 Total Cohort Performance.
Performance of students who were part of the economically disadvantaged subgroup mirrored the
performance of the all students group given that 100% of the 2012 cohort membership was also a
member of this subgroup. There were less than 5 students who represented the students with
disabilities and the English Language Learners category combined. Members of this small group of
students saw success meeting proficiency on some of the Regents exams, the goal is to get 100 to
achieve similar results.
Benchmark 1. 1. 3. b. Graduation Outcomes
Benchmark 1. 1. 3. b. i. Aggregate Cohort Graduation Rate - Data – Table 3.b.i.
Since the submission of RCMCS’s renewal on August 1, 2016, SED has provided an updated excel
workbook that requests performance information for the 2012 cohort. As an addendum to this
narrative, RCMCS includes the following additional discussion of the 2012 Total Cohort Performance.
The 55 member 2012 cohort achieved a 75% (41 students) 4-year graduation rate through August 2016.
Among the 75% (41 students) who graduated, 63% achieved a Regents Diploma (26 students), 2%
achieved a Regents Diploma with Honors (1 student), and 34% earned a local diploma (14 students).
Although NYSED is not expecting RCMCS to report out on 2012 Total Cohort graduation performance (as
indicated in the renewal application workbook, only the 2011 cohort and earlier are asked to be
reported on), as part of renewal, RCMCS feels strongly about providing preliminary performance of the
2012 Total Cohort for NYSED’s consideration. Again, a total of 39 students from the 55 student cohort
graduated high school in June of 2016. Among the 71% (39 students) who graduated, 64% achieved a
Regents Diploma (25 students), 3% achieved a Regents Diploma with Honors (1 student), and 33%
earned a local diploma (13 students).
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Benchmark 1. 3. b. ii. Subgroup Cohort Graduation Rate - Data – Table 3.b.ii.
Since the submission of RCMCS’s renewal on August 1, 2016, SED has provided an updated excel
workbook that requests performance information for the 2012 cohort. As an addendum to this
narrative, RCMCS includes the following additional discussion of the 2012 Total Cohort Performance.
Performance of students who were part of the economically disadvantaged subgroup mirrored the
performance of the all students group given that 100% of the 2012 cohort membership was also a
member of this subgroup. There were less than 5 students who represented the students with
disabilities and the English Language Learners category combined. The majority of this small group of
students went on to graduate.
Benchmark 1. 3. b. iii. Aggregate On-Track to Graduate Rate - Data – Table 3.b.iii.
Since the submission of RCMCS’s renewal on August 1, 2016, SED has provided an updated excel
workbook that requests performance information for the 2012 cohort. As an addendum to this
narrative, RCMCS includes the following additional discussion of the 2012 Total Cohort Performance.
The percentage of students who had achieved a score of 65% or higher on three or more Regents exams
was 45% by the conclusion of the cohort’s 3rd year. This rate increased to 56% by the conclusion of the
fourth year.
RCMCS had one additional 2013 cohort member graduate in August 2016. This brings the total of the
2013 cohort who graduated in 3 years to 4 students.
Although NYSED does not expect RCMCS to report out on 2013 Total Cohort graduation readiness
performance (as indicated in the renewal application workbook because only the 2011 cohort and
earlier are asked to be report), we felt a need to provide preliminary performance of the 2013 Total
Cohort for NYSED’s consideration. As of June 2016, out of the 71 student 2013 Total Cohort, 32% (23
students) have passed three Regents exams or more with a score of 65 or higher. This increases by 10%
to 42% when those students who have passed two Regents exams at 65 or higher are included. A total
of ten students (14%) of the 2013 cohort have passed five or more Regents. Three students from the
2013 cohort graduated in June 2016.
Benchmark 1. 3. b. iv. Subgroup On-Track to Graduate Rate - Data – Table 3.b.iv.
Since the submission of RCMCS’s renewal on August 1, 2016, SED has provided an updated excel
workbook that requests performance information for the 2012 cohort. As an addendum to this
narrative, RCMCS includes the following additional discussion of the 2012 Total Cohort Performance.
Performance of students who were part of the economically disadvantaged subgroup mirrored the
performance of the all students group given that 100% of the 2012 cohort membership was also a
member of this subgroup. There were less than 5 students who represented the students with
disabilities and the English Language Learners category combined. Members of this small group of
students saw success meeting proficiency on some of the Regents exams, the goal is to get 100 to
achieve similar results.
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Table 1: X Charter School Accountability Designation (1.a.i.)
School Year

Accountability Status

2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17

Good Standing
Good Standing
Good Standing
Good Standing
Good Standing

If not in good standing at minimum, explain why the school was identified (refer to documentation from the Office of Accountability)

Table 2a: X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics
Outcomes Compared to Other Similar Schools (1.b.i.)

Testing
Year
2013
2014
2015
2016

Charter
School[1]

ELA
Other Similar
Schools[2]

Math
Other Similar
Schools

Charter School

Table 2b: X Charter School High School 4-Year Total Cohort ELA and Mathematics
Outcomes Compared to Other Similar Schools (1.b.i.)

Cohort
2009
2010
2011
2012

[1]

[3]

[2]

[4]

Charter
School[3]

62%

ELA
Other Similar
Schools[4]

Math
Other Similar
Schools

Charter School

69%

c
d
a
b
c
d

# students who
increased one or more
levels from Yr 1 to Yr 2

(b+c)/a = %

# students tested in Yr
1 and reenrolled in Yr 2
# of students who
maintained the same
level (3 or 4 only) from
Yr 1 to Yr 2
# students who
increased one or more
levels from Yr 1 to Yr 2

(b+c)/a = %

Testing Year
Yr 1
Yr 2
2013
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016
b

# of students who
maintained the same
level (3 or 4 only) from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

All Students
a

# students tested in Yr
1 and reenrolled in Yr 2

Table 3: Aggregate X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics Outcomes Demonstrating Trending
Toward Proficiency (2.a.i.)
ELA
Math

SWD

Testing Year
Yr 1
Yr 2
2013
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016

a
b
a
b

# of students who
maintained the same level
(3 or 4 only) from Yr 1 to
Yr 2

ELA

ELA
c
d
a
b

# of students who
maintained the same level
(3 or 4 only) from Yr 1 to
Yr 2

d

(b+c)/a = %

# students tested in Yr 1
and reenrolled in Yr 2

c

# students who increased
one or more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

b

c
d

(b+c)/a = %

d

# students tested in Yr 1
and reenrolled in Yr 2

a

(b+c)/a = %

# of students who
maintained the same level
(3 or 4 only) from Yr 1 to
Yr 2

d

# students who increased
one or more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

c

(b+c)/a = %

b

c

# students who increased
one or more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

b

# students who increased
one or more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

a

# of students who
maintained the same level
(3 or 4 only) from Yr 1 to
Yr 2

Testing Year
Yr 1
Yr 2
2013
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016
a

# students tested in Yr 1
and reenrolled in Yr 2

ED

# students tested in Yr 1
and reenrolled in Yr 2

Table 4: Subgroup X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics Outcomes Demonstrating Trending
Toward Proficiency (2.a.ii.)
ELA
Math

Math

Math
c
d

Testing Year
Yr 1
Yr 2
2013
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016
(b+c)/a = %

# students who increased
one or more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

# of students who
maintained the same level
(3 or 4 only) from Yr 1 to
Yr 2

# students tested in Yr 1
and reenrolled in Yr 2

(b+c)/a = %

# students who increased
one or more levels from
Yr 1 to Yr 2

# of students who
maintained the same level
(3 or 4 only) from Yr 1 to
Yr 2

# students tested in Yr 1
and reenrolled in Yr 2

ELL

Table 5: Aggregate X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics Proficiency Outcomes (2.b.i.)
ELA
All Students
Testing Year
2013
2014
2015
2016

Charter
School

District of Location
Difference
to CS

Math
NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Charter
School

District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Table 6: Subgroup X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics Proficiency Outcomes (2.b.ii.)
ELA
ED

Charter
School

District of Location
Difference
to CS

Testing Year

Math
NYS Average

Charter
School

Difference
to CS

District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

2013
2014
2015
2016
ELA
SWD

Charter
School

District of Location
Difference
to CS

Testing Year

Math
NYS Average

Charter
School

Difference
to CS

District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

2013
2014
2015
2016
ELA
ELL
Testing Year
2013
2014
2015
2016

Charter
School

District of Location
Difference
to CS

Math
NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Charter
School

District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Table 7: Grade Level X Charter School Elementary/Middle School ELA and Mathematics Proficiency Outcomes (2.b.iii.)
ELA
All Students
Testing Year
2013
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
2014
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
2015
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
2016
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6

Charter
School

District of Location
Difference
to CS

Math
NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Charter
School

District of Location
Difference
to CS

NYS Average
Difference
to CS

Grade 7
Grade 8

Table 8: Aggregate Annual X Charter School Regents Outcomes (3.a.i.)
Regents Proficiency Percentages
All Students
Reporting Year
2012-13
Regents English Composition
ELA
Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Math
Regents Integrated Algebra
Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Regents Global History
Social
Studies
Regents US History
2013-14
Regents English Composition
ELA
Regents Common Core English/ELA
Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Math
Regents Integrated Algebra
Regents Common Core Algebra 1
Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Regents Global History
Social
Studies
Regents US History
2014-15
Regents English Composition
ELA
Regents Common Core English/ELA

Charter
School

NYS
Average

30%

74%

7%

71%

6%
18%

73%
72%

15%
34%

72%
78%

29%

66%

45%

80%

Difference

0.0
0.0
0.0
-44.0
0.0
-64.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-67.0
-54.0
0.0
0.0
-57.0
-44.0
0.0
-37.0
0.0
0.0
-35.0

Math

Science
Social
Studies
2015-16
ELA

Math

Science
Social
Studies

Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Regents Integrated Algebra
Regents Common Core Algebra 1
Regents Common Core Geometry
Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Regents Global History
Regents US History
Regents English Composition
Regents Common Core English/ELA
Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Regents Integrated Algebra
Regents Common Core Algebra 1
Regents Common Core Geometry
Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Regents Global History
Regents US History

20%
41%
14%

72%
62%
63%

15%
31%

72%
77%

20%
36%

67%
84%

52%
8%
37%
0%
7%
21%
28%
14%
25%

0.0
-52.0
-21.0
-49.0
0.0
0.0
-57.0
-46.0
0.0
-47.0
-48.0
0.0
52.0
0.0
8.0
0.0
37.0
0.0
7.0
21.0
28.0
0.0
14.0
25.0

Table 9: Subgroups Annual X Charter School Regents Outcomes (3.a.ii.)
Regents Proficiency Percentages:
Economically Disadvantaged
Subgroups
Charter
NYS
Difference
School
Average
Reporting Year
2012-13
Regents English Composition
0.0
ELA
Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
0.0
Math
Regents Geometry
0.0
Regents Integrated Algebra
-34.0
30%
64%
Regents Chemistry
0.0
Regents Earth Science
-49.0
7%
56%
Science
Regents Living Environment
0.0
Regents Physics
0.0
Regents Global History
0.0
Social
Studies
Regents US History
0.0
2013-14
Regents English Composition
0.0
ELA
Regents Common Core English/ELA
0.0
Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
0.0
Regents Geometry
-54.0
6%
60%
Math
Regents Integrated Algebra
-46.0
18%
64%
Regents Common Core Algebra 1
0.0
Regents Chemistry
0.0
Regents Earth Science
-42.0
15%
57%
Science
Regents Living Environment
-35.0
34%
69%
Regents Physics
0.0
Regents Global History
-25.0
Social
29%
54%
Studies
Regents US History
0.0
2014-15
Regents English Composition
0.0
ELA
Regents Common Core English/ELA
-28.0
45%
73%
Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
0.0
Regents Geometry
0.0
Math
Regents Integrated Algebra
-17.0
41%
58%
Regents Common Core Algebra 1
-34.0
14%
48%

Regents Proficiency Percentages:
English Language Learners

Regents Proficiency Percentages:
Students with Disabilities

Charter
School

Charter
School

NYS
Average

50%

50%

0%

30%

Difference

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-30.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

NYS
Average

17%

43%

0%

42%

0%
10%

42%
41%

0%
0%

41%
48%

14%

33%

0%
0%
0%

40%
39%
26%

Difference

0.0
0.0
0.0
-26.0
0.0
-42.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-42.0
-31.0
0.0
0.0
-41.0
-48.0
0.0
-19.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-40.0
-39.0
-26.0

Math

Science
Social
Studies
2015-16
ELA

Math

Science
Social
Studies

Regents Common Core Geometry
Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Regents Global History
Regents US History
Regents English Composition
Regents Common Core English/ELA
Regents Algebra 2/Trigonometry
Regents Geometry
Regents Integrated Algebra
Regents Common Core Algebra 1
Regents Common Core Geometry
Regents Chemistry
Regents Earth Science
Regents Living Environment
Regents Physics
Regents Global History
Regents US History

15%

36%

52%
9%
38%
0%
7%
23%
27%
14%
26%

59%

76%

0.0
0.0
-44.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-40.0
0.0
52.0
0.0
9.0
0.0
38.0
0.0
7.0
23.0
27.0
0.0
14.0
26.0

20%

100%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

40%

0.0
0.0
0.0
-20.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0%
0%

42%
46%

8%

34%

0%

10%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0.0
0.0
-42.0
-46.0
0.0
-26.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table 10: Aggregate Cohort X Charter School Regents Outcomes (3.a.iii.)
Regents Proficiency Percentages: All
Students

Cohort
2009
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History
2010
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History
2011
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History
2012
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History

4-Yr
5-Yr
Outcomes Outcomes

62%
69%
55%
46%
47%

6-Yr
Outcomes

Table 11: Subgroup Cohort X Charter School Regents Outcomes (3.a.iv.)
Regents Proficiency Percentages:
Regents Proficiency Percentages:
Economical Disadvantaged
English Language Learners

Cohort
2009
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History
2010
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History
2011
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History
2012
ELA
Math
Science
Global History
US History

4-Yr
5-Yr
Outcomes Outcomes

62%
69%
55%
46%
47%

6-Yr
Outcomes

4-Yr
5-Yr
Outcomes Outcomes

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%

6-Yr
Outcomes

Regents Proficiency Percentages:
Students with Disabilities
4-Yr
5-Yr
Outcomes Outcomes

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

6-Yr
Outcomes

Table 12: Aggregate Cohort X Charter School Graduation Rate (3.b.i.)
Regents Proficiency Percentages: All Students
4-Yr Outcomes

5-Yr Outcomes

6-Yr Outcomes

Cohort

2009
NYS = 80%
2010
NYS = 80%
2011
NYS = 80%
2012
NYS = 80%

Charter
School

Difference

75%

-5

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Table 13: Subgroup Cohort X Charter School Graduation Rate (3.b.ii.)
Regents Proficiency Percentages: Economically Disadvantaged
4-Yr Outcomes

5-Yr Outcomes

6-Yr Outcomes

Regents Proficiency Percentages: English Language Learners
4-Yr Outcomes

5-Yr Outcomes

6-Yr Outcomes

Regents Proficiency Percentages: Students with Disabilities
4-Yr Outcomes

5-Yr Outcomes

6-Yr Outcomes

Cohort

2009
NYS = 80%
2010
NYS = 80%
2011
NYS = 80%
2012
NYS = 80%

Charter
School

Difference

75%

-5

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

100%

20

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

67%

-13

Charter
School

Difference

Charter
School

Difference

Table 14: Aggregate Cohort X Charter School On-Track to Graduate Rate (3.b.iii.)
All Students
Cohort

Year of High
School

2009

3rd Year

2009

4th Year

2010

3rd Year

2010

4th Year

2011

3rd Year

2011

4th Year

2012

3rd Year

2012

4th Year

Cohort
Enrollment
Count[1]

% of Cohort Passing 3+
Regents[3]

Percent of Students Proficient (Scored 65+ or Level 3+)[2]

% of Cohort Needing
to Pass 3+ Regents

English

Mathematics

Science

Global History

US History

Difference

58

41%

55%

45%

35%

35%

45%

-30%

30%

55

62%

69%

55%

46%

47%

56%

-19%

19%

[1] The cohort outcome indicates the number of lapsed years from the year the specified cohort first entered 9th grade. The cohort outcome data captured in this table shows the highest
score for each student at the charter school on a NYS Regents who entered 9th grade in that cohort year.

[2] Includes all students who entered 9th grade in the cohort year. See SIRS manual for additional information regarding students to include or remove from cohorts:
www.p12.nysed.gov/irs/sirs/

[3] The target for students to pass at least 3 Regents exams by the end of their 3rd year of high school is 75%. Transfer schools may use the 4th year of the cohort to assess students ontrack to graduate at 75%.

Table 15: Subgroup Cohort X Charter School On-Track to Graduate Rate (3.b.iv.)
Economically Disadvantaged
Cohort

Year of High
School

2009

3rd Year

2009

4th Year

2010

3rd Year

2010

4th Year

2011

3rd Year

2011

4th Year

2012

3rd Year

2012

4th Year

Cohort
Enrollment
Count[1]

Percent of Students Proficient (Scored 65+ or Level 3+)[2]

% of Cohort Passing 3+ Regents[3]

% of Cohort Passing
Fewer Than 3 Regents

English

Mathematics

Science

Global History

US History

Difference

58

41%

55%

45%

35%

35%

45%

-30%

30%

55

62%

69%

55%

46%

47%

56%

-19%

19%

English Language Learners
Cohort

Year of High
School

2009

3rd Year

2009

4th Year

2010

3rd Year

2010

4th Year

2011

3rd Year

2011

4th Year

2012

3rd Year

2012

4th Year

Cohort
Enrollment
Count[1]

Percent of Students Proficient (Scored 65+ or Level 3+)[2]

% of Cohort Passing 3+ Regents[3]

% of Cohort Passing
Fewer Than 3 Regents

English

Mathematics

Science

Global History

US History

Difference

1

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

-75%

75%

1

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

-75%

75%

Students with Disabilities
Cohort

Year of High
School

Cohort
Enrollment
Count[1]

Percent of Students Proficient (Scored 65+ or Level 3+)[2]
English

Mathematics

Science

Global History

US History

% of Cohort Passing 3+ Regents[3]
Difference

% of Cohort Passing
Fewer Than 3 Regents

2009

3rd Year

2009

4th Year

2010

3rd Year

2010

4th Year

2011

3rd Year

2011

4th Year

2012

3rd Year

2

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

-75%

75%

2012

4th Year

3

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

-75%

75%

[1] The cohort outcome indicates the number of lapsed years from the year the specified cohort first entered 9th grade. The cohort outcome data captured in this table shows the highest
score for each student at the charter school on a NYS Regents who entered 9th grade in that cohort year.

[2] Includes all students who entered 9th grade in the cohort year. See SIRS manual for additional information regarding students to include or remove from cohorts:
www.p12.nysed.gov/irs/sirs/

[3] The target for students to pass at least 3 Regents exams by the end of their 3rd year of high school is 75%. Transfer schools may use the 4th year of the cohort to assess students ontrack to graduate at 75%.

Attachment B:
Renewal Application
Hearing Comments

Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
Public Hearing
November 17, 2016
5:00PM
Minutes
Attendance: President White and Board Clerk Shanai Lee.
President White opened the hearing at 5:00 p.m.
President White stated that Education Law subdivision 2857(1) and regulations of the Commissioner of
Education 8 N.Y.C.R.R. § 119.4 require the Board to conduct a public hearing within 30 days of receipt
of a notice of the application or request of a charter revision.
President White explained that the Board of Education of the Rochester City School District is conducting
this public hearing to gather community input regarding the renewal of the Rochester Career Mentoring
Charter School. He stated that the school serves students in grades 9-12, with a maximum approved
enrollment of 300 students. President White also noted that the school proposes changes in student
enrollment as follows: 270 students in the 2017-18 academic year; 282 students in the 2018-19 academic
year; 270 students in the 2019-20 academic year; 255 students in the 2020-21 academic year; and 260
students in the 2021-22 academic year.
President White then requested public input and questions regarding this school.
No speakers were present.
President White concluded the hearing at 5:05 p.m.
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SCHOOL DESCRIPTION
Charter School Summary1

Name of Charter School

Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School

Board Chair

Kevin McCormick

School Leader

Dennis Francione

District of location
Opening Date

Rochester City School District
8/20/2012

Charter Terms

Initial charter term: 7/1/2012-6/30/2017

Management Company
Educational Partners
Facilities
Mission Statement

N/A
N/A
30 Hart Street, Rochester, New York 14605
“Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) is a
model secondary school offering a community of diverse
learners in the City of Rochester a small, personalized 9th
through 12th grade high school that engages each student
in career exploration, college preparation, and rigorous
academic standards. Our charter school will graduate
every student with a Regents diploma and the academic
and technical skills needed for today’s workforce and/or
entrance into college.”
 Personalization (Individual learning plans and
teacher-advisors)
 Teachers as curriculum designers (Based on RCSD
curriculum framework aligned to common core,
using project-based learning)
 Career internships
 Enrichment block and student support
N/A

Key Design Elements

Requested Revisions

1

The information in this section was provided by the NYS Education Department Charter School Office.
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School Characteristics
Enrollment

School Year

Grades
Served

Maximum
Enrollment

Actual
Enrollment

2016-2017
2015-2016
2014-2015

9-12
9-12
9-11

265* (320)
270* (320)
240

236
231
217

*At RCMCS request, NYSED approved a temporary reduction in the approved maximum
enrollment.

METHODOLOGY
A 1.5-day renewal site visit was conducted at Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School on September
26-27, 2016. The Charter School Office (CSO) team conducted interviews with the board of trustees,
school leadership team, the student success team, internship coordinator, special education
coordinator, English learner program coordinator, and parents. In cooperation with school leadership,
the team also administered anonymous online surveys to teachers.
The team conducted 11 classroom observations in Grades 9-12. The observations were approximately
20 minutes in length and conducted jointly with the educational leader and the chief of operations and
academics. The documents and data reviewed by the team before, during, and after the site visit
included the following:


















Renewal Application
Renewal Site Visit Workbook
Teacher roster
Current organization chart
A master school schedule
Board materials
Board self-evaluation documents
Blank teacher and administrator evaluation forms
Student/family handbook
Staff handbook and personnel policies
A list of curricular documents
A list of major assessments
Enrollment data including subgroups
Professional development plans and schedules
Academic data
Student academic records including transcripts
Student 504 plans
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BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
The Charter School Performance Framework outlines ten Performance Benchmarks in three key areas of
charter school performance:




Educational Success
Organizational Soundness
Faithfulness to Charter and Law

Observational findings from the renewal site visit, as well as cumulative evidence collected from school
reports and site visits over the charter term, will be presented in alignment with the Performance
Framework Benchmarks and Indicators according to the rating scale below. A brief summary of the
school’s performance will precede the benchmark analysis. Each benchmark will be rated; however, the
report narrative will highlight those indicators not fully met by the school.

Level
Exceeds
Meets
Approaches
Falls Far Below

Description
The school meets the performance benchmark; potential exemplar in this area.
The school generally meets the performance benchmark; few concerns are noted.
The school does not meet the performance benchmark; a number of concerns are
noted.
The school falls far below the performance benchmark; significant concerns are
noted.

For the renewal site visit conducted from September 26-27, 2016 at Rochester Career Mentoring
Charter School, see the following Performance Benchmark Scores and discussion.
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New York State Education Department
Charter School Performance Framework Rating

Faithfulness to
Charter & Law

Organizational Soundness

Educational Success

Performance Benchmark

Level

Benchmark 1: Student Performance: The school has met or exceeded achievement indicators
for academic trends toward proficiency, proficiency and high school graduation. At all grade
levels and all assessments, scoring proficiently means achieving a performance level of 3 or
higher (high school Regents and Common Core Regents exam score of 65 or higher).

Falls Far
Below

Benchmark 2: Teaching and Learning: School leaders have systems in place designed to
cultivate shared accountability and high expectations and that lead to students’ well-being,
improved academic outcomes, and educational success. The school has rigorous and coherent
curriculum and assessments that are aligned to the Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS)
for all students. Teachers engage in strategic practices and decision-making in order to
address the gap between what students know and need to learn so that all students
experience consistent high levels of engagement, thinking and achievement.

Falls Far
Below

Benchmark 3: Culture, Climate, and Family Engagement: The school has systems in place to
support students’ social and emotional health and to provide for a safe and respectful learning
environment. Families, community members and school staff work together to share in the
Approaches
responsibility for student academic progress and social-emotional growth and well-being.
Families and students are satisfied with the school’s academics and the overall leadership and
management of the school.
Benchmark 4: Financial Condition: The school is in sound and stable financial condition as
evidenced by performance on key financial indicators.

Meets

Benchmark 5: Financial Management: The school operates in a fiscally sound manner with
realistic budgets pursuant to a long-range financial plan, appropriate internal controls and
procedures, and in accordance with state law and generally accepted accounting practices.

Meets

Benchmark 6: Board Oversight and Governance: The board of trustees provides competent
stewardship and oversight of the school while maintaining policies, establishing performance
goals, and implementing systems to ensure academic success, organizational viability, board
effectiveness and faithfulness to the terms of its charter.

Falls Far
Below

Benchmark 7: Organizational Capacity: The school has established a well-functioning
organizational structure, clearly delineated roles for staff, management, and board members.
The school has systems and protocols that allow for the successful implementation,
evaluation, and improvement of its academic program and operations.

Approaches

Benchmark 8: Mission and Key Design Elements: The school is faithful to its mission and has
implemented the key design elements included in its charter.

Approaches

Benchmark 9: Enrollment, Recruitment, and Retention: The school is meeting or making
annual progress toward meeting the enrollment plan outlined in its charter and its enrollment
and retention targets for students with disabilities, English language learners, and students
who are eligible applicants for the free and reduced priced lunch program; or has
demonstrated that it has made extensive good faith efforts to attract, recruit, and retain such
students.

Falls Far
Below

Benchmark 10: Legal Compliance: The school complies with applicable laws, regulations, and
the provisions of its charter.

Falls Far
Below
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Summary of Findings
The New York State Board of Regents chartered Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) on
September 13, 2011 for a term of five years of operation. The school opened in August 2012 at 30 Hart
Street in the Rochester City School District in Rochester, NY. The school is authorized to serve 320
students, but in March 2015, RCMCS requested temporary approval to serve 270 students in 2015-2016
and 265 in 2016-2017. RCMCS currently serves 236 students in Grades 9-12.
From the opening of the school to the present, various concerns were raised with the New York State
Education Department (NYSED) by former and current school employees, former members of the school
board and by parents, which prompted a number of visits to the school. NYSED staff conducted check-in
(informal) visits at the school on January 17, 2013, December 5, 2013, January 23, 2014, March 20, 2014,
May 2, 2014, September 16 and October 8, 2015, and June 7, 2016. A formal mid-term site visit was
conducted by NYSED staff on October 30-31, 2014 and an additional formal site visit was conducted by
an impartial external team of charter school evaluators on behalf of NYSED on November 5-6, 2015. The
NYSED renewal site visit took place on September 26-27, 2016. A visit with the board of trustees was
conducted on December 21, 2016, after receipt of feedback from the school and prior to the finalization
of this report.
On April 3, 2014, in response to concerns raised on site and by school stakeholders, NYSED directed the
school to develop and implement a Corrective Action Plan (CAP) to address areas of needed
improvement related to governance, failure to progress toward meeting the Performance Framework
Benchmarks, quality and effectiveness of the instructional program, and implementation of the school’s
approved charter. Although NYSED provided feedback to the school on six occasions, the school did not
develop a CAP with measurable improvement goals in the areas of student achievement and behavior or
a viable plan to deliver these outcomes and turn the school around. Subsequent school visits did not
disclose significant improvement in school climate and instructional quality. The conditions existing in
the school which precipitated the request for a CAP, listed above, continue to be areas of concern.
The 2014 mid-term site visit report rated the school Falls Far Below on five of the ten Performance
Framework Benchmarks, and revealed that the school continued to have serious internal difficulties. The
2015 site visit report prepared by a team of impartial external charter school evaluators found similar
school performance ratings. During the 2014 and 2015 formal site visits, team members recorded
partial or no evidence of rigorous instruction and student engagement in over 80% of observed
classrooms, and information collected in student surveys and focus groups indicated that disruptive
behaviors, including physical fights, inappropriate behavior, bullying and threats among students was a
persistent stakeholder concern. Additionally, some respondents to parent surveys and participants in
focus groups expressed concerns about frequent staff turnover at the school, inexperienced and
unskilled teachers, lack of homework, lack of communication about school events, weak classroom
management, and lack of response to concerns about accommodations for students with disabilities.
The school has not attained its approved enrollment numbers and has recorded a high rate of student
withdrawals over the charter term. According to information compiled by NYSED Information Reporting
Services, over the four full years of operation, 106 out of 337 total students departed the school prior to
graduating, which computes to 31.5% of the total count over the four years. While RCMCS enrolls a
higher percentage of economically disadvantaged students than Rochester City School District (RCSD), it
serves fewer students with disabilities and English language learners. RCMCS has had limited success
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recruiting and retaining students with disabilities and English language learners, and the academic
performance of those subgroups remains below their peers at the end of the charter term.
The school experienced a high rate of turnover in leadership and school personnel in every year of the
charter term. In the renewal application, the school reported that a total of 52 teachers have departed
the school during the first four years of the charter. Although the chief executive officer (CEO) role has
been stable, the other leadership team members and roles have changed multiple times over the term.
The 2016-2017 school year was the first school year in which a school leader (chief of
operations/academics) returned for a second year. The frequent turnover in administrators and staff
over the course of its charter term has limited the impact of the school’s professional development
program on the instructional program, although school leaders expressed optimism that a higher
percentage of teachers returning this year will help stabilize the academic program.
The current academic performance of the students at RCMCS falls far below the achievement indicators
for proficiency on the New York State Regents exams and the targets defined in the Charter School
Performance Framework. The school’s academic program is based on a collection of curriculum
materials that appear to be content-aligned with the New York State Learning Standards (NYSLS), but in
practice, daily lessons do not match the depth of knowledge defined in the NYSLS. Differentiation of
content was not evident in daily lesson plans or in observed lessons, and students were working on the
same assignment at the same pace, generally in whole group settings. Class visits showed many students
exhibiting behavior that was off task, disengaged, or indicative of student frustration.
School climate and culture at RCMCS is overseen by a Student Success Team which monitors student
behavior as well as their social and emotional well-being. While most classrooms appear safe, the school
reports over 604 discipline referrals and 12 out-of-school suspensions for 2015-2016. Students express
concerns about school safety despite the presence of contracted security guards in the facility. Too few
families provided survey input on the school’s operations to judge the effectiveness of the school’s more
recent attempts to engage families.
The RCMCS Board of Trustees continues to modify and refine its procedures to adequately oversee the
school. Recently it has begun to set strategic goals for the school, and it is still in the process of deciding
on a dashboard reporting system that will allow it to monitor interim progress toward academic
performance targets. While the board states that it holds the CEO accountable for the school’s poor
academic outcomes, the nature of that accountability is unclear and the board is unable to describe how
it uses academic results in the evaluation of the CEO’s performance. The board reports that the school
reduced its target enrollment, cut staff, and increased student support within the school day in an
attempt to change the declining trend in academic achievement.
Through focus groups and surveys, RCMCS staff, parents, students, and leaders expressed familiarity
with the school’s mission of career exploration and college preparation, but also acknowledged that the
school is in the early stages of implementing some of the key design elements.
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Benchmark 1: Student Performance
The school has met or exceeded achievement indicators for academic trends toward proficiency, proficiency and high school
graduation. At all grade levels and all assessments, scoring proficiently means achieving a performance level of 3 or higher (high
school Regents and Common Core Regents exam score of 65 or higher).

Finding: Falls Far Below
Summative Evidence for Benchmark 1: See Appendix A for further information.
As per the Performance Framework for Board of Regents-authorized charter schools, charter high
schools are held accountable to NYS average proficiency standards.
1a. ESEA designation: RCMCS is currently considered a school In Good Standing. The school’s
accountability status rating based on 2012 cohort outcomes and graduation rate has not yet been
calculated by NYSED.
1b. Similar Schools Comparison: Although a school-generated similar schools academic performance
analysis is required in the charter renewal application, the school did not provide a similar schools
comparison. Schools serving similar populations were identified by RCMCS in the renewal application
(Benchmark 1), but a comparison of outcomes was not provided.
3a(i) and (ii). Aggregate and Subgroup Annual Regents Outcomes: Annual outcomes at RCMCS fall far
below state average annual outcomes on the New York State Regents exams for all students and for
subgroups with sufficient numbers to be reported. Where data is available for multiple years, RCMCS
shows a declining trend in passing rates on eight tests and improving trends on three exams (Table 1).

Table 1: Aggregate Annual Outcomes
RCMCS and NYS*

Regents Exam
English Language Arts
Common Core (levels 3,
4, & 5)
Integrated Algebra (>65)
Integrated Algebra SWD
Geometry (>65)
Algebra 2/ Trigonometry
Algebra 1 Common Core
(levels 3, 4, and 5)
Algebra 2 Common Core
Geometry Common Core
Global History and
Geography (>65)
Global History and
Geography (SWD)
US History and
government (>65)

2015-2016

2014-2015

RCMCS

NYS

RCMCS

NYS

52%

87%

45%

80%

33%
8%
0%

58%
34%
38%
55%

41%
0%
20%
5%

62%
39%
72%
60%

37%

72%

14%

63%

11%
0%

74%
64%

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

14%

68%

20%

67%

0%

36%

8%

34%

25%

82%

36%

84%
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Regents Exam
Living Environment (>65)
Living Environment (SWD)
Physical Setting/ Earth
Science (>65)
Physical Setting/
Chemistry (>65) n=6

2015-2016

2014-2015

RCMCS
27%
0%

NYS
78%
48%

RCMCS
31%
0%

NYS
77%
46%

21%

71%

15%

72%

7%

76%

17%

75%

*publicly available data source: https://data.nysed.gov/
3a(iii) and (iv). Aggregate and Subgroup Total Cohort Regents Testing Outcomes: The target for cohort
Regents testing outcomes for all Board of Regents-authorized high schools as outlined in the Regents
approved Performance Framework, is the NYS average for all students and for the economically
disadvantaged, English language learner, and students with disabilities subgroups. RCMCS falls far below
target expectation for all cohort Regents testing outcomes. In the school’s first cohort (2012), the only
one for which full data is available, Regents testing outcomes for all students and for all subgroups, in
ELA, Mathematics, Global History, US History, and Science are significantly below the state average.
Table 2: Aggregate and Subgroup 2012 Cohort Regents Testing Outcomes
RCMCS and NYS*
Assessment Population
RCMCS
NYS
Variance
Secondary Level English Language Arts After Four Years of Instruction
All students
62%
84%
-22%
Students with disabilities
0%
51%
-51%
English language learners
0%
30%
-30%
Economically disadvantaged
62%
79%
-17%
Secondary Level Mathematics After Four Years of Instruction
All students
69%
86%
-17%
Students with disabilities
0%
51%
-51%
English language learners
0%
48%
-48%
Economically disadvantaged
69%
81%
-12%
Secondary Level Global History and Geography After Four Years of Instruction
All students
45%
78%
-33%
Students with disabilities
0%
40%
-40%
English language learners
0%
24%
-24%
Economically disadvantaged
45%
70%
-25%
Secondary Level U.S. History and Government After Four Years of Instruction
All students
47%
81%
-34%
Students with disabilities
0%
47%
-47%
English language learners
0%
30%
-30%
Economically disadvantaged
47%
74%
-27%
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Assessment Population
RCMCS
NYS
Secondary Level Science After Four Years of Instruction
All students
55%
84%
Students with disabilities
0%
50%
English language learners
0%
32%
Economically disadvantaged
55%
78%
*publicly available data source: https://data.nysed.gov/

Variance
-29%
-50%
-32%
-23%

Graduation Outcomes
3b(i) and (ii). Aggregate and Subgroup Graduation Rate: For its first graduates, the class of 2016, the
school reported a 70.9% four year graduation rate, significantly below the state target of 80%. Of the 55
students in the cohort, 39 students completed high school. Twenty-five earned a Regents diploma, two
students achieved a Regents Diploma with Advanced Designation, and 13 students (33% of the
graduating class) were awarded local diplomas (See Benchmark 10 for continued discussion regarding
the improper awarding of the Regents Diploma with Advanced Designation). Of these 13, eight students
were first approved for Section 504 plans after their twelfth grade year had commenced. This practice
permitted students to meet graduation requirements but did not provide those students with supports
and accommodations that would have benefitted them during the greater part of their high school
years. Overall, in the school’s first cohort, fewer than 65% of the graduates achieved the school’s stated
mission of graduating every student with a Regents diploma, and 15 students in the cohort are still
enrolled at the outset of the 2016-2017 school year. RCMCS has had limited success recruiting and
retaining students with disabilities and English language learners, and their academic performance
remains far below that of their peers.
3b(iii) On-Track to Graduate: The school reports that 23 of the 71 students (32%) who enrolled in the
school as ninth graders in 2013 (the 2013 cohort, class of 2017) have passed three Regents exams or
more by the beginning of the senior year, the measure of “on track to graduate.” The on-track
percentages for students with disabilities or those who are English language learners is not reported.
This leaves 48 students or 68% of that class “off track” for graduation. This means that those students
would have to complete the classwork and pass the Regents exams in at the least three subject areas
during the senior year in order to graduate with their class.
The school persistently refers to its relatively high percentage rate of economically disadvantaged
students to justify its poor performance when compared to the district of location and the state.
However, the school’s renewal application states specifically, “It was anticipated at the time of
submission of the initial charter that a skills gap would need to be addressed to increase the likelihood
of student success in high school as they came from the Rochester City School District middle schools
that were performing at amongst the lowest of all schools across the state. This challenge was embraced
by the founders of RCMCS” and “…..the likelihood of students continuing to come to RCMCS for the
foreseeable future with a significant skills gap is a reality.”
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Benchmark 2: Teaching and Learning
School leaders have systems in place designed to cultivate shared accountability and high expectations and that lead to
students’ well-being, improved academic outcomes, and educational success. The school has rigorous and coherent curriculum
and assessments that are aligned to the Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) for all students. Teachers engage in strategic
practices and decision-making in order to address the gap between what students know and need to learn so that all students
experience consistent high levels of engagement, thinking and achievement.

Finding: Falls Far Below

Element

Indicators

1. Curriculum

a. The school has a documented curriculum that is aligned to the NYSLS.
b. Teachers use unit and lesson plans that introduce complex materials,
stimulate higher order thinking, and build deep conceptual understanding and
knowledge around specific content.
c. The curriculum is aligned horizontally across classrooms at the same grade
level and vertically between grades.
d. The curriculum is differentiated to provide opportunities for all students to
master grade-level skills and concepts.

2. Instruction

a. The school staff has a common understanding of high-quality instruction,
and observed instructional practices align to this understanding.
b. Instructional delivery fosters engagement with all students.

3. Assessment and
Program
Evaluation

a. The school uses a balanced system of formative, diagnostic and summative
assessments.
b. The school uses qualitative and quantitative data to inform instruction and
improve student outcomes.
c. The school uses qualitative and quantitative data to evaluate the quality
and effectiveness of the academic program, and modifies the program
accordingly.

a. The school provides supports to meet the academic needs for all students,
including but not limited to: students with disabilities, English language
4. Supports for
learners, and economically disadvantaged students.
Diverse Learners
b. The school has systems to monitor the progress of individual students and
facilitate communication between interventionists and classroom teachers
regarding the needs of individual students.
Summative Evidence for Benchmark 2:
Formal site visit team members found that the instructional program at RCMCS appears to be guided by
a curriculum focused on Regents exam test prep with limited attention to ensuring that students
understand the broader foundational concepts and skills essential for academic success. Instruction
varies widely across the school, with few examples of differentiation of content, product, or pace
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evident. Teachers review Regents outcome data to differentiate their lesson or unit plans, but the lag
between test results and the course scope and sequence limits the timeliness of their adjustments. The
school reduced its advisory periods from five per week to one and adjusted the daily schedule to allow
students to be assigned to test preparation classes focused on passing the Regents or enrichment
classes for those meeting the passing targets. Both observed and planned lessons show minimal
promotion of higher-order thinking or high levels of academic achievement.
One key design element of the RCMCS charter is teachers-as-curriculum-designers. While the school’s
renewal application states that teachers document the sources used to develop the concept maps that
form the curriculum, materials provided to the renewal visit team did not reference the core concepts at
the foundation of the curriculum, as would be evident in a concept map. Some curriculum materials
reference the NYSLS by code number but the content of daily lessons does not align with the depth of
knowledge defined in the NYSLS.
School leaders redesigned some courses to be co-taught by two teachers and use this structure
(humanities integrates English and social studies, and math, science and technology integrates
environmental science and principles of algebra and geometry) in an effort to align curriculum within
grade levels. As observed by the renewal visit team, in practice, teachers in these classes take turns
teaching their content during the back-to-back class periods rather than collaborate on an
interdisciplinary lesson. Monthly department meetings provide opportunities for vertical alignment, but
as a high school, course sequences are primarily independent rather than sequential and it is unclear
what vertical alignment occurs. In two ninth grade courses, biology (living environment) and algebra, the
school has chosen to divide Regents course content into a two-year sequence, requiring students to
defer sitting for the Regents until tenth grade. It is unclear how this affects students’ ability to stay on
track to graduation. Daily lesson plans reference no strategies for differentiation of content for students
at risk of academic failure, students with disabilities or English language learners, and in observed
lessons, students were completing the same assignment at the same pace, generally in whole group
settings. Some teachers provided fill in the blank worksheets for note-taking, jump start activities
unrelated to course content, and checks for understanding that happened only by asking students
questions (rather than a more systematic approach such as daily exit tickets).
According to the school, under the guidance of the coordinator of internships, elective courses are
vertically aligned and mapped to the NYS Career Development and Occupational Studies (NYS CDOS)
standards. The career choices lesson observed by the renewal visit team stated a learning target (for
example, research college requirements) that was well below the level of challenge needed by the
seniors and juniors sitting in the class.
The school reports that it focused the month-long summer professional development training, led by
consultants from the Buck Institute, to help teachers design engaging learning tasks. School leaders
stated that they encourage teachers to design project-based learning as a means to embed the skills
needed in the workforce within the academic classes. Observations during the renewal visit showed no
evidence of project-based learning and few instances where students were directed to use workforce
“soft skills” such as diligence, timeliness, or teamwork in their tasks.
School leaders cited posted learning targets, an opening activity (jump start), and exit tickets as common
instructional practices in use across the school. Observers noted learning targets posted in most classes
and some evidence of an opening activity and exit tickets. However, learning targets were often
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restatements of the topic, agenda, or class activity rather than the concept to be understood or the skill
to be learned.
On the NYSED survey, teachers’ responses confirmed mixed understanding and implementation of
instructional rigor. Thirteen of the 19 teachers agreed there is uniformity in teachers’ implementation of
academic rigor, while six did not. While some teachers cited higher level thinking and application to new
situations as examples of academic rigor, many cited engaged students, working in groups, and involving
students as ways they would ensure rigor in their lessons, mixing the concepts of intellectual challenge
with motivation. Class visits conducted by formal site visit team members showed few lessons that were
engaging and many students who were exhibiting behavior that was off task or disengaged.
As permissible under the law, the school employs 10 teachers who are instructing courses or grade
levels for which they are not certified. Sixty-three percent of parents responding to the school’s annual
parent survey indicated a concern with the lack of experience of the teaching staff.
According to the school’s renewal application, teachers at RCMCS use item banks of Regents test items
to create baseline assessments to measure student content knowledge and skill proficiency. The school
modified its daily schedule to allow students to be assigned to test preparation and credit recovery
classes based on their particular graduation pathway and progress. While the school states that teachers
develop and use various checks for understanding as formative assessments to track student
understanding within the lesson, the predominant questions asked by teachers addressed task
completion rather than conceptual understanding.
School leaders stated that they have modified the daily schedule in response to persistent low Regents
passing rates to allow students to receive additional support within the school day in test prep classes or
with Edgenuity, an individualized online curriculum providing credit recovery and remediation.
RCMCS enrolls fewer students with disabilities and English learners than the district, but a higher
proportion of economically disadvantaged students. RCMCS uses a consultant teacher model to provide
services for its students with disabilities, with one of the two special educators providing support within
classes to identified students. The four English learners at RCMCS (less than 2% of the school’s
population) receive services from the ESOL specialist during assigned periods in the day. Two-thirds of
the teachers agreed that the school has a strong and effective program for students with disabilities and
English language learners. While the school retained all four of the English language learners, 55% of the
students with disabilities returned for the 2016-2017, a decline from the 62% who returned for 20152016. Appendix A and Tables 1 and 2 in Benchmark 1 show that the school has not been successful in
educating students with disabilities who perform far below their peers at the school and far below a
similar population in the district.
In addition to specialist educators, the school reports that its advisory program and individualized
learning plans (ILPs) provide support for diverse learners. Individual students work with their advisors to
compile the ILP, which lists a graduation plan of courses completed, courses needed, Regents passed
and needed, alongside a personal goals profile, college and career interests, and post-high school plans.
Sample ILPs provided to the renewal visit team varied in format and lacked sufficient detail to determine
how frequently the plans are reviewed, how current the profile and goals were, and whether progress
toward student defined goals had been made. The usefulness of the ILP as a guide for student decisions
and advisor actions remains unclear.
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Benchmark 3: Culture, Climate and Family Engagement
The school has systems in place to support students’ social and emotional health and to provide for a safe and respectful
learning environment. Families, community members and school staff work together to share in the responsibility for student
academic progress and social-emotional growth and well-being. Families and students are satisfied with the school’s academics
and the overall leadership and management of the school.

Finding: Approaches
Element

1. Behavior
Management and
Safety

2. Family Engagement
and Communication

3. Social-Emotional
Supports

Indicators

a. The school has a clear approach to behavioral management, including a
written discipline policy.
b. The school appears safe and all school constituents are able to articulate how
the school community maintains a safe environment.
c. The school has systems in place to ensure that the environment is free from
harassment and discrimination.
d. Classroom environments are conducive to learning and generally free from
disruption.

a. Teachers communicate with parents to discuss students’ strengths and needs.
b. The school assesses family and student satisfaction using strategies such as
surveys, feedback sessions, community forums, or participation logs, and
considers results when making schoolwide decisions.
c. The school has a systematic process for responding to parent or community
concerns.
d. The school shares school-level academic data with the broader school
community to promote transparency and accountability among parents,
students and school constituents.
a. School leaders collect and use data to track the socio-emotional needs of
students.
b. School leaders collect and use data regarding the impact of programs
designed to support students’ social and emotional health.

Summative Evidence for Benchmark 3:
RCMCS uses its code of conduct and discipline system to manage student behavior under the oversight
of the Student Success Team. There is no common behavior program in use across the school and
teachers are expected to develop their own methods to create a positive learning environment in their
classrooms. Wide variations in classroom orderliness and productive climate were observed by the site
visit teams. While most classrooms appear safe, the school reports over 604 discipline referrals and 12
out of school suspensions in 2015-2016.
On the NYSED-administered survey, 13 of the 19 teachers agreed that the school is generally free from
harassment and bullying with six offering a neutral response. While the school employs security staff to
ensure the physical safety of the students, on a recent survey, 74 of the 149 students agreed they felt
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safe at the school with 49 remaining neutral and 21 disagreeing. In open responses, students expressed
wishes for “less loud classes” and that the school would be “a little more organized.” Critical concerns
were raised by students who wanted “all the fighting to stop” and the school to be “more strict” on
disruptive behavior.
The Student Success Team is responsible for oversight of behavior management as well as the social and
emotional well-being of the students. The team includes RCMCS staff - the team manager, learning
center teacher, and a behavior interventionist -- as well as two crisis interventionists from the Center for
Youth, and a youth advocate from Hillside Work-Scholarship Connection. The team reported a caseload
of 32 students needing academic or mental health services at the time of the renewal visit. Team
members work one on one with students as advisors and mentors using a variety of strategies, and the
team meets weekly to monitor progress. Students sent from class are counseled by the Student Success
Center Manager or teacher to resolve issues and return to class as promptly as possible. In addition to
working with students, the team advises teachers on effective strategies and occasionally offers
professional development for RCMCS staff.
RCMCS assigns responsibility for parent communication to the students’ teacher-advisors. Teachers are
expected to contact families regularly with compliments and concerns and to keep families informed of
their child’s academic progress. As of the renewal visit, 167 families had contacted the school to get
access to School Tool, the information management system teachers are expected to update regularly
with class grades and assignments. Of the three parents who participated in the focus group, two were
new to the school and not able to confirm the scope and impact of the family engagement activities
detailed in the school’s renewal application.
RCMCS does not post a link to the state report card on its website and does not have a system in place
to share information about school-level academic performance with the broader community, which is a
NYSED expectation to promote transparency and accountability. Teachers hold academic conversations
with individual families, but the overall academic performance of the school overall is not familiar to
teachers (In the NYSED administered teacher survey of 2016, 13/19 teachers stated that they believe
that the school is outperforming the district, and 9/19 believe that the school is outperforming the state
average. Posters highlighting the first group of graduates are evident around the building, but school
level Regents data is not featured. Parents in the focus group were unaware of the school’s academic
performance, and board members cited the graduation rate but explained that their data dashboard
was undergoing revision so they could not cite specific details on the school’s academic performance on
Regents exams.
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Benchmark 4: Financial Condition
The school is in sound and stable financial condition as evidenced by performance on key financial indicators.

Finding: Meets
Summative Evidence for Benchmark 4:
Financial Condition
RCMCS appears to be in adequate financial condition as evidenced by performance on key indicators
derived from the school’s independently-audited financial statements.
The Department reviews the financial performance and management of charter schools using
quantitative and qualitative methods. Near‐term indicators, such as the current ratio and unrestricted
cash, are measures of liquidity and of the charter school’s capacity to maintain operations. Long‐term
indicators, such as total margin and debt‐to asset ratio, are measures of the charter school’s capacity to
remain viable and to meet financial obligations.
Overall Financial Outlook
A composite score is an overall measure of financial health calculated by the Department’s Office of
Audit Services. This score is based on a weighting of primary reserves, equity, and net income. A charter
school with a score between 1.5 and 3.0 is considered in strong financial health. RCMCS’s composite
score for 2015-2016 is 1.90. The table below shows the school’s composite scores from 2012-2013
through 2015-2016.
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School’s Composite Scores
2012-2013 to 2015-2016
Year
2015-2016
2014-2015
2013-2014
2012-2013

Composite Score
1.90
1.90
2.00
2.10

Source: NYSED Office of Audit Services

Near Term Indicators
Near term indicators of financial health are used to understand the current financial performance and
viability of the school. The CSO uses three measures:
The current ratio is a financial ratio that measures whether a school has sufficient resources to pay its
debts over the next 12 months. The ratio is mainly used to give an idea of the school's ability to pay back
its short-term liabilities (debt and payables) with its short-term assets (cash, inventory, receivables). The
higher the current ratio, the more capable the school is of paying its obligations, with a ratio under 1.0 a
cause for concern. For 2015-2016, RCMCS had a current ratio of 1.3.
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Unrestricted cash measures, in days, whether the corporation can meet operating expenses without
receiving new income. Schools typically strive to maintain at least 90 days of cash on hand. For fiscal
year 2015-2016, RCMCS operated with 19 days’ worth of unrestricted cash.
Enrollment stability measures whether or not a school is meeting its enrollment projections, thereby
generating sufficient revenue to fund ongoing operations. Actual enrollment that is over 85 percent is
considered reasonable. RCMCS’s enrollment stability for 2015-2016 was 85.6 percent.
Long Term Indicators
A school’s debt to asset ratio measures the extent to which the school relies on borrowed funds to
finance its operations. It is calculated as total liabilities divided by total assets. A ratio of 0.9 or less
meets a standard of low risk. For 2015-2016, RCMCS’s debt to asset ratio was 0.5.
Total margin measures the deficit or surplus a school yields out of its total revenues; in other words,
whether or not the school is living within its available resources. Total margin is calculated as net income
divided by total revenue. A total margin that is positive indicates low risk. For 2015-2016, RCMCS’s total
margin was -0.1 percent.

Benchmark 5: Financial Management
The school operates in a fiscally sound manner with realistic budgets pursuant to a long-range financial plan, appropriate
internal controls and procedures, and in accordance with state law and generally accepted accounting practices.

Finding: Meets
Summative Evidence for Benchmark 5:
CSO reviewed RCMCS’s 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 audited financial statements to determine whether
the independent auditor observed sufficient internal controls over financial reporting.
For the 2014-2015 period, the independent auditor issued a communication regarding internal controlrelated matters identified in the audit. A “deficiency in internal controls” is defined as when the design
or operation of an internal control does not allow school staff to prevent, detect or correct
misstatements in financial statements in a timely fashion. A “material weakness” is a deficiency or
combination of deficiencies in internal controls that creates a reasonable possibility that school staff will
not be allowed to prevent, detect or correct material misstatements in financial statements in a timely
fashion.
The auditor did not identify any deficiencies in internal controls that could be considered to be material
weaknesses. However, the communication listed six deficiencies identified during a 2013-2014 audit.
According to the communication, the school took action to correct five of the six deficiencies, with one
pending corrective action. During the 2014-2015 audit, seven additional deficiencies in internal controls
were identified.
CSO staff followed up by requesting a CAP to remediate the pending 2013-2014 deficiency as well as the
deficiencies identified during the 2014-2015 audit. The school provided a plan, which included an action
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plan for each deficiency, the person responsible, and the date completed.
expectations of CSO staff.

The plan met the

Benchmark 6: Board Oversight and Governance
The board of trustees provides competent stewardship and oversight of the school while maintaining policies, establishing
performance goals, and implementing systems to ensure academic success, organizational viability, board effectiveness and
faithfulness to the terms of its charter.

Finding: Falls Far Below
Element

1. Board Oversight
and Governance

Indicators

a. The board recruits and selects board members with skills and expertise that
meet the needs of the school.
b. The board engages in strategic and continuous improvement planning by
setting priorities and goals that are aligned with the school’s mission and
educational philosophy.
c. The board demonstrates active oversight of the charter school management,
fiscal operations and progress toward meeting academic and other school
goals.
d. The board regularly updates school policies.
e. The board utilizes a performance-based evaluation process for evaluating
school leadership, itself and providers.
f. The board demonstrates full awareness of its legal obligations to the school
and stakeholders.

Summative Evidence for Benchmark 6:
Section 2.13 of the charter and Section 2853(1)(f) of the Education Law state that the charter school’s
board “shall have final authority for policy and operational decisions of the School.” The Board has failed
to fulfill its responsibility to have final authority for policy and operational decisions of the school as
follows:
According to meeting minutes and interviews with board members, the board has deferred final
authority to the CEO to determine the academic and organizational direction of the school, sign school
contracts, and negotiate on the school’s behalf without adequate oversight. In 2014, three members of
the school’s board of trustees resigned before the end of their terms, at least one citing conflict with the
CEO as the reason for resignation. Additional resignations at the school have been attributed to
conflicts with the CEO, including at least some of the nine teachers who departed between July 2013
and June 2014, one of the school’s educational leaders, and the coordinator of internships, who
described the CEO’s behavior as “abusive,” and more recently, the director of operations and finance.
School consultants also terminated their relationship with the school due to differences with the CEO.
The board stated that its most significant challenge is to stop the turnover in personnel. The board’s
proposed strategy to address this concern is to hire additional administrators and revise the hiring
process.
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Until recently, the RCMCS Board of Trustees had not engaged in strategic planning based on evidence of
school performance. Policies dictated by the CEO have been initiated in response to issues that have
arisen, rather than proactively in anticipation of needs.
Despite being in operation for four years, the school reports in its renewal application, “We recently
built and developed a high quality board.” Over the course of the charter term, seventeen members
have joined the board and nine have left. At present, the governing body has eight approved members
(see further mention under Benchmark 10, Legal Compliance.) Renewal documents list only each
member’s committee assignment and fail to describe the expertise each member brings to the board,
making it difficult to determine the skills and knowledge held by the governing body.
The school has posted three academic goals and outcome measures, one governance goal and one
finance goal. The board reported that it has not engaged in strategic planning until recently, claiming
that it always had goals but didn’t document them. The school has been guided by the long term goals
stated in the mission, with no interim benchmarks or targets to determine whether progress was being
made toward the long term aims of graduation with a Regents diploma and college and career
readiness. While the board receives data reports from school administrators, they state that they rely on
the members with education backgrounds to help extract meaning from the data, explaining that they
didn’t dive deeply into that data, but instead focused on “jumping in and helping out” in the early years.
The board was unable to cite data that would be used to monitor progress toward the year-long goals
defined recently. The data dashboards have changed in format and content over the course of the
charter, and one recent version includes graphical representations of enrollment, demographics,
discipline, Regents passing rates, and progress toward graduation. The September dashboard draft
examined by the renewal site visit team included a number of data points that differed from other
charter documents and presented data that is not consistent with the measures defined in the Charter
School Performance Standards. For example, the attendance target was 92% but actual attendance
reached only 91%; a graduation rate discussion labeled “cohort 2016,” but that should be the “class of
2016.” Another version of the dashboard provided by the school electronically includes tabular as well
as graphical presentation of the school’s data offering a more complete picture of the school’s
performance. The redesigned dashboard includes a graphic presentation of the school’s financial
condition among other data elements mentioned above. Board members explained they have not
decided which version of the dashboard they prefer.
The RCMCS Board is organized into governance, finance, and academic committees with each reporting
to the full board at monthly meetings. Board minutes report little discussion of proposals with uniform
agreement on all decisions. Minutes from 2015-2016 reveal that the board has conducted a review of
many of its major policies, and approved revisions to some. Policies have been submitted to NYSED for
review before finalizing. The board contracted with an attorney to conduct a legal review of policy
revisions.
The board conducts a yearly evaluation of the chief executive officer in the areas of financial viability,
fundraising, personnel management, staff and students, facilities, and planning and governance. The
governance domain in the CEO’s evaluation states that one of his performance expectation is “. . .
maintains an active Board that provide (sic) good governance to the organization,” suggesting some
overlap between the board’s governance role and the CEO’s management of the organization. The CEO
evaluation does not include the academic performance standards or criteria against which the leader
will be assessed. Board members admitted that, in light of weak student achievement across the charter
term, they have not held the CEO accountable for disappointing outcomes, attributing responsibility to
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the four consecutive school leaders that were recruited and appointed over the charter term. The board
reports that its own evaluations occur “continuously,” despite few targets or standards to guide the
evaluation ratings.
Board members reported little success in engaging parents in the school. Some explained that inner city
parents have many reasons not to be involved in their high school child’s education. They reported that
school leaders provide opportunities for parents but rarely attract strong interest, and the board does
not hold school leaders or themselves accountable for that. Instead, teachers are responsible for
keeping parents informed about students’ progress through the advisory program.

Benchmark 7: Organizational Capacity
The school has established a well-functioning organizational structure, clearly delineated roles for staff, management, and
board members. The school has systems and protocols that allow for the successful implementation, evaluation, and
improvement of its academic program and operations.

Finding: Approaches
Element

1. School
Leadership

2. Professional
Climate

3. Contractual

Indicators

a. The school has an effective school leadership team that obtains staff
commitment to a clearly defined mission and set of goals, allowing for continual
improvement in student learning.
b. Roles and responsibilities for leaders, staff, management, and board members
are clearly defined. Members of the school community adhere to defined roles
and responsibilities.
c. The school has clear and well-established communication systems and decisionmaking processes in place which ensure effective communication across the
school.
d. The school successfully recruits, hires, and retains key personnel, and makes
decisions – when warranted – to remove ineffective staff members.
a. The school is fully staffed with high quality personnel to meet all educational
and operational needs, including finance, human resources, and communication.
b. The school has established structures for frequent collaboration among
teachers.
c. The school ensures that staff has requisite skills, expertise, and professional
development necessary to meet students’ needs.
d. The school has systems to monitor and maintain organizational and
instructional quality—which includes a formal process for teacher evaluation
geared toward improving instructional practice.
e. The school has mechanisms to solicit teacher feedback and gauge teacher
satisfaction.
a. The board of trustees and school leadership establish effective working
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Relationships
☐N/A

relationships with the management company or comprehensive service provider.
b. Changes in the school’s charter management or comprehensive service
provider contract comply with required charter amendment procedures.
c. The school monitors the efficacy of contracted service providers or partners.

Summative Evidence for Benchmark 7:
RCMCS has experienced a high level of turnover in instructional and operational leadership over the
course of the charter term. While the chief executive officer has remained constant, the chief of
operations and academics is starting her second year at the school and the current educational leader
began in June 2016. Teachers and staff demonstrated awareness of the school’s broad goals of career
exploration and college preparation and graphs showing highlights of the school’s academic
performance are posted around the building. Overall, teachers were unfamiliar with the specific gaps
and weaknesses in the school’s achievement, with a majority declaring on the NYSED survey that RCMCS
students are outperforming the district and the state on NYS assessments.
Staff demonstrated an understanding of the roles of the educational leader, director of operations and
academics, and the coordinator of internships. Members of the student support team described in detail
their responsibilities to provide for the social and emotional health of the students. Communication
among the staff and between staff and administrators is conducted primarily by email or face to face.
The office of the educational leader is on the floor with the classrooms, allowing convenient contact.
The chief executive officer and director of operations and academics maintain offices on a separate floor
and wing of the facility limiting their contact with students and teachers. On the NYSED survey, teachers
raised concerns about contradictions in communication from different sources. Most communication is
ad hoc, with individuals meeting or emailing as needed. Based on interviews with staff and leaders,
decisions are made by school leaders and communicated at the weekly staff meetings.
Over the course of its charter term, RCMCS has experienced high rates of teacher turnover. In year 4,
2015-2016, 16 of the 39 teachers left during the school year and six departed at the end. Similar results
are reported for the 2014-2015 school year, with 15 of 36 teachers departing during the school year and
four leaving at the end. In contrast, of the teachers working at the school in June 2016, the school
reports that 17 have stayed for 2016-2017. One administrator left the school at the end of year 4 (2016)
and two departed during or at the end of year 3, 2014-2015. Over the course of the charter, school
leaders report that a number of the teachers were dismissed due to unsatisfactory performance.
The teacher schedule at RCMCS provides time for structured and informal collaboration among staff. In
addition to intensive summer professional development, teachers meet every Wednesday from 1:00 pm
to 4:15 pm for grade level and content area meetings and professional development. On the NYSED
survey, 14 of the 19 teachers agreed that teachers frequently collaborate on matters of curriculum and
instruction, using Wednesday meeting time and informal “as needed” meetings during prep times as
opportunities to plan with their colleagues or confer with special educators. Student concerns are raised
at the Wednesday meetings also. Twelve of the 19 teachers agreed that these meetings are well
attended and recognized as valuable.
The RCMCS professional development calendar lists the topics to be addressed at the weekly
Wednesday afternoon time and on the two full day sessions during the year, and details the topics to be
covered during the summer extended professional development time. For the coming year, the school’s
professional development is focused on a writing strategy (TEAL), learning targets and close reading.
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Time is allotted for data review following benchmark assessments, workshops on common instructional
practices, advisory and internship procedures, and subject area vertical teams. On surveys asking staff to
evaluate the professional development, teachers were generally pleased with the sessions. However,
observations of classrooms during the renewal visit and Regents results show that instruction across the
school has not improved sufficiently to enable students to meet Regents targets.
The educational leader is the primary administrator responsible for maintaining instructional quality
with the support of the chief of operations and academics. Instruction is monitored through informal
class walkthroughs and formal teacher evaluations. Formal teacher evaluations use a simplified threepage summary of the Danielson framework, and informal walkthroughs focus on indicators chosen by
the educational leader who stated she focuses on implementation of strategies discussed in professional
development sessions. While the renewal application states that teachers are evaluated also against the
standards of the Teacher Project Based Evaluation Process, no evidence in interviews, surveys or
observations could confirm the use of this tool. Fifteen of the 19 teachers agreed that the school has a
system in place to monitor and evaluate instruction that includes regular administrator observations and
feedback. Several teachers mentioned peer observation but the renewal application indicates that peer
observations are planned for the coming year after teacher teams are established as a means of
establishing collaborative professional learning as part of its culture. Peer observations are not yet part
of the school’s approach to instructional quality. As noted under Benchmark 2, instruction at RCMCS did
not challenge students to meet the high standards defined in the NYSLS.
The school uses surveys and feedback from class observations as the means by which it solicits teacher
input on school operations. On the NYSED-administered survey, teachers mention staff discussions,
frequent emails, and an “open door” policy as means by which teachers can voice their compliments or
concerns. While most teachers agreed on the survey that the school is a long-term sustainable option
for them, 13 of the 19 agreed that they have the resources and support to do their job well. Over the
course of the charter term, RCMCS has experienced high rates of teacher turnover, due in part to
dismissal for unsatisfactory performance. On the NYSED-administered survey, teachers raise concerns
that teachers are responsible for implementing too many initiatives for which there is inadequate
follow-up and support.

Benchmark 8: Mission and Key Design Elements
The school is faithful to its mission and has implemented the key design elements included in its charter.

Finding: Approaches
Element

1. Mission and
Key Design
Elements

Indicators

a. School stakeholders share a common and consistent understanding of the
school’s mission and key design elements outlined in the charter.
b. The school has fully implemented the key design elements in the approved
charter and in any subsequently approved revisions.
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Summative Evidence for Benchmark 8:
The school’s mission reads:
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) is a model secondary school
offering a community of diverse learners in the City of Rochester a small,
personalized 9th through 12th grade high school that engages each student in
career exploration, college preparation, and rigorous academic standards. Our
charter school will graduate every student with a Regents diploma and the
academic and technical skills needed for today’s workforce and/or entrance into
college.
Section 2.5 of the school’s charter states in relevant part: The Charter School shall implement the
educational programs set forth in the Application so that its students may meet or exceed the
performance standards set forth in the Application and in the Performance Framework (section III of the
Oversight Plan described in section 6.2 of this agreement). The school’s board has failed to fulfill this
responsibility as follows:
The school has not established systems to ensure that students have access to a well-implemented,
cohesive, and comprehensive curriculum that is consistent with the expectations of the New York State
P-12 Learning Standards. The school confirms that the use of data to design an academic program that
meets the needs of all students remains in the early stages of implementation. Instructional practices in
use by teachers fail to engage students in their learning. Strategies (such as a revised school-wide
behavior management plan and use of student supportive services provided by community-based
organizational partners) to address persistent misbehavior that disrupts the learning environment have
yet to demonstrate a positive impact on the school’s outcomes. According to the NYSED Teacher Survey,
five out of fifteen teachers agree that the school climate and culture directly support student learning
and achievement.
The negative school culture limits student performance, and there continues to be no evidence that the
school is prioritizing academic improvement. The school’s students are not meeting the performance
standards set forth in the application and in the Performance Framework, and the school received a
rating of Falls Far Below on five of the ten Performance Framework Benchmarks in the report from the
full site visit conducted in October 2014. Performance Framework ratings were slightly improved in
November 2015, with three ratings of Falls Far Below and five ratings of Approaches.
The most common instructional practice in the classes observed by the site visit team involved students
using laptop computers to look up definitions or fill in blanks on worksheet packets. There was little or
no evidence of rigorous instruction and while many students were obediently complying with the
teacher’s instructions, there was little evidence that students were cognitively engaged in their learning.
Student participation was limited to completing assigned tasks and answering teacher-initiated
questions. No examples of student-generated questions were observed.
RCMCS is far from meeting its mission of becoming a “model secondary school.” While some key
elements are being implemented, the core academic program does not meet “rigorous academic
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standards,” as measured by student outcomes that would be sufficient to provide students with “the
academic and technical skills needed for today’s workforce and/or entrance into college.”
The RCMCS educational program also fails to foster levels of achievement consistent with the school’s
mission to graduate all students with a Regents diploma. According to school leaders, 32 percent of
students in the 2013 cohort are on track to graduate with a Regents diploma. The school reports that 42
of the 55 students in the 2012 cohort graduated (75%), with 29 (69% of the graduates) completing the
requirements for a Regents diploma and 13 (31% of the graduates) receiving a local diploma.
Board members, school leaders, teachers and parents cited the career focus of the school and the small,
personalized environment as a key element of the mission of RCMCS. The school’s commitment in its
mission to graduate all students with a Regents diploma was not mentioned by any of the groups
interviewed for the renewal visit. Sixty-four percent of students responding to the student survey
indicated a neutral or low agreement rating for the statement “Students in my school care about
graduating.”
On the NYSED survey, teachers cited college preparation, career exploration and rigorous academics as
key elements of the school’s mission. Students expressed mixed judgments about whether the school’s
mission to graduate students prepared for college and career is valued by their peers. On the survey
administered in September, 51 of the 149 students agreed that students care about graduating, while 66
chose a neutral response and 29 disagreed.
The three families represented in the parent focus group agreed that their interest in the school derived
from its small size, a major benefit to RCMCS when compared with the large size of district high schools.
They indicated their children have benefitted from the career focus and goal setting activities
incorporated into the academic program. Two of the families have enrolled their children for the first
time this year, one in twelfth grade and one in tenth, so their knowledge of school operations is limited.
The school implements its personalization design element through its advisory program, in which
teacher-advisors meet weekly with their students to review academic progress, develop and monitor
each student’s Individual Learning Plan (ILP), and maintain communication with each advisee’s family.
On the ILP, students are asked to define short and long term goals, identify academic and socialemotional strengths and gaps, and keep a record of their credits and Regents exams passed and needed,
similar to a transcript. The work of completing and reviewing the ILP is overseen by each student’s
advisor. On the September student survey administered by the school, students expressed mixed
responses about aspects of the school’s culture of personalization. While 104 of the 149 agreed that
“There is at least one adult I feel I can trust to ask for help,” 22 students remained neutral and 24
disagreed with that statement. While most felt welcome at the school (99 of 149 agree), a significant
proportion remained neutral or disagreed. While the school intends its advisory program to form a
personalized community, student comments such as those on the survey suggest that a personalized
community is not firmly in place. In addition, the impact of reducing from five advisory periods per week
to one per week, a change initiated this year, has not been assessed.
The majority of the instructional staff at RCMCS are early career educators with limited classroom or
instructional design experience. Curriculum materials include basic information about topic sequences
to be covered in a course, but few details on instructional strategies, differentiation methods, or sample
checks for understanding. While the NYSLS were often referenced by code number, alignment to the
depth of conceptual understanding and breadth of content in the NYSLS was evident in one set of
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course materials. The educational leader reported that teachers struggle with basic curriculum
development skills, such as constructing adequate learning objectives. While the school provides
intensive professional development over the summer and updates at weekly meetings, most time has
been spent on introducing the staff to concepts of project based learning, the school’s renewed
emphasis, rather than refinement of the existing curriculum. The school reports that some teachers
worked over the summer to redesign the scope and sequence of its career choices curriculum to replace
the one in use over the first four years of the school’s operation. Based on the achievement outcomes
shown in Appendix A, the flexibility afforded teachers to design their own curriculum has not resulted in
an academic program that supports student success.
The school cites data showing that 37 of the 39 students who graduated (95%) secured a career, college
or military placement as of the time of commencement. The data dashboard provided to the board of
trustees indicates that 50 of the 59 students in the current twelfth grade are placed in internships and
the remaining 9 have not yet been assigned. The new coordinator of internships has documented
program elements to standardize program expectations and responsibilities. The coordinator explained
that most placements are best characterized as career exploration experiences rather than internships
which are typically intended to give in-depth work experience. The internship program documents do
not include specific learning objectives or minimal criteria needed for students to be eligible for credits
toward graduation based on their experience.
RCMCS adjusted its daily schedule to provide credit recovery and test preparation blocks for students
within the school day. In previous years, support was provided during optional after school sessions,
which were not as well attended as school leaders hoped. The adjusted schedule reduced advisory
periods to one per week, from the five days per week previously, opening a class period for students to
be placed in career exploration classes, resource classes for students with disabilities or English language
learners, research projects, or review for Regents exams. In the original charter, the school’s enrichment
block and student support came during the extended school day. According to school leaders, students
on track to graduate are dismissed at noon, others at 2:00 pm, and the remainder at 4:00 pm to allow
time for extra academic support. The benefits, if any, of the adjusted schedules and reduced advisory
periods will not be evident until the end of the school year.

Benchmark 9: Enrollment, Recruitment, and Retention
The school is meeting or making annual progress toward meeting the enrollment plan outlined in its charter and its enrollment
and retention targets for students with disabilities, English language learners, and students who are eligible applicants for the
free and reduced priced lunch program; or has demonstrated that it has made extensive good faith efforts to attract, recruit,
and retain such students.

Finding: Falls Far Below
Element

1. Targets are
met
2. Targets are not
met

Indicators

a. The school maintains sufficient enrollment demand for the school to meet or
come close to meeting the enrollment plan outlined in the charter.
a. The school is making regular and significant annual progress toward meeting the
targets.
b. The school has implemented extensive recruitment strategies and program
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services to attract and retain students with disabilities, English language learners,
and students who are eligible for free and reduced priced lunch. Strategies include,
but are not limited to: outreach to parents and families in the surrounding
communities, widely publicizing the lottery for such school, efforts to academically
support these students, and enrollment policy revisions, such as employing a
weighted lottery or enrollment preference, to increase the proportion of enrolled
students from the three priority populations.
c. The school has implemented a systematic process for evaluating recruitment and
outreach strategies and program services for each of the three categories of
students, and makes strategic improvements as needed.

Table 3: Student Demographics – RCMCS Compared to District of Location (Rochester City SD)
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
Percent of
Percent of
Percent of
Enrollment
Enrollment
Enrollment
School
Enrollment of Special Populations
Economically
Disadvantaged
96%
English Language
Learners
3%
Students with
Disabilities
9%

CSD

Variance2

School

CSD

Variance

School3

88%

+12%

96%

91%

+5%

69%

12%

-9%

3%

13%

-10%

2%

20%

-11%

9%

20%

-11%

12%

Summative Evidence for Benchmark 9:
While RCMCS enrolls a higher percentage of economically disadvantaged students than the district, it
serves far fewer students with disabilities and English language learners than Rochester City School
District (RCSD). The school has had mixed success in retaining students in the special populations,
reporting that all four of its English language learners and 81% of its economically disadvantaged
students returned for the 2016-2017 school year, but only 55% of the students with disabilities chose to
continue at the school.
The school continues the recruitment strategies used since its launch four years ago, which include
mailings, brochures and postcards distributed to community agencies. This year, the school initiated
contact with an organization serving as a gateway for immigrant families. Also this summer, staff
members went door to door in selected neighborhoods inviting families to enroll. The school reported
some success with the new strategies but noted that many students had already selected their
September school placement by the time they were made aware of RCMCS. Data provided by the school
does not show an increase in the enrollment of students with disabilities or English learners.

2
3

Variance is defined as the percent of subgroup enrollment between the charter school and the district of location.
Reported by the school; 2016-2017 enrollment data has not been publicly released as of the date of this report.
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The staff person responsible for enrollment mentioned that the school gathers information about where
students learned about RCMCS on the intake forms, but school leaders did not indicate whether they
use this data to evaluate their recruitment strategies.
Board members noted they have increased the recruitment budget to provide for additional mailings
and for translations of recruitment materials into more languages than the current Spanish and English.
New language documents are not yet available.
As noted on page 6, RCMCS has retained 68.5% of enrolled students to the culminating grade of the
school. According to Department data, 337 students were enrolled in the school over the four-year
charter term. A total of 106 students (31.5%) departed the school prior to graduating. This low retention
rate is an indicator of the school’s poor performance.

Benchmark 10: Legal Compliance
The school complies with applicable laws, regulations, and the provisions of its charter.

Finding: Falls Far Below
Element

1. Legal
Compliance

Indicators

a. The school has compiled a record of substantial compliance with applicable
state and federal laws and the provisions of its charter including, but not limited
to: those related to student admissions and enrollment; FOIL and Open Meetings
Law; protecting the rights of students and employees; financial management and
oversight; governance and reporting; and health and safety requirements.
b. The school has undertaken appropriate corrective action when needed, and
has implemented necessary safeguards to maintain compliance with all legal
requirements.
c. The school has sought Board of Regents and/or Charter School Office approval
for significant revisions.

Summative Evidence for Benchmark 10:
RCMCS complies with most laws, regulations, and provisions of its charter with a few exceptions:







The school has submitted its 2014-2015 annual report after the statutory due date.
The school erroneously awarded Regents Diplomas with Advanced Designation. After careful
review of student academic records obtained from the school, it appears that the Regents
Diplomas with Advanced Designation were not issued in compliance with Department
regulations. These two diplomas should have been issued as a Regents diploma.
The school is out of compliance with its own by-laws, as the RCMCS by-laws require no fewer
than nine members and only eight approved members are currently serving.
Student health records are held in the same files as academic records, without appropriate
privacy protections.
On the teacher survey, only 10 of 19 respondents affirm that the school has conducted the
required annual Dignity for All Students Act (DASA) training.
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APPENDIX A: ASSESSMENT AND GRADUATION OUTCOMES
Rochester Career Mentoring Regents passing
(publicly available data retrieved from data.nysed.gov)
English Language Arts Common Core (levels 3, 4, & 5)
Integrated Algebra (>65)
Integrated Algebra SWD
Geometry (>65)
Algebra 2/ Trigonometry
Algebra 1 Common Core (levels 3, 4, and 5)
Global History and Geography (>65)
Global History and Geography (SWD)
US History and government (>65)
Living Environment (>65)
Living Environment (SWD)
Physical Setting/ Earth Science (>65)
Physical Setting/ Chemistry (>65) n=6

2014-2015 Regents Results Comparison
(publicly available data retrieved from data.nysed.gov)
English Language Arts Common Core (levels 3, 4, & 5)
Integrated Algebra (>65)
Geometry (>65)
Algebra 2/ Trigonometry
Algebra 1 Common Core (levels 3, 4, and 5)
Global History and Geography (>65)
Global History and Geography (SWD)
US History and government (>65)
Living Environment (>65)
Living Environment (SWD)
Physical Setting/ Earth Science (>65)
Physical Setting/ Chemistry (>65) n=6

RCMCS
2014-2015
45%
41%
0%
20%
5%
14%
20%
8%
36%
31%
0%
15%
17%

RCMCS
45%
41%
20%
-14%
20%
8%
36%
31%
0%
15%
17%
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RCMCS
2013-2014

RCMCS
2012- 2013

18%
10%
6%

30%
17%
0%

29%
14%
34%
0%
15%

Rochester
City
54%
31%
18%
20%
22%
32%
10%
46%
38%
15%
27%
25%

7%

NYS
86%
62%
72%
60%
63%
67%
34%
84%
77%
46%
72%
75%
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Table 5: High School Total 4-Year Regents Outcomes for All Students:
School, District & NYS Level Aggregates
4-Yr Cohort:

2010 Cohort

All Students

Subject
ELA
Math
Global
History
US History
Science
Graduation
Rate

2011 Cohort

2012 Cohort

School
%
%
%

District
%
%
%

State
%
%
%

School
%
%
%

District
%
%
%

State
%
%
%

School
62%
69%
45%

District
%
%
%

State
84%
86%
78%

%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
80%

%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
80%

47%
55%
75%

%
%
%

81%
84%
80%

Table 6: High School Total 4-Year Regents Outcomes by Subgroup – Economically Disadvantaged Students:
School, District & NYS Level Aggregates
4-Yr Cohort:
2010 Cohort
2011 Cohort
2012 Cohort
Economically
Disadvantaged

Subject
ELA
Math
Global
History
US History
Science
Graduation
Rate

School
%
%
%

District
%
%
%

State
%
%
%

School
%
%
%

District
%
%
%

State
%
%
%

School
62%
69%
45%

District
%
%
%

State
79%
81%
70%

%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
80%

%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
80%

47%
55%
75%

%
%
%

74%
78%
80%
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Table 7: High School Total 4-Year Regents Outcomes by Subgroup – Students with Disabilities:
School, District & NYS Level Aggregates
4-Yr Cohort:
Students
with
Disabilities

Subject
ELA
Math
Global
History
US History
Science
Graduation
Rate

2010 Cohort

2011 Cohort

2012 Cohort

School
%
%
%

District
%
%
%

State
%
%
%

School
%
%
%

District
%
%
%

State
%
%
%

School
0%
0%
0%

District
%
%
%

State
51%
51%
40%

%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
80%

%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
80%

0%
0%
%

%
%
%

47%
50%
80%

Table 8: High School Total 4-Year Regents Outcomes by Subgroup – English Language Learners:
School, District & NYS Level Aggregates
4-Yr Cohort:
English
Language
Learners

Subject
ELA
Math
Global
History
US History
Science
Graduation
Rate

2010 Cohort

2011 Cohort

2012 Cohort

School
%
%
%

District
%
%
%

State
%
%
%

School
%
%
%

District
%
%
%

State
%
%
%

School
0%
0%
0%

District
%
%
%

State
30%
48%
24%

%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
80%

%
%
%

%
%
%

%
%
80%

0%
0%
%

%
%
%

30%
32%
80%
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ROCHESTER CAREER MENTORING CHARTER SCHOOL

12/15/2016

Date: December 15, 2016
To:

Susan Gibbons
Charter School Office

From: Dennis Francione, CEO
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
Re:

Factual Corrections to the 2016-17 Renewal Site Visit Report

Ms. Gibbons:
After thorough review of the 2016-17 Renewal Site Visit Report, we appreciate your immediate
attention to our factual changes in the report. Thank you!
On page 7: While most classrooms appear safe, the school reports over 700 referrals and 70
out of school suspensions for 2015 – 2016 as a result of behavior mismanagement.
Correction: The school reports 604 referrals with a breakdown of referrals as follows:
 Discipline 382 (63%)
 Attendance 148 (25%)
 Social/Emotional 51 (8%)
 Academic 23 (4%)
This totals 604 referrals
Only 12 of the referrals resulted in suspensions
 6 incidents were DASIA (8% suspensions)
 1 incident was VADIR (1%)
On page 10: For its first graduates, the school reports a 70.9% four year graduation rate,
significantly below the state target of 80%
Correction: RCMCS reported a 75% rate, which is 5% below the 80% state average.
On page 13: (third paragraph) Beyond conducting an item analysis of recent regents exams
and teacher created pre-tests, the school does not have a coordinated system of diagnostic or
benchmark assessments to tract students intermediate progress.
Correction: RCMCS conducts regular benchmark assessments; a calendar was
provided at the time of the Site Visit.
On page 15: (at the top of the page) the figure 700 referrals is repeated.
Correction: Please note the figure should read 604 referrals.
On page 15: (first paragraph) Only 74 of the 149 students agreed they felt safe at the school
with 49 remaining neutral and 21 disagreeing.
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Correction: 86% of students feel safe by omitting the 49 remaining neutral count.
On page 21: (third paragraph, last sentence) Over the course of the charter, school leaders
report that a number of teachers were dismissed due to unsatisfactory performance.
Correction: After further review of our records, since 2012 approximately 90% of our
employees voluntarily ended their employment either during the schoolyear or at the end of their
contracts for new opportunities, such as certification challenges, applying to larger districts, rural
schools, or simply relocated out of the area. Approximately 13% of the termination of teacher
contracts were due to poor performance. In addition, RCMCS is proud to have maintained 74%
of our current (2016-2017) staff returned from last year.
On page 27: The staff person responsible for enrollment mentioned that the school gathers
information about where students learned about RCMCS on the intake forms, but school
leaders did not indicate whether they use this data to evaluate their recruitment strategies.
Correction: The school has found post-card mailings has had the highest impact on
student recruitment and our enrolled student ambassadors sharing with students from other
schools a valuable recruitment technique. RCMCS has a recruitment committee that reviews
this data.

cc:

David Frank
Susan Megna
Kevin McCormick
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From: Susan Megna
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 4:19 PM
To: 'Kevin McCormick'
Cc: Board of Trustees; Kenneth Licht; Karonne Jarrett Watson; Susan Gibbons; David Frank
Subject: RE: Rochester Career Mentoring School

Good afternoon Mr. McCormick,
Attached is the final RCMCS Renewal Site Visit Report. We made several factual corrections. Your letter
of January 11, 2017, has been filed with the report.
Susan Megna
Performance Oversight Coordinator
New York State Education Department
Charter School Office
EB 5N Mezzanine
89 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12234
518-474-1682

Attachment D:
Notification to School
re Non-Renewal
Recommendation

THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT / THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
CHARTER SCHOOL OFFICE
ROOM 5N EB Mezzanine, 89 WASHINGTON AVENUE, ALBANY NY, 12234
Tel. 518/474-1762; Fax 518/474-7558; charterschools@nysed.gov

January 27, 2017

Via Electronic and Regular Mail
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Board of Trustees
c/o Kevin McCormick, Board Chair
kmccormick@rcmcs.org
Re:

Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Renewal Recommendation

Dear Mr. McCormick:
Please take notice that at an upcoming Board of Regents meeting, the New York State
Education Department (the “Department”) will recommend that the Board of Regents deny your
application to renew the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School’s (“RCMCS”) charter. This
recommendation will be based on the school’s achievement on the performance benchmarks set
forth in the Charter School Performance Framework, including but not limited to student academic
achievement. In addition, the Department is unable to demonstrate all of the findings that the
Board of Regents, as the chartering entity, is required by NYS Education Law Article 56, the
Charter Schools Act (the “Act”), to make.1 In particular, given the educational record of the school
over the current charter term, the Department cannot find that:





The charter school meets the requirements set forth in Article 56 of the Education Law
and all other applicable laws, rules, and regulations;
The charter school can demonstrate the ability to operate the school in an educationally
and fiscally sound manner;
Granting the renewal application is likely to improve student learning and achievement
and materially further the purposes set out Education Law §2850(2); nor
Granting the application would have a significant educational benefit to the students
expected to attend the proposed charter school.

A summary of information supporting this recommendation is in the school’s Renewal Site Visit
Report. A summary of RCMCS’s student achievement record supporting this recommendation is
summarized in Appendix A attached.
Please take further notice that, pursuant to 8 NYCRR §119.7, RCMCS has thirty days to
address these concerns and/or to submit a written response to this recommendation. If you choose
to submit a written response, it should be sent via e-mail to David Frank, Executive Director,
Charter School Office, at David.Frank@nysed.gov and CharterSchools@nysed.gov by noon on
February 27, 2017. The response may include supporting affidavits, exhibits, and other
1

See Education Law §2852(2).

1

documentary evidence and may also include a written legal argument. Any timely response
submitted by the school will be provided to the Regents for their consideration with the
Department’s recommendation. A failure to submit a timely response will result in the Board of
Regents taking action on the school’s renewal application without the benefit of input from
RCMCS.
The school’s board may also choose to withdraw the Renewal Application and
voluntarily surrender its charter. We strongly recommend that the RCMCS board meet for the
purpose of discussing all options, including a voluntarily surrender. Please let us know the
Board’s decision no later than February 27, 2017. If the charter school’s board agrees to a
voluntarily surrender, the Department will provide it with technical assistance in preparing the
necessary documentation and to ensure the smooth and timely transition of students currently
enrolled in RCMCS.
The Regents have the final decision-making authority concerning the renewal of a charter.
Subject to change, we anticipate that the Board of Regents will consider RCMCS’s renewal
application at its regularly scheduled meeting on March 13-14, 2017 unless the school voluntarily
withdraws their renewal application.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

David Frank
Executive Director
NYSED Charter School Office
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Appendix A

New York State Education Department
Charter School Office

Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
Summary of Reasons for Non-Renewal
January, 2017
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) has not met the academic performance
expectations set forth in the Charter Agreement with the Board of Regents, the NYSED Charter
School Performance Framework for Board of Regents-authorized charter schools, or the Board of
Regents Charter School Renewal Policy. RCMCS has not implemented the educational program
described in the charter which was granted by the Board of Regents in 2011.

Name of Charter School

Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School

Board Chair

Kevin McCormick

School Leader

Dennis Francione

District of location
Opening Date
Charter Terms
Authorized Grades / Maximum
Authorized Enrollment
Facilities

Rochester City School District
8/20/2012
Initial charter term: 7/1/2012-6/30/2017
Grades 9-12
30 Hart Street, Rochester, New York 14605 (private
facility)
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Mission Statement

Key Design Elements

Requested Revisions

“Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
(RCMCS) is a model secondary school offering a
community of diverse learners in the City of Rochester
a small, personalized 9th through 12th grade high
school that engages each student in career
exploration, college preparation, and rigorous
academic standards. Our charter school will graduate
every student with a Regents diploma and the
academic and technical skills needed for today’s
workforce and/or entrance into college.”
 Personalization (Individual learning plans and
teacher-advisors)
 Teachers as curriculum designers (Based on
RCSD curriculum framework aligned to
common core, using project-based learning)
 Career internships
 Enrichment block and student support
None

Some key areas of deficiency are described below.
Performance Framework Benchmark 1: Student Performance
To meet the expectations outlined in Benchmark 1, the school must meet or exceed achievement indicators for
academic trends toward proficiency, proficiency and high school graduation. In a charter high school, proficiency is
measured as high school Regents and Common Core Regents exam scores of 65 or higher).Charter school high school
testing outcomes are expected to achieve the NYS average testing outcomes and graduation outcomes are expected to
be at 80% or higher.

Annual Regents Testing Outcomes
The Charter School Performance Framework target for annual Regents testing outcomes is the
NYS average for all students and for the economically disadvantaged, English language learner
and students with disabilities subgroups. RCMCS falls far below target expectations for Regents
annual testing outcomes. In every year of the RCMCS charter term, annual Regents testing
outcomes for every tested subject for all students and all subgroups have been significantly
lower than the state average.
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Table 1: Aggregate Annual Outcomes
RCMCS and NYS*
Regents Exam2
English Language Arts
Common Core (levels 3, 4, &
5)
Integrated Algebra (>65)
Integrated Algebra SWD
Geometry (>65)
Algebra 2/ Trigonometry
Algebra 1 Common Core
(levels 3, 4, and 5)
Algebra 2 Common Core
Geometry Common Core
Global History and Geography
(>65)
Global History and Geography
(SWD)
US History and government
(>65)
Living Environment (>65)
Living Environment (SWD)
Physical Setting/ Earth Science
(>65)
Physical Setting/ Chemistry
(>65) n=6

2015-2016

2014-2015

2013- 2014

2012-2013

RCMCS

NYS

RCMCS

NYS

RCMCS

NYS

RCMCS

NYS

52%

87%

45%

80%

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

33%
8%
0%

58%
34%
38%
55%

41%
0%
20%
5%

62%
39%
72%
60%

18%
10%
6%
N.A.

72%
41%
73%
N.A.

30%
17%
0%
N.A.

74%
44%
87%
N.A.

37%

72%

14%

63%

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

11%
0%

74%
64%

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

14%

68%

20%

67%

29%

66%

N.A.

N.A.

0%

36%

8%

34%

14%

33%

N.A.

N.A.

25%

82%

36%

84%

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

27%
0%

78%
48%

31%
0%

77%
46%

34%
0%

78%
48%

N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

21%

71%

15%

72%

15%

72%

7%

71%

7%

76%

17%

75%

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

*publicly available data source from data.nysed.gov.

2012 Cohort Regents Testing Outcomes
The Charter School Performance Framework target for graduation cohort Regents testing
outcomes is the NYS average for all students and the economically disadvantaged, English
language learner and students with disabilities subgroup cohorts. RCMCS falls far below target
expectations for Cohort Regents testing outcomes. In the school’s first cohort (2012), Regents
testing outcomes for all students and for all subgroups, in ELA, Mathematics, Global
History, US History, and Science are significantly lower than the state average.

2

Due to the small number of ELL students tested, the Regents exam results for ELLs are suppressed.
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Table 2: Aggregate and Subgroup 2012 Cohort Regents Testing Outcomes
RCMCS and NYS*
Assessment Population3
RCMCS
NYS
Variance
Secondary Level English Language Arts After Four Years of Instruction
All students
62%
84%
-22%
Students with disabilities
51%
English language learners
30%
Economically disadvantaged
62%
79%
-17%
Secondary Level Mathematics After Four Years of Instruction
All students
69%
86%
Students with disabilities
51%
-51%
English language learners
48%
Economically disadvantaged
69%
81%
-12%
Secondary Level Global History and Geography After Four Years of Instruction
All students
45%
78%
-33%
Students with disabilities
40%
English language learners
24%
Economically disadvantaged
45%
70%
-25%
Secondary Level U.S. History and Government After Four Years of Instruction
All students
47%
81%
-34%
Students with disabilities
47%
English language learners
30%
Economically disadvantaged
47%
74%
-27%
Secondary Level Science After Four Years of Instruction
All students
55%
84%
-29%
Students with disabilities
50%
English language learners
32%
Economically disadvantaged
55%
78%
-23%

*publicly available data source = data.nysed.gov

High School Completion Outcomes
RCMCS has not met the Board of Regents target cohort graduation rate of 80%. The school
reports a 70.9% four-year graduation rate for all students in the 2012 cohort. Of the 55 students
reported to be in the cohort, the school reports that 42 students graduated. Twenty nine students
were awarded a Regents diploma (two students were awarded the Regents Diploma with Advanced
Designation), and 13 students (31% of the graduates) were issued local diplomas.

3

Due to the small number of ELL students tested, the Regents exam results for ELLs are suppressed.
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Review by NYSED staff of the RCMCS 2015-2016 School Report Card suggests inconsistencies
in data submitted by the school and possible irregularities in the issuance of diplomas. Resulting
from the audit of a small sample of student records reviewed during the renewal visit in September
2016, the NYSED Charter School Office was advised by NYSED Office of Curriculum and
Instruction staff that the two Regents Diplomas with Advanced Designation were improperly
awarded as per Department regulations. The Department also notes that eight students who were
issued local diplomas, almost a third of the graduating cohort, were approved for Section 504 plans
in the spring of the 12th grade year, and thus were not provided with the supports and
accommodations during the greater portion of their high school years that might have permitted
them to earn a Regents diploma.
With 29 students in the 2012 cohort earning a Regents diploma, only slightly more than half the
school’s graduates reached the RCMCS mission statement of graduating every student with
a Regents diploma.
Students On-Track to Graduate at RCMCS
RCMCS reports that 32% of students in the 2013 cohort (23 of the 71 students) have passed three
Regents exams or more, the measure of “on track to graduate.” This is significantly below the
Charter School Performance Framework target of 75%. Forty eight students or 68% of the
cohort must complete the classwork and pass Regents exams in at the least three subject areas
during the senior year in order to graduate with their class. The on-track percentages for students
with disabilities or who are English language learners is not reported.

Performance Framework Benchmark 6: Board Oversight and Governance:
To meet the expectations of Benchmark 6, the board of trustees must provide competent stewardship and oversight of
the school while maintaining policies, establishing performance goals, and implementing systems to ensure academic
success, organizational viability, board effectiveness and faithfulness to the terms of its charter.

Over the term of the charter, the board has not established systems to govern school operations and
appears to have abrogated much of its stewardship to the school’s founder/CEO. Board
membership has not been consistent, as six of the eight founding members have left the board
since the school was chartered; others have come and gone as well. In meetings with CSO staff,
the board has been uninformed in critical areas of student performance, and unable to describe
progress toward charter goals and performance framework standards beyond the recently
calculated 2012 cohort graduation rate. The board does not hold the CEO accountable for student
outcomes in his annual performance evaluation. Organizational viability has been unstable as the
charter term has been marked by numerous resignations of school leaders, teachers, and board
members.
A Corrective Action Plan (CAP) was put into place in April of 2014 to address several of the
ongoing issues at the school, including governance, climate and culture, student achievement,
parent and community involvement, and non-compliance with the charter. The board was unable to
establish and meet measureable outcomes in response to the requirements of the CAP, even with
support from NYSED over several months. These issues have been a concern from the onset of the
charter term.
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Performance Framework Benchmark 7: Organizational Capacity:
To meet the expectations of Benchmark 7, the school must establish a well-functioning organizational structure, with
clearly delineated roles for staff, management, and board members. The school must have systems and protocols that
allow for the successful implementation, evaluation, and improvement of its academic program and operations.

At RCMCS, persistent turnover in key leadership roles (educational leader, director/chief of
operations and finance, coordinator of internships, director of climate and student support, and
director of constructivism) has resulted in a new school leadership team each year of operation.
Teacher retention has remained low every year, with average annual teacher retention rates of less
than 50%. Parents have reported concern about inexperienced and unskilled teachers. Professional
development, although provided frequently, does not appear to translate into changes in
instructional strategies, with teachers citing insufficient follow-up and support.

Performance Framework Benchmark 8: Mission and Key Design Elements:
To meet the expectations of Benchmark 8, the school must be faithful to its mission and have implemented the key
design elements included in its charter.

RCMCS has not demonstrated progress toward attaining the components of its charter mission
and/or key design elements. At the end of the first charter term, the school is not carrying out its
stated mission, which would include becoming a model secondary school, providing rigorous
academic instruction, awarding every student a Regents diploma, and providing students with the
academic and technical skills for today’s workforce or college.
The four key design elements in the charter have not been implemented. Personalization through
the advisory system has been undermined by cutting advisory from a daily activity to one day per
week. “Teachers as curriculum designers” has led to an ever-changing curriculum with little
evidence of vertical alignment or student success through its implementation. Career internships
are seen by the coordinator as career or job exposure rather than the credit-bearing career
exploration internship placements as described in the charter. The enrichment block and student
support outside the school day have been eliminated in favor of test prep classes inside the school
day.

Performance Framework Benchmark 9: Enrollment, Recruitment, and Retention:
To meet Benchmark 9, the school must meet or be making annual progress toward meeting the enrollment plan
outlined in its charter and its enrollment and retention targets for students with disabilities, English language
learners, and students who are eligible applicants for the free and reduced priced lunch program; or demonstrate that
it has made extensive good faith efforts to attract, recruit, and retain such students .

Enrollment
RCMCS is under-enrolled. In the fourth and fifth year of the charter, the school served 80 fewer
students (-25%) than the approved enrollment of 320. In accordance with the terms of the charter
agreement, the school requested and was granted approval to serve 270 students (85% of the
approved enrollment) in 2015-2016, but actually enrolled only 231. In the current school year, only
236 students are enrolled.
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Demographics
As shown in table 3, although the percentage of students who are economically disadvantaged is
comparable to that of the Rochester City School District, the school enrolls far fewer English
language learners and students with disabilities than the district. Efforts to recruit students in these
categories were not updated until the current school year, and then only in summer when many
families had already chosen schools. School documents in other languages are not yet available.
Also, academic outcomes for students with disabilities are lower than academic outcomes for
students with disabilities in Rochester City School District, making the school an unattractive
option for families and suggesting that such students would be better served in the district than in
the charter school.
Table 3: Student Demographics – RCMCS Compared to District of Location (Rochester City
SD)
2014-15
Percent of
Enrollment
School CSD
Variance4
Enrollment of Special Populations
Economically
Disadvantaged
96%
88%
+12%
English Language
Learners
3%
12%
-9%
Students with
Disabilities
9%
20%
-11%

2015-16
2016-17
Percent of
Percent of
Enrollment
Enrollment
School
CSD Variance
School5

96%

91%

+5%

69%

3%

13%

-10%

2%

9%

20%

-11%

12%

As reported to NYSED by RCMCS, there were minimal good efforts made in the preceding
charter term towards attract and retain a comparable or greater enrollment of English language
learners and students with disabilities when compared to the district.
Student Retention
RCMCS has retained 68.5% of enrolled students to the culminating grade of the school. According
to Department data, 337 students were enrolled in the school over the four-year charter term. A
total of 106 students (31.5%) departed the school prior to graduating.

4
5

Variance is defined as the percent of subgroup enrollment between the charter school and the district of location.
Reported by the school; 2016-2017 enrollment data has not been publicly released as of the date of this report.
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SCHOOL DESCRIPTION1

Opening Information
Date Initial Charter Approved by Board of Regents
09/13/2011
School Opening Date

08/20/2012

Charter Term

9/13/2011 - 6/30/2017

Location
School
Year(s)

Location(s)

Grades at Location

District of
Location

Districts
Served

2012present

30 Hart Street, Rochester, NY 14605

9-11

Rochester

Rochester

Partner Organizations
Partner Name

Partnership Type

Dates of Service

None

Mission Statement
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (CMCS) is a model secondary school offering a community
of diverse learners in the City of Rochester a small, personalized 9th through 12th grade high school that
engages each student in career exploration, college preparation, and rigorous academic standards. Our
charter school will graduate every student with a Regents diploma and the academic and technical skills
needed for today’s workforce and/or entrance into college.






1

Key Design Elements
Personalization (Individual Learning Plans and teacher-advisors)
Teachers as Curriculum Designers (based on RCSD curriculum framework, aligned to CC, using
project-based learning)
Career Internships
Enrichment Block and Student Support

The information in this section was provided by the NYS Education Department Charter School Office.
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School Characteristics2
School Year

Chartered
Enrollment

Actual
Enrollment

Grades
Served

2012- 2013
2013-2014
2014-2015

80
160
240

78
172
225

9
9-10
9-11

Maximum enrollment: 320

Student Demographics
2012-2013

2013-2014

Percent of
School
Enrollment

Percent of
Rochester
CSD
Enrollment

Percent of
School
Enrollment

Percent of
Rochester
CSD
Enrollment

Variance

Black or
African
American

83%

61%

22

75%

61%

Hispanic

15%

25%

(9.3)

18%

25%

(7.6)

White

1%

10%

(9.0)

4%

10%

(5.8)

Students with
Disabilities

12%

18%

(5.9)

16%

18%

(2.1)

Limited English
Proficient

2%

10%

(8.1)

0%

11%

(11)

Economically
Disadvantaged

90%

83%

7.9

100%

87%

12.8

3

Variance

Race/Ethnicity
14.2

Special Populations

2

Enrollment data presented here is based on information provided by the school on-site and in 2012-2013 and 2013-2014
Annual Reports. Data could not be reliably extrapolated from NYSED data because of significant inaccuracies caused by doublecounting of individual students in the school SIRS submission.
3
Variance is defined as the percent difference of subgroup enrollment between the charter school and district of location.
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Current Board of Trustees
Board Member Name

Kevin McCormick

Term

Founding member
2016 expiration
First term (added
10/2012)

Paul Clark

2016 expiration
Dianne Spang

Founding member
2016 expiration
Founding member

Christine Hill

2016 expiration

Christina Bakewicz

First term (added
9/2011)

Position/Committees

President
Executive Committee
Financial Committee
Vice President
Executive Committee
Ethics Committee
Secretary
Executive Committee
Building, Personnel and Curriculum
Committees
Officer
Ethics, Building, Personnel and
Curriculum Committees
Officer
Personnel and Curriculum Committees

2016 expiration
Tamara Varnado
Dr. Shirley Sommers
Jeanette C. Silvers, Ed.D

First term
2016 expiration
New Oct 2014
2016 expiration
New Oct 2014
2016 expiration

Parent Representative
PTO, Ethics and Personnel Committees
Officer
Personnel and Curriculum Committees
Officer
Personnel and Curriculum Committees

School Leader(s)
School Year

School Leader(s) Name and Title

2012 – present

Dennis Francione, Chief Executive Officer

2012 - 2013

Collette Catteau, Educational Leader

2013 - 2014

Daniel McFarlane, Educational Leader

2014 - present

Maria Velickovic, EducationalLeader
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School Visit History
School Year

Visit Type

Evaluator
(NYSED/External)

Date

2013-14

Drop in

NYSED

May 2, 2014

2013-14

Check in

NYSED

March 20, 2014

2013-14

Check in

NYSED

December 5, 2013

2012-13

Check in

NYSED

June 17, 2013

Corrective Action
On April 2, 2014, NYSED required the School to develop and implement a corrective action plan that
would address identified concerns in the areas of instruction and academic rigor, school culture and
climate, and leadership, staffing and governance, and lead to demonstrated improvement toward
meeting the Board of Regents Performance Framework benchmarks and the performance goals
articulated by the School in its charter. The School was directed to take corrective action to produce the
following elements:






Consistent implementation of instructional practices that engage students in standards-based
learning and performance tasks appropriate to the grade level, and that are sufficiently rigorous
to align with expectations of proficiency as measured by Regents examinations;
A school climate that is respectful, safe and conducive to teaching and learning;
A stable and qualified teaching and leadership workforce able to meet the School’s educational
goals;
Implementation of a performance based evaluation system for School leadership, board of
trustees and service providers.
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METHODOLOGY
A two-day full site visit was conducted at Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School on October 30-31,
2014. The SED team conducted interviews with the board of trustees, school leadership team, teachers,
parents, and students. In cooperation with school leadership, the team administered anonymous online
surveys to teachers and parents. The team used the NYSED Monitoring Plan to guide the process.
The team conducted 29 classroom observations in Grades 9-11. The observations were approximately
20 minutes in length. Team members recorded observations on the Classroom Observation Worksheet
and used the Classroom Observation Rubric to guide their reviews.
The documents and data reviewed by the team before, during, and after the site visit included the
following:
















Map
Teacher roster
Current organization chart
A master school schedule
Board materials
Board self-evaluation documents
Blank teacher and administrator evaluation forms
Student/family handbook
Staff handbook and personnel policies
A list of curricular documents
A list of major assessments
Standardized internal assessment data
Data showing the percentage of students with disabilities and English language learners
Professional development plans and schedules
A description of efforts to recruit and retain SWDs, ELLs, and FRPL-eligible students
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BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
The Performance Framework, which is part of the oversight plan included in the Charter Agreement for
each school authorized or renewed in 2012 or beyond, outlines 10 Performance Benchmarks in three
key areas of charter school performance:
 Educational Success
 Organizational Soundness
 Faithfulness to Charter and Law
The three key areas above are the on-site focus. Observational findings from the site visit are presented
in alignment with the Performance Framework Benchmarks and Indicators, though not all Indicators are
necessarily assessed on every site visit. For a full description of the Indicators under each Benchmark,
please access the following link:
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/psc/documents/CSPerformanceFramework022113.pdf
The Benchmarks included in the Performance Framework are as follows:
 Benchmark 1: Student Performance
 Benchmark 2: Teaching and Learning
 Benchmark 3: Culture, Climate, and Family Engagement
 Benchmark 4: Financial Condition
 Benchmark 5: Financial Management
 Benchmark 6: Board Oversight and Governance
 Benchmark 7: Organizational Capacity
 Benchmark 8: Mission and Key Design Elements
 Benchmark 9: Enrollment, Recruitment, and Retention
 Benchmark 10: Legal Compliance
Benchmarks 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8 will be the focus of the Full Site Visit.
The Department’s recommendation to the Regents will be a summary of key findings based on the
guidelines outlined in the Regents’ Charter School Renewal Policy4, and will include an assessment of
whether the charter school exceeds, meets, approaches, or falls far below each performance benchmark
(see scale below).
Level
Exceeds
Meets
Approaches
Falls Far Below

4

Description
The school meets the performance benchmark; potential exemplar in this area.
The school generally meets the performance benchmark; few concerns are noted.
The school does not meet the performance benchmark; a number of concerns are
noted.
The school falls far below the performance benchmark; significant concerns are
noted.

Approved by the New York State Board of Regents at the November 5, 2012 meeting.
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New York State Education Department
Charter School Performance Framework
Performance Benchmark

Educational Success

Benchmark 1: Student Performance: The school has met or come close to meeting student
achievement goals for academic growth, proficiency, and college and career readiness on state
standards and achievement goals outlined in the school’s charter.

Level
N/A

Benchmark 2: Teaching and Learning: School leaders have systems in place designed to cultivate
shared accountability and high expectations and that lead to students’ well-being, improved academic
outcomes, and educational success. The school has rigorous and coherent curriculum and assessments
Falls Far
that are aligned to the Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) for all students. Teachers engage in
Below
strategic practices and decision-making in order to address the gap between what students know and
need to learn so that all students experience consistent high levels of engagement, thinking and
achievement.
Benchmark 3: Culture, Climate, and Family Engagement: The school has systems in place to support
students’ social and emotional health and to provide for a safe and respectful learning environment.
Falls Far
Families, community members and school staff work together to share in the responsibility for student
Below
academic progress and social-emotional growth and well-being. Families and students are satisfied
with the school’s academics and the overall leadership and management of the school.

Faithfulness to
Charter & Law

Organizational Soundness

Benchmark 4: Financial Condition: The school is in sound and stable financial condition as evidenced by
N/A
performance on key financial indicators.
Benchmark 5: Financial Management: The school operates in a fiscally sound manner with realistic
budgets pursuant to a long-range financial plan, appropriate internal controls and procedures, and in
accordance with state law and generally accepted accounting practices.

N/A

Benchmark 6: Board Oversight and Governance: The board of trustees provides competent
stewardship and oversight of the school while maintaining policies, establishing performance goals, and Falls Far
implementing systems to ensure academic success, organizational viability, board effectiveness and
Below
faithfulness to the terms of its charter.
Benchmark 7: Organizational Capacity: The school has established a well-functioning organizational
structure, clearly delineated roles for staff, management, and board members. The school has systems
and protocols that allow for the successful implementation, evaluation, and improvement of its
academic program and operations.

Falls Far
Below

Benchmark 8: Mission and Key Design Elements: The school is faithful to its mission and has
implemented the key design elements included in its charter.

Falls Far
Below

Benchmark 9: Enrollment, Recruitment, and Retention: The school is meeting or making annual
progress toward meeting the enrollment plan outlined in its charter and its enrollment and retention
targets for students with disabilities, English language learners, and students who are eligible applicants N/A
for the free and reduced priced lunch program; or has demonstrated that it has made extensive good
faith efforts to attract, recruit, and retain such students.
Benchmark 10: Legal Compliance: The school complies with applicable laws, regulations, and the
provisions of its charter.
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Benchmark 2: Teaching and Learning
School leaders have systems in place designed to cultivate shared accountability and high expectations and that
lead to students’ well-being, improved academic outcomes, and educational success. The school has rigorous and
coherent curriculum and assessments that are aligned to the Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) for all
students. Teachers engage in strategic practices and decision-making in order to address the gap between what
students know and need to learn so that all students experience consistent high levels of engagement, thinking
and achievement.

Finding: The site visit team determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) Falls
Far Below Performance Benchmark 2.
Evidence: The School has not established systems to ensure that students have access to a wellimplemented, cohesive, and comprehensive curriculum that is consistent with the expectations of the
New York State P-12 Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS). The School confirms that the use of data
to design an academic program that meets the needs of all students remains in the early stages of
implementation. Instructional practices in use by teachers fail to engage students in their learning.
Strategies (such as a revised school-wide behavior management plan and use of student supportive
services provided by community-based organizational partners) to address persistent misbehavior that
disrupts the learning environment have yet to demonstrate a positive impact on the School’s outcomes.
According to the NYSED Teacher Survey, only five out of 15 teachers agree that the school climate and
culture directly support student learning and achievement.
Curriculum (Performance Framework Benchmark 2, Indicators 3, 4, 5, 6): One of the School’s key design
elements defined in its charter is “teachers as curriculum designers.” To implement that element, the
School provides time during the summer professional development period for teachers to construct
curriculum maps for their content area. However, the substantial turnover in teaching staff at the
school has resulted in the school employing a large number of novice and early career teachers who are
then charged with creating curriculum without demonstrated expertise in curriculum design. According
to the NYSED Teacher Survey, 10 out of 15 teachers are new to the School this year.
The curriculum materials provided for review by the site visit team include sequences of content topics
to be covered during the school year and brief descriptions of learning activities and core materials.
Some of the RCMCS course descriptions include essential questions. Missing from the curricula are
critical components such as explicit learning targets, sample formative/summative assessments (RCMCS
curriculum materials list indicates “tests and quizzes” are the assessments to be used), and rubrics or
criteria for determining whether students have mastered the intended objective. A major omission
from the School’s curriculum documents are any strategies for differentiating lessons to meet the
variety of learning needs evident among the School’s students.
Use of Data (Performance Framework Benchmark 2, Indicators 1, 7, 11): School leaders, teachers and
members of the Board of Trustees confirmed that the use of student data to make meaningful
modifications to the curriculum is not yet well implemented by teachers. Gaps between passing grades
on teacher-developed measures of achievement (course grades) and Regents-aligned mid-terms (Table
1) demonstrate substantial differences between the rigor expected by teachers and the Regents-level
rigor promised in the school’s mission. The School administered the Measures of Academic Progress
(MAP, NWEA https://www.nwea.org/) twice during the 2013-14 school year to assess student progress.
The first administration of the 2014 year occurred in September, with the second scheduled for the first
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week of November, 2014. The school leaders stated that results from the MAP confirm what the school
knew from other data: that most students are well below average in both math and reading. Threequarters of the ninth graders ranked in the low rating, below the twenty-first percentile. Half the tenth
graders fell into that category as well. Eleventh graders demonstrated stronger performance, with 38%
below the twenty-first percentile in reading and 23% at that level in mathematics. School leaders
reported that teachers are receiving professional development during Wednesday professional
development sessions to help them analyze and use the results of the MAP assessments. While the
school has experimented with a variety of strategies to deal with different levels of student learning
needs, it has not employed a systematic use of data to determine which strategies are having a positive
impact on student outcomes.
Table 1: RCMCS Course and Mid-Term Passing Rates (third quarter 2013-2014) (school provided data)
th

9 Grade
Subject

Foundations of Math
Integrated Algebra
Living Environment

# Stud
taking
course
32
38
64

Course
# Stud
passing
course
11
9
59

% Stud
passing
course
34%
24%
92%

# Stud
taking
course
72
76
76
63

Course
# Stud
passing
course
60
75
61
60

% Stud
passing
course
83%
99%
80%
95%

th

10 Grade
Subject

Global II
English II
Chemistry
Geometry

# Stud
taking local
mid-term
29
37
64

# Stud
taking local
mid-term
72
76
55
27

Mid- Term
# Stud
passing
mid-term
5
1
26

% Stud
passing
mid-term
17%
3%
41%

Mid- Term
# Stud
passing
mid-term
24
57
7
22

% Stud
passing
mid-term
33%
75%
13%
81%

Instructional Practices (Performance Framework Benchmark 2, Indicators 8, 9): The most common
instructional practice in the classes observed by the site visit team involved students using laptop
computers to look up definitions or fill in blanks on worksheet packets. There was little or no evidence
of rigorous instruction and while many students were obediently complying with the teacher’s
instructions, there was little evidence that students were cognitively engaged in their learning. Student
participation was limited to completing assigned tasks and answering teacher-initiated questions. No
examples of student-generated questions were observed.
Table 2: Instructional Practices
Ratings: 0 – No or limited evidence 1 – Partial Evidence 2—Consistent Evidence
0
1
2. The teacher implements high-quality, rigorous
18
10
instruction.
3. The teacher uses instructional practices to
promote high levels of student engagement and
19
6
inquiry.

2
0
0

Students’ responses on a School-administered June 2014 survey confirmed the observations during the
site visit. A significant number of students reported they rarely experienced the school-defined
“constructivist” teaching strategies on a regular or frequent basis (Table 3).
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Table 3: Excerpt from June 2014 Student Survey (n = 87)
How often have you. . .
Worked in small groups?
Completed an essay or project using multiple sources of
information including different types of technology?
Had whole class discussions?
Participated in hands-on activities, projects or science
experiments?

5 or more
times
17

3 or 4
times
25

2
times
25

18

27

21
23

1 time

never

9

10

18

12

10

20

19

16

11

19

16

15

14

Learning Environment (Performance Framework Benchmark 2, Indicator 10): Persistent student
behavior that disrupts the learning environment interferes with students’ access to a productive
learning experience. The school has adopted an array of strategies to reduce class disruptions, but has
yet to establish a consistently orderly environment. Full discussion of the evidence about the learning
environment appears in Benchmark 3.

Benchmark 3: Culture, Climate and Family Engagement
The school has systems in place to support students’ social and emotional health and to provide for a safe and
respectful learning environment. Families, community members and school staff work together to share in the
responsibility for student academic progress and social-emotional growth and well-being. Families and students
are satisfied with the school’s academics and the overall leadership and management of the school.

Finding: The site visit team determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Falls Far Below
Performance Benchmark 3.
Evidence: The School uses a variety of strategies, partnerships with community organizations and
personnel to address students’ social and emotional health, but school leaders report that the programs
have not led to a meaningful reduction in student misbehavior. While there is moderate agreement
among parents and students that the school is safe, survey responses reveal serious concerns about
student-to-student interactions. Communication between the school and families appears inadequate
to establish a positive working relationship needed to support the success of all students. Although the
school conducted a comprehensive survey of students and parents in June, 2014, it is not clear how
school leaders have responded to the concerns raised by the survey respondents. Overall satisfaction
with the School’s programs and operations continues to be limited, expressed in the high rate of student
withdrawals during the school year.
Behavior management (Performance Framework Benchmark 3, Indicators 1, 2, 3, 4): At the start of the
2014-2015 school year, the School revised its behavior management plan to address persistent class
disruptions caused by student clothing and cell phone use during class. The School limited cell phone
use to lunch and non-class times and proposed a dress code that mirrored career expectations.
Students petitioned to allow tee-shirts in addition to collared shirts, and the School approved the
amendment. Observations during the visit suggest that not all students are adhering to the dress code
and the School did not provide data to demonstrate whether the new policies have resulted in the
desired improvement in the school environment.
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In the June 2014 student survey administered by the School, a number of students reported significant
instances of serious threats to the school climate. Physical fights, bullying, and threats are not
uncommon, according to the students responding to the survey.
Table 4: Excerpt from June 2014 Student Survey (n = 87)

Students threaten other students at my school.
Students bully other students.
Students get into physical fights.
Teachers often shout at students.
Students bring alcohol or illegal drugs to school.

Almost
always
15
11
18
16
8

Often
21
17
22
21
4

Some of
the time
28
25
31
3
17

Rarely

Almost
never
9
10
3
7
31

13
23
12
11
25

School Safety (Performance Framework Benchmark 3, Indicators 5, 7): The three parents and the 11
students participating in the site visit focus groups affirmed that the school is safe. However, survey
responses from 15 parents and 87 students present a more moderate assessment of the School’s safety
and only five out of 15 teachers agreed that the School was free of discrimination and harassment,
according the NYSED CSO Teacher Survey.
Table 5: Excerpt from June 2014 Parent & Student Surveys

(Parents n = 15) My child is safe at school.
(Students n = 87) I feel safe in this school.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

4
13

5
30

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree
2
29

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2
8

2
7

Over 16 percent of students and 25 percent of parents disagree or strongly disagree that the School is
safe. While a small proportion of the total population, these responses raise concerns that the School
has not established adequate safeguards to preserve feelings of safety for all students.
Learning Environment (Performance Framework Benchmark 2, Indicator 10): The classroom climate
observed by the site visit team revealed fewer than 50 percent of classes demonstrating even partial
evidence of a classroom environment that is safe and where students are treated with respect.
Table 6: Instructional Inventory (Excerpt)(n = 29)
Ratings: 0 -- No or limited evidence 1 – Partial Evidence 2—Consistent Evidence
0
1
Climate, Culture and Safety
1. Classroom climate is characterized by high, clear
17
10
expectations for student behavior and routines.
2. Students participate and are engaged in learning.
11
17
3. Classroom environment is safe and students are
6
20
treated with respect.

2
1
0
1

Students responding to the June 2014 survey administered by the School generally agreed that teachers
treat students with respect, but highlighted less agreement about the presence of respectful
interactions from students to teachers and between students.
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Table 7: Excerpt from June 2014 Student Survey (n = 87)

Teachers treat students with respect.
Students treat teachers with respect.
Students treat each other with respect.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

16
4
6

29
9
10

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree
26
32
30

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

7
15
16

9
27
25

Parents generally agree that respect is prevalent at the school, though almost 53 percent of parents
responding to the survey confirm student responses, that students do not treat teachers with respect
(Table 8).
Table 8: Excerpt from June 2014 Parent Survey (n = 15)
Adults treat students with respect.
Students treat teachers with respect.
Parents treat teachers with respect.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

5
2
4

8
2
5

1
2
4

0
5
1

1
3
0

Partnerships (Performance Framework Benchmark 3, Indicator 6): The School has established
contractual relationships with several social service agencies to provide support for students’ social and
emotional health. The Student Success Center (SSC), established this year, is intended to provide
essential services for students facing challenging social or emotional issues. As implemented, the SSC
serves as a “time out” space for disruptive or uncooperative students removed from class. The SSC is
managed by staff from The Center for Youth Services.
Communication (Performance Framework Benchmark 3, Indicators 8, 9, 10): According to school
leaders, teachers assigned as advisors are responsible for calling parents with both good news and
concerns. The three parents in the focus group agree that they receive information about their child but
these parents may not be representative, since one works at the School and another is the parent
delegate on the board of trustees. School leaders explained that they invited all parents to participate in
the focus group in a letter sent home with students, but none of the parents who attended recalled
having received or seen that letter.
One item on the June 2014 parent survey addressed communication from the School. While five
parents responded that they receive information from the school several times a month, seven of the 15
parents report they receive information about what child is studying twice a year or less. The school has
not yet established communication strategies that enable parents to be active partners in their child’s
education.
Table 9: Excerpt from June 2014 Parent Survey (n = 15)
Once or
Several
Every twice
Once a
How often have you. . .
times a
other this
Never
month
month
month school
year
Received information about what your child is
5
3
0
3
4
studying in school?
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Assessment of family and student satisfaction and responses to concerns (Performance Framework
Benchmark 3, Indicators 11, 12, 13): The School administered a comprehensive survey to students and
parents in June of each of the two completed school years. The survey responses provided to the site
visit team reveal serious concerns from parents and students about the behavior of students and the
interactions among students and between students and teachers. The School has implemented the
Student Success Center staffed by community agencies and school personnel to provide counseling
support for students who disrupt the learning environment, but measurable evidence that the Center is
producing positive change in the school and classroom climate is not available. When asked whether
the Center was achieving the desired results, the leadership team offered their anecdotal sense that the
number of referrals has decreased since the start of the year, but did not have data at hand to
demonstrate the precise changes. The school leader reported his concern that the results from the
partnership with the counseling agency staffing the Center was not producing outcomes sufficient to
recommend their continuation, but did not offer precise benchmarks or targets to be met to inform
decisions about continuation of those services. Students interviewed during the site visit indicated that
those who are referred to the Center often return to class with no change in behavior, continuing their
disruptive effect on the learning environment.
In addition to the Student Success Center, the School intends that its advisory program serve as a proactive effort to respond to student and parent concerns about school climate. However, there is no
advisory curriculum being followed across the school, resulting in widely different uses of this strategy
that to date have not yielded positive results. The three parents interviewed by the site visit team
described their understanding that the advisory period is not well managed. Two advisory sessions
observed during the site visit confirmed parents’ comments. While the teacher attempted to engage
students in an activity, some were at the computers, others chatting, and some left the classroom.
Retention of students at the School is a measurable indicator of family satisfaction. RCMCS has retained
75% of its students during the first two years of operation. As of the date of the site visit, 25 students
have withdrawn from the school in the two months since the start of the school year.
Table 10: Student Withdrawal and Retention
(2014-2015 information provided by the school and from the Board of Trustees September 2014 Dashboard)
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
(as of Oct 31, 2014)
Enrollment target from charter
80
160
240
# Students enrolled
84
172
217
# Students withdrawing during the school year
10
42
19
% Retention
95%
75%
79% (Oct 31)
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Benchmark 6: Board Oversight and Governance
The board of trustees provides competent stewardship and oversight of the school while maintaining policies,
establishing performance goals, and implementing systems to ensure academic success, organizational viability,
board effectiveness and faithfulness to the terms of its charter.

Finding: The site visit team determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) Falls
Far Below Performance Benchmark 6.
Evidence: Until recently, the RCMCS Board of Trustees has not engaged in strategic planning based on
evidence of school performance. Policies have been initiated in response to issues that have arisen,
rather than proactively in anticipation of needs. A newly refined dashboard report is requested at
monthly board meetings summarizing some of the key indicators of school performance but not all
relevant information is included to enable the board to respond effectively to the requirements of the
charter or to the Corrective Action Plan. The board reports that the dashboard is under continual
revision, making it difficult to track key indicators over time.
Board membership and self-evaluation (Performance Framework Benchmark 6, Indicators 1, 5): The
Board of Trustees at Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School seated two new members this year,
recruited by the school leader to replace two of three members who resigned in 2014, before the end of
their terms. Both new members have expertise in the field of education, one in the area of teacher
education at an area college and the other as a retired educator who had provided professional
development for the RCMCS staff. The background of the eight members is primarily in the area of K-12
education and supportive services for youth, with no members with expertise in the finance or legal
fields.
Four board members completed a checklist self-evaluation in September 2014, rating their adherence to
expected duties as a trustee. The items on the checklist address key areas: Support of the RCMCS
mission; regular attendance at board meetings and school events; collaborative behavior; and support
of the school financially through fundraising and personal donations. The checklist items are different
from the ten areas of responsibility listed in the June 2014 board job description developed with the
assistance of a consultant. The new job description includes responsibilities to “monitor and
strengthen” the school’s programs and services, a critical function of the board. However, the job
description document does not describe the qualifications of prospective board members to indicate the
board’s intention to ensure a diverse range of expertise among its members.
Strategic planning and continuous improvement ((Performance Framework Benchmark 6, Indicators 2, 4)
The RCMCS board of trustees stated that they have an intensified commitment to “asking the tough
questions” of the School. Minutes of board meetings in January and February 2014 report multiple
requests for specific school performance information from school leaders. The board created a
“dashboard” document to succinctly capture key indicators of school performance, including
enrollment, attrition, attendance, staffing, course passing rates, Regents passing rates, as well as
charter-specific data on internship placements, personalization, participation in after school activities
‘teachers as curriculum designers’ and enrichment/ student support services. According to board
members, the intention is to have the dashboard provided by the School before monthly board
meetings so members have an opportunity to examine the data and ask questions or seek clarification
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during the meeting. The sample September 2014 dashboard document provided to the site visit team
was only partially complete. Minutes of the September board meeting do not include discussion of the
dashboard data or format. Board members described the dashboard as “a work in progress,” indicating
that there is not yet a consistent process for communicating essential data to inform board decisions.
As described by the board and school leaders, School policies and programs have been changed in
response to issues that have arisen. The revised student code of conduct with the requirement that
parents sign to indicate receipt of the policy emerged from ongoing concerns about behavior in the
building. Changes in the dress code to require a more professional, career appropriate style of dress is
intended to align with the start of internships for students in grade 11. Board members added that
stricter hiring practices, requiring teaching candidates to meet with staff and demonstrate a lesson, was
initiated in response to the high rate of staff turnover during the School’s first two years.
The board reported being active participants in developing the School’s Corrective Action Plan in
response to the State’s concerns about the school’s ability to fulfill the commitments in its charter,
issued in September, 2011. In the plan, the School listed strategies that, while potentially valuable, do
not directly address the central area of concern noted in the corrective action designation; namely,
instruction that engages students in rigorous learning opportunities. In a progress update submitted by
the board in September 2014, the corrective action required of the board -- implementing a
performance-based evaluation system for the school leadership, service providers, and board of trustee
members – lists the job description and expectations for board members as the only actions completed
to date. Other deliverable products listed in the plan do not express an understanding of the State’s
requirement of a performance based evaluation system.
While board members describe participating in a retreat, minutes from that event were not available for
review. Also, recent board meeting minutes do not show a sense of urgency around the high number of
student withdrawals and continuing turnover in instructional staff, factors which threaten the fiscal
viability of the school. Even though the September dashboard was incomplete, as noted previously, the
September board minutes did not document any discussion of the data that was provided, including the
below-target 85% attendance rate, the two teaching positions still open, or the significant discrepancy
between course passing rates and Regent’s passing rates.
Oversight of school management including performance-based evaluation process for school leaders
(Performance Framework Benchmark 6, Indicators 3, 5): One of the items in the recently updated board
job description is “determine, monitor and strengthen the (sic) programs and services.” According to
meeting minutes and interviews with board members, management of school operations has been the
responsibility of the CEO and the board has deferred to the school leader to handle day to day
operations. The board’s requests for data, now recorded on the dashboard document, is just starting to
be put into place as a regular practice. Board members explained that their review of the school’s
progress monitoring data (NWEA MAP assessments) last year was challenging because they did not
understand how to interpret the results. Meeting records do not show how the board used the data
submitted on the September dashboard to carry out its responsibilities as listed in the new job
description document: “Monitor progress in achieving the outcomes and goals” and “Assess the quality
of the program and services.”
The board recently completed a review of the school leader in October 2014. The document shared
with the site visit team lists a number of performance indicators which both the CEO and the board
evaluated. Overall the school leader received a rating of “met expectations” despite issues mentioned
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elsewhere in this report and on the September dashboard document, such as below-target student
attendance; academic results; the high rate of student withdrawals; teacher turnover; and data from the
June 2014 survey that reveals persistent concerns about the school climate. The majority of the data
cited in the evaluation is provided by the CEO, and, while the board indicated it is revising the school
leader evaluation to incorporate a rubric, there was no indication how the board would gather
independent evidence to inform its ratings.
The board admitted that its most significant challenge is to stop the turnover in personnel; however, the
board offered no structured remediation strategy other than the revised hiring process for teachers. A
critical challenge emerged within the past month when the Coordinator of Internships abruptly
resigned, raising questions about the ability of the School to carry out its core mission, internships for all
eleventh grade students. The school leader and other administrators reported they have recovered the
essential information they need and the mentorships are scheduled to proceed as originally designed.
They intend a wide search for a replacement, setting a target of January to fill that position.
Communication with the school community (Performance Framework Benchmark 6, Indicator 6):
As discussed under Benchmark 3, the three parents interviewed during the site visit are well aware of
activities at the School because of their positions as staff and board members. The communication they
mentioned came from teachers or school leaders, and there are questions whether information in print
form is being received by families. The board process for communicating with families and the
community includes a regular public comment section at the beginning of each board meeting. Minutes
reflect few participants in the public comment sections.
Legal obligations to the school and stakeholders (Performance Framework Benchmark 6, Indicator 7):
The new board job description document makes explicit the responsibility of trustees to be aware of and
ensure compliance with all legal obligations required of the School. In the board checklist selfevaluation form, members are asked to inform the board if there are potential conflicts of interest. One
board member reported his role as a supervisor for the agency providing services in the Student Success
Center. The board assured the site visit team that the new board member who had previously been
contracted to offer professional development to the staff would no longer provide that service. Board
members were alerted to consult their attorney regarding the employment of a board relative at the
school. The absence of legal expertise on the board raises concerns that actual or perceived conflicts of
interest may create barriers to the School’s success.
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Benchmark 7: Organizational Capacity
The school has established a well-functioning organizational structure, clearly delineated roles for staff,
management, and board members. The school has systems and protocols that allow for the successful
implementation, evaluation, and improvement of its academic program and operations.

Finding: The site visit team determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Falls Far Below
Performance Benchmark 7.
Evidence: Roles and responsibilities for some leadership and staff positions are briefly defined in some
school documents, but the school handbook does not describe staff qualifications and performance
evaluation criteria. The School has an informal system in place to ensure that new staff members are
aware of the expectations of their role, a considerable challenge given the persistently high rates of
turnover in personnel at RCMCS. Frequent changes in organizational structures with few consistent
systems to manage operations threatens the ability of school leaders and staff to provide an effective
and efficient educational program that fosters the success of all students as promised in the charter.
Roles and responsibilities clearly defined (Performance Framework Benchmark 7, Indicator 1): According
to RCMCS teachers, frequent changes to the leadership and organizational structures over the past year
have resulted in changes in roles and responsibilities which are not clearly defined. Outlines of the
general responsibilities of the Educational Leader, Director of Operations, and the Director of
Constructivism were provided during the leadership team interview. The supervisory relationships
shown in the 2014-2015 organizational chart present the Educational Leader with oversight over the
Director of Constructivism, a role now held by the previous instructional leader at the school. The
division of duties for ensuring quality instruction at the school between these two roles is unclear and
the expected qualifications and expertise required for these roles is not included in the personnel
handbook.
The 2014-2015 organizational chart also shows the Career Counselor position in line with the teachers,
athletic director and student success center, with no direct link to the Coordinator of Internships, raising
questions about how the career counseling curriculum aligns with and supports the aims of the
internship program. As mentioned previously, the Coordinator of Internships abruptly resigned at the
beginning of this school year after serving in that position since the school’s opening. With little
supporting organizational connections or a clear system of accountability, the resignation created
challenges to the School to reconstruct existing commitments so that the inaugural eleventh grade class
could participate in planned internships, a key design element of the school.
Communication among community members (Performance Framework Benchmark 7, Indicator 2):
RCMCS uses Google Docs to store curriculum information, making it possible for teachers to share
lessons and plans with one another using a permission system. In addition, the Jupiter system stores
student information (grades, attendance, discipline), and parents can set up online access to monitor
their child’s performance remotely. School leaders shared their belief that not all families have
computer access and suggested that the Jupiter system is not regularly used because of that limitation.
However, the School has not conducted a technology survey of families to confirm the scope of online
opportunities available to its families. As described previously, the School relies on print material sent
home with students or through the mail to communicate with families, a system that proved ineffective
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when parents reported not receiving the invitation to participate in the site visit focus group. Teachers
and advisory leaders are expected to call parents regularly with concerns as well as compliments.
High quality staff (Performance Framework Benchmark 7, Indicator 3): According to members of the
board of trustees, the primary challenge for RCMCS is stopping the continual turnover in staff. A more
rigorous hiring process initiated last year has not yet resulted in reduced turnover: Four teachers
resigned since August, four new teachers were added, one starting three days before the site visit, and
two open positions are being filled by substitutes.

Teachers
Administrators

Table 11: Staff Attrition 2013-2014
FTE 2013
Added
7/2013 – 6/2014
10
12
5
5

Departed
7/2013 – 6/2014
9
4

Surveys completed in June 2014 reveal parent concerns about staff turnover, with written responses on
the survey addressing a number of issues: (a) lack of homework; (b) school condition, appearance; (c)
communication about school events; (d) prevalence of disruptive students; (e) lack of response to
concerns about student disability; (f) inexperienced, unskilled teachers; (g) unskilled classroom
management. Data about staff stability from the start of this school year suggest that the board and
school leaders have yet to develop an effective strategy to minimize the disruption to the educational
program caused by staff turnover.
Systems to monitor and maintain instructional and organizational quality (Performance Framework
Benchmark 7, Indicator 4): RCMCS has a system of formal observations twice per year conducted by the
Director of Learning (Educational Leader on the 2014-2015 Organizational Chart). The evaluation tools
are not described in the school documents provided for the site visit or in the school handbook.
In addition to the formal reviews, the Director of Constructivism conducts weekly informal observations
to monitor a set of teacher actions consistent with the constructivist approach. The observation
checklist includes 31 indicators across five categories: characteristics of constructivist teaching;
constructivist classroom; teacher’s role; assessment; teacher self-assessment. Most of the indicators
describe the actions teachers should take to implement a constructivist learning experience, and, while
several describe how students will be organized (in groups), none of the indicators in the checklist
capture evidence about whether students can demonstrate their learning of the skills or concepts in the
lesson.
School leaders provided a professional development calendar showing sessions occurring during the
summer and during the early release Wednesdays during the school year. Feedback on the school’s
professional development is collected by asking participants to fill out a “3, 2, 1” reflection worksheet –
3 ideas I took away; 2 ideas I can apply; and 1 question or concern I still have.” The school has no
system for tracking of whether strategies taught in training sessions are put into action by teachers. Six
teachers in the focus group said that the professional development is very helpful. A survey
administered by the CEO indicates that the school’s professional development is not reaching all
teachers and is not typically seen as helpful.
As noted in other sections of this report, systems to maintain instructional quality at RCMCS are
hampered by the frequent turnover among teachers. The school assigns a veteran teacher to serve as a
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mentor to orient new teachers to the RCMCS culture but mentors are not held to specific outcomes.
Another effort intended to raise the quality of staff is the new hiring process launched June 2014. Board
members said that the new process is intended to ensure that prospective candidates appreciate the
expected commitments and challenges of teaching at RCMCS. The four resignations so far this year raise
questions as to whether the new procedures are improving retention.

Benchmark 8: Mission and Key Design Elements
The school is faithful to its mission and has implemented the key design elements included in its charter.

Finding: The site visit team determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Falls Far Below
Performance Benchmark 8.

Evidence: RCMCS is far from meeting its mission of becoming a “model secondary school.” While some
key elements are being implemented, the core academic program does not meet the “rigorous
academic standards” as measured by student outcomes that would be sufficient to provide students
with “the academic and technical skills needed for today’s workforce and/or entrance into college.”
RCMCS Mission: Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (CMCS) is a model
secondary school offering a community of diverse learners in the City of Rochester a
small, personalized 9th through 12th grade high school that engages each student in
career exploration, college preparation, and rigorous academic standards. Our charter
school will graduate every student with a Regents diploma and the academic and
technical skills needed for today’s workforce and/or entrance into college.
RCMCS Key Design Elements:
 Personalization (Individual Learning Plans and teacher-advisors)
 Teachers as Curriculum Designers (based on RCSD curriculum framework,
aligned to CC, using project-based learning)
 Career Internships
 Enrichment Block and Student Support
Key design elements (Performance Benchmark 8, Indicator 2): RCMCS established ambitious design
elements as core components of its educational program: personalization; teachers as curriculum
designers; career internships; and enrichment block and student support. At the start of the School’s
third year of operation, RCMCS has implemented individual learning plans and teacher advisors
(personalization) and devised a daily schedule that includes enrichment and support. The curriculum
remains in the early stages of development, and project based learning is not a common or consistent
method of engaging students in rigorous learning experiences. 2014-2015 is the first year for eleventh
grade students, the year when internships are implemented as part of the school’s design. At the time
of the site visit, school leaders were dealing with the abrupt resignation of the Coordinator of
Internships and preparing to send students on their first internship experiences.
A number of challenges have impacted the implementation of these key design elements.
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Individual learning plans:
 Students are asked to set targets for their grades for each of their courses and to state their
short term goals and aspirations. Students in the focus group recalled having completed these
plans at the end of the prior school year and some mentioned discussing progress with their
advisors. Others indicated that their teacher/ advisor had changed and they had not had an
opportunity to meet regarding their plan.
 On the October student survey, a majority of students (61 percent) agreed that adults
encourage them to set life goals; and a similar majority (65 percent) agreed that the School
helps them understand the requirements to graduate or be promoted. However, 53 percent of
students were either neutral or disagreed that the School helps them develop challenging
academic goals.

Number of responses (N = 86)
My school helps me develop challenging academic
goals.
Adults in my school encourage me to set life goals.
Someone at my school helps me understand the
requirements that I need to be promoted to the next
grade or to graduate.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree
Nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

8

32

31

9

6

24

29

24

6

4

19

37

18

7

5

Teacher/ advisors:
 Board meeting minutes from last January record a request by the board to school leaders that
teacher/ advisors be offered training in that role. Frequent teacher turnover, as mentioned by
students, makes it difficult to sustain a productive advisor-advisee relationship with the staff.
Teachers as curriculum designers:
 As detailed under Benchmark 2, the content of RCMCS courses is generally aligned with the
CCLS, but instruction does not match the instructional practices described in either the School’s
mission or the CCLS framework.
 Teachers are provided several sessions in the summer professional development period to
design their curriculum. However, most teachers are novice or early in their career and are not
experts in curriculum design which typically requires extensive and intensive research and
experience. The curriculum materials reviewed by the site visit team lack the essential elements
of a coherent educational plan.
Career Internships:
 Parents, students and school personnel are anticipating launching the first cohort of student
interns. School leaders reported that all eleventh graders had been placed in an internship
position, but they did not provide an overview or summary. They were vague regarding the
nature of any training for the internship mentors at each site, procedures that were the
responsibility of the coordinator who recently resigned. Also vague were the explicit learning
outcomes expected to result from the internship experience.
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Enrichment block and student support:
 Board members, school leaders, and teachers pointed out the substantial learning weaknesses
among students enrolling at RCMCS. The extended day and summer bridge programs are
intended to remediate learning gaps and bring students up to grade level, but Regents results
and course passing rates show that significant numbers of students are not reaching a level of
proficiency to put them on track to graduate with a Regents diploma.
 Recently, the board approved a recommendation from the CEO to provide additional tutoring
services for RCMCS students, in recognition of the ongoing weaknesses of current support
services.
 Enrichment for academically capable students is arranged on a one-on-one basis.
While some key design elements have the potential for helping students meet the goal of college and
career readiness, the School continues to face serious challenges in its efforts to fully and effectively
implement its design. In addition, the School has chosen to invest personnel and time toward
establishing an educational program grounded in constructivism, a valid model but not one that is part
of its mission or key design elements. These investments drain resources (time, personnel, effort) from
full and focused attention to effective execution of the strategies and approaches promised in the
original charter.
Instruction, classroom management, leadership and parent involvement is consistent with the school’s
mission and key design elements (Performance Benchmark 8, Indicator 3): The RCMCS educational
program – curriculum, instruction, classroom management – has not fostered the levels of achievement
consistent with the School’s mission -- to graduate all students with a Regents diploma and “the
academic and technical skills needed for today’s workforce and/or entrance into college.” According to
school leaders, only 53 percent of students are on track to graduate with a Regents diploma. The School
shared that 44 of 77 eleventh graders have passed one or no Regents exams.
Less than one-third of the classes visited by the site visit team (detailed under Benchmark 2 and
included in Appendix A) demonstrate even partial evidence of high quality rigorous instruction. Even
fewer instances of high levels of student engagement and inquiry were noted. The RCMCS mission
promises to “engage students in career exploration, college preparation, and rigorous academic
standards” which were not in evidence during the site visit. With the exception of sports events, parent
involvement in school activities is minimal, and communication is a continuing problem as reported by
the survey responses and the parents interviewed during the site visit.
While the RCMCS mission and key design elements are credible and potentially valuable elements in a
quality learning organization, students have yet to enjoy the benefits of a well-executed educational
program.
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APPENDIX A: INSTRUCTIONAL INVENTORY
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School
Total Classrooms Observed = 29

0 - No or Limited Evidence

1 – Partial Evidence

2 - Consistent Evidence

Data below represents number of times instructional practice was observed, partially observed, or not
observed.
Three main instructional practices identified by the RCMCS school leader:
a. Constructivist teaching practices
b. Personalization
c. Student engagement

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

0
Curriculum and Instruction
The three main instructional
a.
21
practices identified by the
b.
23
school leader are observed.
c.
10
Overall
18
The teacher implements high-quality,
18
rigorous instruction.
The teacher uses instructional practices
to promote high levels of student
19
engagement and inquiry.
Climate, Culture and Safety
Classroom climate is characterized by
high, clear expectations for student
17
behavior and routines.
Students participate and are engaged in
11
learning.
Classroom environment is safe and
6
students are treated with respect.
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SCHOOL DESCRIPTION1

Opening Information
Date Initial Charter Approved by Board of
9/13/11
Regents
School Opening Date

8/20/12

Current Charter Term

Term ends 6/30/17

Location
School
Year(s)
2012 to
present

Location(s)

Grades at Location

District of Location

30 Hart Street, Rochester, NY 14605

9‐12

Rochester

Charter Management Organization/Education Corporation Affiliation
Affiliation Name

Affiliation Type

None

N/A

Dates of Service
N/A

Current Mission Statement
“Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School (RCMCS) is a model secondary school offering a community
of diverse learners in the City of Rochester a small, personalized 9th through 12th grade high school that
engages each student in career exploration, college preparation, and rigorous academic standards. Our
charter school will graduate every student with a Regents diploma and the academic and technical skills
needed for today’s workforce and/or entrance into college.”






1

Current Key Design Elements
Personalization (Individual Learning Plans and teacher‐advisors)
Teachers as Curriculum Designers (based on RCSD curriculum framework, aligned to CC, using
project‐based learning)
Career Internships
Enrichment Block and Student Support

The information in this section was provided by the Charter School Office.
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School Characteristics
Chartered
Enrollment

School Year

2015‐2016
2702
2014‐2015
240
2013‐2014
160
Maximum enrollment: 320

Actual
Enrollment

Grades
Served

2353
217
158

9‐12
9‐11
9‐10

Student Demographics

2013‐2014
Percent of
Enrollment

School

CSD

Enrollment of Special Populations
Economically
Disadvantaged
100%
88%
English
Language
Learners
0%
13%
Students with
Disabilities
17%
22%

2014‐2015

2015‐2016

+/‐4

School

CSD

+/‐

School

+12%

96%

88%

+7.7

97%

‐12.6

3%

14%

‐10.4

3%

‐4.6

10%

20%

‐10.3

8%

Current Board of Trustees
Board Member Name

Term Start‐End

Position/Committees

Kevin McCormick

Founding member, 9/1/2011‐
6/30/18

President, Executive Committee

Dianne Spang

Founding member, 9/1/2011‐
6/30/18

Christine Hill

Founding member, 9/1/2011‐
6/30/18

Jeanette C. Silvers

9/17/2014‐6/30/17

Albert Cabral

7/15/2015‐6/30/17

Peter Saxe

9/16/2015‐6/30/17

Secretary, Executive Committee,
Curriculum and Assessments,
Ethics
Trustee, Personnel and Hiring,
Curriculum and Assessments
Vice‐President, Curriculum and
Assessments, Ethics
Trustee, Personnel and Hiring,
Ethics
Trustee, Personnel and Hiring

2

CSO approved an enrollment reduction for 2015‐2016 and 2016‐2017.
This number was self‐reported by the school at the time of the visit.
4
Variance is defined as the percent difference of subgroup enrollment between the charter school and district of location.
3
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Board Member Name

Term Start‐End

Position/Committees

Brenda Beason

3/18/2015‐6/30/2017

Trustee

School Leaders
School Year

School Leader(s) Name and Title

2012‐present

Dennis Francione, Chief Executive Officer/Founder

2015‐present

Kathleen Denaro, Chief of Operations/Academics

2015‐present

Chaakaa Baker, Educational Leader

2014‐2015

Maria Velikovic, Educational Leader

2013‐2014

Daniel McFarlane, Educational Leader

2012‐2013

Collette Catteau, Educational Leader

School Visit History
School Year

Visit Type

Evaluator

Date

2015‐16

Interim Site Visit

NYSED

November 5‐6, 2015

2014‐15

Mid‐term Site Visit

NYSED

October 30‐31, 2014

2013‐14

Drop in

NYSED

May 2, 2014

2013‐14

Check in

NYSED

March 20, 2014

2013‐14

Check in

NYSED

December 5, 2013

2012‐13

Check in

NYSED

June 17, 2013
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METHODOLOGY
A two‐day mid‐term site visit was conducted at Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School on
November 5‐6, 2015. The team conducted interviews with the board of trustees, school leadership
team, teachers, and students. In cooperation with school leadership, the team also administered an
anonymous online survey to teachers.
The team conducted 29 classroom observations in Grades 9‐12. The observations were approximately
20 minutes in length. Team members recorded observations on the Classroom Observation Worksheet
and used the Classroom Observation Rubric to guide their reviews.
The documents and data reviewed by the team before, during, and after the site visit included the
following:















Teacher roster
Current organization chart
A master school schedule
Board materials
Board self‐evaluation documents
Blank teacher and administrator evaluation forms
Student/family handbook
Staff handbook and personnel policies
A list of curricular documents
A list of major assessments
Enrollment data including subgroups
Professional development plans and schedules
Academic data
NYSED online teacher survey
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BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
The Performance Framework, which is part of the oversight plan included in the Charter Agreement for
each school that was chartered or renewed in 2012 or beyond, outlines 10 Performance Benchmarks in
three key areas of charter school performance:




Educational Success
Organizational Soundness
Faithfulness to Charter and Law

Observational findings from the site visit will be presented in alignment with the Performance
Framework Benchmarks and Indicators according to the rating scale below, although not all indicators
will necessarily be assessed on every site visit.

Level
Exceeds
Meets
Approaches
Falls Far Below

Description
The school meets the performance benchmark; potential exemplar in this area.
The school generally meets the performance benchmark; few concerns are noted.
The school does not meet the performance benchmark; a number of concerns are
noted.
The school falls far below the performance benchmark; significant concerns are
noted.

For the site visit conducted from 11/5/2015 to 11/6/2015 at Rochester Career Mentoring Charter
School, see the following Performance Benchmark Scores and discussion.
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New York State Education Department
Charter School Performance Framework Rating
Performance Benchmark

Level

Organizational Soundness

Educational Success

Benchmark 1: Student Performance: The school has met or exceeded achievement indicators
Falls Far
for academic trends toward proficiency, proficiency and high school graduation. At all grade
levels and all assessments, scoring proficiently means achieving a performance level of 3 or
Below
higher (high school Regents and Common Core Regents exam score of 65 or higher).
Benchmark 2: Teaching and Learning: School leaders have systems in place designed to
cultivate shared accountability and high expectations and that lead to students’ well‐being,
improved academic outcomes, and educational success. The school has rigorous and
Falls Far
coherent curriculum and assessments that are aligned to the Common Core Learning
Below
Standards (CCLS) for all students. Teachers engage in strategic practices and decision‐making
in order to address the gap between what students know and need to learn so that all
students experience consistent high levels of engagement, thinking and achievement.
Benchmark 3: Culture, Climate, and Family Engagement: The school has systems in place to
support students’ social and emotional health and to provide for a safe and respectful
learning environment. Families, community members and school staff work together to share
Approaches
in the responsibility for student academic progress and social‐emotional growth and well‐
being. Families and students are satisfied with the school’s academics and the overall
leadership and management of the school.
Benchmark 4: Financial Condition: The school is in sound and stable financial condition as
evidenced by performance on key financial indicators.

Meets

Benchmark 5: Financial Management: The school operates in a fiscally sound manner with
realistic budgets pursuant to a long‐range financial plan, appropriate internal controls and
procedures, and in accordance with state law and generally accepted accounting practices.

Approaches

Benchmark 6: Board Oversight and Governance: The board of trustees provides competent
stewardship and oversight of the school while maintaining policies, establishing performance
goals, and implementing systems to ensure academic success, organizational viability, board
effectiveness and faithfulness to the terms of its charter.

Approaches

Benchmark 7: Organizational Capacity: The school has established a well‐functioning
organizational structure, clearly delineated roles for staff, management, and board members. Falls Far
The school has systems and protocols that allow for the successful implementation,
Below
evaluation, and improvement of its academic program and operations.

Faithfulness to
Charter & Law

Benchmark 8: Mission and Key Design Elements: The school is faithful to its mission and has
implemented the key design elements included in its charter.

Approaches

Benchmark 9: Enrollment, Recruitment, and Retention: The school is meeting or making
annual progress toward meeting the enrollment plan outlined in its charter and its enrollment
and retention targets for students with disabilities, English language learners, and students
Approaches
who are eligible applicants for the free and reduced priced lunch program; or has
demonstrated that it has made extensive good faith efforts to attract, recruit, and retain such
students.
Benchmark 10: Legal Compliance: The school complies with applicable laws, regulations, and
Meets
the provisions of its charter.
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Summary of Findings
While RCMCS has taken steps to strengthen the organizational effectiveness of the school by hiring new
leaders and restructuring leadership roles and responsibilities, the capacity of the organization to
implement and improve academic programs and student outcomes continues to be challenged by a lack
of stability and expertise among teachers, high rates of student withdrawal, and inconsistent
implementation of the school’s systems.
In its fourth year, in part because of teacher and administrator turnover, the school is in the beginning
stages of developing and implementing aligned and differentiated curricula, instructional practices that
result in high quality instruction, and a system for collecting and analyzing data to support student
learning. Overall, observed instruction appeared to lack rigor.
The school has made a number of changes this year to improve school culture, behavior management
and discipline, and interviewed staff indicated higher expectations for behavior this year. However, the
review team saw inconsistent compliance with the new policies and procedures and it is not yet clear
what impact these changes will have on the school culture.
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Benchmark 1: Student Performance
The school has met or exceeded achievement indicators for academic trends toward proficiency, proficiency and high school
graduation. At all grade levels and all assessments, scoring proficiently means achieving a performance level of 3 or higher (high
school Regents and Common Core Regents exam score of 65 or higher).

Finding: The site visit team has determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Falls Far
Below Performance Benchmark 1.
Summative Evidence for Benchmark 1: See Appendix A for further information.
Annual Regents testing data compared to New York State and Rochester CSD averages show that RCMCS
had lower proficiency rates than both the State and district for every assessment administered in 2013‐
2014 and for the majority of assessments administered in 2014‐2015. Proficiency rates were generally
10 to 20 percentage points below Rochester CSD and as much as 40 to over 60 percentage points below
State averages.
The school is not on track to meet the statewide four year cohort graduation accountability rate of 80
percent. An analysis of the 2012 Cohort at RCMCS indicates that only 45 percent of students are on
track to graduate, as measured by having passed 3 or more Regents examinations by the end of the
third year of high school.
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Benchmark 2: Teaching and Learning
School leaders have systems in place designed to cultivate shared accountability and high expectations and that lead to
students’ well‐being, improved academic outcomes, and educational success. The school has rigorous and coherent curriculum
and assessments that are aligned to the Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) for all students. Teachers engage in strategic
practices and decision‐making in order to address the gap between what students know and need to learn so that all students
experience consistent high levels of engagement, thinking and achievement.

Finding: The site visit team has determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Falls Far
Below Performance Benchmark 2.
Element

Indicators

1. Curriculum

a. The school has a documented curriculum that is aligned to the CCLS.
b. Teachers use unit and lesson plans that introduce complex materials,
stimulate higher order thinking, and build deep conceptual understanding and
knowledge around specific content.
c. The curriculum is aligned horizontally across classrooms at the same grade
level and vertically between grades.
d. The curriculum is differentiated to provide opportunities for all students to
master grade‐level skills and concepts.

2. Instruction

a. The school staff has a common understanding of high‐quality instruction,
and observed instructional practices align to this understanding.
b. Instructional delivery fosters engagement with all students.

3. Assessment and
Program
Evaluation

a. The school uses a balanced system of formative, diagnostic and summative
assessments.
b. The school uses qualitative and quantitative data to inform instruction and
improve student outcomes.
c. The school uses qualitative and quantitative data to evaluate the quality
and effectiveness of the academic program, and modifies the program
accordingly.

a. The school provides supports to meet the academic needs for all students,
including but not limited to: students with disabilities, English language
4. Supports for
learners, and economically disadvantaged students.
Diverse Learners
b. The school has systems to monitor the progress of individual students and
facilitate communication between interventionists and classroom teachers
regarding the needs of individual students.
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Summative Evidence for Benchmark 2: See Appendix B for further information.
Curriculum
While school leaders indicated a curriculum was in place, documents showed general themes and
targets by month rather than a fully documented curriculum aligned to the Common Core Learning
Standards. School leaders view teachers as “curriculum developers.” However, the teachers are
generally new to the profession and require professional development in curriculum development.
Frequent teacher turnover leaves the school without a solid curriculum for each cours, that can be
systematically reviewed and revised based on student needs. Currently, individual teachers have access
to any previous curricular work on the school’s shared drive, bring their own course materials from
other schools, use the internet and EngageNY, or borrow from colleagues elsewhere. Based on these
resources, teachers then prepare a weekly overview that often lists the objective/essential question,
learning standards, constructivist activities, differentiation ideas, higher order thinking opportunities,
and assessment ideas. However, site visit team members noted that the overviews did not appear
consistent among teachers or across content areas and teachers reported that there is little vertical
alignment of content.
Instruction
School leaders explained that the initial priorities for this school year were to establish structures and
address classroom behavior. Leaders felt confident that those priorities had been addressed and the
focus could not shift to classroom instruction. Teachers have had some professional development on
constructivism and project‐based learning. However, there was little evidence of these instructional
strategies in the classrooms visited. In discussions during the visit, reviewers found that teachers
equated constructivism with activities such as worksheets. Students shared that they did many projects,
however, their explanation of the projects they completed were low level tasks for a high school, such as
making lists of characteristics or drawing a poster.
Teachers do not demonstrate a common understanding of high‐quality instruction. Out of 29 classrooms
visited, reviewers saw consistent evidence of rigorous instruction in five and high quality instruction in
four. In some classes the teachers did not have a deep understanding of the content they were
teaching, as they were not teaching in their area of certification. This resulted in low level questioning,
basic tasks being assigned with little opportunity for students to engage in deep conceptual thinking,
and, in some cases, erroneous or incomplete information being shared with students.
During classroom visits reviewers also found that, although students often sat in groups, there was
limited evidence of differentiation in the classroom. Differentiation, reviewers were told, takes place
individually for students as they use the self‐paced Edgenuity software for credit recovery and Castle
Learning software to practice test taking from a bank of Regents exam questions.
Of the 29 classes visited, all students were consistently engaged in eight of the classes. There were few
opportunities for student to student interaction except for the off task conversations students had while
completing worksheets at the same table. Teachers noted that students often arrive late to school so
first period classes have low enrollment and students miss instruction. In other classes, time was not
maximized. Either instruction ended well before the period was over or when students completed their
work there was no additional assignment for them to begin. As a result, the school and teachers do not
demonstrate urgency around increasing student achievement.
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Assessment and Program Evaluation
This year, the school is using School Tool to collect student data and track student progress. This
database is available to school leaders, teachers, parents, and students. The Student Success Team is
using the ongoing documentation in School Tool to track referrals, address student needs, and to
monitor teacher practices to ensure student success.
The school uses several different methods of assessment that focus on the goal of each student having
22 credits and five Regents exams in order to graduate. The most widespread forms of assessment used
are Edgenuity to help students complete coursework for which they are behind, and Castle Learning,
which is a series of recycled Regents exam questions, by course, to give added practice to prepare for
the next exam. In August, prior to school beginning, teachers also looked at Regent’s results to identify
major gaps and help determine assignment to AIS classes. Document review showed a schedule for use
of the NWEA assessments, but teachers did not reference them as a source of baseline information on
students.
Teachers circulated around the classrooms as students completed their work. However, they often
answered clarifying questions about the assignment or asked students recall questions having to do with
the task. There was little evidence of teachers asking follow up questions or checking for understanding
of content. The teachers in one department shared that they have reviewed their students’ work and
have, as a department, chosen to focus on a particularly weak area, embedding that throughout the
lessons and assignments this semester. Some teachers shared that they pre‐test, but for many classes
reviewers visited there was little evidence of accessing students’ prior knowledge.
Apart from frequent classroom visits by the school leaders, there was little evidence of a structured
system in place to evaluate the effectiveness of the academic program.
Support for Diverse Learners
School leaders reported that they are in the process of collecting and analyzing academic and behavioral
data. The school has begun, this year, to establish a Response to Intervention (RTI) program based on
analysis of the data available.
The school has some systems in place to support student progress. There is an Academic Intervention
Services (AIS) class in place to help students who have not yet passed the required number of Regents
exams. The AIS program does not provide targeted instruction for students in a particular content area
but rather provides additional test‐taking practice for them in order to pass the required state exams.
AIS classes are led by teachers who may not have expertise in the content area that is focused on by the
student.
Referral programs are in place for students with disabilities. Three special education teachers are on
staff. One teacher staffs the resource room. These teachers meet regularly with their general education
colleagues to discuss individual students and plan instruction. When appropriate, they will push in to
general education classes and support all students in the class as needed. They shared with the review
team that they make general education teachers aware of modifications and other requirements
stipulated in each student’s Individual Education Plan (IEP.) Although the special education teachers do
not make comparisons with the progress students in the general education program are making, they do
monitor the progress of the students with disabilities. They are part of the annual review process and
reported that they enjoy a collegial relationship with the Committee on Special Education in the City
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school district. Of the seven English language learners at the school, only one receives additional help in
the form of a one‐on‐one ESL teacher.
All students have a faculty advisor. Advisors receive forms for each student that list grades and some
other information and are the impetus for conversations about student progress. These forms
constitute an Individual Learning Plan (ILP) for each student. However, of the eight sample ILPs
reviewed, many did not have all grades listed, and few had specific information. Instead they had notes
such as “Area of need: math.” When students were asked about their conversations with their advisors,
they said the advisor asks them, “What’s going on with that grade?” Students could not explain how the
advisor helps determine the root cause of the failure, gives some specific suggestions on how to remedy
the situation, sets learning goals, or monitors the student’s progress.
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Benchmark 3: Culture, Climate and Family Engagement
The school has systems in place to support students’ social and emotional health and to provide for a safe and respectful
learning environment. Families, community members and school staff work together to share in the responsibility for student
academic progress and social‐emotional growth and well‐being. Families and students are satisfied with the school’s academics
and the overall leadership and management of the school.

Finding: The site visit team has determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Approaches
Performance Benchmark 3.
Element

1. Behavior
Management and
Safety

2. Family Engagement
and Communication

3. Social‐Emotional
Supports

Indicators

a. The school has a clear approach to behavioral management, including a
written discipline policy.
b. The school appears safe and all school constituents are able to articulate how
the school community maintains a safe environment.
c. The school has systems in place to ensure that the environment is free from
harassment and discrimination.
d. Classroom environments are conducive to learning and generally free from
disruption.

a. Teachers communicate with parents to discuss students’ strengths and needs.
b. The school assesses family and student satisfaction using strategies such as
surveys, feedback sessions, community forums, or participation logs, and
considers results when making schoolwide decisions.
c. The school has a systematic process for responding to parent or community
concerns.
d. The school shares school‐level academic data with the broader school
community to promote transparency and accountability among parents,
students and school constituents.
a. School leaders collect and use data to track the socio‐emotional needs of
students.
b. School leaders collect and use data regarding the impact of programs
designed to support students’ social and emotional health.
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Summative Evidence for Benchmark 3:
Behavior Management and Safety
The school has adopted several new policies and procedures to improve school climate and create a
relatively safe environment conducive to learning. Administrators reported that the first week of school
was dedicated to team‐building, and over the summer a subcommittee of staff developed expectations
for positive behavior supports (PBS). Staff reported rewarding students with t‐shirts and school‐specific
PBS posters were observed throughout the school, but they were not referenced by teachers or
students.
The school has a written discipline policy, including a clear section on harassment. Significant policy
changes enacted this summer include a ban on cell phones and a more stringent dress code. Students
reported having to turn in their cell phones in the morning and receive them at the end of their last
period class. The dress code was revised to require business casual attire and prohibits jeans, t‐shirts,
sweatshirts, etc. However, during the two days of the evaluation visit many students were observed in
violation of the dress code, including girls wearing low‐cut shirts and students in hoodies and
sweatshirts, with no apparent consequences. Teachers initiated lunch detention to address behavior
and discipline for infractions such as tardiness.
While there was little evidence of significant disruptions to learning in most classrooms, observers noted
frequent instances of students carrying on conversations or calling out during instruction, ignoring
teacher instructions. The school has not yet established a scholarly environment that promotes the
behaviors necessary for career readiness. While interviewed students and staff described the school as
safe, student behavior in hallways was rambunctious and reviewers observed some notable examples of
inappropriate and disrespectful behavior. In two incidences, students were observed hitting each other
in the presence of school staff that did not intervene. Similarly, on a number of occasions profanity was
used by students in public spaces and in classrooms; in one instance it was directed at one of the
evaluation team members.
Classroom observation data showed that 86% of observed classes were safe. However, only 55% of
students in those classrooms were partially engaged in learning. Observers found that classroom climate
characterized by high, clear expectations for student behavior and routines was present consistently
41% of the time. While the school has begun to make changes and develop critical policies, practices and
programs, it is too soon to know the long‐term effect on the culture and climate.
Family Engagement and Communication
The school has a number of communication systems in place but parent engagement is limited. Teachers
disseminate progress reports, and families can access student information and data through SchoolTool.
Parent communication is coordinated through the school’s advisement system with advisors expected
to speak weekly with families and document their communication in SchoolTool. Classroom teachers, as
well as special education and intervention staff, also noted communication with parents, including
meetings and conferences. Interviewed staff described parent engagement as a challenge. The school
has a parent teacher organization (PTO) with some teachers actively involved. However, parent
attendance has been sparse with meeting minutes indicating nine people at the September meeting and
four people at the October meeting. Minutes also indicate that the challenges of engaging high school
parents has been a topic of conversation.
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Social‐Emotional Supports
The school has some systems in place to address social‐emotional needs and help students maximize
educational opportunities at the school. In particular, the school has a Student Success Center with a
staff that works to identify needs, problem‐solve, and support both students and teachers. The Center is
led by a student success manager and includes a counselor, a crisis intervention specialist placed at the
school by a community‐based organization and a youth advocate provided by another partner
organization. A referral process is in place and teachers can submit social‐emotional referrals through
the school’s SchoolTool system. In addition, the Center staff noted a lot of informal collaboration and
communication with teachers regarding student concerns and needs. They also indicated that the
school has just implemented a formal response to intervention (RTI) system this year and that a pupil
personnel service team is going to meet on Wednesdays to consider both academic and behavior
referrals. The school adheres to restorative justice principles, and Center staff described their approach
as defusing disruptive behavior and getting students back into their classrooms as quickly as possible
through conversation and mediation. Center staff meets regularly and reported examining referral and
discipline data. While they clearly utilize data to identify students in need of support, there was limited
evidence of school staff analyzing data to evaluate programs and practices related to school culture and
social‐emotional development.
The school has an advisement system intended to provide every student with an adult to support and
guide them throughout their high school career. The advisor to student ratio is 1:10, though some
teachers indicated that they sometimes combine advisement groups so one teacher can get other things
done. Observation of advisement classes found few actively engaged in learning activities tied to
curriculum resources. In a number of observed advisements students were researching field trip
opportunities, though only some of them explicitly related to college or career themes. Some
advisements appeared to be essentially study hall. In another class, the advisor conferenced with
students individually about their grades, while the other students were not actively engaged in any
learning activity.
The school has some programs in place to meet the needs of a targeted group of students, although
those resources were reduced this year. The youth advocate works specifically with a caseload of 32
students identified as at‐risk, primarily based on grades; she provides guidance, monitors their progress,
coordinates Regents, SAT and PSAT preparation, and access to external resources. The school reduced
its investment in this program from two to one youth advocates this year, and staff described it as a loss.
In addition, while the school does not have in‐school suspension, it operates a Reflective Student
Support Group, essentially an alternative education program for students identified as having problems
and falling behind across their classes and in need of individualized attention. These students take their
coursework separately from their peers, receiving one‐on‐one attention from a student support teacher
and utilizing computer‐based instruction.
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Benchmark 4: Financial Condition
The school is in sound and stable financial condition as evidenced by performance on key financial indicators.

Finding: The site visit team has determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Meets
Performance Benchmark 4.
Summative Evidence for Benchmark 4:
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School appears to be in stable financial condition as evidenced by
performance on key indicators derived from the schools independently audited financial statements.
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Benchmark 5: Financial Management
The school operates in a fiscally sound manner with realistic budgets pursuant to a long‐range financial plan, appropriate
internal controls and procedures, and in accordance with state law and generally accepted accounting practices.

Finding: The site visit team has determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Approaches
Performance Benchmark 5.
Summative Evidence for Benchmark 5:
The CSO team reviewed Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School’s 2013‐2014 and 2014‐2015
audited financial statements to determine whether the independent auditor observed sufficient internal
controls over financial statements.
The 2013‐2014 audited financial statement followed up on eight management letter recommendations
from 2012‐2013, one of these eight was noted as a deficiency needing corrective action in the 2014‐
2015 audit.
There were two management letter recommendations noted by the auditor in 2013‐2014, one regarding
the lack of a donated goods policy and the other on the need to track fixed assets on the general ledger.
These recommendations were put in place during the 2014‐2015 school year.
The 2014‐2015 management letter noted deficiencies related to procurement policy, online banking,
general fixed assets, finance office safe, disbursements, journal entry review, and substitute teacher
compensation.
There was also a segregation of duties deficiency that was first noted in the 2012‐2013 management
letter and has not been corrected by the school. The auditor stated that ‘the finance clerk is the point of
receipt for funds submitted to the finance office, prepares receipts, deposits receipts to the bank,
reconciles the cash receipts log, and prepares accounts payable checks.’ Deficiencies in internal controls
that are noted in management letters should be corrected in a timely manner.
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Benchmark 6: Board Oversight and Governance
The board of trustees provides competent stewardship and oversight of the school while maintaining policies, establishing
performance goals, and implementing systems to ensure academic success, organizational viability, board effectiveness and
faithfulness to the terms of its charter.

Finding: The site visit team has determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Approaches
Performance Benchmark 6.
Indicators

Element

1. Board Oversight
and Governance

a. The board recruits and selects board members with skills and expertise that
meet the needs of the school.
b. The board engages in strategic and continuous improvement planning by
setting priorities and goals that are aligned with the school’s mission and
educational philosophy.
c. The board demonstrates active oversight of the charter school management,
fiscal operations and progress toward meeting academic and other school
goals.
d. The board regularly updates school policies.
e. The board utilizes a performance‐based evaluation process for evaluating
school leadership, itself and providers.
f. The board demonstrates full awareness of its legal obligations to the school
and stakeholders.

Summative Evidence for Benchmark 6:
Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School is currently governed by a board of seven members, two
below the minimum of nine required in the school’s bylaws. The board is organized into committees,
with members serving on multiple committees. The board president also serves as the treasurer. One
member, listed as a voting member in the school’s annual report, does not appear on a list of approved
board members provided by NYSED. A review of minutes revealed that on several occasions, a board
member not yet approved by NYSED voted on matters before the board and on at least one occasion a
vote was held in a meeting where a quorum was not present.
Despite being in its fourth year of operation, the board is at the beginning phase of recruiting and
selecting members with skills and expertise to meet the needs of the school. In the board focus group,
the board president described a recent effort on his part to create a chart that identifies the skills and
expertise needed on the board. He identified the need for legal expertise and a connection to the
Hispanic and mental health communities, in recognition of the school’s low enrollment of English
language learners and the demanding needs of the economically disadvantaged student population.
Another member identified the need to have representation from a community college. Areas that
board members identified for improvement included how to better communicate, creation of an
“onboarding” for new board members, creation of a handbook for board members, retention of new
board members, and receiving data from administrators a week before board meetings.
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When asked if the school has a strategic plan, the board identified the corrective action plan required by
NYSED as their current strategic plan. The corrective action plan was created by the school, with the
help of a consultant and administrative leadership, after an interim site visit in March 2014 by NYSED.
In the school’s third academic year, the school founder/leader and the board described realizing that the
school needed more experienced academic leadership than had previously been hired. In each of the
four years of operation, new leadership has been for the academic program. The school leader hired as
chief of operations and academics for 2015‐2016 is a long‐time friend and colleague of the school’s
founder. While she is an experienced educator, the board did not engage in a process to determine the
needs of the school and then conduct a search before making this hire.
The board described and provided documentation of evaluating the chief executive officer. The CEO
received a ‘Met’ or ‘Exemplary’ in all areas of the evaluation, none of which included academic
performance goals for the school. While the board described more clearly defining the role of the CEO,
with a greater separation from the chief of operations/academics and the educational leader, the CEO
continues to work with students and staff. Goals for 2015‐2016 also do not include the academic
performance of the school.
The board receives a monthly dashboard from administrators that includes student level data as well as
data from SchoolTool and enrollment and discipline data. Access to data was described as being much
better than in the past, when it was not readily available. Several board members described spending
time in classrooms where they look for rigor and in hallways, where they look for improved behavior.
Input is given to administrators from these observations.
The board president, who also serves as treasurer, described the school as solvent, but stated that low
enrollment is a cause for concern as it impacts cash flow. Administrators reported that twelve students
left in September after new dress code and cell phone requirements were instituted, although the team
also received data showing that a total of 51 students have left since the beginning of the year. The
school has also hired two security guards to be in hallways. He reported a small cash reserve and a need
for the school to raise outside funds, especially in support of a different facility that would better meet
the needs of the school.
A review of board minutes and the board focus group shows that the board regularly approves revised
or new policies developed the administrators. The board did not describe a process for a review cycle of
school policies, but instead is responsive to what administrators bring forward.
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Benchmark 7: Organizational Capacity
The school has established a well‐functioning organizational structure, clearly delineated roles for staff, management, and
board members. The school has systems and protocols that allow for the successful implementation, evaluation, and
improvement of its academic program and operations.

Finding: The site visit team has determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Falls Far
Below Performance Benchmark 7.
Element

1. School
Leadership

2. Professional
Climate

3. Contractual
Relationships
☐N/A

Indicators

a. The school has an effective school leadership team that obtains staff
commitment to a clearly defined mission and set of goals, allowing for continual
improvement in student learning.
b. Roles and responsibilities for leaders, staff, management, and board members
are clearly defined. Members of the school community adhere to defined roles
and responsibilities.
c. The school has clear and well‐established communication systems and decision‐
making processes in place which ensure effective communication across the
school.
d. The school successfully recruits, hires, and retains key personnel, and makes
decisions – when warranted – to remove ineffective staff members.
a. The school is fully staffed with high quality personnel to meet all educational
and operational needs, including finance, human resources, and communication.
b. The school has established structures for frequent collaboration among
teachers.
c. The school ensures that staff has requisite skills, expertise, and professional
development necessary to meet students’ needs.
d. The school has systems to monitor and maintain organizational and
instructional quality—which includes a formal process for teacher evaluation
geared toward improving instructional practice.
e. The school has mechanisms to solicit teacher feedback and gauge teacher
satisfaction.
a. The board of trustees and school leadership establish effective working
relationships with the management company or comprehensive service provider.
b. Changes in the school’s charter management or comprehensive service
provider contract comply with required charter amendment procedures.
c. The school monitors the efficacy of contracted service providers or partners.
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Summative Evidence for Benchmark 7:
School Leadership
Over the course of its charter, the Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School has struggled to recruit
and retain key personnel, replacing the school leader each year. This past year, three staff members
were not rehired and two new administrators are in place. The internship coordinator position was
recently vacated, and school leaders were in the process of reconfiguring staff to assign someone to
manage this critical key design element of the school’s charter. As mentioned above, eight teachers
have left the school since the start of the school year, and state data shows that 13 of 23 classroom
teachers are new to the school this year. School leaders explained that teachers were motivated to
leave because of the better benefits package offered by the city school district.
Therefore, for the fourth time in its first charter term, the school has hired new school leaders. Board
members and the chief executive officer (CEO) reported that decisions to hire a veteran instructional
leader and to reconfigure the administrative structure were informed in part by feedback from the
previous site review and school performance and behavior data showing minimal progress toward
realizing the school’s mission. Strengths are difficult to assess at this point in time, as much of the work
done this past summer is newly implemented to varying degrees of success. The newly strengthened
administrative structure creates a stronger division of labor in that it assigns responsibility for school
climate and culture to the educational leader (EL) and overall responsibility for school operations and
the educational program to the chief of operations/ academics (COA). School staff members are familiar
with the different roles of the two administrators and described the COA as their primary support
person for instructional and academic needs, and the EL as the point of contact for discipline,
attendance, and behavior concerns.
In its evaluation of the CEO, the board addressed concerns about actions in the past that blurred the
distinction between governance and oversight and reiterated its insistence that the CEO maintain
appropriate separation between his role and that of the school administrators. They reaffirmed that the
CEO should focus on his responsibilities to address space issues related to the growth of the school and
to fundraising. Board members admitted that, while they believe these roles have been adhered to,
they are aware that the CEO is teaching an English class and overseeing students’ work on their Senior
Journals.
Teachers indicated frequent communication with both school administrators in regular Wednesday
meetings when students are released early, as well as biweekly department meetings, along with
frequent unscheduled observations and follow‐up conversations. The school invites staff to offer input
into operations via surveys, through participation in subcommittees, and frequent scheduled and
unscheduled meetings. Even though the school engaged staff in a collaborative process to develop a
handbook defining common policies, practices, and procedures during the summer professional
development, implementation and enforcement have been inconsistent, resulting in a learning
environment that is not productive for all students.
Teachers, administrators, and board members described a common understanding of the school’s
mission and long term charter goals. Staff members were asked to sign a document confirming their
commitment to the school’s vision during a summer professional development session. These actions
have produced a general familiarity with the intended outcome of the school’s programs, but they have
not translated into stronger student performance. For the first quarter of the school year ending in
October, twenty‐four percent of students earned less than 60 for their courses, a failing grade in the
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school’s system. The school has additional interim data with the results of the Northwest Evaluation
Association’s Measures of Academic Progress (NWEA‐MAP), but has not aggregated that data at the
school, subject area, or grade level to identify possible program gaps and weaknesses. Teachers were
aware of the NWEA assessment, and some described examining the results for individual students, but
the lesson plans and curriculum samples provided to the site visit team did not reference these data as a
factor in the design of lessons or the sequencing of instruction. As a result, while there is common
awareness of the achievement goals defined by the school’s charter, teachers’ lessons are defined by
course content and Regents expectations, and do not represent stepping stones or building blocks
toward the long term charter goals. School leaders confirmed that teachers have not yet broken down
the long term school goals into interim class or course goals targeted to specific student needs.
Teacher turnover has hampered implementation of the school’s policies, practices, and procedures
defined in the new handbook. Eight teachers have left since August, and at the time of the site visit, the
school was in the process of reorganizing staff to accommodate the departure of the internship
coordinator. Staff members new to the school did not participate in the discussion or decision‐making
over the summer that contributed to the commitment of their peers to the school’s vision. The high
rate of staff turnover continues patterns that have been evident from the school’s prior years, as noted
in the previous site visit report data. A lack of stability in school leadership, including the arrival of new
leaders this year, and the high rate of teacher departure impede the school’s ability to sustain progress
toward its vision.
The school’s capacity to implement its programs in order to achieve the desired improvement in school
culture and academic outcomes is further limited by student attrition. Since the start of the 2015‐2016
school year, 51 students withdrew from the school and, while the school has enrolled new students to
bring the population close to the charter target for the year, the new students did not benefit from the
summer orientation sessions and ninth grade orientation to learn the school’s academic and behavioral
expectations. School leaders attribute the departure of students to disagreement with the new dress
code and restrictive cell phone policies which were developed over the summer. While students in the
focus group claimed the new policies have led to a more orderly climate, discipline data and site visit
team observations indicate persistent disturbances that disrupt the learning environment. Over the first
ten weeks of the school year, 133 discipline incidents have been documented.
Professional Climate
School leaders have attempted to establish a productive professional climate at RCMCS. While the
school has an adequate number of staff members, teachers are frequently assigned instructional
responsibilities outside their areas of expertise. The school lists 23 teaching staff serving the current
enrollment of 235 students in the core subject areas of English, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Career Choices, physical education, and digital design classes round out the school’s course offerings
and one special educator and two resource teachers serve students with disabilities. According to the
master schedule, many teachers are assigned classes outside their area of specialization, with three
science teachers teaching Participation in Government/Economics courses, a Spanish teacher teaching
Environmental Science, two English teachers with World History and Geography classes, a math teacher
leading a Physical Education class, and another math teacher teaching Living Environment. Academic
Intervention Services (AIS) are also provided by subject area teachers, even though the students
assigned to the class may need support in subjects other than the teachers’ specialization. The school’s
deployment of staff to areas where they may not have training or experience limits the effectiveness of
the instructional program.
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School leaders expressed optimism that the extensive professional development and embedded
instructional support provided by the chief of academics will lead to high quality instruction in
classrooms even with the new staff. However, the teachers replacing the eight who left after the start
of the school year did not participate in the comprehensive summer training sessions and must rely on
their colleagues or the instructional leader for guidance within the time available in the school day. The
school schedule includes early release for students every Wednesday afternoon during which teachers
meet in department teams and then as a full faculty for information sharing and professional
development. As noted under Benchmark 2 and in Appendix B, the professional development provided
to date has not resulted in the consistent use of quality instructional practices across the school.
The new school leader has begun implementing a teacher evaluation system based on the Danielson
framework. Teachers reported that they receive feedback from formal observations and frequent
informal walk‐throughs by the chief of operations and academics. Teachers said the focus of the first
observations has been on Domain 3, Instruction, particularly Component 3c: Engaging students in
learning. Teachers rated the feedback they receive as useful and helpful in guiding their practice.
Observations by the site visit team displayed in Appendix B reveal consistent evidence of student
engagement in only 8 classes with partial or no evidence of engagement in 21 classrooms. According to
the calendar provided by the school, professional development on the Danielson framework is not
scheduled until January 2016. The school’s system to maintain instructional quality has not yet yielded
the intended outcome of engaging students in lessons that lead to improved academic achievement.
Contractual Relationships
The school contracts with several providers to offer both academic and social‐emotional support to
students. Minutes of board meetings include discussion of the quality of the services provided by these
community agencies, with board members inquiring about the benefits compared to the cost of
services. For example, Sylvan Learning was contracted to provide summer credit recovery for those who
failed a Regents examination and, while the school paid for 30 students to participate, attendance
averaged 25 percent and few students passed the Regents at the end of the summer program. In board
minutes, members noted that, while needed to address persistent issues of school discipline, the cost of
adding a second member from the agency providing staff to the Student Support Center would be
difficult to support within the school’s budget. Board members indicated that they do not have a formal
system to evaluate the quality of services from their contracted providers, but they do discuss these
concerns at monthly meetings. The new school leader said she has developed a set of criteria and
measures that she will use to assess the services of the providers, but she was not aware of any
systematic evaluation in prior years.
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Benchmark 8: Mission and Key Design Elements
The school is faithful to its mission and has implemented the key design elements included in its charter.

Finding: The site visit team has determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Approaches
Performance Benchmark 8.
Indicators

Element

1. Mission and
Key Design
Elements

a. School stakeholders share a common and consistent understanding of the
school’s mission and key design elements outlined in the charter.
b. The school has fully implemented the key design elements in the approved
charter and in any subsequently approved revisions.

Summative Evidence for Benchmark 8:
Interviewed stakeholders described a generally common understanding of the school’s mission and
vision, which aligned with the school’s stated mission statement. For example, interviewed board
members noted their focus on graduating students and preparing them for the future, including college
and career opportunities. They felt the school’s academics and internships should contribute to college
readiness and students should develop awareness of their career options. Teachers said the school was
focused on graduating students on time.
The school currently has four key design elements—personalization, teachers as curriculum designers,
career internships, and enrichment and student support—that it is striving to implement with varying
degrees of success. Evaluators found limited evidence of personalization. The school uses individual
learning plans, but examples provided to the team do not contain clear and ambitious goals. Moreover,
interviewed students and staff made little reference to their use in driving improvement efforts. While
there was some reference to differentiation in lesson plans, there was limited evidence of data driving
instructional planning that targeted specific identified skill deficits. The AIS program assigns students
who have not passed required Regents exams to an AIS class. However, they are not organized by
subject and serve more as a study hall than targeted support and intervention based on identified
needs. One teacher noted she tries to help all of her students, but it is easier with students she actually
teaches or who need support in her subject. There is some personalization in the school’s approach to
career development, allowing students to choose their area of focus and affiliate with similar students
through the advisement program.
As described in Benchmark 2, teachers have considerable responsibility for curriculum development.
Some professional development has been devoted to supporting teachers in this area, including training
during the summer. Interviewed teachers described reliance on past experience, colleagues and external
mentors for curriculum guidance and support. In addition, at the time of the evaluation visit, the school
did not have a coherent curriculum in place that was horizontally and vertically aligned. Teachers
described having available to them curricula developed by previous teachers or using curricula brought
with them from a previous position. While teachers submit weekly overviews of instruction, they
indicated that curriculum was not in place for all subjects and grades and tended to change based on
teacher turnover.
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The school’s career choices and internship program is evolving. At the time of the evaluation visit, the
career choices teacher and internship coordinator were switching roles. Students in 9th and 10th grade all
take a career choices class that starts with general awareness of career fields, goal setting, identification
of strengths and skills, and development of interpersonal skills. In 10th grade, students narrow their
career focus and research job opportunities, education requirements, and community resources.
Teachers reported that the school is planning to introduce a community service requirement in January
with a 100 hour requirement per year, although administrators confirmed that the program is not yet
fully planned. This year 11th grade students take a health class and in 12th grade focus on the college
admissions process. Students in 11th and 12th grade are also expected to identify and secure an
internship to meet a graduation requirement of 150 hours per year. Staff indicated that the internship
program has been strengthened this year, with about 95% of students having secured internships,
though they have acknowledged that some students are using entry level afterschool jobs to count
towards their internship hours. The school has built relationships with local employers, including
hospitals, a professional sports franchise, banks and head start programs, but the onus is on students to
make contact, develop an internship opportunity, and secure a mentor who will sign their timesheets.
The school’s advisement system has also been organized around career clusters and student interests. A
scope and sequence was developed this year with monthly topics and learning targets. For example, in
November students are supposed to “explore college or trade school requirements related to career
interests.” Observation of advisement classes found some to be focused on researching departmental
offerings and programs at a college that students would be visiting as part of the school’s monthly field
trip program. However, in other advisement classes students were doing homework, researching field
trips for entertainment purposes, or socializing. Advisors are supposed to loop with students over four
years to help them develop a deep understanding of their career focus, but regular teacher turnover
inhibits this type of continuous relationship with students.
While the school indicates that enrichment block and student support is a key design element, an
enrichment block was not evident in the school schedule and intervention programs. The school
described AIS classes as ‘enrichment,’ however, these did not seem designed to provide enrichment
opportunities, but rather support for students who have failed a Regent’s exam. There are, however,
some afterschool clubs and activities. The strongest evidence of student support is the Student Success
Center, which includes counseling, crisis intervention, and youth advocate staff and programs. However,
the school does not have a comprehensive approach to collecting and using data to identify and support
students in need. For example, the school is just initiating an RTI process and is in the process of
providing related professional development for staff.
RCMCS has developed new policies and procedures for the current school year and focused on this
aspect of the school in the summer professional development time with teachers. Much of this work is
currently partially implemented and because it is new, it is not possible to fully evaluate success.
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Benchmark 9: Enrollment, Recruitment, and Retention
The school is meeting or making annual progress toward meeting the enrollment plan outlined in its charter and its enrollment
and retention targets for students with disabilities, English language learners, and students who are eligible applicants for the
free and reduced priced lunch program; or has demonstrated that it has made extensive good faith efforts to attract, recruit,
and retain such students.

Finding: The site visit team has determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Approaches
Performance Benchmark 9.
Element

1. Targets are
met

2. Targets are not
met

Indicators

a. The school maintains sufficient enrollment demand for the school to meet or
come close to meeting the enrollment plan outlined in the charter.
a. The school is making regular and significant annual progress toward meeting the
targets.
b. The school has implemented extensive recruitment strategies and program
services to attract and retain students with disabilities, English language learners,
and students who are eligible for free and reduced priced lunch. Strategies include,
but are not limited to: outreach to parents and families in the surrounding
communities, widely publicizing the lottery for such school, efforts to academically
support these students, and enrollment policy revisions, such as employing a
weighted lottery or enrollment preference, to increase the proportion of enrolled
students from the three priority populations.
c. The school has implemented a systematic process for evaluating recruitment and
outreach strategies and program services for each of the three categories of
students, and makes strategic improvements as needed.
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Comparison of School’s Subgroup Enrollment Compared to the District of Location
2013‐2014
2014‐2015
Percent of
Percent of
Enrollment
Enrollment
School
Enrollment of Special Populations
Economically
Disadvantaged
100%
English Language
Learners
0%
Students with
Disabilities
17%

2015‐2016
Percent of
Enrollment

CSD

Variance5

School

CSD

Variance

School6

88%

+12%

96%

88%

+7.7

97%

13%

‐12.6

3%

14%

‐10.4

3%

22%

‐4.6

10%

20%

‐10.3

8%

Summative Evidence for Benchmark 9:
State data for the 2014‐2015 school year shows that RCMCS exceeded the Rochester City School District
in the percentage of economically disadvantaged students enrolled (RCMCS = 96 percent; RCSD = 88
percent). In 2014‐2015, the school enrolled fewer students with disabilities than the Rochester City
School District (RCSD) (RCMCS =17 percent; RCSD = 22%) and far below the city average for English
language learners (RCMCS = 3 percent; RCSD = 20 percent). In the current school year (2015‐2016), the
Attendance and Data Manager reported that the number of students with disabilities has dropped to 22,
or 9.2 percent. Board members commented on the departure of students with disabilities this year, and
the school indicated that the reason given was that the school could not provide staff to offer the 6:1:1
or 12:1:1 settings desired by parents. The school’s enrollment of English language learners remains at 3
percent this year.
The school uses a number of strategies to attract students and families to apply, but has not elicited
sufficient interest to maintain a waiting list. The withdrawal of 51 students since the start of the school
year triggered a second round of recruiting using some of the same strategies used in the normal
recruiting cycle: post cards mailed to RCSD students; posters on public transit buses and bus shelters; a
televised skit on the local public broadcasting station; and labels on pizza boxes. Over the summer,
RCMCS participated in recruitment fairs. The school was able to recruit new students this year to build
its enrollment to 235 students, which is less than the 270 students planned for this year. The school
does track the sources that lead to student enrollment in order to assess the effectiveness of its various
strategies. According to the attendance and data manager, the most effective strategies for attracting
new students has been mailings, the television skit, and recruitment fairs.
While these strategies have been useful in attracting the general student population, the school has
used few targeted strategies to attract and retain students with disabilities and English language
learners. The school application as well as the pamphlets left in local stores and community agencies
are printed in both English and Spanish, but other media are offered in English only. The school makes
contact with a youth services agency that serves mostly Hispanic students to encourage applications and
enrollment. The school recently requested price quotes for printing materials in French in addition to

5
6

Variance is defined as the percent of subgroup enrollment between the charter school and the district of location.
Reported by the school; 2015‐16 enrollment data has not been publicly released as of the date of this report.
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Spanish for the coming year, in an effort to reach out to speakers of other languages in the city. The
school’s website is in English only with a link to a Spanish language application.
Over the course of its charter term, the school has made progress recruiting and retaining students who
are economically disadvantaged but they have had less success recruiting and retaining students who
are English learners and those with disabilities. The withdrawal of almost half the number of students
with disabilities represents a significant departure from the state targets.
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Benchmark 10: Legal Compliance
The school complies with applicable laws, regulations, and the provisions of its charter.

Finding: The site visit team has determined that Rochester Career Mentoring Charter School Meets
Performance Benchmark 10.
Indicators

Element

1. Legal
Compliance

a. The school has compiled a record of substantial compliance with applicable
state and federal laws and the provisions of its charter including, but not limited
to: those related to student admissions and enrollment; FOIL and Open Meetings
Law; protecting the rights of students and employees; financial management and
oversight; governance and reporting; and health and safety requirements.
b. The school has undertaken appropriate corrective action when needed, and
has implemented necessary safeguards to maintain compliance with all legal
requirements.
c. The school has sought Board of Regents and/or Charter School Office approval
for significant revisions.

Summative Evidence for Benchmark 10:
While the school is generally in compliance with this benchmark, there have been a few violations of
Open Meetings Law. Board members met on at least two occasions over the past year when a quorum
was not present and engaged in discussion of multiple issues (Aug 20, 2014; June 17, 2015); votes were
deferred until the following meeting, with the exception of votes to go into and out of executive session
at the June meeting. Additionally, two board members were seated before receiving NYSED approval.
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APPENDIX A: HIGH SCHOOL NYS ASSESSMENT OUTCOMES

Regents Exam
Earth Science

2012‐13

RCMCS All
Students
7%

Compared to
Rochester CSD
‐23%

Compared to
NYS
‐64%

2013‐14

15%

‐14%

‐57%

‐

‐

‐

2012‐13

0%

‐31%

‐74%

2013‐14

6%

‐13%

‐67%

2014‐15

‐

‐

‐

2012‐13

‐

‐

‐

2013‐14

29%

‐11%

‐37%

2014‐15

‐

‐

‐

2012‐13

30%

‐11%

‐44%

2013‐14

18%

‐20%

‐54%

2014‐15

‐

‐

‐

2012‐13

‐

‐

‐

2013‐14

34%

‐11%

‐44%

2014‐15

‐

‐

‐

2014‐15
Geometry

Global History

Integrated Algebra

Living Environment

7

7

2014‐15 Academic data is not yet publically available.
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APPENDIX B: CLASSROOM OBSERVATION INVENTORY

Classroom Observation Inventory
0

1

2

No
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Consistent
Evidence

Total Classrooms Included in Inventory =
29

Curriculum and Instruction

17%
Rigorous
Instruction

7

17

5

24%

No Evidence
Partial Evidence
Consistent Evidence

59%
14%
Instructional
Practices

10

15

4

34%

No Evidence
Partial Evidence
Consistent Evidence

52%
17%

Climate, Culture and Safety

Classroom
Climate

5

12

12

No Evidence
41%
Partial Evidence
Consistent Evidence

42%
28%
Student
Engagement

5

16

8

17%

No Evidence
Partial Evidence
Consistent Evidence

55%
4% 10%
Safety

1

3

25

No Evidence
Partial Evidence
Consistent Evidence

86%
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